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This thesis is a case study of Malayalee women living in Toronto. Canada. It 

examines the experiences of Malayalee women in two generations: women who 

imrnigrated to Canada as adults and women who immigrated as children or were bom 

here. This study is cancerned with exploring how their race, gender, culture, class, 

sexuality and history work together in creating social locations and experiences that are 

specific to Malayalee women. It also examines feminist literature and attempts to 

explain South Asian women's experiences using relevant feminist theories. 

This research has focused on Malayalee women and more generally South 

Asian women because literature on South Asian women is scarce. Recognizing racial 

diversity, as well as the complex and interesting ways that dimensions of difference 

intersect, will be significant to both feminism and social science. It will allow these 

disciplines to study how the different aspects of social structure work together and 

interact to create inequalities and systems of oppression that produce different choices, 

opportunities and Iifestyles for specific groups of people. 

From this research I conclude that Malayalee women in this study have diverse 

life histories and are cornplex subjects whose lives do not resemble the stereotypes of 

one dimensional South Asian women. This thesis has examined conflicts that have 

emerged and strategies that have k e n  ernployed within the Malayalee community as a 

response to the immigration process, racism and sexism that Malayalees, and 



Malayalee women in particular, have experienced in Canada. As well, I conclude that 

many of the experiences that Malayalee women have had, especially in relation to the 

immigration process, are not accaunted for by mainstream feminist theories. Feminist 

theories would need to incorporate into its analysis an examination of race, sexuality, 

age, culture and immigration experiences, as well as class and gender, and explain how 

these dimensions of difference are interconnected. Further, I conclude that analyzing 

race, class, gender, sexuality and age only make sense within the specificities of social, 

political and historical processes and structures, including racism, sexism and 

immigration, and that any analysis of inequality must take all relevant dimensions into 

account. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is a case study of Malayalee women living in Toronto, Canada. 

Malayalees are a group of South Asians who originate in the Southem lndian state of 

Kerala and who share a wmmon language, Malayalam. This work explores how their 

race, gender, class, sexuality and history work together in creating social locations and 

experiences that are specific to Malayalee women and more generally South Asian 

women. It is an attempt to further knowledge on the intersecting nature of systems of 

oppression, and to design strategies to work Paward equality. 

Feminist theory has evolved considerably over the last several decades. Since 

the 80s, 'diversity" and the actuality of differences has becorne the project of women's 

studies, particulariy among academic feminists (Crosby, 1992). However, in this thesis 1 

argue that many of the experiences that Malayalee women have are not addressed by 

feminist theories. Specifically, the areas that need feminist focus are discrimination in 

the labour market, shifis in class, status and econornic stability after immigration, and 

changes in family structure and formation. As well more work is needed on second 

generation issues conceming the duality of culture. 

In this thesis I argue that in order for feminist theorizing to be inclusive, equitable 

and have fair representation of al1 women, it must involve anti-racist principtes (Dei, 

1996a). An examination of Malayalee women must &e understood within the context of 

cornplex social and historical processes which account for the subordination of people 

based on differences of race, gender and class. Feminist theories need to incorporate 

into their analysis an examination of race, immigration experiences, sexuality, 

generational differences, gender and class. Further they need to explore how these are 

intercannected in constituting different lived experiences and social locations for wornen 



sense if one understands how they are organized as social positions within historically 

evolving societies, economies, and political processes. Thus the socially constructed 

categones of race, class and gender must be seen as being embedded in evolving 

social and historical processes, which change as circumstances and time periods 

change. These categories must thus be understood as dynamic positions, rather than 

fixed inherent characteristics. 

As a Malayalee female growing up in Canada, I have been profoundly infiuenced 

by racisrn, sexism and classism. Sinœ the age of five, when I immigrated here, I was 

forced ta becorne aware of my race, gender and class and how they positioned me 

within my family, the Malayalee community and within mainstream Canadian society. 

This project grew out of rny desire to want to understand both mine and other Malayalee 

women's experiences of life in Canada. I wanted to understand the patterns and 

similarities in our experiences and what constituted Our common experiences. l wanted 

to explore rny history and examine how experiences of oppression and resistance 

produced me as a Malayalee woman living in Canada. 

This thesis emerges out of my middle-class standpoint. Working with the stories 

1 heard fram the women in this study, I construd how it is possible to speak as a 

Malayalee woman living in Canada. 1 rely on my cultural and historical experiences and 

knowledge ta understand these stories. In this way, 1 bring my own subjectivity into this 

project (Butler, 1992). The Malayalee women in this study have diverse Iives and life 

histories. They are also positioned by their cultural and historical backgrounds, as well 

as their experiences and knowledge. It is important to realize that I as the researcher 

and a Malayalee woman and the women in this study have multiple subject positions 

based on Our race, gender, class, age, generational positioning and the social and 



historical specificities of our Iives and the societies we tive in. Grewal states that 

research of this nature '...requires an understanding of the politics of multiple locations, 

since culture and theoretical formations travel and move in relation to ewnomic and 

political neo-im perialisms (Grewal, 199451). 

This case study attempts to understand what being a Malayalee female means 

for the women in this study. As Malayalee women we are clearly rnarginalized because 

of our race and gender, at the same tirne we occupy evolving socially and historically 

contingent positions because of the way immigration works in Canada. For South Asian 

women in particular, as well as for other immigrant women, the consequences of 

immigration greatly influence almost every aspect of Our lives. As well, the influence of 

South Asian culture and the ways in which the two generations of women take up their 

culture differently, play a role in how these women experienœ their gender in Canada. 

In relating Canadian Malayalee women's experiences to feminist literature, I 

identify what Malayalee women's specific issues, concems and experiences are in 

Canada, and what feminist theoiy would need to include in its analysis in order to 

account for Malayalee and South Asian women's experiences. The experiences of 

Malayalee women will be wmpared to the experiences of mainstream white Canadian 

and American women. as well as women of other cultural and racial backgrounds. 

However, these comparisons will be exploratory due to the limited nature of the existing 

literature and research. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY 

One of the main reasons I have chosen this field of study is because of the 

absence of South Asian women in feminist literature. My research attempts to fiIl in 

these gaps and make a contribution to feminist research and social science in order to 



provide a more wmplete perspective. Against this backdrop there are two other 

theoretical areas of debate in which this study must be placed. These areas are 

concemed with anti-racist research, which examines power differences between racial 

groups and how racism works in the power structures that exist, as well as the current 

scholarship on the intersectionality of race, gender, class, histoiy and culture, and the 

contribution and necessity of these areas of research in feminist studies. 

This study focuses on the experiences of women for several reasons. Starting 

with women's experiences rather than from abstract theories, allows new insight into our 

knowledge about women, providing them with a voice and a forum. It forces us to 

rethink conventional wisdom about social organùations and the structure of the social 

order when women rather than men are at the center of analysis. 

lncorporating the multiracial and multicultural experiences of women of calour 

into feminist scholarship and reconstnicting models and theories that acknowledge and 

explain al1 women's experiences are important first steps in working towards an inclusive 

feminism. Starting frorn the experiences of Maiayalee women or more generally South 

Asian women challenges both sociological assumptions and ferninist theory, when our 

expen'ences do not fit into the current frameworks. 

Recognizing racial divenity, as well as the complex and interesting ways that 

race, class, gender, culture, age, sexuality and history intersect, will have a tremendous 

impact on both feminism and social science. It will provide these disciplines with an 

opportunity to study how the different aspects of social sttucture worù together to 

interact to produce different choices, opportunities and lifestyles for diverse groups of 

people. This thesis examines how power structures are constnicted and dealt with by a 

narginalized group. 



WHY STUDY MALAYALEE WOMEN? 

The specific case of Malayalee women in Tomnto will be examined as one group 

that is representative of a South Asian subgroup. In many ways Malayalee women are 

typical of South Asian women. with the exception of Malayalee women's relatively high 

income and education levels (this topic will be discussed in Chapter five). In the existing 

literature Malayalee wornen's experiences would probably be collected into the category 

of experienœs of 'women of colour' or more specifically 'South Asian women'. Mohanty 

argues for the political definition of the terni 'women of colour'. She claims that the term 

is significant as a political position, rather than a biological or sociological one. What 

constitutes Women of colour' in a workable alliance is not their colour or their racial 

identity, rather their 'comrnon cantext of struggle" (Mohanty, 1991 :7). Mohanty explains 

that it is women of coloufs relational political position ta sexist, racist and imperialist 

structures that develops their 'common context of struggle". In the same way 'South 

Asian women' c m  be constituted into an alliance for political solidarity despite their 

diversities. In this study the terni 'South Asian' will be used to make reference to the 

collective groups of people that originate in Southem Asia. We must keep in rnind that 

within this South Asian group there are sub groups based on: geo-political divisions 

(India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh as well as South Asians living in the 

diaspora'); language and cultural divisions (Punjabi, Gujarati, Malayalee, Hindi, Urdu, 

Tamil, Telagu and many otherç); as well as religious and sect divisions (Hindu, 

Christian, Muslim, Sikh, Parsi, Brahmin, Jain, Sunni, Shi'ite, etc.). The category of 

' South Asians living in the diaspora indude the people from these regions "who have migrateci rnany Urnes 
over several generationsm thus also corne from the countn'es of the Caribbean, Africa, Europe and other 
parts of the world (Razack, 1995). Ywever, in this thesis. South Asian immigrants to Canada will refer to 
people who have migrated during one generation and have retained many aspeds of South Asian cuiture- 
Note ais  does not indude lndo Caribbeans as their culture and histories are different h m  South Asians 
who immigrated d i r e  or via another country to Canada. A h ,  in this thesis the category of South Asian 
immigrants does not include South Asian refugees for similar reasons. 



'South Asian women' is comprised of women from diverse backgrounds and although 

we share a common race and gender, the way we experience these factors is 

dialedically connected to other variables of culture, religion, class, language, nationality, 

age and sexuality. The interplay of these variables creates different experiences for 

different South Asian women. 

Examining the Iives of Malayalee women rnay be seen as a typical case study for 

understanding the lives of South Asian women in general because we share many 

elernents in comrnon. However, it should be noted that Malayalee women's income and 

education levels are not typical of South Asian women, as they are relatively high. It is 

important to recognue that although there are many differenœs between the varying 

South Asian wmmunities, at the same time, many of the experiences and findings in the 

Malayalee group may be extrapolated to other South Asian groups. This is the case 

primarily because even though one group of South Asians may have a different religion 

and language than another, we may have other elernents such as cultural noms and 

practices or immigration experience in common. For example, we face specific 

cansequences related to the Canadian immigration process, notably the meeting of 

South Asian beliefs, values and practices with ones prevalent in Canada. Specifically, 

these are some examples from the present study: changes in family stnicture and 

formation, class membership, and status; cultural wnfiicts and the dual culture that 

younger South Asian women experience, e.g. the arranged mamage system versus 

dating; value systems including endogarny, group decision rnaking versus independence 

and individuality, high value placed on education, and respect for parents and elders; re- 

valuing of educational credentials, and opportunw for education and employrnent; and 

our history of colonuation and immigration. Examining the experienœs that Malayalee 



women in Canada have had may provide valuable insight into the nature of South Asian 

womens' inequality and the systematic oppression we fa-. 

Toronto, Ontario was chosen as the locus of this study for reasons of 

convenience and because 64% of Canada's Indo-Canadian cituens are said to reside in 

Ontario (Statistics Canada. 1991; see Figure 1). The Malayalee community was chosen 

as a group to be investigated for several reasons. First, very little research and 

information exists on this community. Second, as a member of the Malayalee 

community I have had many experiences that are specific to rny race. gender, class and 

culture that may be shared by other members of the group and are in need of 

investigation. Third, belonging to the group provided an access point for contaci with 

initial participants. Defining the 'Malayalee cornmunity' is important because throughout 

the interviews it became clear that the 'Malayalee cornmunity' greatly influenœd the 

lives and choices of the women in this study. In this study the 'Malayalee wmmunity' 

refers to the relatives, friends and acquaintances who reside in the same area (in this 

case the Toronto area) and are united prirnarily by ties of a common language and 

cultural tradition. According to Malayalees, k i n g  a member of the Malayalee 

community is not an option, if you spoke Malayalam andior belonged to the cultural 

group and lived within a certain area, you were a member whether you wanted to be or 

not. This ordinarily meant that others in the Malayalee community knew you or knew of 

you. Almost al1 of the women in the older generation in this study reported that ail or 

rnost of their closest friends were also Malayalee. Thus, at least in the older generation, 

there is a network of friends and family that know each other and each other's children. 

The Malayalee community is relatively small and close b i t ,  and information passes 

freely within the community. Many of the women in this study indicated that they were 



afraid of gossip within the Malayalee community because 'news' got around. The 

Malayalee cummunity's strong expedations of acceptable behaviour for wornen and the 

fear of gossip have proven to be significant factors in the lives of the women in this 

study . 

This study also examines the different expenences of two generations of 

Malayalee women: Malayalee women who immigrated as adults and Malayalee women 

who were born here or came to Canada at a very young age. It will be interesting and 

useful to compare and contrast the experiences of these two generations of women. 

Malayalee women who immigrated as adults are bound to have different conœms and 

experiences than those women who were born here or came to Canada when they were 

very young. For example, women who were raised in India would probably be more 

exposed to and influenced by lndian cultural values, ideologies and expen'ences. These 

values and ideologies will probably be different in nature than the mainstrearn Canadian 

values, ideologies and expectations influencing wornen who were raised in Canada. 

Thus the two generations of women in this study have adopted selected aspects of 

mainstream Canadian culture and maintained selected aspects of lndian culture in 

different proportions, and have beliefs, values and ideologies that are not only different 

from that of the dominant group, but also from each other. However, we must keep in 

mind that this process of selecting aspects of one culture or another takes place within a 

wntext in which social difference is racialized. For example in Canada, Canadian 

culture is dominant and lndian culture is marginalked and seen as 'other" by 

mainstrearn Canadians (this topic will be discussed in Chapter two). Further, the social 

construction of gender and race and what it means to be a 'white or non-white woman' 

or a 'South Asian wornan' is different in South Asian and Canadian contexts; as well, the 



meanings change over tirne. Thus the two generations of Malayalee women will likely 

have different understandings, beliefs and experienœs of their gender, race. class. age 

and sexuality. 

Malayalee immigration patterns are very sirnilar to those of most South Asian 

immigrants to Canada, aithough there is one exception that needs to be examined. 

Often one rnember of the family, usually the husband, amved first, found work and 

accommodation and later sent for the rest of their family (Buchignani, 1979). However, 

in the Malayalee sample there are many cases where the wife was the first to immigrate. 

In my 1992 study of Malayalee youth in Toronto, Canada, I found that 44% of their 

mothers had been the first ones to immigrate, having husbands follow at a later date. 

Only in 20% of the cases did women follow their husbands, with the remaining families 

corning together. This interesting finding can be explained. All of the women who had 

immigrated first were nurses by profession. Many of the husbands of these nurses did 

not hold professional jobs as their wives did. Thus, when one spouse had the 

opportunity to corne to a new country and find a job, housing and other necessities, it 

only made sense that the more employable spouse be the first to immigrate. Although 

nurses had a different immigration pattern, experienced different shifts in class and had 

relatively well paid jobs in comparison to women who were not nurses, the two groups of 

women had sirnilar if not identical views and experienœs with regards to family structure 

and formation, the gender division of unpaid labour, experiences in the work place and 

the social construction of womanhood. This topic of Malayalee nurses in Canada will be 

discussed in Chapter five. 



CATEGORIES OF l NVESTlGATlON 

This thesis examines Malayalee women's experiences and perceptions about 

their gender, race, class, age and sexuality from a feminist perspective. It investigates 

the life experienœs these women have had in relation to issues of: 1 .) labour force 

participation; 2.) the gender division of unpaid labour; 3.) family structure; and 4.) the 

social construction of womanhood. There are several reasons as to why these four 

specific categories have been used. First, these four areas have been identified in 

North Amen'can feminist literature as areas in which women have experienced 

signifcant oppression based on their gender. Historically, based on explanations of 

biology and gender, women have b e n  responsible for the household (cooking and 

cleaning) as well as raising children, and taking care of the family. With industrialkation 

and the distinction between the private and public spheres, men were responsible for 

the ewnomic well-being of the farnily and deemed the breadwinners in the family, 

however, when taking class into consideration, it must be acknowledged that working 

class women have aiways been in the paid labour force (Adamson, Briskin and McPhail, 

1988). These historical situations have stified women's choices, options, freedoms and 

opportunities especially with respect to work in and out of the home, the power dynamic 

within the farnily and what it means to be a woman and how womanhood is socially 

shaped. 

These four areas of investigation are closely connected to one another and there 

is considerable overlap between the categories. Labour force participation is closely 

linked to the gender division of unpaid labour and family structure. The patriarchal 

mode1 of family in North Amencan contexts cames with it assumptions about the 

husbandlfather k i n g  the ewnomic provider while the wife/mother is responsible for the 



househokl and care of family memben, especially children. Childcare, more so than 

housework, affects women's ability to enter the paid labour force to a much greater 

extent than it affects men's ability. Childcare, as it is presently stnictured, is a woman's 

issue, and as such it is more likely that women are the primary care givers of small 

children and therefore it would be women, not men, who lose opportunities for pursuing 

education and employment (Adamson et al., 1988). Thus labour force participation, the 

gender division of unpaid labour and farnily structure are al1 linked and profoundly 

influence each other. As well, the social construction of womanhood is linked to the 

other areas of investigation because how womanhood is constructed infi uences how a 

woman experiences home and family life, as well as work and other aspects of society. 

Second, these particular issues are focused on in this study because they are 

contentious in feminist theory. Among feminists there is considerable disagreement and 

debate around these four issues. For example, some have argued that taking part in 

the labour force allowed women to develop identity and achieve persona1 fulfillment and 

liberation. On the other hand, otherç have argued that for working-class wornen and 

women of colour, taking part in the labour force was neither fulfilling nor liberating, rather 

it was described as being exploitative and dehumanizing (Ryan, 1992). Some feminists 

identified motherhood and childrearing as the locus of women's oppression, confining 

women to the home. keeping them tied to cleaning, cooking and childeare. Other 

feminists argued that certain women, particularly working-class women and women of 

colour, wanted to have more time with family and only took part in paid work due to 

financial necessity. These women identified work within the family and home as being 

humanking labour, which affimed their identity as women and human beings (Ryan, 

1992). Similarly, with the issue of family there is disagreement among feminists. Some 



feminists identified the family as a central site of women's oppression. They argued that 

the root of this oppression wuld be found in the material structure of the household and 

the ideology of the family. Women's part in reproducing the labour force, their supposed 

financial dependence on men and the construction of their identity based on the issues 

of domesticity and rnotherhood, are al! central to this argument. Other feminists argued 

that sexual oppression was the most fundamental inequality, in that sexual inequality 

was entrenched in the biological family unit of mother, father and child as the basic 

reproductive unit. These feminists argued that radical changes in family structure and 

the compulsory nature of heterosexual mamage would be necessary before women 

wuid attain equality with men. Still other feminists argued that for some women, 

particuiarly women of colour, their families have been and continue to be a site of 

political and cultural resistance to racism (Parrnar, f 984). These families are said to 

provide strength, support and stability for its members in their struggles against racism. 

Within these different approaches to feminism, some examined the issues from a 

perspective of gender alone or gender and class; they talked about the experiences of 

white, middle-class, heterosexual women as k i n g  the nom, and compared ail women's 

expenences to this mythical nom. Other feminists suggested that analysis which was 

sensitive to and inclusive of race, culture, sexuality and class was needed to account for 

the lives of women from diverse backgrounds (Pierson, Cohen, Boume and Masters, 

1 993). 

Third, these four categories are used to get at the different aspects of women's 

lives, including most of the pertinent issues that are listed above as being important to 

South Asian women. Dunng the interviews these four categories appeared to 

encompass the reality of the lived experiences of Malayalee women in Canada. Using 



these four categories to examine the lives of the women in this study, helped illustrate 

how profoundly the immigration process influenced these areas and how it shaped the 

lives of the women. Further, taking these four issues as being central to the present 

study allows for direct cornparisons of the experienœs of South Asian women with the 

documented experiences of other women living in North Arnerica. 

The empirical data for this study consists of oral Iife histories, which were 

gathered with the use of semidirected, open-ended. indepth interviews. This approach 

allowed each woman to relay her individual experiences and history in her own words. 

The interview questions were organized around the four categories identified above and 

were used as prompts which permitted participants to express cancems and relay their 

experiences with reference to indicated topics. The interview questions attempted to 

draw out experiences that the women have had that were specific to their particular 

gender, race. culture, class, age group, sexuality and history. The interviews also 

attempted to get at what was important in the womens' lives, what they value and how it 

influenced their lives. 

Racism in the society in which we live is endemic. The anti-racisrn policy for 

Ontario acknowledges the existence of racism in al1 of society's institutions (Ministry of 

Citizenship, 1990). Racism is said to exist in every facet of our lives; in the work place, 

in the education system, in the housing market, as well as in Our recreational and social 

groups. Similady, sexism is also ingrained in our society. We are socialized from 

childhood to believe and intemalize a sexist ideology which supports the patriarchal 

status quo. The present research has found that most of the Malayalee women in this 

study have experienced racism as well as sexism to some extent in mainstream 

Canadian society. Many have been profoundly influenced by both. In many cases both 



the woman's gender as well as her race and culture, have played a part in the 

discrimination that they have experienced. Thus it may be assumed that many of the 

experiences of racism that the wornen in this study talk about are forms of 'gendered 

racism' or gendered ethnocentric racism, which refer to the racial oppression of women 

of colour 'as structured by racist and ethnicist perceptions of gender roles' (Essed, 

1991 :3f ). The women in this study presently belong to the middle-class, and because 

of their cunent class privilege they have not talked about classisrn as they have racist 

and sexist oppression. However, the women in this study have discussed the drastic 

class shifts they experienced after immigration and during their early years in Canada. 

Class wilt be examined in this study, as it positions people within a hierarchy in society 

(similar to race and gender) and places them in specific social locations. This thesis 

explores how Malayalee wornen's race, gender, class and history are interconnected 

and how they are bound together in producing very specific experiences of 

discrimination for these South Asian women. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The present study has several research objectives. The firçt objective is to 

examine Malayalee women's experiences in Canada in relation to the four categories of 

investigation that were just discussed. The second research objective is to examine 

feminist literature and atternpt to explain Malayalee wornen's experiences using relevant 

feminist theories and understand how Malayalee women's experiences are different 

from other women living in Canada and the US. The third objective is ta get an 

understanding of what these differences are based on and what specifically, ferninism 

would need to incorporate into its analysis in order to account for the experiences of 



Malayalee, or more generally, South Asian women. In connedion with this third 

objective, I would like to understand what a South Asian feminism would encornpass. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The most important research questions that aise out of these objectives are: 

What are Malayalee women's experiences in Canada? How are Malayalee women's 

experiences different from mainstrearn North American women's experiences (as 

documented in feminist literature and discussed by the women in this study) and what 

are these differences based on? What commonalities do different South Asian women 

have with each other and other women of colour and how are these elements taken up 

in feminist theones? What do feminist thearies need to include in order to account for al1 

women's experiences? 

The research from this study leads me to conclude, as I have indicated earlier, 

that many of the experiences that Malayalee women have had, especially in relation to 

the immigration process, are not accounted for in feminist theories. As is the case with 

many other wornen of colour as weIl as wornen from diverse backgrounds, Malayalee 

women's and more generally South Asian women's experiences have been left out of 

feminist analysis. This study also concludes that Malayalee women have diverse lives 

and Iife histones. In order to be inclusive of Malayalee women's experiences, feminist 

theory would need to incorporate into its analysis an examination of race, sexuality, age 

and immigration experiences as well as dass and gender, and explain how these 

dimensions of difference are interconnected and how the differences are examined. 

Further, feminist theory must acknowledge in its analysis that race, class, gender, age 

and sexuality only make sense within the specificities of social, political and historical 

processes, and any analysis of difference and inequality must take ail relevant 



dimensions into account. Therefore, as a result of womenss experiences being diverse 

and dynamic, feminist theory has to back down from all-encornpassing descriptions and 

instead develop a political position which leaves room for diverse understandings of 

what liberation is, as well as diverse paths to that liberation. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

Chapter one introduces the study and talks about the study's significance and 

contribution to both ferninism and social sciences. It also addresses the research 

objectives and research questions that are important in this study. Chapter two 

undertakes a literature review. It examines relevant literature and identifies the four 

areas that have been shown to be contentious in feminist theory, and have been taken 

up as the four domains of investigation in this study: labour force participation, the 

gender division of unpaid labour, family structure and the social construction of 

womanhood. These four categon'es are used throughout the thesis to get at the 

different aspects of Malayalee women's lives. This chapter also examines the 

theoretical tools that are required to understand racism, sexism, culture and 

immigration. Chapter three sets the stage by acquainting the reader with the social 

conditions that existed in Kerala before Malayalees immigrated. It also examines the 

Canadian immigration policies that existed dumg the relevant timeç. As well, this 

chapter looks at the social conditions in Canada during the time period in which the 

rnajority of South Asians immigrated into Canada. The information in this chapter is 

useful in providing the reader with background knowledge about the situations and 

circumstances of Malayalees in Kerala as well as in Canada. Chapter four outlines the 

methodology used in this study and the reasons for seleding qualitative methods of 

investigation for this study. It also examines the specifics of how this research was 



conducted. The next four chapters focus on Malayalee women's expenences in Canada 

using the four categories of investigation. 

Chapter five looks at Malayalee women's experiences in the labour force in 

Canada. It examines Statistics Canada data in relation to income levels, participation 

rates and education Ievels of South Asian women and compares them to the general 

population, as well as other minority groups. This chapter also explores nurses' and 

non-nurses' experiences in the labour force, how quickly they were able to find work, the 

reasons wornen entered the work force and their work environments once they started 

working. Within this chapter, Malayalee women's experiences of sexist and racist 

discrimination, and particularly systemic racism in their work places are identified and 

discussed. As well, the significance of Malayalee women's race, class, culture, gender 

and immigration history in their experiences of the labour force is examined. The last 

section of this chapter discusses Malayalee women's expenenœs with labour force 

participation and what ferninist theories would need to incorporate in order to include 

Malayalee women in its analysis. Chapter six examines the gender division of unpaid 

labour. It explores women's experiences in terrns of the division and allocation of 

household labour and childcare. It also discusses the two different generations of 

women's experiences with the division of unpaid labour. This chapter explores the 

significance of gender, race, class and age, as well as the connections and implications 

of the immigration process in understanding the gender division of unpaid labour in the 

lives of Malayalee women. This chapter concludes with an analysis of how Malayalee 

women's experiences with the division of housework and childcare is accounted for by 

feminist theories. Chapter seven examines the Malayalee family and the influence the 

parents' immigration status has had on the ideology and practice of family formation and 



family structure. It also looks at power dynamics and decision making models within 

Malayalee families, and how gender. age, culture, immigration and marital relationships 

factor into aspects of power and decision making. Cultural retention and the duality of 

culture, particularly for women in the younger generation, and how it influences the 

Malayalee family is also discussed in this chapter. The role the family plays in the 

cultural construction of resistance ta racism is also addressed. Further, this chapter 

examines feminist theories within the context of Malayalee women's experiences of 

family. 

Chapter eight focuses on the social construction of womanhood. In this chapter, 

stereotypes about South Asian women are contrasted to the realities of their Iives. The 

Malayalee cammunity's definition of proper Malayalee behaviour and the influence it has 

on the women's Iives is examined. As well, this chapter explores sorne of the strategies 

younger Malayalee women use to obtain freedom and have choices within their families. 

Gossip, reputation, comparisons and cornpetition within the Malayalee community and 

their influence on women's Iives will also be addressed. This chapter also looks at 

Malayalee women's expenenœ of their sexuality, skin colour, and cultural retention and 

adaptation. It examines the significance of race, class, gender and the influence of the 

immigration process in the social construction of Malayalee womanhood. The last 

section of this chapter discusses what feminist theories have to Say about the social 

construction of womanhood within the context of Malayalee women's experiences. 

Chapter nine is an examination of two case studies; one of a woman in the older 

generation and one of a woman in the younger generation. These case studies speak 

directly to how the immigration process has influenced the women in the two 

generations differently. Most importantly, the case studies focus on the lives of two 



women and demonstrate the intersacting nature of their race, dass, gender, sexuality 

and history. Chapter ten examines themes and patterns that are identified in this case 

study of Malayalee women's experiences. It concludes that due to the specific 

intersections of race, dass, gender and history, Malayalee wornen have different lived 

expenences than white mainstream women in Canada, as well as other women of 

different racial and cultural backgrounds. Further, the study suggests that in order to 

provide a more complete and inclusive perspective of women's varied experiences of 

oppression, ferninist theory rnust take into consideration the race, class, and history as 

well as gender of al1 women. As well, the categories of race, class, and gender only 

rnake sense if one understands how they are used to organize social positions within 

historically changing societies, economies and political processes. Chapter ten 

concludes by envisioning a Mure for feminisrn. 



CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REWEW 

The first part of this chapter examines feminist theory and its development. As 

well it examines the arguments for making feminist theory more inclusive by 

incorporating in its analysis, not only elements of gender and class, but also diverse 

experiences of race, history and sexuality. The second part of this chapter examines 

relevant Iiterature of feminist analysis which informs the important areas of investigation 

in this study: labour force participation; the gender division of unpaid labour; family 

structure; and the social construction of womanhood. The third part of this chapter 

examines the theoretical framework used in this study to understand racism, sexism, 

immigration and culture. 

1. FEMINIST THEORY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

It is difficult to talk about 'ferninisrnt as k i n g  a single entity, especially when the 

very meaning of the terni is continually under debate. There is much diversity among 

feminists as well as disagreement about the roots and foms of gender inequality. There 

are several eariy branches of feminism that have different, sometimes contradictory 

points of view; liberalisrn, traditional Marxism, radical feminism and socialist feminism. 

Liberal feminism's central therne is equality of opportunity. lndividuals in a society 

should have equal opportunities to compte for resources unhindered by gender, race, 

class and sexuality. Liberal feminists do not argue against the existence of inequalities 

of wealth, privilege and power, once the barrien to equality are removed (Adarnson et 

al., 1988). In traditional Manist analysis, gender inequality is linked to capitalism, and 

objective, social, political and economic relations shape and determine women's 

oppression (Hartmann, 1981). Thus for traditional Marxists, women's oppression is 

linked to a stwtified class society. Radical feminists have a viewpoint that sexual 



inequality is more fundamental than economic inequality, and that changes in farnily life 

are essential before men and women rnay be equals. Radical feminists assert that 

technology now allows childbirth to be voluntary, which releases women from the 

limitations of their biology, and separates childbirth from the institution of family (Rich, 

1986; Firestone, IWO;  Daly, 1978). Socialist feminists (some authors use the term 

Marxist feminist) daim that capitalism and patriarchy are both equal oppressors of 

women and must be analyzed together. They use Marxist analysis of capitalism, but 

give equal priority to an analysis of patriarchal relations. More recently, women of 

colour have critiqued al1 of these factions arguing that they al1 ignore race. despite the 

fact that race is intrinsic to understanding gender and dass, due to the intersecting 

nature of these categories. 

The contemporary North Amencan feminist movement is part of a long history of 

women organizing to change their subjugated positions in society. In the first wave of 

the movement in the late nineteenth century, women began organizing around issues of 

suffrage, pregnancy rights, education and econornic independence (Pierson et al., 

1993). Beginning in the early 1960s. the second wave of the North Amencan feminist 

rnovement consisted of mostly white, middle-class women who organized around their 

gender oppression. Prirnarily these women were fighting to have rights that men 

already had, and sought to gain entrance into exclusively male domains. The 80s were 

marked by a woman-centered perspective. focusing on issues that were important to 

wornen during that time period. Here women fought for aborüon rights, pay equity 

legislation. wornen's access to trades and professions, and against violence against 

women. 



There has been a strong tendency with white middle-cfass feminism to focus on 

the crucial assumption that 'wornan' is a mss-culturally homogeneous category. This 

essentialist way of thinking has dominated feminist theory and feminist movements in 

the Euro-CanadianlAmerican worîd. Essentialist thought reduced a cornplex being into 

one 'essential characteristic'. These early theories had a single focus on gender and 

their analysis was wncemed with Wmen' as a 'universal' based on their commonalities 

of sexist oppression (Mohanty, 1991). 

Feminists of culour critiqued essentialist theories. pointed out the limitations of 

such theories, and offered outstanding contributions as to how gender should be 

theorized. Ferninists of colour attempted to make white middle-class feminists 

recagnize that theirs (white women's) was not the only experience that warranted 

analysis and examination. The work of early feminists of wlour who laid the 

groundwork for advancernent in present day feminisrn should be acknowledged. Black 

women activists in the US played an important part in laying this groundwork through 

their long history of struggle against racist oppression leading back to the tirne of 

slavery. However, Ghosh (1981) argues that in North American wntexts the analysis of 

the experiences of other minority group women, who do not share the black woman's 

awareness of civil rights nor her historical experience of racial and sexual oppression, 

have been ignored in analytical frameworks. 

In the last decade and a half there has developed a new scholarship that 

explores the intersections of race, class, gender and sexuality. Some refer to this as the 

third wave of the ferninist movement, characterired as the feminisrn of diversity. Here, 

women of wlour, working-class women and lesbians, began challenging white middle- 

class ferninist theories, which they clairned did not account for their experiences or 



acknowledge their histories (Anzaldua, 1 990; Baca Zinn, 1 991 ; Baca Zinn, Cannon, 

Higginbotham and Dill, 1986; Banneji, 1995, 1987; Brah, 1994; Carby, 1982; Carty, 

1991 ; Davis, 1981 ; Dill and Baca Zinn, 1990; DiIl, 1988; Glenn, 1992; Higginbotham, 

1992; Parmar, 1982; Stasiulis, 1987; Stasiulis and Bakan, 1995; Woo, 1985), etc. The 

dernand to examine the differences of race, class and gender modified and pluralized 

feminisms which are now marked by nation, race, class, and sexuality: black feminism, 

latina feminism, lesbian feminisrn, middle-class 'mainstrearnm feminism and so on 

(Crosby, 1992). This thesis is a contribution to the feminism of diversity, more 

specifically South Asian feminisrn. 

Within this new scholarship is the idea that race, class, gender and sexuality are 

social constructions whose meanings Vary from one society to another; as well as 

change over tirne. Research by women of colour has illustrated how race, class, 

sexuality and gender are intersecting systems of stratification based on socially 

wnstructed hierarchies of oppression (Baca Zinn, 1 991 ; Glenn, 1992). Further, the 

existing racial and class hierarchies create specific social locations which structure 

gender experiences differently for women in different racial, sexual anâfor class 

categories. 

From her examination of black feminist thought, Collins (1 990) asserts that 

distinct systems of oppression such as race, gender, class, culture and sexuality should 

be seen as being part of one overarching structure of domination rather than an additive 

model of oppressions. She argues that understanding relations of domination as being 

structured through a system of interiocking race, class and gender oppression, changes 

the analysis from describing similarities and differences of these systems of oppression 

and focusing on how they are interwnnected (Collins, 1990). Within this view there is 



an assumption that the categories of race, class, gender and sexuality operate in and 

through each other and each system needs the others in order to fundion. The 

significanœ of seeing race, class and gender as interlocking systems of oppression is 

that such an approach fosters a paradigmatic shiR of thinking inclusively about other 

oppressions, such as age, sexual orientation, religion and ethnicity' (Collins, 1990:225). 

The critique of essentialist theories shows how gender cannot be examined in 

isolation from other variables of human identii, such as race, class, sexuality, etc. In 

order to examine gender apart from other variables the assumption must be that these 

other variables are distinct categones whose influence can be neatly separated, one 

from the other. The critique of essentialism points out that this kind of division is not 

possible. For example, working-class South Asian women's experiences cannot be 

understood by using the equation of racism plus sexism plus classism, because such an 

explanation inmrrectly assumes that each factor (race, gender and class) can be dealt 

with and experienced on their own, separate from the other two factors (King, 1988). 

This type of equation ignores the interconnected and interdependent nature of racism, 

sexism and classism as systems of oppression. 

... research in this area has uncovered different ways in which race, class and 

gender interçect to create different opportunities, choices, and fifestyles for 

different groups of people. The point is that race and gender are intertwined in a 

way that creates not simply a double oppression or triple oppression, but a 

different kind of oppression (DilI and Baca Zinn, 1990:7-û). 

Although it is understood that sexism works with and through the racism that 

women of colour experience, only a few white feminists have closely examined the 

issues of race and how it is intertwined with gender. Within feminist scholarship, white 

feminists' critique of essentialism has provided some valuable analyses of the 



construction of 'whiteness' in relation to questions of gender, class and sexuality (see 

Spelman, 1989; Russo, 1991; Ware, 1992; see also Butler, 1992; Scott, 1992; Haraway, 

1992). Baca Zinn et al. argue: 

... when race and class are set aside, even the analysis of white middle-class 

women's l ies is incomplete. A woman's 'place' in society, her opportunities and 

her experiences, rnust be understood in relation to the societal placement of men 

as well as of other dasses and races of people (Baca Zinn et al., 1986:297). 

When race is decanstnicted, it bewmes clear how it shapes the experiences of 

evetyone, not just those who are most victimized by race, class and gender oppression. 

For example, a white woman experiences the worid as a woman and as 'white' whether 

or not she is wnscious of the latter (Baca Zinn, 1992). Because whiteness is the 

normative mode1 in North Amencan contexts, white people are pn'vileged in that even 

though they have a race they do not have to think about race or how it positions thern in 

society (Grilla and Wildman, 1991). Spelrnan (1 989) daims that we must question 

accepted feminist positions on gender identity because white middle-class women have 

their privilege at stake in having their racial and class identity made and kept invisible. 

Russo (1991) identifies the need for white women to respond to racism with 'outrage' 

instead of the usual guilt, denial or defensiveness. 

The failure of many early feminist theories to fully explore the connections 

between race, class, gender, sexuality and women's different histones has left the field 

unable to provide a broad and cornplex analysis of women's lives and of social 

organization (Baca Zinn et al., 1986). 



II. CATEGORIES OF INVESnGATlON 

The following section of this chapter provides a literature review of the four areas 

that are central to this study, starting with labour force participation. 

LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION 

Early feminist thought (white, middle-dass) suggested that Work Iiberated 

women' and that participating in the paid labour force provided women with an 

opportunity to develop identity and achieve personal fulfillment. However, the 

experiences of many women who were poor and working class, revealed that work to 

thern was not always personally fulfilling or liberating. Although they did experience 

some autonorny by taking part in the paid labour force, working class women 

participated in the labour force primarily out of necessity as opposed to self-realization 

(Ryan, 1992). Taking class into consideration changes the way labour force 

participation is perceived. 

In the same way, the implications of r a c e  in the labour market are far reaching. 

Dill (1 988) daims that when theories of women's labour force participation are applied to 

women of colour, they must be modified to account for the fact that for women of calour 

(like poor and working-class women), working in the paid labour force was necessary to 

achieve even minimal levels of family subsistence. Dill contends, 

'... in an historical era when the family roles of middle-class whites had been 

reshaped by industrialization, driving this group of women into the cult of 

domesticity, racial ethnic women were stniggling with the 'double daym (Dill, 

i988:4l5). 

The race, gender and class of South Asian women have played an important 

part in their labour force participation in Canada. South Asian women have maintained 



a relatively high rate of labour force participation in the post 60s period. The Canadian 

economy at this time developed a need for managerial and clencal worken as well as 

unskilled factory workers. This need for cheap labour influenced changes in the 

requirements of Canadian immigration policies which allowed more middle class. 

professional and urban families to immigrate to Canada. Because the women in this 

class were better educated and more familiar with commercial relations than the women 

who came in earlier periods, these post 60s immigrant women were more open to 

engaging in wage labour. Women who came before the 60s were mostly immigrants 

from more rural peasant backgrounds; they were skilled in household production which 

required them to work in and around the house, to complement men's work on farms 

and in srnall businesses (Das Gupta, 1994). 

Immigration changed the valuing of employment and academic credentials for 

many South Asians who immigrated to Canada. South Asian women andhr their 

husbands who had achieved higher educational diplomas and degrees in their home 

countries, found that once they imrnigrated to Canada these credentials were devalued 

and their work experiences negated. Rajagopal (1 990) reports that immigrants 

educated outside of North Amenca or Europe face problems in having their educational 

qualifications assessed. She states that evaluation of lndian credentials is said to be 

based on limited information about the lndian institutions' standards and programs. 

Rajagopal also claims that there is considerable pre-judgment of their relative inferiority. 

Rajagopal's (1990) research indicates that the data based on the 1986 census 

show Ontario's 'Indo-Canadians' to be better educated than the general population. 

However, they are paid less and suffer higher unemployrnent in some agelgender 

groupings. Among al1 immigrant women in Ontario, the ones from South Asia have the 



highest levels of education. however, they receive the lowest incarne when wmpared to 

ail other university educated immigrant women (Das Gupta, 1994). This non-fit between 

training and rewards may be seen as an indication of the many levels of discrimination 

that South Asians face in the work force in Canada. Similar findings have been reported 

for other groups of racial minority immigrants in Canada and the US (see Woo, 1985; 

Glenn, 1992). 

In the present study, however, al! of the wornen who immigrated to Canada as 

nurses, either had jobs as nurses secured before they arrived or found work shortly 

aRer. But, several of these women reported that they experienced racial discrimination 

in various forms in the workplace. Further, many of the women who imrnigrated as 

adults. who were not nurses and did not have a professional designation. reported that 

they experienced tremendous difficulty in finding jobs that were reflective of their 

education and training. 

Rajagopal's (1 990) research identifies a glass ceiling that blocks access to 

economic and social mobility for IndoCanadians, where their economic opportunities 

are not reflective of their qualifications. She believes that this invisible ceiling that Indo- 

Canadians experience may be influenced by their 'ethnicity' or their immigrant status. In 

my 1992 study, I indicated that lndian immigrants' experience of the job ceiling rnay be a 

onetime-only experience. In this case, the children of these immigrants will have 

acquired al1 of their education and work experience in Canada and will not experience 

the job ceiling in the same way as their parents have (Karumanchery, 1992). This would 

mean that the devaluing of foreign education as a major block to South Asian people's 

upward ewnomic mobility would be phased out because more and more South Asians 

would receive al1 of their significant higher level education in Canada. However. after 



roughly 20 years of integraüon into the Canadian education system. the Statistics 

Canada data show that there are still significant disparities between education levels 

and economic rewards for South Asian people. Further, my present study indicates that 

several of the women in the younger generaüon (4 of the 15 women who were born in 

Canada or immigrated as children; and 3 of the 7 women in the same sample who work 

full-time, al1 of whom have university degrees) have experienced and continue to 

experience difficulty in finding work that corresponds to their level of qualification. 

Ogbu's (1 983) research stated that under structured inequality. minorities faced 

a "job ceilingn, in that unequal power relations allowed the dominant group to wntrol 

minority access to both jobs and education. Minorities alsa faced limitations on the 

range of occupational choices available to them. Ogbu described this job ceiling as the 

manifestation of highly consistent pressures and obstacles that selectively assign to 

minorities jobs that have a low level of status, power, dignity and incorne. On the other 

hand, a job ceiling is said to allow dominant group members to compete more readily 

and freely for more desirable jobs above the ceiling, on the basis of individual ability and 

qualification. 

The 1981 census reported that 64.1 % of South Asian women were in the labour 

force in Ontario, compared to 55.2% of al1 women combined. Only black and Filipina 

women had higher levels of labour force participation than South Asian women (Census 

Canada, 1981 ). Similady, in 1986, South Asian women's rate of participation in the 

labour force across Canada was 64.11, higher when compared to women of northem 

European origins. whose rate of participation in the labour force was 61.6% (Census 

Canada, 1986). The 1991 census reported that 66.4% of South Asian women were in 

the labour force in Ontario, compared to 62.1% of al1 women in the total population. 



Only black, Filipina and Other Paafic lslander women (the latter population k i n g  very 

small, only .2% of the South Asian population) had higher levels of labour force 

participation than South Asian women (Statistics Canada, 1991). 

What do these statistics tell us about the labour force participation of South 

Asian women? That they were considerably more industrious than a l  other women in 

Ontario in 19811 That they generally face less unemployment than many other women? 

From her research on Asian-Arnerican women, Woo (1 985) wamed that interpretations 

based on gross œnsus categories often obscure the unfavourable aspects of 

occupational distribution. She claimed that Asian American women (e.g. Chinese, 

Japanese and Filipina), were also thought to be disthguished by their higher labour 

force participation and their above average earnings relative to Anglo American women. 

Woo claimed that Asian American success had k e n  attributed to their 'superior 

educational qualifications and greater levels of full-time work* (Woo, 1985:308). 

However, Woo (1985) argued that high labour force participation was just as likely to 

anse from econornic necessity and inequalities in the job market as from employment 

opportunities. She also contended that high labour force participation of immigrant 

women may be interpreted as their attempt to compensate for the relatively low wages 

that they eam or the low wages eamed by immigrant men. 

The relationship between labour force participation, income, occupational status, 

and educational achievement needs to be adequately addressed. When using income 

as a measure for success, researchers must also include many other variables in their 

analysis. Woo (1985) also suggested that income disparity between various regions of 

the country should also be systernatically wntrolled for. The Canadian labour market 

varies regionally due to the nature of the uneven economic development in different 



provinces. There are regions that are dominated by manufaduring industries (e-g. 

Ontario), othen that are more agncultural (e.g. the Prairies), while other regions are 

experiencing a depressed economy and high rates of unemployrnent (e-g. the 

Maritimes). 

Recent research with South Asian immigrant wornen in Atlantic Canada 

demonstrates how work experience varies in different regions in Canada. Ralston's 

(1991) research indicates that the work expenenœs of middle-class South Asian 

immigrant women in Atlantic Canada was different from the work experiences of 

working-class South Asian immigrant women in Toronto, in tenns of the kinds of jobs 

that they do and their experiences in the work force. Many South Asian wornen in 

Atlantic Canada did not work in the paid labour force, not because they did not want to 

work, but because there was no work to be found in poorly-industrialized Atlantic 

Canada. Further, for these middle-class women, the purpose of work outside the home 

was to offset isolation and boredom, whereas working-class South Asian women in 

Toronto would probably be working because of financial necessity (Ralston, 1991). 

Ralston disproves the belief that what is tnte for women in Ontario or British 

Columbia is also true for women in other less developed parts of Canada. She 

demonstrates that along with the dynamic interrelationships of race, gender and class, 

we must also account for their interconnectedness in specific Canadian contexts; in 

particular the location of the immigrant women at the centre or periphery of Canadian 

political economy. Canada's uneven economic development has had a significant 

influence on the destination of immigrants, the kind of work they do, and their work 

experience (Ralston, 1991 ). 



Glenn's (1992) research suggests that the US labour market is divided along 

racial as well as gender lines, with these divisions varying regionally and changing over 

time as capitalism reorganizes labour. Glenn argues that the labour system has been 

organized to ensure that racial, 'ethnic' and female workers are designated to low- 

status, low-wage, deadend, marginal jobs. Further, they face institutional bamen that 

restrict nghts and prevent upward mobility in the labour system. The Canadian labour 

market may be organized similarly along racial and gender Iines. 

ln an examination of Canadian immigration policies, Calliste (1 992) reported 

some interesting findings regarding the immigration of Canbbean nurses to Canada. 

She daimed that the differential immigration policy for white nurses and Caribbean 

nurses, during the period between 1950 and 1962, reinforced Canbbean nurses' 

subordination within a racialized and gendered nuning labour force. Further, Calliste 

daims that black nurses in Toronto and Montreal in the 1980s reported having 

experienced racism in the work force. Among their cornplaints were: 

difficulty finding work, biased performance evaluations, bamers to promotional 

opportunities, differential assignments of nursing duties, and disproportionate 

nurnbers of black nurses dismissed from their jobs (Calliste, 1992:86). 

In Canada, it appears that the nursing labour force has historically been racialized and 

gendered. The wrrent research examines this issue from the perspective of immigrant 

Malayalee women working as nurses in Toronto. It becomes clear from the discussion 

that many of these women have experienced discrimination in the fonn of racism at their 

places of employment. 

From their research on migrant domestic worken in Canada, Bakan and 

Stasiulis (1995) argue that in advanced capitalist states, variations in citizenship status 



that are embedded in the hegemony of the niling class also interad with race, gender 

and class. They argue that the demand for in-home childcare in First World countries 

and the equally increasing supply of Third World migrant women, produce and negotiate 

citizenship rights between and within national boundaries. Differences in citizenship 

status are socially wnstructed and foster structural inequalities between &kens who 

are predominantly white females and citizens who are predominantly women of colour 

(Bakan and Stasiulis, 1995). Further research is needed to examine the ways gender, 

race, class and citizenship are stnictured around the division of labour in Canada, in 

order to explain the variations in employment and income. 

THE GENDER DIVISION OF UNPAID LABOUR 

In many ways labour force participation is closely linked to the gender division of 

unpaid labour. The patriarchal model of the family in North Amencan contexts carries 

with it many assumptions which include the notion that the fatherlhusband is seen as 

k i n g  responsible for the economic well-king of the farnily and the wife/mother is seen 

as being responsible for the househoid (woking and cleaning) and personal and 

emotional care of family members, especially child care (Eichler, 1985). These 

assumptions becorne pmblematic when taking into accaunt the lived experiences of 

women who are not white, who may be immigrants, andior who are not rniddle-class. 

From her analysis of the race and gender construction of women's reproductive labour 

in the US, Glenn (1992) argues that reproductive labour, which includes activities such 

as purchasing household goods, preparing and serving meals, laundering and mending 

clothes, maintaining household furnishings and appliances, socialking and caring for 

children, and providing care and ernotional support for adults, is divided along racial as 

well as gender and class lines. 



The notion of the patriarchal family cames with it an assumption of women's 

financial dependence on men. In different cultural wntexts, economic, emotional. 

physical and spiritual interdependence. rather than dependence on one or the other is a 

way of life. Wornen of colour have challenged this concept of women's dependence on 

men arguing that it too must be regarded as being racially and culturally bound. This 

idea of 'dependency' is in direct contrast with the Iived experiences of many women of 

colour. For example, many black women are heads of households and often have the 

sole responsibility for earning an incame and providing emotional and parental support 

for children. Further, it does not account for a racialized economic systern that 

stmctures high black male unernptoyment in such a way that black women cannot be 

financially dependent upon a black man (Carby, 1982). 

This theory of 'dependency' of wornen on men does not account for the situation 

of Malayalee women in Canada. Mangalam in his (1985) exploratory study of Malayalee 

immigrants in Canada, found that a significantly larger number of women came for 

employment and educational reasons than men (see also Karumanchery, 1992). A 

large number of men claimed that they came to Canada in order to join their spouses. 

Mangalam also found that with immigration a significantly higher proportion of men 

followed their wives (39.1 %) than women followed their husbands (4.1 %) (Mangalam, 

1985). This finding is interesting in a patriarchal family structure because in this case, 

cleariy the men are dependent on their wives for at least the early part of their lives in 

Canada. Thus the assurnption about women's dependency on men, economic or 

othenrvise, proves to be problematic when examining the lives of women who do not fit 

into that pattern. 



In the same way, eariy ferninist analysis of motherhood refiected race and class 

biases. Early in the development of feminist theory, some white middleclass women 

identified motherhood and childrearing as the locus of women's oppression. Othen 

argued that motherhood was an obstacle to wornen's libration, wnfining them to the 

home, keeping them tied to cleaning, cooking and childcare (Adamson et. al., 1988). 

While white women were saying they were tired of being isolated in the home, and tired 

of relating only to children and husband, and tired of k i n g  emotionally and econornically 

dependent and wanted to enter the world of paid work, black women felt they wanted to 

have more tirne with family and wanted ta leave the world of paid work, which due to 

economic reasons, they had no choice but to take part in (hooks, 19û4). hooks (1984) 

argues that historically, black women have identified work within the family and home as 

humanizing labour, which affirms their identity as women and human beings. In 

contrast, the work they do outside the home is seen as k i n g  stressful, degrading and 

dehumanuing. 

Ralston's (1 991) study of immigrant South Asian women living in Canada 

demonstrates how dramatically their social and economic situations changed after they 

immigrated to Canada. In their home countries they had extended family networks, and 

the household duties of cooking, cleaning, and childcare wuld ba divided up among 

memben. In Canada they fomed Euro-Canadian/American style nuclear families, only 

to find that the entire burden of housework fell on the women. More importantly, most 

South Asian immigrants came from middle-class and upper-class families and had 

servants to do the housework as well as the cooking and some of the child care 

responsibilities. This allowed these women free time to take part in leisure activities 

(Ralston, 1 991 ; Ghosh, 1981). In my own data, many of the older generation wornen 



have reported that they expenenced similar if not identical changes in relation to 

responsibility and expectations of housework after having immigrated to Canada. 

Ng's (4989) research on immigrant women in Canada suggests that there is a 

transformation of domestic labour af€er immigration to Canada. Not only did the women 

becorne solely responsible for housework, but now their household activities were 

dictated by the husband's work schedule, children's school and other activities and 

public transportation systems. Also the gender division of labour changed for the 

women in that many of the women entered the paid work farce, but were still 

responsible for al1 of the housework (Ng, 1989). Similady, Ghosh (1 981) argues that 

many of the problems that women experience in their labour in paid jobs and at home 

depend largely on if and how the workload is shared. She expiains: 

The consequences of severe mental and physical stress resulting from workload 

are magnified, more often than not, because household and child-rearing chores 

do not fit the values of the South Adan man's conception of suibble work for 

himself. This is especialiy Vue in the middle class. Whereas in South Asia, 

neither the middle-class men nor women did housework and reared the children, 

when they moved to Canada, the women tended to take on the greater 

responsibilities of home and parenthood generally. Much of this kind of work is 

shared in South Asia by outside help and by older family rnembers because even 

urban nuclear families in traditional societies rnaintain kinship ties which are 

normative and obligatory (Ghosh, 1981 A l  7). 

Taking class and immigration experience into consideration is important in 

understanding the structure and changes in the gender division of unpaid labour. It 

becomes clear that some changes in the gender division of unpaid labour are directly 



linked to changes in family structure, i.e. a change from an extended family network to a 

nuclear family and the conditions surrounding tbat change. 

FAMILY STRUCTURE 

Feminists have analyzed how the family as an institution, as well as the roles 

that family members play, have undergone important changes over the years in relation 

to major economic shifts. As well, feminists have identified the signifieance of class and 

of male dominance in shaping interpersonal relations in the family. Still there is 

disagreement among feminists about the origins and forrns of women's inequality in 

relation to the family. 

Much of feminists' analysis identifies the family as a central site of women's 

oppression. They argue that the root of the problem lies in the material structure of the 

household and the ideology of the family. Women's part in reproducing the labour force, 

their supposed financial dependence on men and the construction of their identity based 

on issues of domesticity and rnotherhood, are al1 central to this argument. When 

feminist theories use this analysis of the family as the site of women's oppression, it is 

usually within the context of the experiences of white, middle-class women. White 

feminism continues to struggle with the opposition of a patriarchal culture which defines 

family and nurturance as being incompatible with women's autonomy, independence 

and achievement (Joseph and Lewis, 1981). When this analysis is applied to the lives 

of women of colour, it becomes problematic and of'ten contradictory (Panar and Amos, 

1984; Carby, 1984). It becomes obvious that the theory lacks applicability when it 

cannot explain the lives and experiences of people of colour. Traditional femhist 

analysis of the family does not give adequate attention to factors such as race, age and 

history, nor does it examine the ways that these factors influence family interaction. 



Rapp, Ross and Bridenthal(1979) have stated that not al1 women have the same 

expenence or understandings of what family provides and denies. They argue that 

feminists must be careful not to universalue 'the poliücs of family life' as a single 

unifom experience, because people from different backgrounds have different social 

relations with and through their families. which are connected to processes of 

production, reproduction and cansumption (Rapp et al., 1979). 

An analysis of family that indudes the experience of racial women would have to 

acknowledge that during tirnes of slavery, colonkation, and aven under the present 

situation, that the familias of people of colour have been and continue to be a site of 

political and cultural resistance to racisrn (see Oill, 1988; Pannar, 1982). Stasiulis points 

out that for many native, black and immigrant women, sexual oppression is not as 

evident as racial oppression. She states that for women in these wmrnunities there is a 

predominant fear that raising feminist or 'women's issues' "would alienate the men in 

their community, weaken their families, and dissipate the struggle against racisrn' 

(Stasiulis, l987:i) .  An inclusive feminist analysis would need to assert that fighting 

racism is a feminist issue. 

Dill(f988) has analyzed the nature and social organuation of reproductive 

labour in the family among Chinese, African and Mexican American women in the US 

during the nineteenth century. She examines the different ways in which racial and 

'ethnic' women's work to maintain the family becarne a source of resistance to the 

cultural assaults of the dominant society. Further, she explained these women worked 

hard to 'maintain, sustain, stabilize, and reproduce their farnilies while working in both 

the public and private spheres" (Dill, 1988: 428). 



Many women of colour would agree that the role of mother and wife in the 

ideology of the family is oppressive. However, the family also provides strength and 

support for its individual members in their struggles against racism (Stasiulis, 1991). 

hooks (1984) daims that many bIack women experience the family as the least 

oppressive institution: 

Despite sexism in the context of family, we may experience dignity , self-worth, 

and a humanuation that is not experienced in the outside wodd wherein we 

confront al1 foms of oppression (hooks, 1 98437). 

She argues that family life must be valued because family ties are often the only 

sustained support system for exploited and oppressed peoples. 

South Asian feminists in the UK and North America have argued that white 

feminists and others studying South Asian women have often reduced South Asian 

women's gender oppression to their culture (see Pamar, 1982; Trivendi, 1984; Dua, 

1992; Banne ji, 1995). This reduction of gender oppression to South Asian women's 

culture becornes problematic because it locates South Asian women's oppression within 

their families and cornmunities, blaming cultural, religious and communal factors. This 

type of analysis is based on ethnocentric ideas that suggest that South Asian family 

formation and culture are pre-modem or 'backward' in cornparison to the noms and 

ideals of Euro-Canadian/American culture which is claimed to be 'developed'. The racist 

implications of analysis of this nature must be addressed and made clear. In this 

assumption that South Asian women's oppression is located in their culture, the 

historical specificities of social, political and economic factors have not been 

ernphasized, nor has racism, sexism and classism in the UK and within North Amencan 

contexts been examined (Brah and Minhas, 1985). Wthin the South Asian example, as 



is the case with other racial minonties, although there is gender oppression within family 

and some cultural traditions, family and culture are also important in the social 

construction of resistance. South Asian families function as a refuge against racisrn, 

providing support in the face of ncist attacks and harassrnent (Pamar, 1982). 

Similady, the family lives of people of colour are compared and deemed inferior 

to North American noms of the nuclear family. A good illustration of this alternative 

family structure is found in StacKs (1974) study of family and kinship organuation in a 

ghetto black community in the US. The people in this community relied on extended 

kinship and friendship networks as support systems for everyday needs. Their kinship 

networks and family relations were seen as being 'broken' or dysfunctional by the 

dominant society. However, they developed these networks as coping strategies to deal 

with extreme poverty and the racism of the dominant group (Stack, 1974). Black 

wornen's different strategies and struggles against systems that oppress them are 

hidden under and not examined by ethnocentric perceptions of their situation. 

Mainstream society interprets black family structures as k i n g  products of less 

advanced economic systems, and their extended kinship networks are assumed to be 

oppressive to women (Carby, 1982). fhe  black family situation is rneasured and 

pathologized in relation ta the model of the white nuclear family which is thought to be a 

more progressive structure. 

In the sarne way, South Asian family structures (in North America as well as in 

South Asian countries) were thought to be especially oppressive to women. The 

extended family networks in South Asian countries were thought to be inferior to the 

Euro-CanadiarVAmerican model of the nuclear family. The advantages of an extended 

family structure, like shared housework and childcare, having more leisure time, and 



having a close knit support systern were not ernphasized. Rather, racist stereotypes 

about South Asian wornen's passivity, docility, submissiveness and subservience played 

a role in the dominant society's perceptions of their oppression. Amos and Pannar 

(7984) argued that it was not up to white feminists to accept or reject the cultural 

practices of South Asian families: 

We demand the right to choose and struggle around the issue of farnily 

oppression ourselves, within our communities ... depending on our various 

perspectives, on Our own terms ... and without white feminists making judgments 

as to the oppressive nature of our situations (Amos and Parmar, 1984:15).* 

Thus, South Asian women have argued that the cultural practices within the South Asian 

family structure should not be evaluated based on cnteria used to evaluate white 

culture. Rather, culturally specific analysis (and, I argue. historically specific analysis as 

well) must be utilized to examine, challenge, accept or reform South Asian family 

situations. 

The way South Asian womanhood is socially constructed, by mainstream 

Canadian society, the South Asian wmmunity, and within South Asian families, helps 

one to undentand how South Asian wornen experience the labour force, family and 

mainstream Canadian society in general. 

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOMANHOOD 

The category of the social construction of womanhood is wnnected to the other 

areas of investigation, because how womanhood is constructed influences how a 

woman experiences home and family life, as well as work and other aspects of society. 

Womanhood is construded differently for women from different backgrounds. These 

constructions are based on variations of race, social class, sexuality, as well as history 

' Wmin quotes ( ... ) means something has been taken out 



and specfic social contexts which are multiply organized. As well, notions of 

womanhood are wntinually shifting with changing social conditions. The positionings of 

white women are not the same as the positionings of black women or South Asian 

women or other women of colour. Haraway (1 992) contends that feminist thearies 

which have been produced by women of colour have constructed alternative 

conceptions of womanhood that disrupts Euro-Canadian/American ideals and traditions. 

Like the issue of family structure, the nom of the nuclear family, and women's 

paid and unpaid labour, wornen who were not white, not rniddleclass, not heterosexual, 

or were immigrants did not find their experiences reflected in Euro-CanadianlAmerican 

ideals and traditions of womanhood. Social constructions of South Asian womanhood 

rnust be understood as k i n g  inextncably linked to racial hierarchy, meaning systerns 

and institutionalization (Brewer, 1993). The televance of class, race, immigration status 

and sexual orientation were not examined in relation to power stnictures in early Euro- 

CanadianIAmerican analysis of womanhood. Once again the privileged group defined 

their ideals as the mythical nom, labeling experienœs and beliefs that diverged from 

this nom as k i n g  deviant and threatening (Collins, 1990). 

Collins (1 990) explains that the pnmary source of 'deviancy' for African- 

Americans came from assurnptions about black sexuality. Quite often, inequalities of 

race and social class were sexualized. Historically, in North Amenca, the construction of 

black women's sexuality had its roots in the early times of slavery. The culture of 

slavery stigmatized black fernale sexuality as 'prorniscuous, loose, dirty, lusfful, 

aggressive and available'. The same culture stereotyped white women's sexuality as 

embodying cleanliness, purity, chastity and passivity (Morton, 1 991). Black feminists 

have argued that today, long after the end of slavery, negative stereotypes and images 



of black women continue to be prevalent because they not only work to keep black 

women down. but they are also important in maintaining conneded systems of race, 

class and gender oppression (Collins, 1 990; Davis, 1981 ). Collins (1 990) explains that 

the mntrolling images that these stereotypes foster are designed to make racisrn. 

sexisrn and poverty appear to be natural, and an inevitable pait of everyday life. That is, 

the stereotypes and rnyths conceptually divided al1 wornen into two categories: ladies, 

always chaste and always white; and whores, ahnrays black. Black feminists have 

argued that with eitherlor dichotomous categories, difference is defined in oppositional 

ternis, that is, one category is inherently opposed to its 'other', and it gains meaning only 

in relation to its wunterpart (Collins, 1990; Davis, 1981 ; Morton, 1991). These 

stereotypes do not represent actuality, rather, they work to disguise existing social 

conditions. The positioning of black women as outsiders and 'othef was initially thought 

to be the point from which other groups could then define their normalcy. 

Similady, other women of culour, even though they do not have a history of 

slavery, have different historical and cultural backgrounds that get constructed into 

stereotypes and images that quite often prove to be negative and wntrolling. In the 

same way, the position of being 'othef can be claimed by anyone who does not fit into 

the dominant group of white, middle-class, heterosexual, English speaking Christians. 

Said (1978) writes about a long history of Orientalism, fimly established in literature, art, 

scientific discourse, political policies and practices, as well as common sense. He 

argues that the 'oriental fernale', particularly the Muslim wornan, occupies a position of 

the quintessential other. 

South Asians have a long history of colonuation and migration. In many parts of 

the Euro-CanadianlAmerican world, images of lndia and other South Asian countries are 



infonned by colonialism and colonialist dismurse of history and culture (see Suleri. 

1992). as well as Gandhian ideals of non-violence and passive resistance. Trivedi 

(1984) argues that the colonial ideology senred as a legitimating tool of subjugation 

which was responsible fw the deep-rooted belief that lndian people were passive, non- 

violent and self-negating beings. Trivedi also asserts that colonial ideology was more 

important in creating stereotypes about lndian people than the Gandhian political 

philosophy which advocated passive resistance because, although it was passive, it was 

resistance just the same (Trivedi, 1984). Nevertheless, in EuroGanadianIAmencan 

wuntries what is most often emphasized is the 'passive' aspect of passive resistance. 

Stemming from their particular history are stereotypes and images about South Asian 

women that suggest they are passive, submissive, dependent, accommodating, asexual 

exotic beings (Brah and Minhas, 1 985; Ghosh, 1 981). These stereotypes and images 

serve to cantrol and oppress South Asian women and their self expression by 

presenting a distorted image of South Asian women that masks the reality of a 

rnultiplicity of experiences. 

In South Asian wuntries, South Asian male sexuality is seen as being legitimate. 

However, female sexuality is legitimized only in the confines of mamage and 

motherhood (Kakar, 1989). Such ideologies offer a South Asian woman unfair eitherfor 

choices: she wutd be a wife and a sexual being or remain unmamed and celibate. By 

rigidly categorizing their sexual options as 'acceptable' or 'unacceptable', these 

idealagies are a forrn of social control. Similady, Rich's (1 986) notion of compulsov 

heterosexuatity is not just about the wmpulsory nature of heterosexual preference, 

rather it ais0 implies that the notions of 'acceptable' sexual ideologies are used to 

reproduce and justify women's lack of options with regard to partnership choices and the 



expression of sexuality. In Canada, South Asian women's sexuality has been 

constnicted (by South Asians) in opposition to what is wnsidered 'Canadians values 

which are thought to be more free and expressive sexually (Karumanchery, 1993). The 

South Asian cornrnunity approaches mainstream Canadian values of sexual freedom 

and self expression as what not to do. However, there is a difference in the construction 

of women's sexuality based on the generational positions and acculturation of the 

wornen involved. 

Similar to the dichotomy that exists between black women and white women in 

North America, there exists a dichotomy within South Asian groups both in their 

countries of ongin and in Canada. This dichotomy separates women and girls into the 

categories of 'good girls' and 'bad g ih '  (usually these categories/stereotypes refer to 

younger unrnamed women because they have more at stake due to the possible 

consequences of the representation of their sexuality; Karumanchery, 1993). Within the 

Malayalee comrnunity, 'good girls' are thought to be virtuous, not sexually active, 

passive and are not involved (sexually or otherwise) with men until mamage. 'Bad girls', 

on the other hand, are thought to be loose, sexually expressive, and involved with men 

before mamage. These stereotypes of 'good' and 'bad' girls function in the Malayalee 

community to control women's behaviour, dictating what is appropriate behaviour and 

what is not. Kaushalya Banne ji (1992) also speaks about this notion of 'good girls' 

venus 'bad girls' in a discussion of her expenences as a lesbian of lndian origin living in 

Canada. She explains that there is a common factor in the silencing of female sexuality 

that she has identified through her "multiple identities" as a lesbian and as a South Asian 

woman. She states: 



As South Asians, as lesbians, often boai at once, could it be we are afflicted with 

that tired old diche, *nice girls don? talk about se$... talking about ourselves in 

relation to AiDSMIV can lead to social ostracisrn W u s e  it represents a 

breaking of our socially constnrcted silence, an acknowledgrnent that the old 

morality hangs loose on us. We may not be seen as the 'good girls' we have tned 

to be (Banne ji, l992:23). 

Banne ji also asserts that within the South Asian-Canadian community, particularly for 

people in the younger generations, being 'good' ment that they 'didn't even have 

straight pre-maritial sex, let alone gay and lesbian relations" (Banne ji, l992:23). The 

South Asian community's response to desire and female sexuality. particularly for 

women in younger generations, has k e n  one of fear and denial. 

The practice of gossip and the concept of reputation appear to play an important 

part in the controlling of South Asian women (Kanirnancheiy, 4992). Exploratory 

research that I conducted with Malayalee wornen in 1993, suggested that gossip and 

reputation rnay be linked to the mamageability of Malayalee women, who were expected 

to take part in the arranged mamage system. The women in the study reported that 

virginity and virtue are highly valued for women when a mamage is arranged. If a 

woman had a 'bad reputation' or was thought to have followed 'Canadian' values in 

ternis of dating and sexuality, it would be difficult to arrange a mamage for her. Her 

'value' in the arranged mamage system would diminish. The women claimed that many 

Malayalee parents were thought to be mover-protectivem, especially with their female 

children. Their 'over-protectiveness" was related to perceptions of virtue and guarding a 

female's virginity (Karumanchery, 1993). Thus gossip and reputation in the Malayalee 

community may be linked to power and control over Malayalee women and the 

expression of their sexuality. 



Aîthough the dowry system is not prominent in the contemporary South Asian- 

Canadian context of arranged marnages, it should be examined because many cultural 

beliefs and values have their roots in this system. Traditionally in India, mamage 

involved transfer of property in the fonn of a dowry; the money and gifts that the bride's 

parents send with her to her conjugal home (see Shama, 1984). Also, throughout 

India, mamage involved the transfer of control over a girl's sexuality and reproductive 

powers between two men, from her father (or guardian) to her husband (Jeffery, 1979). 

Controlling women's sexuality may, in the case of the dowry systern, be seen as a 

means of controlling mamage and thus wntrolling access to property. 

Research in the area of controlling women's sexuality suggests that indeed 

'over-protectiveness" and emphasis on 'reputation" and 'virginity" for women, are 

closely linked with systems of ananged mamage. Pannar's (1982) research suggests 

that gossip and reputation play a significant part in controlling South Asian women. She 

cites an example of a factory strike in North West London by female South Asian 

workers: 

The younger unmamed women in the factory were affected to a larger extent by 

the fear of ostracism and of king gossiped about in the cornmunity, and it was 

primarily this group against whom the manager used the threat of spreading 

rumors about the strikers as 'loose women' (Pamar, l982:26l). 

Parmar explains that the manager used his understanding of certain South Asian 

cultural ideas about appropriate sexuat behaviour for South Asian women, in order to 

assert power and control over these women. Parmar cites one of the women: 

About one girl he (the manager) sbrted spreading the story that she had corne 

out (on strike) only to join her boyfriend. He did this because he knew that if it got 

to her parents they would force her to go back in. You see he knows about lndian 



society and he is using it.. to fRghten some and to shame others. He knows that 

lndian women are often easily shamed (Pannar, 1982:261). 

The manager used his understanding of South Asian women's sexuality and femininity 

in an attempt to break the strike by reproducing some features of South Asian 

patriarchal ideology. It is important ta emphasize the interconnectedness of the race, 

gender and culture of the women involved in this atternpt for power and control. The 

manager would not try this particular strategy, nor would it work (in the same way) for 

other groups of women, or for men for that matter. 

Crenshaw's (1992) analysis of black women's experiences of sexual harassrnent 

suggests that pervasive myths and stereotypes about black women shape the kinds of 

harassment that black women experience: 

In many of the sexual harassment cases involving Afn'can Amencan wornen, the 

incidents they report often represent a merging of racist myths with the victims' 

vulnerability as wornen (Crenshaw, l992:412; see also Banne ji, 1994). 

For example pervasive stereotypes about black women k i n g  promiscuous and sexually 

available may be used as 'evidence' to prove that the black woman who was sexually 

harassed really wanted that kind of involvement to begin with making it a mutually 

consensual involvement. However, this type of argument could not be as wnvincing if 

the woman in this case were, for exarnple of South Asian origin, because South Asian 

wornen are stereotyped as k i n g  passive, sexually repressed and often asexual. These 

findings suggest that it is the specific intersection of women's race, gender, sexuality 

and culture that produce their unique expetiences in ternis of the construction of their 

sexual identities and the attempts at cuntrolling or manipulating their sexuality. 

Goddard (1987) explores the links between the social constructs of 'honour' and 

'shame', in ternis of their relationship to the control over women's sexuality. AMhough 



her research is on working class women in Naples, Italy, the theones that are produced 

may be applied to other groups of women because the constructs of 'honour' and 

'sharne', as well as wntrol over women's sexuality can be found in many other societies. 

Honour is defined as the value of a person in her eyes, as well as in the eyes of her 

society. It is said to be a quality of groups, not only of individuals, whereby a single 

penon symbolizes the group, whose collective honour is upheld by its different 

individual members. In Goddard's study the honourable behaviour of men and women 

differ considerably. A man must defend his own as well as his family's honour, which 

suggests control over other family members. A woman, on the other hand, must 

preserve her punty. In the relatianship with honour, men play an active roie, while 

women's roles are passive (Goddard, 1987). Ghosh (1 981 a) points out that even 

though industrialization and urbanization have significantly changed the attitudes of 

South Asian women in Montreal with regard to mamage, employment and personal 

status, they were still bound up with the concept of 'family honour' and the social control 

of women to maintain that honour. Thus gossip, reputation, honour and shame within 

South Asian communities, ail appear to have played a part in controlling women's 

chaices, Iifestyles and sexuality. 

Ralston's (1 991) study of immigrant South Asian women living in Canada 

demonstrates how drastically the social situations of South Asian women changed after 

they immigrated to Canada. The British colonial legacy has ensured that the majority of 

South Asians who immigrate to Canada are conversant in English. However, some of 

the women who wnsidered themselves 'completely fluent' in English in their home 

countries, found that they had difficulties with Canadian variations of accent, 

pronunciation and vocabulary. This diffîculty with language skills quite often left the 



women feeling like second class citiiens (Ralston, 1991). In the present study many of 

the women in the older generation spoke at great length about how their English skills, 

particulariy their accent and pronunciation, were a source of great difficulty and hardship 

when they first came to Canada. As well, understanding Canadian accents and 

pronunciation of English words was also said to be a problem. Several of the women 

reported that even today they feel seffconscious about their English language skills and 

accent. 

III THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This section examines the theoretical tools that are utilized in this study to 

understand racism, sexism, immigration and culture. Conceptually framing the issues of 

race, class and gender as analytical categories is necessary to fully understand the 

ideological effects of matenal processes and structures. 

Miles (1 989) asserts that racisrn warks by attributing (socially selected) 

meanings to human characteristics in such a way that creates a system of 

categorization. More importantly, negatively evaluated characteristics are attributed to 

certain people in those categories. Racism is thus defined as a structure, an ideology 

and a process of signification. The concept of racism is a wmplex phenornenon 

including beliefs, actions and processes that have specific consequences, and is 

present in the everyday practices of society, for the domination of one group over 

another (Miles, 1989). Racist practices include the deeply ingrained notion of the 

superiority of white culture and white people and the exoticking and inferionty of 

anything and anyone that is not. Other oppressions such as sexism, classism, 

heterosexism and ethnocentrism may be defined and analyzed in similar ways. For 

example, sexism is a wmplex phenornenon which indudes beliefs, actions and 



processes that have specific consequences and are based on the belief of the inherent 

superiority of men over wornen and thereby justifying male dominance. 

As discussed in Chapter one, it is recugnized that the simultaneous impact of 

race, gender and class oppressions creates forms of oppression that are unique to the 

experiences of women of colour, and that these experiences must be understood as 

being embedded in social and historical processes. As Essed (1991) asserts, the term 

'gendered racism' can be used to talk about the racial oppression women of colour 

experience which is strudured by racist perceptions of gender roles. It should be noted 

that men of colour also face racism which is constructed by racist notions of gender 

roles, for example: the myth of the black rapist (Davis, 1983) or the stereotype found in 

some cultures of the domineering father. 

Much of the early racist, sexist and classist ideologies were based on biological 

determinism which claimed that the biological charaderistics of each race, gender and 

class determined a range of psychological, social and cultural capacities which could be 

ranked (McLaren, 1990; Birke, 1986; Miles, 1989). Wthin this way of thinking, whites 

were ranked higher than people of colour, men ranked higher than wornen, upper and 

rniddle-classes ranked higher than the working class, heterosexuality ranked higher than 

gay and lesbian relations and so on, as well these rankings were thought to be 'natural'. 

As discussed in Chapter one, race, class, gender and sexuality are cumntly seen as 

social and relational categones rather than biologically determined and immutable. 

Throughout Euro-CanadiadAmencan history is the notion of the mythical nom 

which is defined by white, male, middle-dass, heterosexual, Young, Christian. More 

importantly , within Our societies, power resides with this mythical nom (Lorde, 1 984). 

Racism, sexism, classisrn as well as other 'isms' work to ensure that k i n g  white, male, 



middle-class and heterosexual is understood as being 'normal', while groups that are 

unlike itself are objectified and experienced as 'other'. This notion of 'nonnalcy' and 

'natural' propensity is reflected in the literature which is examined in the earlier section 

of this chapter, as well it is found threaded throughout the stories of the Malayalee 

women in this study. In examining early feminist literature it becarne dear that North 

Amencan models and the cultural practices of the dominant group were carnpared to 

other different ways of doing things and North Arnerican ways were deemed 'normal' 

and superior. For example, the Iiterature indicated that (at one time) men were thought 

to be better providers and the primary breadwinners in the family, where as women 

were said to have 'natural' child rearing and childcare abilities. Further, the family 

structure of black people and farnily formation models of South Asians were analyzed as 

being infenor and lacking in cornparison to the 'norrn' of the Euto-CanadianlAmerican 

nuclear family, and the sexual practices of people other than white heterosexuals were 

deemed deviant. The notions of 'normal' and 'natural' have also been talked about by 

the Malayalee women in this study. One woman reported that dunng high school she 

was always aware that her culture and background were 'different' and not the 'normal' 

Eumpean background that her other friends had. Another woman spoke about the 

'nom' of beauty for women that is defined by white skin and facial features and blonde 

hair. A few of the women also reported that their family life was 'different' from the 

'normal' Canadian family. As well many of the women talked about how women were 

better or 'naturally' suited for 'inside' work, while men were better suited for 'outside' 

work. Thus notions of 'nonnalcy' and 'naturalness' and their implications of the 

inferionty of whatever is different form the nom are found in the Malayalee women's 

narratives. 



Brah defines the concept of culture as a process of intenecting significations 

whereby social meanings are 'produœd, appropnated, disnipted and contestedm (Brah, 

19941 53). Here culture is constructed as Ming fiuid as opposed to k i n g  fixed or static 

representations of customs, values and traditions. In this study's examination of culture, 

I argue that South Asian cultural beliefs and pradices must be analyzed within South 

Asian historical and social contexts. When South Asian cultural practices are examined 

and measured using North Arnerican standards and contexts, the differenœs are seen 

as inferiority, which translates into 'cultural deficiency, social inadequacy and 

technological underdevelopmentm (Essed, 1 991 : 14). Within Euro-Canadian/American 

contexts, South Asian culture has been problamatized as being the root of South Asian 

wornen's oppression (Brah and Minhas, 1985). Analyzing South Asian cultural beliefs 

and practices within South Asian contexts eliminates ethnocentric analysis of South 

Asian culture and allows for an examination of how race, class and gender oppression in 

the larger society influence South Asian culture. 

This study's assertion and analysis of Malayalee culture and the differences 

between lndian and mainsiream Canadian culture is not to suggest that one culture is 

better or equated with modemity while the other culture is 'backward' or 'premodem'. 

Rather it comments on the meeting of the two different cultures and the circumstances 

that meeting produces. Wthin the ideology of the 'cultural conflicts' that young 

MalayaIee women experience, the 'cultural wnflict' refers to the conflict that anses when 

two divergent cultures meet, and certain practices and beliefs in one culture is contrary 

or in opposition to practices and beliefs around the same issue in the other culture. One 

example of this is family formation practices; the ananged maniage system is prominent 

in South Asian cultures while dating is prominent in mainstream Canadian culture. 



Further, as with the case of the categories of race, gender and class, cultural meanings 

are shaped by social, histoncal and ideological structures and proœsses. As such, 

culture, cultural retention and adaptation, as well as the 'cuitural conflicts' that Malayalee 

women experience must be understood within the context of the actuality of racism, 

sexism and class inequality. The implications of hegernonic social and structural factors 

in the positioning of culture and cultural difference and their influence in shaping 

Malayalee women's experiences must be taken into account. 

Canadian immigration policies, as well as immigration policies of other parts of 

the Euro-American world, have been constructed using racist and sexist ideology of 

racial, gender and cultural differences (see Chapter three for a discussion on how race, 

gender, class and sexuality were signifiant in the immigration process). From her 

research in the Netheriands and the US, Essed (1991) asserts that the racism that 

justified the exploitation of immigrant labour and the regulation of immigrant workers 

camed with it the ideological notion of the biological and cultural superiority of the white 

race and the incompatibility of different cultures. She states that the emnomic 

exploitation of immigrant workers is rationalized using specific racist arguments based 

on 'ethnic' differences, nationality, language and religion. Essed (1991) daims that in 

'multi-ethnic' societies there has been an ideological shift from biological to social and 

cultural rationalizations for discrimination. She argues that the new foms of racism that 

have been identified indicates the 'culturalization" of racism, which is when blatant 

racism is rejected and racism is thought to have more to do with culture and 'ethnieity'. 

However, as before, there is a reluctance to identify race as the basic determinant of 

white privilege and the disempowement of people of colour (Essed, 1991 :30). 



An anti-racist frarnework rewgnizes the relative power and privilege that 

positions al1 people in society. Most irnportantly however, it focuses on the 

institutionalization of power and the systemic forces within society that delegate privilege 

for white, male, heterosexual, middle and upper-class members of society (Dei, 1996). 

Applying an anti-racism frarnework to feminist theorking and knowledge production in 

general, would critically examine the norrnalcy of whiteness as the main cornponent in 

the construction of non-whites as 'other' and how 'difference' is explored in racialized 

discourses. As well it would question the power structures that are at work in the 

development of such discourses (Dei, 1996). 

The production of knowledge about race, cfass and gender and the practice of 

discrimination that is based on these categories are both embedded in power relations 

and the dominant group's assumptions about subjectivity (Weedon, 1987). Because 

hegemonic ideologies and the dominant group's noms, values and beliefs have defined 

'difference', we must analyze the role white/male/middle-class privilege had (and still 

has) in producing and reproducing knowledge. The postmodern notion of discourse is 

useful in understanding knowledge about social difference and the construction of 

meanings, particularly within social theory or feminist social theory (Butler, 1992). The 

notion reveals how theory, philosophy and knowledge and relatedly education systems 

and their apparatuses are always implicated in power relations which serve the interests 

of some and work to keep others in subordinate positions. 

ln an examination of South Asian women, a distinction must be made between 

South Asian women as an object of social discourse and South Asian wornen as 

concrete historical subjects (Btah, 1994). In order to understand Malayalee wornen's 

experiences, it is neœssary to deconstruct the notion of Malayalee women, or more 



generally South Asian women, as it has been constnicted in North American discourse. 

Consideration must be given to the extent to which these social representations have 

produced South Asian women as a racialized category and how these constructions 

work to structure their position in rnainstrearn Canadian society. As well, we need to 

undentand how Malayalee women position themselves in their personal and social 

identities, and how their Iived experiences compare to such discourse and how such 

discursive elements are implicated in Malayalee women's construction of self (Brah, 

1 994). 

SUMMARY 

The first section of this chapter examined feminist theories and their 

development in North American contexts. It introduced recent arguments to make 

feminist theorking more inclusive by incorporating into its analysis, not just elernents of 

gender and class, but also diverse experiences of race, history and sexuality. The 

second section of this chapter examined relevant literature of feminist analysis which 

infomed the important areas of investigation in this study: labour force participation, the 

gender division of unpaid labour, family structure and the social construction of 

womanhood. This section also discussed the reasons why these particular areas were 

chosen and focused on. 

The third section of this chapter provided the theoretical framework for this study. 

It presented the theoretical tools that are utilized in this study which helps us understand 

racism, sexism, ethnocentrism as well as culture and immigration. Biologism and the 

presentation of difference within the context of the 'normal' or'natural' have also been 

examined in this section. Further, the application of an anti-racist framework and its 

implications to knowledge production and education have also been discussed. The 



following chapter provides the historical background that is necessary to understand the 

life experiences of the Malayalee women in this study. It examines immigration polices. 

the immigration process and the racist environment they encauntered during their eariy 

years in Canada. The following chapter also examines the social and ecanomic factors 

in Kerala that motivated the Malayalee wornen to immigrate to Canada. 



CHAPTER 3: S W I N G  THE STAGE 

In this chapter, Canadian immigration policies that influenced South Asian 

immigration are examined. These policies dictated which South Asians, how rnany, and 

the time periods when South Asians were admitted into Canada. This chapter also 

looks at how Malayalee women experienced the immigration process and sorne of the 

implications of this pracess for their lives, as well as the importance of examining 

immigration history in understanding their experiences. The social conditions in Kerala 

and some of the factors that prompted Malayalees to emigrate from their homeland will 

also be examined. As well, this chapter examines the racist environment that South 

Asians found themselves in once they began living in Canada. 

CANADIAN IMMIGRATION POLICIES 

From her examination of moral reform in Canada in the early 1900s, Valverde 

(1991) reported that the racist, classist and sexual fears of Anglo-Saxon Canadians 

were merged into a single moral panic of the unfit immigrant. Here, the race, culture, 

class and "sexual rnoralityn of potential immigrants were problamatized and used to 

explain the supposed inferiority of people of colour. The social climate during that time 

period was cleatly refiected in the early immigration policies that established "preferred" 

categories of immigrants from the UK and the US, and "non-preferred" categories which 

included most others, with "Orientais", "Negros" and 'East lndiansn as the least preferred 

(Valverde, 1991 : 1 10). 

Economic development and the nse and fall of the Canadian economy has had 

tremendous impact on immigration policies in Canada. lnitially immigration policies 

were constmcted to supply labour power to suit the needs of a developing economy. 

However, as mentioned, restrictions were placed on who was allowed to immigrate into 



Canada and who was not; these restrictions were based on race and gender ideofogies 

which served to exclude people of colour, particularly women (with the exception of 

Filipina and Caribbean women see below) .3 

According to Ghosh (1981), South Asian women did not enter Canada until 

191 9. even though there were small numbers of South Asian men in Canada since 

1904. Although many of the men had wives and children back home, these early South 

Asian wmmunities in Canada were mostly male because men were forced to leave their 

families back in India, due to the dictates of Canadian immigration policies. These 

policies did not allow the reunion of South Asian wives and children with their husbands 

and fathers in Canada, and South Asians soon realized that without women and children 

their community in Canada remained impermanent, unstable and lacking political and 

social rights (see in a UK context, Trivedi, 1984). Through this realization, there was a 

comprehension of the reproductive and maintenance roles that women play in society, 

which is the core of gender ideology, in that women's child-bearing and child-rearing 

capabilities were seen as being indispensable for the production and reproduction of 

family, culture and labour power (Das Gupta, 1994). 

After Worid War II ended, Canada's great population growth was influenced by 

immigration policies that emphasized selectivity, labour market demands and ecanomic 

3 For similar arguments in the American context see Mohanty, 1991 :23.28. Feminists of colour in the UK 
have the most developed discussion and analysis of a racist and sexist state and its immigration policies. 
Trivedi (1 984) wrote about the ban on entry of male fiances (1979-1980). which was in fad placed as an 
attempt by the British government to limit primary immigration of young male workers who would increase 
the working-class. This ban was presented by the Bdsh government as an a d  to "protect' young [South] 
Asian women from the 'horrors' of the ananged mamage system' (Trivedi, 1984:46). Trivedi notes that this 
ban was challenged by South Asian women: We challenged it not because we wanted to defend 'cultural 
pradices' within our commun ity... but because we rehised to abet the state in its racist ploys. We do not 
invoke the power of a racist state to deny people the nght of entry into mis country, or deny other wornen 
their choices of partner. Whether some of us decide to many at all, let alone have an arrangeâ marriage, is 
an issue we define and a d  upon autonomously of the state. We do not require the racist state to intervene 
on Our behalf. To ally and collude with the raast state in a pseudo-feminist struggle would be crass and 
misguided' (Trivedi, 1 9844û-47). 



productivity, still drawing mainly on white European and Amencan populations 

(Buchignani, 1979). In I%l, Canada established an immigration policy whereby quotas 

were put in place for people from South Asian countries; for example, 150 Indians, 100 

Pakistanis and 50 Sri Lankans per year were allowed into the country. Later on, in the 

late 1950s, these immigrants were allowed to sponsor their wives and children under 21 

who were not mamed, and soon after that they wuld also sponsor their elderiy parents 

as well (Das Gupta, 1994). 

The majonty of South Asian women in Canada have only k e n  allowed entrance 

through sponsorship by South Asian men, as wives, mothers and daughters. Ghosh 

(1981) stated that South Asian women were subject to sexist, racist immigration coding 

which classified them as dependents even when they were more qualified than their 

husbands. She argues that related to this stereotype of dependency, is the assumption 

that South Asian women are uninterested, unavailable, or unable to work, once they 

came to Canada, especially if they were mamed (see also Brah, 1994). Thus. most 

women have been dependent on their relationships with men to acquire immigration into 

Canada. This is a clear demonstration of how sexism in immigration policies make it 

very difficult for women to apply and be accepted as independent immigrants. In the 

present study Malayalee nurses may be seen as a very specific case of wornen who do 

not fit into this category, as most of thern immigrated on their own to pursue careers 

(see Chapter five). Filipina and Caribbean women also do not fit into this category 

because they too immigrated independently to Canada to work as nurses and domestics 

(Calliste, 1993; Bakan and Stasiulis, 1995). Calliste states that white nurses were 

allowed into Canada as permanent settlers on the basis of their general admissibility. 

Canbbean nurses, on the other hand, Were admitted on the basis of their nursing 



qualifications and only as cases of exceptional ment" (Calliste, 1993:85). Thus for 

Caribbean nurses to be adrnitted as permanent settlers, they were expectad to have 

nuning qualifications that exceeded those of white nurses. Calliste reported that 

differential immigration policies s u s t a i d  the subordination of black nurses within a 

racialized and gendered labour force (Calliste, 1993). W ~ h  domestic workers. racism 

and sexism interacted with class inequality to produce stereotyped perceptions that 

women of colour fmm Third Worid countries were inherently suited to service work 

(Glenn, 1992). A further sirnilarity between the South Asian situation and the situation of 

Caribbeans was that family reunification was prevented by immigration policies which 

disallowed Caribbean nurses to bnng their children to Iive with them (Colen, 1995). 

Canadian immigration policies were not only based on race and gender they 

were also based on notions of sexuality4 and class (Valverde, 1991). Wthin Canadian 

immigration policies were implicit expectations of heterosexuality. As mentioned above, 

women were granted entrance through their relationships as wives, rnothers and 

daughters. Class was also a factor in Canadian immigration not only because of the 

initial costs involved in immigration (plane fare or other means of transportation were 

expensive, as well as fees for applications and medical exams), but also because later 

immigration requirements asked for English language skills and education. These 

immigration requirements would exclude poor and workingclass women as they would 

4 Wthin this context Mohanty (1991) talks about sexuality and the morality of women as being other factors 
that got written into immigration laws. Mohanty notes, ' A chronological listing of the US Exclusion Ads 
illustrates the intersection of morality and race, dass, gender and sexuality in the construction of Asian 
peoples as the 'yellow pen K.. This a d  granted immigration officers the right to detemine if women who 
chose to emigrate were 'persons of correct habits and good charade t... the focus on defining the morality 
of Asian women as a basis for entry into the coun try...' (Mohanty, 1991:25). Trivedi also notes within a UK 
context, '[South] Asian women have fought against raast and sexually discriminatory immigration rules and 
pradices because these have put U~em in a vulnerable and viable situation ... Women had to undergo 
humiliating and coercive interrogations to 'prove' their legal status as a wife or a fianœe and have even had 
to undergo virginity tests to prove that the children they wish ta have join them are theirs' flrivedi, 1984:45). 



not have access to the finances or the education available to middle and upper-class 

women. 

In 1967, the immigration laws were changed to fomally disregard race, 'ethnicity' 

and nationality in the seledion of immigrants. The new 'points system' stressed the 

skills and educational qualifications of applicants. Rie removal of raœ as a criterion for 

immigration was based on the post 60s needs of the changing Canadian capitalist 

economy. Labour was becoming mechanued and unskilled worken needed to be 

replaced by those with managerial, technical and clerical skills. Since the demographics 

of the traditionally preferred countries were changing and their people were no longer 

interested in coming to Canada, Canada had to allow entrance to workers from non- 

traditional sources (Das Gupta, 1994). This need for specific types of workers and the 

new entrance critena of skills and education, brought on the immigration of professional 

South Asians to Canada, which changed the sire and makeup of the South Asian 

community. This new policy resulted in an unprecedented rise in South Asian 

immigrants to Canada. It was during this time period between 1967 and 1975 that the 

majority of the women in this study came to Canada. 

Although the time petiod when the 'points systern" was in effect (1 967-1975) 

appeared to be the only time in Canadian history when South Asians were accepted into 

Canada on an equal basis with others, Das Gupta (1994) argues that the points system 

demonstrated systernic racism, sexisrn and classism. The points system emphasized 

education, employability and knowledge of English or French. The emphasis on 

education and knowledge of English prior to immigration in the points system denied 

access into Canada to people in working-classes and from Third World countries. 

Pehaps this explains why the majority of South Asian women who immigrated to 



Canada during the time period of the points system, originally came from upper and 

middle-cIass backgrounds. 

Das Gupta (1994) also argues that the criteria that were used to assess 

applicants under the points system made it difficult for immigrant women, particularly 

from Third Worid countries, to apply and be accepted as independent immigrants. 

Thus, as it was in the 20s and 30s, the majority of South Asian women still could only 

enter through sponsorship by South Asian men. The only other way that women were 

allowed to enter Canada was through domestic worker programs or other service work 

as discussed above. Thus the points system demonstrated systemic racism, sexism 

and classism as the immigration policies promoted by the points system had a 

detrimental affect on women of colour and workingtlass women. 

The post 70s drop in the Canadian economy again resulted in restrictions k i n g  

placed on immigration, as immigrants of colour were scapegoated for contnbuting to 

unemployment, as they had been earlier in British Columbia. In 1976 a new law was 

introduced that suggested that Canada no longer needed the educated and trained 

migrants that had came in the past from South Asian countries and the flow of 

immigration had to be reduced (Ghosh, 1981). This new Immigration Act had a direct 

impact on South Asian immigration to Canada. In 1982, a 'Canadians Firstn program 

was introduced which curtailed immigration once again. This new prograrn allowed in 

only immigrants with 'essential skills" (as defined by the govemment) and those who 

brought in capital for investments (Dao Gupta, 1994). A yearly quota system has since 

been put in place which places a pnority on family reunification, rehigee claimants and 

independent migrants who are able to find a job on amval. Das Gupta argues: 



By reflecting on the immigration history of South Asians in Canada, we see the 

state interfering in a very direct way with the capitalist production process. This 

was done by regulating the labour supply, specifically one which could be super- 

exploited and kept passive by the denial of political and legai rights rationalu& by 

racist arguments (Das Gupta, l994:62). 

By examining South Asian immigration history in Canada, it becornes apparent 

that immigration policies are closely linked to economic agendas and to the search for 

cheap labour. Also, the Canadian govemrnent has constructed immigration laws that 

foster racialized, gendered citizenship. Notions of gender and race are written into 

these immigration laws. Other aspects of sexuality and class also get irnplicitly 

incorporated into the laws that define who will be allowed to enter and who will be kept 

out. The immigration niles and regulations have consistently put unfair limitations and 

restrictions on South Asian women, keeping them dependent on men through 

sponsorship, and excluding working-class women altogether. 

The fad that notions of gender, race, class and sexuality are bound up in the 

production of immigration laws, necessitates that feminists analyze the immigration 

system and its policies using a method that examines the intersectionality of race, class, 

gender and sexuality as they are regulated by the govemment. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF IMMIGRATION HISTORY IN THE ANALYSIS OF SOUTH 

ASIAN WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES 

South Asian people have experienced a long history of colonization and 

irnperialism. Although South Asian countnes were liberated almost haM a century ago, 

there are still residues of colonial influence that operate in South Asian people's lives 

today, even though decades have passed and South Asians have immigrated al1 over 

the worid. For South Asian people in the diaspora, immigration is an experience that 



has influenced them profoundly. The experience of immigration is a significant factor in 

the lives of most South Asian women, as it is for the women in the present study. 

Whether a woman immigrated as an adult or was bom in Canada or came over at a very 

young aga, she is still directly infiuenced by the far reaching consequences of her 

family's immigration to a new country. Many of the issues that South Asian women in 

Canada face and have in comrnon with each other are related ta specific consequences 

of the immigration process, notably the meeting of lndian beliefs, values and practices 

with the ones prevalent in Canada. Immigration influences almost every facet of 

immigrants' lives. It alters perceptions of their identity and also brings with it the 

experience of racism through which their culture and race are positioned and 

reconstructed by the dominant group as being inferior and lacking (this topic will be 

examined below). They experience shifts in farnily structure and class membership. 

Immigration revalues their education and employment credentials. It also redefines their 

socioeconomic status and their social location in the society in which they live. 

Mohanty suggests that immigration and nationality may be seen as issues that 

are the contemporary wunterparts of Third Worîd people's stniggles against colonial 

occupation. She argues that there is a continuity between relationships of colonization 

and white, masculinist, capitalist state rule whereby the construction of immigration and 

nationality laws foster racialized, gendered cituenship (Mohanty, 1991 ; see also 

Banne ji, 1987 and Carty and Brand, 1988). Euro-CanadiadAmencan feminist 

scholanhip has begun examining questions of immigration, nationality and culture as 

these issues are important in understanding women's diverse experiences and the 

inequalities that women face due to their immigrant status and racial and cultural 

backgrounds (see Calliste, 1992; Rajagopal, 1990; Das Gupta, 1994) . 



Ng suggests that 'ethnic identiw is a social construction which must be 

reproduced by social members. It is a means which organùes people in relation to the 

productive and political processes of Canadian society (Ng, 1981, 1989). 1 would argue 

that this 'organizing of people' must also be examined within the context of racist, sexist 

and classist structures and hierarchies that exist in Canadian society. Ng states that 

when a group of people possess observable differences from the community that 

surround them, bath the groups recagnue the differences and use them as markers. 

Different cultures are at the root of these differences (Ng, 1981). In this way, things like 

their national ongin, language, skin colour, religion, traditions, culture, food preferences 

and dress become organized as 'differences' which have significant negative 

consequences for individuals and groups that are marked off as k i n g  external to the 

dominant comrnunity. These social differences must be understood as being racialized 

because cultural differences are identified and set apart within the context of racism, 

domination and inequality. This is especially the case, as discussed eariier, because 

'different' is quite often thought to be inferior. Liddle and Joshi (cited in Ralston, 1991) 

have argued that the idea of lndian women being infenor to Euro-Canadian/American 

women should be understood in terms of cultural imperialism and the power relations 

between First and Third Worid countnes. 

My 1992 research found that when Malayalees emigrated to Canada they 

brought with them their culture saturated in its traditions, values, morals and 

expectations. However, conflicts were said to arise when the children of these 

immigrants began to embrace aspects of rnainstream Canadian ideology and practice. 

Many of the young participants spoke of drastic cultural conflicts between themselves 

and their parents. They explained that they did not fit into the model of what a good 



Malayalee son or daughter would be. At the same time they did not feel that they fit in 

wmpletely nor were they fully accepted by their white Canadian peen because they 

were seen as being different from them. My (1 992) research mncluded that lndian 

teenagers growing up in white Canadian society were neither encapsulated in the 

cultures of their countries of origin, nor were they in the process of becuming completely 

Canadianized. Their emerging belief and value systerns wntained selected elements 

from both the Indian as well as mainstream Canadian cultures. n ius the immigration 

process is responsible for the duality of culture that many younger South Asians 

experience. However, this duality of culture and the selection of different aspects of the 

two cultures must be examined acknowledging racism and the implications of 

hegemonic structures. For example, as immigrants and their children are making 

selections of what aspects of the two cultures to retain and reject, the white dominant 

culture is represented, through the media, the education system and other sources, as 

being the 'nom", superior and modem in relation to minority cultures. It would be 

interesting to examine why, despite the racism and the marginalization of their minority 

culture, Malayalees still maintain many aspects of their traditional culture (see 

discussion in Chapter seven). Thus relations of power, marginalization and inequality 

are al1 irnplicated in culture conflicts that involve the dominant group. 

Throughout this study and within the four areas of investigation (labour force 

participation, the gender division of unpaid labour, family structure and the social 

construction of womanhood), it becomes clear that the immigration process plays a big 

part in shaping the experiences that Malayalee wornen and more generally South Asian 

women have in Canada. 



THE INFLUENCE IMMlGRATlON HAD ON WOMEN'S LlVES 

Malayalee immigration patterns are very similar to those of most other South 

Asian immigrants. The majority of the wornen in the present study immigrated to 

Canada in the late 60s and early 70s. For the wornen who imrnigrated as adults the 

reasons they gave for imrnigrating were simple: they came in search of better lives, 

better opportunities and better futures for themselves, their spouses and their children; 

some reported having immigrated to support family back home by sending them money 

(something that a few of the women are still doing) and sponsoring others to immigrate 

to Canada; several others claimed that they only meant to corne to Canada and work for 

a number of years, make some money and return to India; however, they ended up 

staying longer. 

Even though most of the women in this study who immigrated as adults reported 

being generally satisfied with their lives in Canada, many acknowledged the process of 

immigration as involving important trade-offs. Buchignani (1 979) points out that the 

gains of immigration are very clear: a better standard of living that is more certain, 

access to a more open society, with many educational and occupational possibilities, a 

more stable political environment and better life chances for the immigrants, as well as 

their children. However, individual and familial losses are equally striking, and fall 

mainly on adults. As is the case with so many other immigrants, they have left behind 

social contexts that they understood and could identify with, they experience enonous 

cultural loss as well as losing close familial networks and become reduced to k i n g  

second class citizens (Buchignani, 1979). 

In the case of many Malayalees, economic stability was another factor that was 

given up, even if only initially, in the process of immigration. With immigration, many 



Malayalees had to leave behind the economic stability and financial secunty they knew 

in India. The Indian govemrnent had policies that only allowed emigrants to take with 

thern $8.00 (in Canadian funds per person) of their accumulated or inherited wealth out 

of the country. This was done to ensure that emigrating lndians could not deplete lndia 

of its wealth by taking lndian wealth with them when they emigrated. Thus wealth wuld 

not easily be transferred into Canada when one immigrated. Status, however, was 

somewhat transferred from India to Canada within the Malayalee community in Toronto, 

as it is well known in Malayalee circles who a penon's parents are in Kerala, what their 

livelihood was, what property and estates they owned and what their status and class 

was within their specific area or community. 

About half of the women who imrnigrated as adults spoke of drastic changes in 

economic situations and class after immigration. It is interesting to note that the women 

who were in the upper and middle-classes in lndia experienced the most drastic shifts 

downward in class, after immigration (see the example of Janathi below for an 

illustration of how upper and middle-class women experienced immigration). Many of 

the women who were in the lower middle and working-classes, as well as women from 

middle-class families that were facing financial hardships (many of whorn were nurses), 

reported a nse in class status. Women who immigrated to Canada as nurses did not 

experience the hardships that the other women experienced after immigration because 

in Canada they had high paying jobs (see the example of Parathi below for an 

illustration of how many of the nurses experienced immigration). 

Many of the women in the upper and middle-classes in lndia went to univenity 

for reasons of social status and not employability. At the time rnany of these wornen did 

not plan on working, and had not worked before they came to Canada. These were the 



wornen who had the most difiwlty after immigration because they did not have any 

work experience and could not use their education to get thern jobs, because either their 

university credentials were devalued, or they had not graduated, or they had studied 

subjects that were not relevant ta the jobs they wanted or were available. 

The wornen who were frorn upper and middle-class backgrounds in lndia spoke 

of lavish lifestyles back home, in contrast to poverty and hardships during their first four 

or five years in Canada. They compared their lives in Canada to their lives in India and 

spoke about the contrasts in their situation af'ter immigration. Many of them spoke 

about the high expectations they had had and the disappointment that they faced once 

they got to Canada. One of the women, Janathi, talked about her situation: 

Back in lndia we had no money problems at ail. We were upper-class. My 

lifestyle before immigrating 1 had everything. l don7 have to go to work. 1 was a 

housewife and enjoying my life. 1 was lwking after my children and going for 

rnovies and shopping and this and that I lived a life of luxury. Achially, I didn't 

want to immigrate. My husband wanted to corne, so I followed him. I had no 

choice because I want my family Iife. I wanted to be with my husband. He 

wanted to immigrate for better opportunities, for him as well as for the children, to 

make more money. After irnmigrating I thought everything is shattered in my 

life ... we had limited incorne. I thought I could go back in one or two years, make 

some money and have my Iife back home. When days and years went on, 1 had 

to work, it was a necessity for us, that (second) income in this country. To live we 

needed more money. 

Janathi. also spoke about her sense of loss of family, identity and social contexts that 

she was familiar with: 



But coming here, firçt of all I had no friends, No farnily. Nobody here. I was 

crying almost every day. 1 was somebody there (in India]. 1 was nobody here. 

Back at home if I go and stand by the road they'll say 'She's so-and-so's 

daughter' because of my standing in the community, my parents' standing in the 

community. Here I am nothing. That's how my Iife has changed drastically. In 

my mind disappointment 

In contrast to the downward shif€ in class that many non-nurses spoke about after 

immigration, many of the women who were nurses reported financial difficulties they 

experienced pnor to leaving India, and less financial insecurity after immigration. One of 

these women, Parathi, reported that her family originally belonged to the upper middle- 

class and that a change in circumstances caused financial hardships. She reported: 

When I was Iiffle we were well off. As I was growing up my family lost their 

money and we were kind of getting down (poor). My grandfather died and my 

father got sick Slowly, slowly, we lost dl our the business and al1 the wealth. So 

we became poor. We expen'enced financial problerns. If we want something, my 

parents have no money to buy. If l want some nice clotfi or I want some jewelry, 

gold things, they don? have the money to buy it. And they didn't have any money 

to send us for higher studies. Before we had lots of food and everything. The 

food was also becorning minimal, like, we cannot buy meat every day, or you 

cannot buy certain stuff. That was one of the reasons for my leaving India, I 

wanteâ to get out of there. There was an opportunity to go for nursing. I was 

glad to go. I wanted to get out of India, After immigration, there was no stniggle, 

before I was stniggling. After immigration, things became different, better, no 

longer a stniggle. 

Many of the younger women did not remember financial ditficulties that their families 

may have experienced when they were children, sevenl claimed that aven if there were 



difficulties, their parents would not have burdened them with it. Five of these women 

reported remembering financial difficulties that their families experienced during the 

early stages in Canada. One of these women, Cindy, spoke of difficulties she and her 

family experienced after immigrating. 

Being a new immigrant was part of it I'm sure. What happened was my Dad was 

working for this company. My mother was working for another company and my 

rnother got laid off... and debt started accumulating. Things like that, sort of like a 

constant Never like not having enough to eat. Just debt, worry, insecurity. 

When asked what her lifestyle was like as she was growing up she replied: 

I wasn't comfortable, I didn't have a cornfortable childhood. 1 know that it wasn't 

ever cornfortable. We were pretty rnuch scrounging fur money. We had a lot of 

stuff compared to our neighbours because we lived in a poar area. Because I 

had an older sister and several younger siblings, everything shared. Rooms were 

shared. My parents had a lot of relatives caming from lndia staying in our home. 

Sa things were very crowded almost always. 

Most of the women in this study agreed that immigration was a difficult process. 

Especially during the eariy yean of immigration, many women spoke of pain and 

hardships that they experienced. However, many of the women also reported being 

satisfied with their lives in Canada and acknowledged positive features that living in 

Canada allowed them: better living conditions and lifestyles, better education for their 

children and better employment opportunities for themselves and their spouses. 

Mangalam claimed in his 1985 study of 170 Malayalee families living in Toronto, that 

these Malayalees were a relatively prosperous group of immigrants. The better futures 

they had aspired for, for the most part. had been achieved in roughly ten to fifteen 

years. They were said to be in the upper middle socbeconornic group in Canada as far 



as education, occupation and incorne goes. These areas of education, occupation and 

incorne levels will be discussed further in Chapter five. 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN KERALA 

In an examination of Malayalee women's lives in Canada, it is neœssary to 

undentand the social contexts they are both coming from and moving into, in order to 

understand their present experienœs. The following sections address these wntexts. 

Malayalees onginate in India, more specifically they wme from the Southem state of 

Kerala. Kerala is one of the smallest but most densely populated states in India. 

According to the lndian govemment, it has the highest literacy rate, and the best 

education system in lndia (Mangalam, 1987). All of the women in the older generation 

were born in India. more specifically Kerala. Of the 15 women in the younger 

generation, nine were bom in Canada and the other six in Kerala. The family structure 

in Kerala may bs described as patriarchal and extended. Mangalam (1 985) reported 

that after immigrating to Canada many Malayalees had to reject or seriously modify 

some of their expectations of a patriarchal family system and adopt those of a more 

egalitarian nuclear farnily. especially with regard to the roles and respect given to 

women and children. 

Although Kerala is populated by approximately 50% Hindus, 30% Christians and 

20% Muslims, who share a common language, Malayalam, Mangalam (1987) reported 

that the majority of Malayalee immigrants in Canada are Syrian Christian. They belong 

to a nurnber of separate sects, Syrian Catholics, Jacobites, and Marthomites. A few are 

also said to belong to the millennial groups that are not Syrian Christian, such as the 

Pentacostals and Seventh Day Adventists. 



It is relevant to examine and understand the social conditions in Kerala prior to 

the late 60s. and what Mangalarn calls the 'push factors' that influenced emigration of 

Malayalees out of Kerala. The most important of these push factors was population 

pressure. Kerala is about the sue of Nova Scotia, into which is packed a population as 

large as that of Canada. This population density caused pn'mary consumer goods like 

certain food items, fuel and housing to become scarce, and prices to rise. 

Mangalam stated that Kerala is not very industnalized. Most of the existing 

industries were srnall and appeared to be shnnking. He reported that unemployment 

was said to be quite high, as high as 30% in some areas. A major escape from this 

situation was to find employment in ail-rich Arab countries. However, the infusion of 

'petro-dollars" into the Kerala economy made the ecanomic situation even worse. 

Notably, the pnce of real estate rose astronomically, and consumer goods rose in pnce 

along with it. Some items went up in price twenty fold within a five year span. 

Mangalarn reported that another factor that added to the material deprivation of 

Malayalees in Kerala, was a dramatic change in the food habits of the majority Hindu 

community in the early 60s. Traditionally they had k e n  vegetarians, however, due to 

several reasons including rise in education about nutrition and health, Hindus took to 

eating fish which is a major food item for non-Hindu Malayalees. This change in the 

eating habits of Hindus caused fish to become çcarce and caused almost calamitous 

hardships, especially for the non-Hindu population (Mangalam, 1985). These push 

factors. coupled with the desire, opportunity and means to immigrate, prompted many 

Malayalees to leave their country of origin in search of better lifestyles and opportunities 

for themselves and their children. 



THE SOCIAL SETTING IN CANADA 

According to 1991 statistics, there are an estimated 420,295 South Asians in 

Canada, including 231,385 South Asians in Ontario of which 190,665 are in the Toronto 

area. Statistics Canada aquired this data for South Asian populations using the 

category of 'Ethnic Origin'. Further, Statistics Canada reports that there are 41 60 

Malayalees in Canada, including 2640 Malayalees in Ontario. Detailed numben for 

Toronto's Malayalee population were not available through Statistics Canada. However, 

the Toronto Malayalee Samajam, which is a social and cultural organization of 

Malayalees in Toronto, reported that in 1990, 1,260 Malayalee families were ofkially 

registered that year with the organization. Assuming there were on average four 

members in each family would suggest that there were roughly 5,040 Malayalees in 

Toronto in 1990. This number of 5,040 by far exceeds the 2,640 Malayalees that 

Statistics Canada reported resided in al1 of Ontario in 1991. The Statistics Canada data 

for Malayalee populations was acquired using the category of first language from the 

1991 census. There are several issues regarding these statistics that need to be 

addressed. Fint, making cornparisons between South Asians and Malayalees using 

these statistics would be rnisleading as different categories were used to detemine 

South Asian and Malayalee membership. 'Ethnic odgin', a much broader category, was 

used to determine South Asian membership, while the much narrower category of fint 

language was used to establish Malayalee membership. Thus cornparisons between 

these figures would be inaccurate. Second, another inaccuracy exists in the way the 

Malayalee population was deterrnined. Statistics Canada determined Malayalee 

membenhip by counting how many people responded by saying that Malayalam was 

their first language (1 991 Census). However, many younger Malayalees andfor second 



generation Malayalees may be excluded from this data because their first language is 

English, not Malayalam. Nevertheless, they would still be considered as Malayalee, by 

Malayalees and other South Asians, because of their heritage, their culture and their 

limited use and understanding of Malayalam. Many parents in this group speak to their 

children in Malayalam and the children respond in English (Karumanchery, 1992). 

Therefore a more accurate measure of Malayalees in Canada would be by cultural origin 

within a South Asian context, rather than by mother tangue. 

Buchignani (1 979) daims that South Asian immigration has been charactetized 

by extensive chain migration.= Upon amval in Canada, most South Asians relied on 

support from kin and close friends, while they established themselves. This support was 

apparent when new immigrants were met at the airport by kin and friends, brought 

home, introduced to others and helped with information in finding a job and a place to 

live. Often new immigrants stayed temporarily with relatives while they made initial 

adjustments. Many of the women in the present study spoke of close relatives who lived 

with them for extended penods of time (months, even years) until they established 

themselves. Some of the women in this study or their spouses have themselves lived 

with aunts and uncles or brothen and sisters or friands during eariy stages, and many of 

the younger women recalled aunts and uncles and sometimes the aunts' and uncles' 

families having Iived with them during their early years in Canada. And it is from this 

safe position that they ventured, without assistance from mainstream Canadian society, 

into what was at that stage an alien and indifferent country (Buchignani, 1979). 

Sorne of the following sadion of this chapter is taken fmm Karumanchery (1992). 



RACISM AS PART OF THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT IN CANADA 

The Malayalee women who grew up in the lndian subcontinent and immigrated 

to Canada in the late 60s and 70s. experienced Canada as new immigrants: that is even 

if they were fluent in English they would have difficulty with dominant Canadian 

variations of pronunciation, vocabulary and accent; their lndian ideals and values would 

be foreign in mainstream Canadian contexts; and their styles of dress, choice of foods. 

lifestyles and culture in general would be 'different' from the mainstream Canadian 

nom. The younger women in this study have grown up in Canada, and even though 

they have retained many elernents of their South Asian culture, they have also 

embraced many elements of Anglo Canadian culture as their own. However, even 

thoug h their style of dress, behaviour, attitudes and preferences were indisting uishable 

from mainstream Canadians, skin colour disallowed their inclusion. 

Both groups of wamen in the study discussed the many different levels of racisrn 

that they have experienced while living in Canada. After the immigration laws changed 

and large numbers of South Asians began immigrating to Canada, their amval and 

presence was quite often viewed as being threatening and undesirable by many 

mainstream Canadians (Elliston, 1977). Many of the women in the present study stated 

that the more blatant and overt expressions of racism were more common during the 

70s and early 80s. Several women (even one in the younger generation) spoke of being 

spit on by a white Canadian. Janathi, spoke about her experience: 

It was in the mid 70s when we had the Paki problem. They used to cal1 you 'Paki, 

Paki, Paki'. They think everybody is frorn Pakistan. That's when there is a visible 

minority, people always react in such a way. So they started calling 'Paki' 

because of my skin colour and my long hair. In the bus stop I waited, people 

brought the car near to me and cal1 me 'Paki'. One day I was waiting in the bus 



stop. A (white) boy carne standing in my back [sic]. He was spitting at me from 

the back and wlling 'Paki Paki Paki'. I thought something fell on my face and I 

wiped it and again it came and fell on my face. And then another white lady, I 

heard her screaming at him because he was spitb'ng at me. There are so many 

nice people also around, white people. I don't condemn whites like that And she 

told me 'Didn't you see that he was spitting at you? Why didn't you slap his 

face?" He ran away from there. If it happens now I know how to deal with it 1 

can talk back or cal1 someone. 

One woman, Tammi, who was bom and raised in Canada, spoke about the racism that 

she had experienced: 

Racism affects and hurts the whole farnily. We see a lot of it We are aware of 

racism. For us ifs made us realize that even though we were brought up here, 

and we don't have that thing they cal1 an accent, we may dress the same way, we 

Wear the same kinds of clothes they do, our colour atways will get in the way. 

In Naidoo's (1984) study of how white Canadians perceived South Asian women, sorne 

interesting findings emerged. The respondents' statements about South Asian wornen 

were classified along a favourable/unfavourable continuum. There were positive and 

negative responses based on perceptions of South Asian women's charaderistics, 

however in Naidoo's observation, negative comments seemed to have a stronger tone 

than positive comments. Examples of positive characteristics had to do with wornen's 

beauty, grace, intelligence, femininity, mystique and self-control. Negative 

characteristics included perceptions of their king dirty, greasy and arrogant, having 

alien food odours and weanng traditional dress (Naidoo, 1984). The majority of the 

respondents disliked South Asian women's traditional dress and the tika (dot) on the 

woman's forehead. There was also a strong dislike of South Asians speaking their 



home languages, the racialized idea k i n g  that they should speak English if they lived in 

Canada. Naidoo also found that a high percentage (44.4%) of the respondents 

experienced South Asian women as being pushy, rude, abrupt. out of touch with white 

Canadian culture and unwilling to change (Naidoo, 1984). It bewmes clear from the 

examples presented that the social conditions in Canada during the 70s and 80s were 

not the most receptive to South Asian immigrants. Although blatant and overt 

expressions of racism, such as spitting, is not as common in the 90s. many of the 

women in this study reported that irnplicit or systemic racism is still a factor in their lives 

today, in that they experience discrimination, job ceilings and il1 treatment in Canada. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter looked at Canadian immigration policies and the restrictions placed 

on South Asian immigration, as well as the ternis with which they were allowed to enter 

the country. Canadian immigration policies were identified as being racist, sexist, 

classist and heterosexist, whereby notions of race, gender, class and sexuality were 

explicitly and implicitly incorporated into the laws that define who will be allowed to enter 

and who will be kept out. The fact that these notions are bound up in the production of 

immigration laws, necessitates that feminists analyze the immigration system and its 

policies, using a method that examines the intenectionality of race, class, gender and 

sexuality as they are regulated by the govemment. 

Throughout this chapter, and within the following chapters, it becomes clear how 

immigration shapes Maiayalee women's experiences; namely, how they experience the 

Canadian environment and the many levels of racism they encounter, how they are 

taken up by others in mainsiream Canadian society, the duality of culture that many 

younger South Asian women experience and the many ways that immigration influences 



their experiences with labour force participation, the work they do within their homes. 

family structure and power dynamics in the family and how they create and recreate 

identity for themselves. This chapter also briefly exarnined the social conditions in 

Kerala, and the significant push facton that prompted ernigration out of India. The most 

important push facton identified were population pressure, inflation and the smrcity of 

jobs and certain goods. Understanding the reasons and interest Malayalees had in 

irnmigrating to Canada, and emigrating out of India, are important in helping us 

undentand the motivations behind their move and what they were hoping to gain 

through immigration. The drastic changes the women experienced after immigration 

with respect to social, economic and class situations have also k e n  discussed in this 

chapter. 

The environments that the women are both coming from (particulariy the women 

who irnmigrated) and moving into, are al1 important elements that structure the ways in 

which they experience their lives. For example, after immigration Malayalees became 

cultural and racial rninorities, whereas before they were rnembers of the majonty 

population. As well, after immigrating, they lost social structures and class and status 

systems they were familiar with and accustomed to in India. Since the experîence of 

being a South Asian woman is a social construction which is contingent on historical and 

ongoing processes, in this case immigration, it is necessary then. to understand their 

experiences within this context. This chapter has provided for this thesis an 

examination of the social, ewnomic and political environments that the women in this 

study emigrated from and irnmigrated into as important elements that should be 

considered when their life experiences are k i n g  examined. 



The following chapter examines the methodologies employed in this research. It 

also addresses the specifics of the interview process and how this study was wnducted. 

Rie following chapter also explains how the four major categories which inforrn the 

study's conceptual framework are operationalized in the interview and broken down into 

specific damains and sub-categories. 



CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes and examines the rnethodology used in this study and 

explains the reasons why this particular methodology was employed. This chapter also 

addresses the specifics of how the research for this thesis was conducted. As identified 

in Chapter one, there are several research objectives in this study: first, to explore 

Malayalee women's experiences in Canada; second, to examine feminist literature and 

to examine Malayalee women's experiences using relevant feminist theories, in order to 

understand how Malayalee women's experiences are different from other North 

American women's experiences; third, to understand what these differences are based 

on and what specifically feminism would need to incorporate into its analysis in order to 

account for the experiences of Malayalee women and more generally South Asian 

women. 

Qualitative research was used as a methodology in view of the research 

objectives of this study and the kind of questions that flowed frorn these objectives. 

Quantitative research was not chosen because it involves the manipulation of a Iimited 

number of variables, a predetemined hypothesis, and a belief that the worîd is an 

objective reality that can be observed and measured. Qualitative research methods, on 

the other hand, rely on inductive reasoning and consider a multiplicity of variables and 

their relationships, not in isolation but as being interrelated, '... and strives to understand 

how al1 the parts work together to form a whole" (Memam. l988:16). It assumes that 

there are multiple realities and that the wodd is a highly subjective phenomenon of 

personal interaction and perception in need of interpretation rather than measurement 

(Merriam, 1988) (the bases of perception are beliefs rather than facts). Qualitative 

research methods cannot examine the number of cases that quantitative research 



methods can. By using methods like questionnaires that require short answers, 

quantitative research can question a large number of subjects. However, although 

qualitative rnethods limit the number of subjects because they are tirneconsurning, 

expensive and labour intensive (Cannon, Higginbotham and Leung, 1987), they are 

indispensable for probing behind simple statements, cornments or yesho answers. 

Further, Stake (j995) argues that quantitative researchers regularly treat uniqueness of 

cases as ' emf  when they do not fit into the system of explained science because their 

methods are rooted in the scientific search for cause and effect. Qualitative 

researchers, on the other hand, treat the uniqueness of individual cases and wntexts as 

being important to understanding and knowledge (Stake, 1995). 

In reviewing the terminology, Reinhan (1992) States that the terrns oral history, 

case study, biographical interview, life history and personal narrative are 

interchangeable ternis, al1 of which involve a person telling her own Iife story. Memam 

(1 988) defines the qualitative case study as an intensive, holistic description and 

analysis of a single entity, phenomenon or social unit. The empirical data for the 

present case study cansists of oral life histones, which were gathered with the use of 

semidirected, open-ended, in-depth intenriews (see interview schedule in appendix A). 

The recarded in-depth interview or oral history is a specific research method under the 

general label of qualitative methodology (Yow, 1994). 1 chose this particular qualitative 

research method because 1 wanted to understand the way Malayalee women saw 

themselves, their inner struggles and motivations in relation to their beliefs and actions, 

their experiences with regard to family, work and community, and the interpretations 

they gave to experiences and events in their lives. The oral history approach of asking 

questions about experiences, motivations and feelings was an effective technique to 



obtain the information that I was interested in. This particular research method of 

intewiewing participants and focusing on their reported expenences and histories was 

chosen because it is the best means of understanding experiences that are often 

introspective, and personal as well as ernotional. This methodology allowed each 

woman to relay her individual experiences and history in her own words. Yow (1994) 

argues that the indepth interview can offer answers to questions that no other 

methodology can provide because it is interactive. Thus the underiying reasons for a 

decision or the explanation of an experience can be inquired about and clatified dunng 

the interview process. 

Oral history reveals daily Iife at home and at wo rù... The indepth interview can 

reveal the informal unwritten rules of relating to others that characterùe any 

group ... the ramifications of personal relationships that do not get told in officia1 

documents are revealed ... It is through oral history that the dimensions of life 

within a community are illuminated ... The indepth intenriew also reveals the 

images and the symbols people use to order their experiences and give them 

meaning ... The in-depth interview can reveal a psychological reality that is the 

basis for ideals the individual holds and for the things he or she does. How the 

subject sees and interprets her experience. given her view of herself and of the 

worid, can be gleaned in no better way than to ask in the context of the life review 

(Yow, 1994: 13-1 5). 

The intenriews conducted in this study were also sernidirected. Semidirected 

or semi-structured interviewing is another qualitative research technique that allows free 

interaction between researcher and interviewee and includes opportunities for 

clarification and discussion (Reinharz. 1992). These questions were used as prompts 



which cued responses around a given area of questioning and pennitted interviewees to 

express concems and relay their expenences with reference to indicated topics. 

The questions in this interview were also openended. Openended questions ask 

respondents to provide an answer in their own words; closed-ended questions ask 

respondents to chose arnong the options presented (Reinharz, 1992). Reinharr argues 

that open-ended interviews explore people's views of reality and produces non- 

standardized information that allows researchers to examine differences arnong people 

and generate theory. 

WHY USE A FEMINIST APPROACH? 

Cannon, Higginbotharn and Leung (1 987) have argued that qualitative research 

is the best suited methodology to document and describe the experiences of wornen, in 

particular wornen who have k e n  excluded from history, made invisible in their own 

cultures and lef€ out from the most basic building blocks of existing theories. 

Biographical research and life histories are important feminist methodologies because 

they examine women's experiences and wnte wornen back into history. As well, they 

acknowledge and value women's lives and foster identification among groups of women 

through the recognition of wmmon experiences, stniggles and strategies. Not only is 

this methodology useful in studying social structures from the vantage point of women, 

but these methods may reflect feminist interests in working outside the mainstream 

(Reinharz. 1992). Higginbotham comments about this rnethodology within a US context, 

... in the South, the oral history ... has emerged as a critical means for sharing with 

others the details and fabric of wornen's Iives. This tradition haç produced many 

lasting autobiographies, oral histones and personal statements that challenge 

stereotypical images of southern wornen (as cited in Reinharz, 1992: 133). 



Similarly, the present study examines mainstream stereotypes about South Asian 

women, and challenges these images using actual life experiences of the women in this 

study. As well, this methodology is useful in this study's examination of the 

intersectionality of race, class and gender. Glenn states, 

Accounts in which women spoke in their own words about themselves and their 

work seerned the best vehicle for illustrating how gender, race and class intersect 

to shape the lives of racial-ethnic women (Glenn, 1986:ix). 

LIMITATIONS AND ADVANTAGES 

When using oral Iife histories and in-depth interviews as a methodology, one 

must acknowledge the limitations of the research data. To begin with it must be 

recognized that both the researcher and the narrator have biases that must be 

examined. Yow (1994) daims that an oral history is a collaborative venture between 

researcher and interviewee and that the most obvious limitation of oral history is that it is 

selective and nobody tells another person everything. My influence as the interviewer 

was also unavoidable because not only did my selection of topics and questions affect 

the information and answers that were given, but alsa because I chose the information 

that was to be presented in the text and chose my interpretation of the data the women 

provided. 

In using interviewing as a method, some other points require further 

examination: the significance of interpersonal relationships, power dynamics. biases, the 

issue of trust and the influence of either the researcher having close relations with the 

interviewees or not knowing the interviewees M o r e  the interview. Oakley (cited in 

Reinharz, 1992) differentiated between 'scientificn interviewing which requires 

objectivity, and feminist research which requires openness, engagement and the 



development of a relationship with the interviewee. This new model of research was 

guided by the feminist ethic of wmmitment and egalitananism in contrast to the 

scientific ethic of detachment and role differentiation between researcher and 

intenriewee (Reinharz, 1992). In the present study, 1 felt that my membership in this 

group was useful as an access point for initial contact with participants. More 

importantly, I believe that my membership in the Malayalee community allowed for an 

openness and wnnection with the women that probably would not have been present 

had I k e n  a non-member. My k i n g  a women was also integral to the success of the 

interview process. 1 do not feel that a male researcher would have been able ta develop 

the same level of cornfort and openness that a female researcher does. Yow states as 

fact '... that women talk more readily to another woman about some issues than they do 

to men" (Yow, 1994178). As an 'insider' I felt an affinity with the women and was able 

ta, very quickly in rnany cases, establish a fnendly, warm and trusting rapport with many 

of them. On several occasions during the interviews, several of the women made 

comments like, '... the Malayalee wmmunity ... you know what I meann, or '... 

Malayalees, you know how they are', or '... you know what I'm talking about, I'm sure 

you went through it too'. The assumption was that because I was Malayalee I had a 

deeper understanding and a clearer perception of what they were talking about from my 

own life experiences and family situation. I usually responded with 'what exactly do you 

meanl what exactiy are you talking about?". There could have also been the issue that 

because I was Malayalee, the women rnay have withheld information from me or 

presented only what they wanted me to know as a member of the Malayalee 

community. They may have only said things and responded in ways that made them 

look good in the Malayalee community. However, there was evidence to the contrary; 



many of the wornen shared very private experiences in an open and honest way (see 

below). In refemng to her research that examined women's experiences of racism, 

Essed argued that, 

'... being an insider provided a rich base for tentative probing, which is valuable in 

exploratory research. Therefore, I do not agree with ?he traditional point of view 

that detachment is aiways the better condition for doing research than close 

involvemenr (Essed, 1 99 1 :67-68). 

Using her research with a Chicano comrnunity as an example, Segura also wrote about 

the advantages of having close relationships with people before one interviews them: 

... Chicanas and Mexicans are likely to feei more cornfortable talking to someone 

who is known within their social network than to an unknown researcher ... the 

quality of the interview data and their reliability is enhanced when the researcher 

is knowledgeable and integrated into the community under study (Segura as cited 

in Reinharz, 1992:26). 

I attribute much of the positive rapport that I had with the women, especially with 

the older generation of women, to my mothets long-standing and active participation 

and friendships in Matayalee circles. Many of the initial participants, especially in the 

older generation, were obtained through my mother's contacts. With most of these 

women I was able to conduet interviews in a supportive environment, because the 

women were accommodating and in some cases eager to participate in a study about 

Malayalee women. All of the interviews appeared to be well received by other family 

members, including males (husbands, fathers and brothers), with the exception of one 

interview with a young women that was intempted several times by the participant's 

father who disliked the fad that I had asked for her permission and consent to conduct 

the intenriew, rather than his. 



Yow (1994) states that power relations also impinge dunng interviews and that 

these power relations are based on age, race, class, status, 'ethnicity', gender and 

knowledge. She also argues that in an interview setting, generally there is more open 

communication when these attributes are the sarne between researcher and 

interviewee. Feminist social scientists strongly encourage doing research in conditions 

where hierarchical relationships do not exist, and where the researcher and interviewee 

have shared experiences, social equality and natural involvement with the topics 

discussed (Essed, 1991). In this study I felt that power relations based on race, gender, 

'ethnicity' and dass were al1 controlled for because I share these characteristics with the 

women I interviewed. Knowledge was similarly controlled for as the information I was 

asking the women to relay was about their lives and their life experiences, and thus they 

were the experts in this area. However, age and status may have influenced power 

relations between myself as the researcher and the participants in the study. With the 

women in the younger generation, age was not as much a factor as it was with women 

in the older generation. Several of the women in the younger generation assumed that I 

was in their age group and many interacted with me as peen. A few of the younger 

wornen asked my advice and wanted to know what I did or would do in similar situations 

that we were discussing. Many of the women in the younger generation indicated that 

they would take part in the interview because they were interested in the study, a few 

indicated simply that they liked to be interviewed. Wth women in the older generation. 

age did influence Our interaction. These women saw me as a younger member of the 

Malayalee wmmuntty and many of them agreed to take part in the interview in order to 

do me a favour and help me fulfdl requirements for my 'school projed'. In this respect it 

was the participants who acted out of a position of power in this situation. 



Yow points out: 

lnterviewing in your own ethnic group may be easier than interviewing in a 

different one; but even so, habitua1 ways of relating that you take for granted. or 

are not conscious of, need to be examined critically. If you are interviewing in a 

different ehnic group l e m  as much as ycr CS!! about speech communication 

characteristic of tbis group (Yow, lgW:I35). 

Cultural noms and communication also came into play with the women in the older 

generation in this study. I was initially uncertain as to how I should address them during 

the interviews because within Malayalee culture it is expected and in line with the notion 

of 'respect for elders' that I refer to them as 'Aunty', even though I had not met many of 

thern before. As a younger member of the Malayalee community, addressing thern by 

their fint name or as Ms./Mrs. would be considered impolite and disrespectful. ln the 

initial interviews with women in the older generation, I addressed them using their first 

name followed by 'Aunty'. During the course of the interviews I asked many of the other 

women in the older generation how I should address them and they indicated that 

'Aunty' or their first name followed by 'Aunty' would be appropriate, which is how I ended 

up addressing them. With the women in the younger generation, I addressed them by 

their first name. 

When I initially contacted the women to take part in this study I indicated to them 

that the research was for my doctoral studies. This may have been useful in obtaining 

participants for the study, as education is highly valued in the Malayalee comrnunity. 

The fact that I was working on my PhD did not appear to create discornfort or power 

irnbalance dunng the interviews. This was probably the case because the women I 

interviewed were univenity or college educated wornen, several of whom had pursued 



or were pursuing graduate studies themselves, and were not intimidated by higher 

education or PhD level studies. 

During the interviews I generally felt that there was a compensating balance of 

power between myself as the researcher and the interviewees. Although, as the author 

I held control over what is written in the text and how experiences were interpreted, the 

women also had power and control in the interview situation. They decided to take part 

in the study, chose what they wanted to tell me, were infomed that they could ask me 

the sarne questions that I asked them, had the freedom to stop or withdraw from the 

study at any point, and had the option to pass on questions or not answer specific 

questions if they did not want to or if they felt uncornfortable (note: al1 of the women 

completed the interviews and answered al1 the questions). As well, in most cases the 

women deterrnined the tirne and place of the interviews. Thus I felt power was mostly 

shared in these interviews. 

Trust is also a crucial element in the success of a study of this nature. I knew at 

the onset of this study that I had to be tmsted by the women I interviewed i f  I hoped to 

obtain information about their lives and experiences. To encourage the development of 

trust I introduced rnyself as a Malayalee woman (to those who did not know me), and 

indicated that I got their name and number frorn their fnend (who was expected to check 

with them first) and I introduced the study and my reasons for wnducting the study. I 

indicated that I was interested in examining Malayalee wornen's experiences of family, 

work, community and self, in order to further knowledge and rnake a contribution to 

research on Malayalee wornen and more generally South Asian women in Canada. I 

believe trust was also established by the process through which interviews were set up. 

lmmediately after introducing the study, I discussed and emphasbed the wnfidentiality 



of the intewiews and the anonymity of the participants, before they inquired about it. 

Being a Malayalee woman myself, I understood their reasons for wanting confidentiality. 

I discussed the measures that would be taken to protect the privacy and confidentiality 

of the participants (see discussion below). During the interviews, I felt my role as 

researcher was to minimize discomfort and mistrust so that participants would feel 

wmfortable sharing their stones with me. 

Most of the women claimed to be comfortable with the interview situation and 

appeared to be comfortable with me as the researcher. There were other indications of 

honesty, trust and comfort levels. 1 believe trusting relationships led the women to raise 

additional topics over and above those which I asked about. Several of the women in 

the older generation volunteered deeply personal elements of their lives and their 

mamages and a couple of these women were rnoved to tears while relaying the 

hardships they endured during difficult periods in their Iives. 1 tried to be as supportive 

and respectful as I wuld be. Many of the women in the younger generation discussed 

with me issues of dating, socialking and 'lying', things they usually keep as secrets frorn 

their families and others in the Malayalee wmmunity. Thus trust was an important 

element in these interviews. 

I initially thought that there would be some degree of difficulty in acquinng 

information about Malayalee women's experienœs with employment, income, family 

structure, sexuality and other important issues, since: these issues are considered 

highly personal; the Malayalee community in Toronto is relatively small and close knit; 

there is excessive concem with gossip and reputation within the Malayalee wmrnunity; 

and mine as well as my rnother's membership in the Malayalee wmmunity (as 

discussed above) may have been cause for concem. These bamers were overcome by 



stressing and guaranteeing confidentiality and anonymity and making it very clear to 

each potential participant the precautions that were being taken to ensure that the 

content of the interviews would be held in the strictest of confidence. Participants were 

informed that only the researcher and the thesis supervisor would have access to and 

discuss the raw data, and the raw data would be stored in a locked file. Most 

importantly. in the final document names would be deleted and replaced by code names 

known only to the above mentioned investigators. It was also made dear that identities 

would be protected by changing identifying characteristics such as number of siblings 

and children. as well as other possibly identfiable details of the women's lives. Many of 

the women reported that the measures used to maintain the confidentiality of the 

participants, particulady the use of pseudonyms and the changing of identifiable details, 

helped alleviate most of the wncerns they had. These measures of confidentiality 

proved to be useful as most of the women who were contacted granted an interview. In 

total I contacted 32 potential participants, two of whom refused to participate in the 

study. One was a women in the older generation who claimed that she was too busy to 

participate. The other was a younger woman who said she did not feel cornfortable 

taking part in the study for personal reasons. 

EXPERIENCE AND ITS INTERPRETATION AS A METHODOLOGY 

Research on the authority of 'experiencem and its interpretation as a 

methodology suggests that experienœ is not sirnply subjective evidence of what is tnie 

and authentic. Rather experience refers to inluences extemal to the individual. like 

social conditions, institutions and foms of belief or perception which are 'realm things 

that they react to, and does not require their thought or consideration (Scott, 1992). 

Swtt also contends that 'experience is at once always already an interpretation and is 



in need of interpretationm (Scott, 1992:37). In this approach, experience is not only the 

on'gin of Our explanation, but that which we seek to explain. 

Scott states that it is not individuals who have experiences, but subjeds who are 

constituted through experience (Scott, 1992). Spivak (1 987) talks about making the 

assignment of subject positions visible as this process usually goes unnoticed and 

unexamined. This means not only examining the reality of phenomenon but also trying 

to understand how the operations of complex structures and processes work by which 

subject positions and identities are established, accepted or resisted. 

Essed (1 991) also argues that the notion of 'experience" is multidimensional. 

Although the concept is often used to refer only to 'personal' experiences as in the case 

of specific events, Essed explains that experience has a broader meaning, in that the 

impact of knowledge of general structural phenomena, like racism and sexism, 

influences one's definition of reality. She contends that accounts of racism are more 

than just personal stones. Accounts of racism, sexism and other fonns of oppression 

represent social expenences and as such, they should be seen not only as descriptions, 

opinions and attitudes, but also as 'systems of knowledge and values' that are reflective 

of the organization of reality. Here general knowledge represents the cannecting 

element between the individual and social structures (Essed, IWI).  

The validity of this methodology and the reliability of subjective experiences may 

come into question and needs to be addressed. Essed (1991) argues that in order to 

transcend individual perceptions one needs to look for shared experienœs and 

interpretations which are assessed by intersubjective wmparisons. Comparative 

analysis of experiences and interpretations will uncover similarities, trends, themes and 

patterns in the women's experiences, and more importantly identify structural factors 



that are relevant in constmcüng these experiences. The analysis in this study will 

atternpt to understand and explain the experiences using existing theoretical concepts 

where applicable. 

THE PARTICIPANTS AND THE INTERVIEW 

Initial contact was made with each participant on the phone. As explained 

above, I introduced myself, the study and the purpose of the call. Potential participants 

were told what would be required of them if they chose to participate and were infonned 

about what the research dealt with and the measures that would be taken to ensure 

confidentiality. Usually during the first contact an interview date and tirne was set up for 

those who agreed to participate in the study. A consent f om was signed by each 

participant before commencing the interview. I conducted each interview in privacy and 

one at a time. AIl interviews were taped, bt-ief notes were taken during the interviews, 

and the tapes were transcnbed at a later date. 

Each interview started with inquiries about age, place of birth, immigration date 

(if applicable), marital status, number, age and sex of children andlor siblings (if any), 

and languages spoken. The questions inquired about how their parents eamed a living, 

the experience of their childhood and where they grew up, their experiences in school 

systems and so on. Next the participants were asked semi-stnictured chronological 

questions about their life histones in lndia (if applicable), their immigration experiences. 

and/or their experiences in Canada. 

I was advised during the ethical review to change my line of questioning 

regarding family structure from asking about 'marital status' and one's 'spouse' or 

'husband' or 'boyfiend' to 'partnership status' and 'partner'. The reason behind this 

suggestion was that I did not know the sexual orientation of the women I was going to 



interview and the questions needed to be open and inclusive. I agreed to this change; 

however, 1 suspected that many of the women would have difficulty with that line of 

questioning. During eight or nine of the eadier interviews I asked the women questions 

about their 'partnership choices' and 'partnership status' and how their 'partner' felt 

about something or another. It became clear dunng these interviews that many of the 

women did not understand what information I was asking them for, until 1 reiterated 

using the more comrnon ternis of 'marital status' and 'relationship choices' and 'spouse' 

and 'boyfriend'. The more traditional women in the older generation were less likely to 

know the reference of the terms 'partner' and 'partnership status'. Although several 

women in the younger generation were not familiar with the ternis either, the younger 

women were more Iikely ta know what the terms rneant. However, several of these 

women stated that although they knew what 'partner' and 'partnership status' meant, 

they had never used the terms, as they were not part of their language. In the 

interviews that followed I was forced to change the line of questioning back to its original 

form. asking about 'marital status' and 'husbands' and 'boyfriends' because that is what 

the women understood? 

%om the findings in this study, arnong Malayalees, and probably among many other South Asians. the 
term 'partner' when refem'ng to one's mate or spouse or lover would only be appropriate within a marital 
relationship. The main reason being that the terni 'partner' denotes among other things a sexual 
relationship. In the Malayalee community there are consequences to publidy acknowledging or announcing 
a sexual relationship when one is not mamed. The women in the present study reported that in the 
Malayalee comrnunity, doubts about a woman's virtue or virginity had proven to be detrimental to her 
standing and reputation in the community, and detrimental to her taking part in the ananged mamage 
system in the Mure. In the Malayalee commun*w, women in the younger generation have stated that they 
have been "force# to be mvert about going out on dates and having relationships and boyfnends. Given 
that they are reluctant to divulge that basic information to other Malayalees, it is highly unlikeiy that they 
would want to refer to their 'boyfnends' or significant others as their 'partners' and imply a sexual 
relationship as well. If by using the term partner they idenüfied themselves as k i n g  sexually active, as 
disaissed above, there would be consequences that ttiey would have to face. Thus the use of the terni 
'partnet M e n  refemng to one's significant other is inappropriate in the Malayalee context. This is probably 
the case for many 0 t h  South Asian communiües where taking part in the arranged mam'age system and 
concems about a woman's virginity and virtue are paramount The terni 'partnef is more appropriate and I 
believe more often used in specrfic feminist, acadernic and gay and lesbian communiües and in younger 
generations of these communiües. Most of the Malayalee women in this study do not identify with any of 
these communities. A few identifid as feminists but did not use the terms. Al1 of the wornen in this study 



The women who parücipated in this study were acquired by the snowball 

rnethod, whereby some of them provided names and phone nurnbers of potential new 

participants (who were ofîen their fnends). The snowbail method was an appropriate 

one in this study because the Malayalee population in Toronto is relatively small and 

spread throughout the area. The eventual sample appeared to be a good 

representation of the women in the middle-dass Malayalee population in the Toronto 

and surrounding area. 

Al1 participants were between the ages of 20 and 65 and lived in and around the 

Metropolitan Toronto area. There were 30 women in this study. This number was 

chosen because I needed to select a number of participants, large enough to identify 

patterns and themes and small enough to obtain details and explanations of their 

experiences. As well, this number of participants was chosen in order to have a 

manageable amount of information and data analysis, given that indepth interviews are 

timeconsuming and labour intensive. Also, 30 women were chosen because this study 

examined two generations of women (half of the total belonged to the younger 

generation and the other half to the older generation) and there needed to be a 

reasonable number of women (1 5) within each group to make cornparison and 

contrasts. Women who were considered in the younger generation category were those 

women who imrnigrated to Canada as children or were bom here. Women in the older 

generation category immigrated to Canada as adults (age 19 and over). When 

comparing the experiences of older and younger generations of South Asian women, it 

will be important that they have lived in Canada a similar number of years, because then 

identified themsetves as being heterosexuaf. Gay and lesbian unions are certainly not announced in the 
Malayalee community due to the expedations of heterosexuality. Thus the terni 'partnet in its current 
'politically correct' usage in North Arnerican contacts cannot be applied (in the same way) to the situations 
of Malayalee women and rnany other South Asian wornen (as weil as men). 



their differences cannot be attributed to the varying number of years they have lived 

here. The change in immigration policies in the late 60s, which forrnally disregarded 

race, 'ethnicity' and nationality in the selection of immigrants, resulted in an 

unprecedented rise in South Asian immigration to Canada, and is relevant hem because 

most of the participants immigrated during Viis time or shortly afterwards. For reasons 

of consistency it was required that al1 the women participating in this study have lived in 

Canada at least 19 years or over, assuring that they (or their parents) immigrated during 

the eariy yean after the immigration laws changed (late 1960s to 1975). At the time of 

the interviews, al1 but one of the participants met this criteria. AIthough her parents had 

corne to Canada a few years before her, she immigrated in 1977 at the age of five, 

having Iived in Canada a total of only 18 years. She was kept in the sample because 

she completed 19 years in Canada before the completion of this study. 

There were three women in the younger generation who had immigrated with 

their parents and had lived in Canada over 19 years, however, during the junior school 

years, at ages seven for one and ten for the other two, their parents sent them back to 

lndia to visit grandparents and attend lndian boarding schools. They remained in lndia 

for one and a half to two years in total at the boarding schools and then came back to 

Canada ta Iive with their parents again. All three women spoke of the initial trauma they 

had experienced when they were taken away from family and friends and transplanted 

into a new and foreign environrnent and several years later retumed to Canada, to once 

again feel Iike an outsider. Thus, although al1 except one of the participants had lived in 

Canada for 19 or more years, for three of the women their years in Canada were not 

consecutive. 



Several of the participants were mother and daughter. These mothers and 

daughters were used in this study mainly for reasons of convenience, although there is 

the interesting dimension of the affect of mothef s experience on those of their 

daughters. A couple of the participants were also sisters, and again these women were 

used in this study for reasons of convenience. There did not appear to be any 

significant findings that emerged as a result of their relationships. 

The bulk of the data for this study was callected between the months of April to 

September of 1995, with one interview conducted in March of 1996. The intenriews 

lasted two hours on average. However, there were several interviews which lasted 

longer, the longest ones being five or more houn. Most intewiews were conducted in 

the homes of the women, two interviews were canducted in my office for reasons of 

convenience, another two were conducted in my home again for reasons of 

convenience, and yet another interview was started at the home of the participant and 

cornpleted in a library study room due to the disniptiveness of a male family member. 

During intewiews when other family members were in the house, as long as a private 

roorn was established and the door was dosed, most of the women claimed to feel 

cornfortable. 

Several months after the initial interview, there were follow-up interviews 

conducted with many of the participants (20 in total). It was not necessary to conduct 

follow-up interviews with al1 of the women, as the purpose of these interviews was to 

clarify original ideas if they were not clear, and pose any new questions that arose from 

the initial interview. For exarnple. during the initial interviews with women in the younger 

generation, many reported lying to their parents about daüng and going out with men. In 

follow-up interviews with women in the older generation they were asked if they knew or 



thought that their chikiren had ever lied to them, what they rnay have lied about. and 

why their children rnay have lied. (Women who had daughters who also took part in this 

study were not asked this particular lins of questioning for reasons of confidentiality). 

Asking women in the older generation about this topic of lying during the follow-up 

interview, clarified questions of whether parents knew or thought their children lied, and 

how they felt about it, al1 questions which arose after many of the initial interviews were 

completed. The follow-up intewiews were conducted on the telephone and taped when 

necessary with the use of a speaker phone system. They were much shorter in length, 

lasting from a few minutes to a half an hour. 

The majority of the participants identified themselves as being middle-class. 

Although rniddle-class affiliation was not sought out when participants were being 

recruited, it is expected that in using a snowball method to acquire participants, if the 

initial women wntacted had middle-class status, then subsequent recruits were more 

likely to also be of middle-dass background. Further, when examining class 

membership in the case of Malayalees who immigrated to Canada, it must be 

acknowledged that the mere fact of their financial ability to emigrate (with the exception 

of some nurses who had their airfare and tuition paid for by foreign agencies) places 

them in the middle and upper classes originally. 

The women in the study were asked to give a self-description of their class 

membenhip. For the women who work outside their home, information was acqvired 

about their yearly income. As well, information about their partner's or parent's 

occupation (if residing with a partner or parents) was requested and examined. It 

should be noted that middle-class status was also considered for women whose 

partners or parents had middle-class status. Another rnethod of assessing class status 



was by examining the participants' Ievel of education (college or university schooling in 

lndia andor Canada) as well as the types of jobs they are involved in. Even though 

middle-dass women were not sought out in this study, as rnentioned, the snowball 

method of acquiring participants led to most of the wornen k i n g  middle-class. It is 

useful in this study that the women in the sarnple are for the most part middle-class 

because it allows for better comparability of the women's experiences with shifts in class 

mernbership, especially for the women in the older generation. The sample of women in 

this study represents a typical cross section of middle-class women in the Malayalee 

community in the Toronto and surrounding area. 

In order to operationalize the four major categories, they were broken down into 

a number of specific domains, and questions were asked conceming the following sub- 

categories. Under the first main heading of labour force participation are the sub- 

categories of employment history, education history and class membership. Under the 

category of gender division of unpaid labour are the sub-categories of housework, child 

care and home and propeity maintenance. The third main category of family structure 

was broken down into the sub-categories of farnily membership and structure, family 

environment and parenting style. The final category of the social construction of 

womanhood was broken down into the sub-categories of sexuality, being female and 

being a South Asian woman in Canada. These particular sub-categories were chosen 

because they were useful in operationalizing the larger areas of questioning. 

METHOD OF ANALYSE 

In this study the analysis of the data involved a two level approach. First, I 

examined what the wornen said in the interviews, how they talked about their 

experiencas and the stories they told me. Second, I sought sociological explanations in 



the social conditions of their lives, to understand why the women told the stofies they 

did, and why they had the experiences they did, and how they dealt with the bamen 

and opportunities they faced. Most importantly, the analysis of the data attempted to 

idenüfy structural factors of race, class, gender, culture, sexuality, immigration 

expenence and history that were relevant in constmcting these experiences. 

Although there were very few questions in the interview that pertained directly to 

experiences of racism and sexism, many such experiences were reported and 

discussed dunng the course of the interviews. The data analysis involved looking for 

two different kinds of patterns where these issues were mncemed: 1) the perceptions 

and experiences that the women in the study identify as 'racism' and/or 'sexism' as 

defined by specific experiences of discrimination based on 'race' and 'gender' as they 

see it; and 2) the patterns of discrimination that I see in the data that could be 

interpreted as 'racism' andor 'sexism' as defined by current feminist and anti-racist 

Iiterature. This analysis is important because it not only gets at the level of awareness 

of race and gender issues by the women in the study, but also puts their expenences 

into current feminist wntexts. 

The analysis of the data in this study also invoived intersubjective comparisons. 

The content in the interviews was examined for shared experiences and interpretations 

that the women reported. Comparative analysis of the women's experiences as well as 

the women's interpretations and explanations of their situations, uncovered similarities 

and differences, trends, themes and patterns in these expenences and interpretations. 

The data analysis also involved examining these women's experienœs using existing 

feminist theories of mainstream feminist scholarship in order to test the lirnits of these 

theories. 



This chapter has estabiished the methodology and pinciples that the present 

research is based on. Thus far, this thesis has also addressed the literature review, the 

theoretical framework as well as the social, economic and political background of where 

the women in this study were emigrating out of and immigrating into. The next task is to 

examine what the women said during the interviews and the stories they told in relation 

to work, farnily, community and self. The following four chapters explore the 

experiences of Malayalee wamen in Canada using the four categories of investigation. 

Throughout these chapters the women's experiences in Canada, their or their parents' 

experiences in lndia (where relevant), and the influence the immigration process has 

had on thern are examined in order to understand how their experiences are 

wnstructed. The following chapter begins this examination by focusing on the 

experiences that Malayalee women have had in labour force participation. 



CHAPTER 5: LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION, EDUCATION, AND WORK 
EXPERIENCE 

This chapter examines the labour force activity. education levels and income 

levels of the general population in Canada and Ontario and makes wmparisons to the 

South Asian, more speciiically the Malayalee, population. It examines the Statistics 

Canada data from the 1991 census with focus on the relationship between labour force 

participation, income and educational achievernents. Ontario statistics are focused on 

because 55% of al1 the South Asians in Canada reside in Ontario, and 64% of al1 the 

Malayalees in Canada reside in Ontario. As well, Malayalee women's experiences in 

the labour force and the high value they place on education will be examined. 

Although Malayalee nurses' experiences are included in the first section of this 

chapter, their specific experienœs will be examined more closely in the second section. 

This is done primarily to examine if and how the change in their class status after 

immigration (they experience a rise is class versus many of the other Malayalee women 

who experience a drop in class), influences other aspects of their lives, in comparison to 

other Malayalee women. This chapter also looks at how mainstream feminist theory has 

examined the labour force participation of women and how it fits with the experiences of 

Malayalee women in the Canadian labour market. 

INCOME, LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES AND EDUCATION LEVELS 

Acwrding to Statistics Canada the average ernployment income for Canadians 

in 1990 for both sexes working full-year, full-time was $33,714. In Ontario this figure is 

slightly higher: $36,031. The average income for males in Ontario was $41,509 and for 

females $27,862, women making 67% of what men make. An interesting finding 

emerges when one compares the same averages for South Asians. The average 



ernployrnent income for South Asians residing in Ontario for both sexes working full- 

year, full-time was $31,660. 88% of what average Ontafians make. Similady, the 

average income for South Asian males working full-year full-time in Ontario was 

$35,817, 86% of what the average Ontario male makes. The average income for South 

Asian females in Ontario working full-year full-time was $25,036, 90% of what females 

make on average, and 70% of what South Asian males make on average, and 60% of 

what the average Ontarian male makes (see Figure 2). The Statistics Canada data, 

using Ontario as an example, indicates that most minonty groups made significantly less 

than the general population. On average these minonty groups (both males and 

females) made $6,300 less per year than the general population. That includes Blacks. 

South Asians, Chinese, Koreans, Southeast Asians, Filipinos, West Asians and Arabs 

and Latin Americans (Statistics Canada groupings). On average South Asians in 

Ontario made $4,371 less per year than the general population. There were two groups 

that made significantly more than the general population, the Japanese and Other 

Pacific lslanders (the latter k i n g  a very small group), who on average made $7,200 

more. Women in general made on average $13,647 less than men per year (Statistics 

Canada, 1991). These findings suggest that the Ontario labour market, based on 

income levels, is divided along race and gender lines. 

When labour force participation rates were examined they revealed that visible 

minonties had higher participation rates than the general population. The participation 

rate of the total population was 69.6%. while the participation rate for visible minorities in 

general was higher at 72.1%. Among the three groups with the highest participation 

rates were Filipinos at 81.5%, Blacks at 75.2% and South Asians at 74.5%. If we 

examine labour force adivity more specifically for female participation rates, the findings 



are sirnilar to that of the total population; the total female population was at 62.1 %, 

Filipinas at 81.7%. Black women at 71 -3% and South Asian women at 66.4%. Among 

these three groups of women, South Asian women have participation rates that are 

closest to the total female population (see Figure 3). The fact that many minority groups 

have higher labour force participation rates than the total population in general may be 

indicative of employment opportunities. However, Woo (1 985) has wamed that high 

labour force participation is just as likely, if not more likely, to anse from econornic 

necessity and inequalities in the job market. Further, Woo argues that high labour force 

participation of immigrant women rnay be interpreted as their atternpt to compensate for 

relativeiy low wages. When examining the relationship between labour force 

participation and incorne, it becomes clear that although Blacks, Filipinos and South 

Asians have higher participation rates than the total population, they are still eaming 

less than the total population in specific ethno-racial and gender groupings. 

When examining educational levels, Statistics Canada reports that 11.4% of the 

Canadian population 15 years old and over have university degrees. In Ontario 13% of 

the total population 15 years and over have university degrees: 14.6% of males and 

1 1.4% of females. In comparison 20.1 % of the Ontario South Asian population 15 years 

and over have attained university degrees: 23.3% of males and 16.9% of females (see 

Figure 4). When examining the Statistics Canada data in general it becomes clear that 

South Asians have higher levels of education than the general Canadian population as 

well as than the population of Ontario. When making cornpansons of highest 

educational attainment with other minonty groups, on average the visible rninonty 

population has 18.5% of the total with university degrees, compared to the total 

population which has only 13%. 



The Statistics Canada data based on the 1991 census shows that South Asians, 

both females and males, are better educated than the general population, however, they 

receive lower incomes. This non-fit between higher educational levels and economic 

rewards may be seen as an indication of racial inequality and discrimination that South 

Asians face in the labour force in Canada. Another factor that may be significant in 

explaining this finding may be that when census questions asked about education 

levels, people were not asked to specify in which country they received their education. 

Thus many immigrant respondents may have said 'yes' to having a univenity degree or 

college diplorna, however, they may have acquired them in their countries of origin. It 

was discussed earlier that many immigrants who achieve higher educational diplornas 

and degrees in their home countries, often find that these credentials are devalued or 

negated in the new country when they apply for work or want to further their education. 

The incongruence between levels of education, labour force participation rates 

and economic rewards may be seen as k i n g  indicative of the inequality in the labour 

force in Canada. These findings suggest that the Ontario labour market (and hence 

probably the Canadian labour market) is in fact stratified along ethno-racial and gender 

lines. More research needs to be done to explore how regional differences within 

Canada influence the labour market. 

MALAYALEES AND EMPLOYMENT 

In his 1985 study, Mangalam reported that Malayalees in Toronto were a 

relatively prosperous group of immigrants. They were said to be in the upper middle 

socio-economic group in Canada as far as education, occupation and income Ievels go. 

In Mangalam's study, Malayalees in Toronto were reported to have high income levels: 

60.9% of the households had an annual income of $40,000 or more in 1985 



(Mangalam, 1985). This may have b e n  considerad a high income level because 

according to Statisücs Canada (1 Q85), the average occupational income for f 985 was 

$18,733. Even though Mangalam's data looked at combined household incame, the 

figures are comparable because single parent families or individuals residing alone were 

not common nor were they included in his sample. Almost al1 of the families in his study 

were dual income families. Thus with respect to incorne in 1985, Malayalees appear to 

have income levels that are comparable and slightly higher than the average 

occupational income. This will be explained below. 

When examining the income levels for the women in the present study, it 

becomes clear that on average the women in the study eam more than the average 

income of the population in geneal. There are 20 women who work full-time with an 

average income of $47,850. The considerably higher average income for the women in 

this study is due to their high numbers in the medical and professional health care field. 

Six of the women working full time are nurses who earn on average $52,000. As well, 

two of the women are doctors, whose inwme levels raise the average income. 

The women who are not in the medicai and health care field still have an 

average income of $37,000; this is slightly higher than the average income for the total 

population of Ontario of $36,031, wnsiderably higher than the average for the total 

female population of $27,862, but still not as high as the average for the total male 

population of $41,509. This finding supports Mangalam's report that Malayalees in 

Toronto have high inwme levels. However, the high levels of education as well as the 

class membership of these particular women need to be taken into consideration, as 

well as the dispropartionate numkrs that are in the health care field. Almost al1 of the 

women in this study have identified themselves as k i n g  middle-class. However, many 



of the women (or their parents) also considerd themselves upper-middle and upper- 

class in Kerala. In Kerala, higher education is greatly valued and is seen as a symbol of 

high class and status. As well, Kerala is known for having the highest literacy rates and 

educaüon levels within lndia and among South Asian wuntries. Thus, it is 

understandable that South Asians from Kerala would have higher educational levels 

than other South Asians, and cbnsequentIy higher incornes. 

In the present study, seven of the 15 women in the younger generation were full 

time students and worked only part-time. Of the seven women who at the time of the 

study were working full time, four held professional occupations (doctor, lawyer. 

therapist, medical technologist). Most of the women in the younger generation who 

were working full-time claimed not to have experienced difficulties in finding work, 

especially when they had gone to univenity for a specific professional designation. Of 

the three remaining women in the younger generation who also worked full-time, one 

was a business analyst and the other two did secretanal and sales supervision jobs. 

Although both of these women had university degrees they were unable to find jobs in 

their field. They both claimed that these jobs were temporary until more appropriate 

work became available. One of these women had been working at her job for four years 

and the other woman had been working at these types of jobs for two years. 60th of 

these women spoke of the difficulties they experience in trying to find more suitable 

work. At the time of the study there was one woman in the younger generation who was 

unernployed. She had not been able to find a suitable job after having completed her 

BA. This woman talked about the difficulties she had been experiencing in finding 

suitable work. It should also be noted that shorüy after the interviews were completed, 

one of the four women in professional occupations lost her job. 



Of the 15 women in the older generation tan held professional occupations. 

Eight of these women were nurses, one was a doctor and one was a scientist. Three of 

the women in professional occupations worked part-tirne by choice. Of the five 

remaining, three had clerical positions, one was in sales, and one had a skilled job. One 

of these women was unemployed due to a work related injury. Two of these five 

women's husbands held professional jobs. Two of the husbands of wornen in the older 

generation were also unemployed temporarily, having lost their jobs after having worked 

full-time in professional occupations for over 20 years. 

When examining this sampte of Malayalees, it appears that they are not typical 

of South Asians because they have higher education levels and higher incomes on 

average. However, cornparisons between Malayalees in this study and South Asians in 

the Statistics Canada data should be made keeping in rnind the middle-class status 

these Malayalees have, and their high levels of education, which in their case have led 

to high income levels as well. We must also keep in rnind that several of the women 

reported experiencing unemployment and underemployrnent and what that may mean to 

the data, in that there are Malayalee women who regardless of education, and work 

experienœ have difficulty finding jobs which reflect their credentials. As well, other 

South Asians, and Canadians for that matter, are not as educated as the Malayalees in 

this sample. Of the Canadian population: 25% have college diplornas and university 

degrees, and the figure is slightly higher for the Ontario population: 27%. In 

cornparison, 33% of the Ontario South Asian population have college diplornas and 

university degrees: 37% of South Asian males and 29% of South Asian females. The 

education levels of the Malayalee women in the present study prove to be quite high. 



The majonty of the women have college diplomas or univenity degrees or were enrolled 

full-tirne in a university degree program. 

FlNDlNG WORK 

The older generation of women in the present study reported varying degrees of 

ease and difftculty in finding work as soon as they arrived. Of the 15 women in the older 

generation, seven claimed to find work immediately after immigrating. FNe of these 

women who reported finding work immediately were nurses; four of these had secured 

jobs even before immigrating, and had used 'employment letien" that confinned 

awaiting jobs in Canada to speed up the immigration process. The remaining eight 

women did not find jobs immediately after immigrating, however, two of their husbands 

had job offers in Canada before immigration and another two of the husbands 

immigrated fint. and had employment secured by the time their wives joined them in 

Canada. For these women whose husbands had jobs, finding jobs themselves was not 

an immediate necessity. The remaining single women or married women without 

children, found jobs within two to four months. Of the 15 women who irnmigrated as 

adults, only three had children before immigrating, and these were the wornen who did 

not look for work as soon as they arrived. Due to lack of options regarding childcare, 

these women felt they had no choice but to stay home with their children until they were 

older. All three women entered the labour force in Canada after their children started 

school. One women related her experience, 'For the first four years I was not working. 

I was looking after the kids when he went to work". Two of these women also talked 

about experiencing difficulties eventually when they did decide to enter the paid work 

force. 



There were several wornen in the older generation who reported having had 

experienced tremendous difficulty in f nding jobs as new immigrants to Canada. One 

woman was in tears as she spoke of the series of temporary, dead end jobs that she 

had to take. It was particularly hard on her and women like her because they had never 

worked before in India. Although they had gone to university, they originally had no 

intentions of working for financial gain (see the section on the value of education below). 

Once they immigrated to Canada, entering the labour force became a financial 

necessity. One wornan, who had lived a life of leisure in India, spoke of the hardships 

she had to endure after immigration. She described one of her jobs: 

I was stniggling working in these earlier jobs. Then after I got a job in a factory. 

The whole day I was putting wires in lamps. The wires would cut into my fingers. 

All my fingers were bleeding. I was crying. 

Another woman stated: 

I was a teacher before I got married for about a year [in India]. I thought with my 

degree I could find a job here as a teacher. I realized ifs very hard to find a job as 

a teacher. They told me my pronunciation of English is not up to the mark to 

teach Ontario kids. I felt I was being degraded. They were discriminating. 

As discussed in the previous section, most of the women in the younger 

generation who were working full-time claimed not to have expenenced diffîculties in 

finding work, especially when they had gone to university for a specific professional 

designation. However, there were several women who could not find work in their field, 

that reflected their level of education. There was one woman who was unemployed 

dumg the time of the her initial interview, and another woman in a professional 

occupation who lost her job shortly after her initial interview, both these women reported 

having difficulty finding work 



Many of the women who immigrated as aduits reported that after the first few 

weeks and months in Canada they started weanng mainstream Canadian clothing as 

opposed to sans because it was more practical in a coM climate and because it drew 

less attention to them when they went out, especially when they went out looking for 

work. One woman stated: 

I tried for clencal jobs but I didn't get anything. Because where ever I go I went in 

sans, they looked at me as if somebody from outer space was here. So I felt very 

uncornfortable. 

Several of the nurses stated that after they amved in Canada the very next day they 

changed h m  their sans into their unifonns. All of the women in the older generation 

have adopted rnainstream Canadian clothing when they go to work or go out shopping. 

The wornen in the younger generation have adopted mainstream Canadian clothing for 

the most part. For a discussion on clothing practices and cultural retention of 

Malayalees see Chapter eight. Thus women in this study reported varying degrees of 

ease and difficulty in finding work. Wornen who had gone to college or univenity for 

specific professional designations, reported fewer problems in finding jobs. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS 

Many of the women in the older generation spoke of difficulties that they had with 

English pronunciation, accent and vocabulary. Although there were several women in 

the present study in the older generation whose English and grammar skills needed 

improvement, the majority of these women spoke fluently in English. However, many of 

them stated that they were self-conscious about their accent and pronunciation and 

often did not feel confident about their English language skills. Several women reported 

that they felt their English skills were what held them back Rom advancing in their work 



places. One woman in the older generation. Marycutty, talked about her first work 

experience in Canada: 

I didn't Iike working because I'm not used to working, and I had to speak English. 

I couldn't understand when they talked to me. Sa that was one difficulty. And I 

couldn't talk to them. It's a different accent Whatever they say I didn't 

understand. l wasn't fluent in English back then. We leam English [in lndia] but 

we don't speak English. 

Another woman spoke of an extrerne case at work, her supervisor tned to cheat her. 

One [white male Canadian] supervisor heard we were planning to seIl the house, 

he thought I didn't know English and I'm stupid. We said we were planning to seIl 

our house, he knew we can't speak English properly [back then]. We can't 

communicate properfy. So he thought he can get the house from us. One day he 

called me into his office. He thought I didn't know, but in my language I'm smart 

enough to seIl the house, but he didn't know that He thought I'm stupid or 

something because of my English. 

The women in the younger generation al1 spoke English fluently and with the dominant 

group's Canadian pronunciation and accent. However, there was one young woman in 

a professional occupation. Jasmine, who spoke of a boss who did not like her and made 

the work environment very strained for her. The boss claimed that she could not 

understand the way Jasmine spoke and wrote, in particular the way she phrased things. 

The woman explained that this was strange because she had received al1 her forrnal 

education in Canada, her speech was indistinguishable from other mainstream 

Canadians and she had won awards in essay wnting. She felt that the boss was using 

language to racially mark her. Thus the actual English language skills the Malayalee 



wornen had, as well as others' perceptions of their English language skills and accent, 

influence their confidence levels and the way they experience their work environments. 

THE VALUE OF EDUCATlON 

Ail of the women in this study talked about education as k i n g  highly valued in 

their lives. All of the women in the older generation had enrolled in a university or a 

nursing college in India. The rnajority of the women completed their degrees or 

diplomas, with the exception of two women who discontinued their studies to get 

mamed. Two of the women also had Masters degrees, one from an lndian university 

and the other from an American university. All of the women in the younger generation 

were either enrolled in or had completed university degree programs. Only 25% of the 

Canadian population and 27% of the Ontario population have college diplomas and 

university degrees. In comparison, in Ontario 33% of the South Asian population have 

college diplomas and university degrees; 37% of South Asian males and 29% of South 

Asian females (Statistics Canada, 1991 ). 

Perhaps this high percentage is a reflection of the type of sample: even though 

the wornen consider themselves middle-class in Canada, many of thern also consider 

themselves upper-middle and upper class in Kerala; with the exception of some nurses 

who continue their education for other reasons, most of the women in the older 

generation continue their education for reasons of status and familial and societal 

expectations which are Iinked to class. Attitudes about education among Malayalees in 

Kerala need to be understood when examining attitudes towards education arnong 

Malayalees in Toronto. Understanding the roots of these attitudes are useful in helping 

us understand the reasons for current beliefs and attitudes. 



Liierature on immigrants' educational patterns suggests that immigrants of non- 

English speaking and working-class backgrounds view education as an avenue to 

higher occupational status and class. The emphasis on education may be seen as a 

typical immigrant strategy. For the most part, immigrants believe education to be a 

legitirnate route to upward sociogconomic mobility (Gibson, 1987; Ogbu, 1983). In the 

Malayalee community this is also the case. My 1992 research revealed that the 

Malayalee community in general, believed that education was the most significant and 

perhaps the only aveque for upward socio-economic mobility. They felt that higher 

education led to better paying jobs which eventually led ta social and financial security. 

The women in the present study also reported similar reasons for obtaining higher 

education themselves (for women in the younger generation) or (for the wamen in the 

older generation) encauraging their children to pursue higher education in Canada: 

employability, better paying jobs, fuIfillment. 

Of the 31 students in my 1992 study, al1 reported that they were aspiring to 

attend univerçity. Many participants explained that there were few other options open to 

them. College was not seen as an acceptable route to take; as described by one 

participant, 'Malayalees are expected to go to university. You're seen as k i n g  stupid if 

you go to college" (Kanimanchery, 1992:60). (In this context, university refers to the 

highest level of education which leads to professional designations, college, on the other 

hand, refers to community college and technical and skills training education). Further, 

the parents in my 1992 study were almost unanimous about wanting and expecting their 

children to attend univenity after high school; college was not an option. Given their 

curent middleclass status this may be seen as a classist approach to univenity (and 

college) education. Even though many participants held part time jobs, enteting the 



work force on a full time basis was not considered as an acceptable option after high 

school either. The parents and the Malayalee comrnunity in general emphasized good 

marks in school and employed strategies of parental pressure. competitiveness, guilt 

and gossip in an attempt to ensure good grades. An explanation can be found for this 

situation if one examines recent Malayalee history. 

In Kerala, Malayalees are in a difficult economic situation, which creates a social 

climate that results in unfair practices like bribe-giving and bribetaking. A bribe or 

'facilitating moneyn is expected for specific 'senricesm. This would include: admission ta 

quality primary schools, secandary schoois, and colfeges; a school teacher's job; a 

college lecturer's job; a medical degree and proper post-surgical care in a government 

hospital (Mangalam, 1985). Accarding to Mangalarn, everyone agrees it is bad to give 

and take bribes, however most feel powerless to fight the system. They feel they have 

no choice but to shrug their shoulders and accept what cannot be changed. Further, 

one must also have influence through kinship or friendship networks in order to live a 

decent life or advance one's position in Kerala. 

When the existing situation in Kerala is taken into consideration, it is no wonder 

that Malayalee immigrants in Canada would perceive of Canada as the "land of 

opportunity". The social system in Canada would appear ta be far more fair and ment 

based than the social system in Kerala. Thur when Malayalee immigrants corne to 

Canada and see a society free of those unfair pradices, it is understandable that they 

would want to take advantage of the perceived open opportunity that exists here 

(Karumanchery, 1992). This is especially the case when Malayalees view the education 

system in Canada as being fair, open and merit based. Given Malayalee's beliefs that 

education is the most legitimate means of upward socioeconomic mobility, helps 



explain why Malayalees emphasize education and encourage their children to pursue 

the highest levels of education. The above discussion explains why the children of 

Malayalee immigrants, the women in the younger generation in the present study, would 

al1 be aspiring to obtain univenity degrees. It does not, however, explain why al1 the 

women in the older generation were enrolled in univenity or cdlege before immigrating 

to Canada, with the majority of them completing their programs. The following section 

provides an explanation for this. 

In the present study when the women who attended university in the older 

generation were asked why they went to univenity, several responded in a similar 

manner, 'I just did it. Everybody was doing it so I did it. In lndia I didn't have any 

intentions of working or anything. Everybody goes to univenity, so you go to univenity". 

Many of the women reported that they went to university because that was the next step 

expected of them before they got mamed. A woman with a university education was 

regarded more highly and considered ta be more valuable in the arranged mariage 

system primaflly because education was a marker of class and status. This was 

probably the case because only rich families could afford to send their children to 

university. Thus higher education was seen as a resource that women acquired which 

increased their status as well as their parents' status. Further, their high levels of 

education may be seen as a reflection of these women's socio-economic status in India 

before immigration. Thus it is not surprising ta find that many of the women in the older 

generation interviewed stated that they had onginally wanted to be "housewives". 

When the women in the older generation were questioned about their parents' 

occupation in India, 13 of the 15 women stated that their mothers were housewives. 

The remaining two were headmistresses of schools. Severai of their fathers, seven in 



total, were land owners who made their income from plantations (primarily n a .  nibber, 

spices, coconuts and vegetables). The remaining fathers were business people. 

managers of banks and other organuations, and one was the pflncipal of a university. 

Given this background in a patriarchal society, especially the common occupation of 

their mothers as housewives and their fathers as the ones who financially support the 

family, as well as their socioeconomic position (being middle and upper middleclass) it 

is understandable why many of the women would initially want similar lifestyles for 

themselves. Further, it was expected that male children would someday be responsible 

for financially supporting a family and thus needed a means of earning an income. This 

meant that male children were encouraged to pursue an education that would lead to a 

job that paid well and were encouraged to enter the work force. 

The women in this study who had attended wllege rather than university, al1 

were nurses and members of the older generation. In contrast to the other women in 

the older generation who went to university, these women went to nursing college with 

future employment and specific career aspirations in mind. Many of these wornen 

reported that they went into nursing for financial gain in order to support themselves and 

their families. All of the nurses in this study came from large farnilies (five to ten 

siblings) and quite often were partially responsible for financially supporting their 

families. Only two of the eight women in the older generation who were not nurses 

came from large (five or more children) families. Nuning was one of the few 

occupations that were open to women and did not require large enrollment fees as 

universities did. Further. several of the nurses in this study had their tuition and travel 

expenses paid for by foreign agencies. Although nursing in India is not as financially 



rewarding as nuning in other parts of the world, still it was one of the higher paying jobs 

open to women in India. 

Several of the women in this study, including nurses, explained that nursing in 

lndia was not a very prestigious occupation. In fa& there are many negative 

stereotypes attached to women who became nurses. Nuning was thought to be a low 

status, low-class occupation in India. This issue will be examined more closely in the 

following section on Malayalee nurses. Several of the women explained that there were 

only two jobs that were thought to be 'acceptable' for middle and upper-class women in 

lndia during that time period: medicine and teaching. 

The above discussion provides an explanation as to why al1 of the women in the 

older generation have either attended univenity or college. These women can be 

divided into two groups; upper and upper middle-class women and wornen in the 

working or lower middle-dass. The wornen in the upper and upper middie-classes went 

to university for reasons of status and class, while women in the working or lower 

middle-class went to college for reasons of employability. However, al1 of the women 

entered the paid labour force after immigration. The following section focuses on 

women entering the work force. 

WOMEN ENTERING THE LABOUR FORCE 

Of the 15 women in the older generation, eight had taken part in the paid labour 

force in lndia prior to immigration and prior to getting mamed. Of these eight, one was a 

teacher and two others worked at different administrative jobs; al1 three of these women 

explained that they entered the paid labour force because they were either bored at 

home after having carnpleted their degrees or because they wanted to experience life. 

One woman, Shankana, explained, 'My parents were very adamant on getting me 



manied after education. They got you mamed. I don? want to get married. I want to 

see a little bit of life. So I wanted to woM. The rernaining five women who had taken 

part in the paid labour force in lndia prior to immigration were nurses. These wornen 

worked out of financial need. All of the eight wornen who had worked in lndia pnor to 

immigrating claimed that working allowed them a sense of independence. As well, three 

others had gone to nursing college in Germany and had worked as nurses there prior to 

immigrating to Canada. Of the 15 wornen in the older generation seven had never 

joined the labour force prior to imrnigrating to Canada. When this was questioned. 

several of the women explained that in lndia wornen were not expected to work in the 

paid labour force, unless it was in one of the few acceptable occupations for wornen; 

teaching and medicine. All of the mothers of the wornen in the older generation had 

adhered to this model. It was considered a bad reflection on their families when wornen 

entered the work force to take jobs other than the ones that were considered 

acceptable. Several of the wornen that did work in lndia spoke of the wvert operations 

that they had to go through in order to get a job. This often had to be done initially 

without their parents' knowIedge or consent because parents were strictly against their 

daughters working. One woman stated: 

After I finished my education, there was no mamage decided for me. And I did 

not want to sby home waiting for it to corne. So against rny Dad's wishes, I went 

through my Dad's sister who got me a job where she was working, 1 got a clerical 

job with the govemrnent. 

When I asked her why it was against her father's wishes she explained: 

Because he never wanted any of his children, any of his daughters, to work. In a 

way, it (your daughter working] has some bearing on your social status back then. 

An unmamed girl working is not so cornmon there. Nowadays things have 



changed, rnany women are working, but then, there weren't a lot of wornen that 

were working. 

Thus parents in lndia during that time period discouraged their daughter's participation 

in the paid labour force. This finding with respect to the women in the older generation 

is in direct contrast to the finding with respect to the wornen in the younger generation. 

For the women in the younger generation, most of their parents enwuraged or 

supported their decision to enter the work force on a part-time basis while aintinuing 

their education. Most of the wornen in the younger generation explained that their 

parents felt that having a part-time job would be good experience for them, would make 

them more responsible and would provide them some spending money as well. This 

change of heart rnay be explained as a consequence of the immigration process. Unlike 

the situation in India, during the time when women in the older generation lived there, in 

Canada it is beneficial for women to enter the work force (on a part time basis whiIe still 

in school) in order to gain work experience that rnay be helpful in finding future 

employment. Many of these women worked part time through much of high school and 

university, several taking full-time jobs during summer breaks. When asked what 

changed for them (if anything) after they started working, almost al1 of the women 

replied that they experienced a sense of independence that they had never experienced 

before. Many of them stated that they had felt very dependent on their parents, 

especially when it came to not having money and wanting to take part in extra-cumcular 

activities with friends. A couple of the women in the younger generation felt that their 

parents had wed control of finances as a rneans of controlling their adivities. One 

woman said she felt more responsible after she started working, and another two said 

that they felt their parents respected thern more. The women explained that once they 



started eaming money, they experienced a sense of freedom and independence from 

their parents because they no longer had to ask for money to go to rnovies or buy 

clothes or take part in other activities. 

When comparing the age at which the women in this study entered the paid 

labour force for the first time, differences were identified for the two generations of 

women. The average age at which women in the older generation entered the labour 

force was at age 23. However, for women in the younger generation the average age 

was 16. Al1 of these younger women worked part-time while attending school and many 

of them started their first job in retail sales because those jobs did not require 

experience. Most of the wornen reported taking part-time jobs to eam spending money. 

On average, women in the younger generation entered the paid labour force seven 

years earlier then women in the older generation. This may be seen as a reflection of 

the different value placed on women working in India versus Canada, as well as different 

opportunities that existed, during the different time periods and different places. This 

rnay also be a reflection of the changes in the value placed on wornen entering the work 

force in the Malayalee community before and after the immigration process, given the 

different expectations and financial need in lndia and in Canada. 

Al1 of the parents of the women in the younger generation, like the parents of the 

women in the ofder generation, enwuraged their children to pursue education. 

However, the parents of the younger generation of wornen did so for the express 

purpose of gaining access to better employment options and career opportunities for 

their children, so their children would have good jobs in the future, and they would be 

able to support themselves financially in the future. From their experience, the parents 

knew that education and getting a good job were important strategies of survival and 



success in Canada. This was not the case for women in the older generation who, for 

the most part, with the exception of nurses, did not continue with their education in lndia 

in order to find work in the Mure. For these women, working and eaming an incarne 

was not initially expected of them; however, after immigration, for many of these women, 

entering the paid work force became a financial necessity. After immigration women 

began entering the work force. Sevenl women went back to school in order to become 

more employable. Many of these women reported having taken special skills training 

courses as well as English classes in Canada. Living in Canada made them recognize 

the value and necessity of women's ernployability in Canada. Also, unlike the case of 

the majority of the women in the older generation, ali of the mothers of the women in the 

younger generation had joined the labour force, even if it had only been after they 

immigrated to Canada. Several of the women stated that to Iive comfortably in Canada 

you need to have a dual income family. 

A similarity behiveen the two generations of middleclass Malayalee women is 

found in the limited 'acceptable" or 'preferredn occupations that are available for women 

in the view of the Malayalee community. Although the iist of occupations and careers 

now have expanded beyond the traditional 'teacher' and 'doctor' to include many 

professions that males have traditionally filled (lawyer, engineer, dentist, business 

penon) they are still limited to professional jobs. One woman in the younger generation 

talked about the limited career options that still exist in the Malayalee wmmunity: 

I think if someone were to corne today and say '1 want to study English or I want 

to be somettiing that is not a profession' or doesn't lead directly into a profession, 

that causes a lot of concern among parents. I think when we say we value 

education, we value education in ternis of how much rnoney it can earn you so 

that professions are more stressed in our [Malayalee] community. If someone 



wanted to study English to becorne a writer or God forbid a pet, that wouldn't be 

highly viewed at all. If sorneone wanted to be an artist, I think artisûy or music is 

not something that is encouraged. And I view that as a negative thing, I don? 

think we have the freedom to study what we want to study. Luckily for me my 

interests coincided with the Indian community and what my own parents thought 

was respectable. If I had gone one step further and if I had been a doctor my 

Mom would have been oh so happy. 

Although, given the relationship between the Malayalee family and community, and the 

educational and career choies of their children, one must ask how much of a 

coincidence it really is that this young woman is involved in work that the lndian 

community as well as her parents think is respectable. The 'lack of choice' or 'lirnited 

choice' in educational paths and career options has k e n  identified as a difficulty 

experienced by Malayalees in the younger generation in Canada (Kanimanchery, 1992). 

These ideals and limitations are presently k i n g  challenged by young Malayalees who 

are breaking the traditional expectations and pursuing careers in a variety of areas. 

All of the women in the older generation had to work eventually once they 

immigrated to Canada. One woman who worked in lndia before immigration reported, 

"At that time (in India) you work as a pastime, instead of staying home and getting 

bored. Here (in Canada) it is a need, a financial need". Many of the women said that 

their husbands were supportive and encouraged them to enter the work force in 

Canada. Another wornan said that her husband wanted her to stay at home and take 

care of their children, even though she wanted to work because she felt isolated and 

bored at home. One woman reported that her husband forced her to enter the paid 

labour force. Another woman stated that her husband expected her to work and 

supplement the family income regardless of whether she wanted to work or not. 



Another woman spoke of her husband's feelings when she had to enter the work force 

to support their family: 

Actually, when I went to work the first day he cried because that is his fate. He 

had to send me to work because of financial neceçsity. He wasn't happy with it. 

But as years went on it was necessary for both of us to work. We needed two 

incomes to exist. 

Many of these women wanted to enter the work force to help support their families, even 

though they had never entered the labour force before. Several of these women 

clairned that they did not expect to have to work for an extended period of time, as they 

thought they and their husbands would wark for a few years, make some rnoney and 

retum to India. As years progressed, this hope did not becorne a reality and the women 

continued working and their farnilies continued ta live in Canada. 

WORK ENVIRONMENTS AND EXPERIENCES 

AI1 of the women in this study had entered the work force in Canada at some 

point in their lives. Their experiences at work were quite varied and many of them 

spoke at great length about the types of experiences they had and the people they had 

worked with. Most of the wornen explained that they enjoyed working. Some said that 

they liked the contact with othen in Canadian society, othen said they liked being busy. 

However, most of the women explained that the most important reason that they worked 

was for financial gain. 

Of the 30 wornen in this study, 12 reported having experienced work and work 

environments positively, eight reported having had neutral experienœs and ten reported 

having had bad experiences. In the first group, of the 12 women, five were in the older 

generation and seven were in the younger generation. These women spoke about 



primarily good experiences with m-workers and supervisors. They felt they were 

treated fairly and that people were nice to them and treated them with respect. In the 

second group of women who reported having had neutral expenences at work, the 

women talked about experiences that they felt were neither good nor bad. or the number 

of good and bad experiences were about the sarne. Four of these eight women were in 

the older generation and the other four in the younger generation. Of the ten women in 

the third group that reported having had bad experiences at work, six of these women 

were in the older generation and four in the younger generation. These wornen spoke 

of the difficulties they had experienced in their work environments, including having 

experienced harassment, discrimination and unfair treatment. Thus women in both 

generations experienced work environments in similar ways. 

Several of the women, (ten in total including three women who had reported 

good experiences at work) stated that there was 'favouritism' at their work places. This 

generally meant that supenrisors, managers and others in charge at the different work 

places offen had 'favourite' staff mernbers whom they would recommend, promote or 

give special consideration to when job opportunities arose- Thus advancement was not 

fairly done and was not based on rnerit or qualifications. Some of the women felt that 

this favouritism was based on race and culture. One woman, Ranjani, who worked in an 

environment that was made up predominantly of people of colour said, regarding a job 

posting that came up at her work place, 'The fint opportunity goes to the white people. 

There was favouritism for white people ... no one else applied'. Ranjani reported: 

Actually the white people have the power. In the higher positions people were 

white t w .  So whatever we say who is going to listen? 'She's only an Indian' that 

kind of attitude. Of course if it is a white girl that goes, the top people are also 



[white], the director is white, so there is more power for them. Some sort of 

power because whatever they go and tell, they in the supewisory post or 

director's p s t  wili listen. We have nobody in the higher position to go and tell, 

and they will listen. 

This sense of powerlessness was discussed by other women as well in the study when 

discussing discrimination. Many of these women felt that there was not much they could 

do to change the situation, even though they knew it was unfair. 

Although some believed race and culture were important factors that were linked 

to favouritism, other women stated that the favouritism was based on, 'Who they knew, 

who kissed up, and how much you were able to schmooze with the boss'. Two of the 

women claimed that they were not favoured by their supervisors because they did not 

*go out for dn'nks' with their boss and CO-workers after work. One of these women, 

Shankana, reported that because she did not 'suck up' to the boss she was denied 

opportunities and promotions that she felt she was entitled to. She spoke about her 

experience: 

I wanted to be a supervisor, I tried to get a promotion. All the wntten exams I got 

first mark. One time l was the only one that passed but they didn't give it to me. 

One of the reasons k i n g  with the management.. you have to suck up to them, 

the people who hire. I never tried to impress thern. i want the job because of my 

abilities. They go out and have a dn'nk together. I didn't want to associate with 

them like that. 

Another woman reported that her work environment was very political and that the 

managers had favorites and that they would promote Whoever could make them look 

good. I was one of the favourites because of my ability and rny personality'. Thus it 

would appear that Yavouritism' in work environments could be based on several factors: 



race, culture, personality, ability, 'who kissed up' and who interacted socially with the 

boss. So when advancement opportunities present themselves and supervisors and 

managers make decisions that are not based on merit, qualifications and ability alone, 

the procedure becornes unfair and discriminatory. A couple of the women worked in 

places where there were unions. These women felt that unions helped to keep faimess 

somewhat in check as promotions and the like were based on seniority and 

qualifications, however, if an opportunity for favouritism presented itself, they said that it 

still happened. 

In this study there were no questions in the interview that asked specifically 

about experiences of racism or sexism in the work place. However, when discussing 

work situations it became apparent that many of the women in this study had 

experienced both racism and sexism, and spoke about these experiences at length 

during the interview. Although there were only 10 women who reported having had bad 

experiences at work, there were many more than 10, 18 in total who said that 

discrimination and unfairness existed in their places of ernployment, even though they 

may not have directly experienced it themselves. When asked about what the work 

environment was like, many of the wornen who reported having good experiences at 

work did not describe them in great detail. Three of the women in the older generation 

stated: 'Great! An understanding environment. Once in a while I'd Wear a sari to work 

and nobody was meanm. 'Good work experiences'. 'No problem. People treated me 

nicely'. One wornan in the younger generation, Tania, who had worked at her curent 

place of employment for five years discussed her experience: 

I've progressed a lot through the company. Things were great One of the 

reasons that I've gotien as far as I have is because I am very ambitious and I try 



very hard and work hard and therefore I've succeeded. With my last promotion, 

the job l'm in right now, 1 do not have the experience or qualifications for the job 

but they knew I muld do it. My boss has a lot of f a i  in me. I've always had 

pretty good bosses. 

Another woman in the younger generation who reported good work experiences 

explained,"l feel more accepted there because I'm very North American. Overall it's 

k e n  a positive experience for me. The work environment is fairly good and supportive". 

However, the women who reported having bad experiences at work spoke at great 

length and with greater detail about their work environments and experiences. One 

woman in the older generation, Janathi, talked about her experience: 

In the place where 1 worked for 16 years 1 was discriminated very badly. They 

would tell me to my face because 1 am the only one with brown skin. It was a 

very conservative company. Everybody else at this work place is white. My 

manager somehow or another, she made me ver'  very uncomfortable being 

there. So many tirnes that lady came and airew my work on my table, very rude 

behaviour. When 1 was eligible for vacation she won't give it to me. I have to 

take my vacation according to her. At the last minute she says 'Sony, there is a 

mistake' 1 cannot take my vacation even though 1 had already booked a fi ight 

That affected rny health also from stress from the situation. People looked down 

on me. A coworker called me a bitch. I was in hell those days. The way they 

treated me there I couldn't take it. But for the job's sake 1 worked there because 1 

need money to live. 

Another woman in the older generation, Surojini, spoke of perceived racism: 

If I go apply for a job and if there is a white girl and myself applying, 1 would say 

they would always give the white girl the job. I had an experience like that when I 

was looking for a job. The white girl, she didn't even have a diplorna. f knew she 



didn't have the education that I had. lnstead of giving me that job, 1 was more 

educated than her, they gave her that job. I felt so bad at that time. 1 felt that 

because she was white she got that job. 

A woman in the younger generation, Tamrni, also talked about racism: 

I quit my first job as a cashier because they were very racist The majonty of the 

people there were white. It wasn't overt racism, it was discrete. They would give 

me rnenial jobs. Just the way I was treated. 

Many of the women reported that when discrimination took place, it was often 

difficult to place a finger on race, culture or gender as k i n g  the main factor, even 

though many of the wornen believed that that was indeed the case. Some of the women 

explained that racism was often covert and they had difficulty labaling incidents as being 

racially charged: sometimes it would be a look, or rude behaviour or attitude; other 

times it would be an unfair opportunity for advancement or promotion. One wornan in 

the older generation recalled her experience: 

When a new machine was introduced at our work place, except me, everyone 

else got a chance to leam on that machine. She [the supervisor] never ever 

allowed me for five or six years, not even to touch or go near that machine. I was 

waiting for a chance but she never gave me. All the juniors were given 

promotions but she didn't give me. 

The women who were involved in these situations stated that they knew that their race 

and culture played a factor. however, they could not easily prove it. In other cases 

discrimination based on race, andlor gender was overt and Matant. Most of the ten 

women who reported having had bad experienœs in the work force described blatant 

and obvious displays of racism, as they identified it. Three of the women who reported 

having had predominantly good work expariences explained that they had experienced 



one or two racist incidents at work, however, in general their work expenences were 

positive. 

Several of the women spoke of their husband's and fatheh expenences of 

racism in the work place. They stated that many of these men had experienced barrien 

to advancement in their work places where job opportunities and promotions were 

denied to them based on race. One wornan stated, 'We see it [racism] a lot actually, 

after rny Dad lost his job. It was mostly because of racism and it was really scary 

because we thought - no, no, it can't happen in the job force and it did? Several of the 

women in the older generation reported that their husbands were unable to use their 

lndian education and qualifications in Canada, and remained in the same jobs in the 

same positions that they entered when they first amved in Canada. 

Two women who reported having good expenences at work spoke of really 

blatant examples of sexisrn that they had experienced. Five women in total spoke of the 

sexual harassrnent that they, their CO-workers or their family memben had experienced 

in the work place. One woman in the older generation, Menakshi, spoke about her 

experience: 

I got a job at the bank it was a midnight job ... So that manager, a white guy was 

always coming to my room and hanging over my shoulder and he was ahays 

touching me... Sa I stopped that job because of his harassing me. 

Another wornan in the older generation, Janathi, spoke of an extrerne case of sexual 

harassment; she claimed her gender as well as her culture were contributing factors to 

her experience in a large Company in the 70s: 

The manager there was a mal number one flirt The supervisor, she wanted al1 

the girls to go to his room and hug him and kiss him and all. That was happening 

at my office. She knows very well thaï she cannot get me for that That is not my 



culture or my character. The other girls, they do anything for the promotion's 

sake. I have seen so rnany things with my own eyes. Hugging. Kissing. And 

you know, touching. They know very well that they don? get me for that So they 

hated me. After so many years, there was an incident Then, this man was 

dismissed fmm the Company for sexual abuse. These are ail olden days l don't 

think these things happen nowadays. 

There were several women who felt that sexual harassment was a thing of the past. and 

that awareness as well as modern laws protected women from such situations. Many 

women claimed that although they had not experienced sexual harassment personally, 

they believed that it existed. One woman in the older generation stated that sexual 

harassment was not a thing of the past at al1 and that it was alive and well in today's 

work environrnents. She gave an example of an experience of sexual harassment that 

her daughter had experienced recently: 

My daughter worked in an office. She had a hard time with a new supervisor, He 

was atways harassing her, always asking her out, phoning her at home al1 the 

time. When she asked hirn to stop calling and refused to go out with him, he 

started threatening her, 'I'm going to cut your hours, you're going to rose your job, 

I'rn going to hire a woman friend of mine'. So she complained to her manager 

and her manager said he would do something about it, but he didn't do anything. 

The harassment continued. When she complained again, the manager told her 

'he shouldn't be saying that, just ignore him'. Finally, when my daughter told the 

manager that she had been advised to document everything, then the manager 

realized that he could be in trouble if he didn't do something, and then the 

supervisor was fired. 

Several of the participants spoke of sexism in general in their places of 

employment Many women spoke of hierarchies whereby white males were at the top of 



the order and females and minorities were at the bottom. One woman in the younger 

generation spoke about her situation, ''1 work in a female dominated environment where 

senior jobs are occupied by mostly males. Most of the executive positions are 

dominated by males, actually Caucasian males at thar. Another woman in the younger 

generation said of her work place: 'The head honchos are al1 white males'. A third 

woman in the younger generation pointed out that the jobs that she has k e n  involved in 

have always been 'a succession of dead end jobs, lousy jobs that women do'. Although 

sexist discrimination and harassment were identified in the women's work experiences, 

racism was more often discussed and identified as being more of a problem. Often 

ethnocentric, gendered racism was at the root of the discriminatory experiences. By 

that I mean, the discriminatory situations that the women faced were based on their 

gender and race; the fact that they were lndian7 women, as well as perceptions that 

others held about lndian culture being inferior and Iacking in cornparison to mainstream 

Canadian culture. The wornen's gender as well as their race and culture were bound up 

together, and the interconnectedness of their race, gender and culture were at the root 

of the discrimination that they experienced. 

Two of the women started out by saying that they didn't believe that racism really 

happened at their work place, but then proœeded to describe racist incidents and 

situations. One wornan remarked that she had never experienced racism in her work 

place, then later in the interview she stated, '1 feel maybe promotions ... it was white 

people who get more preference". These women were uncomfortable labeling situations 

as being racist or racially charged. They suggested that people in a sense get what 

they deserve; they felt that dressing in a non-North American manner (Le. too 

7 White I recognize the participants in this study to be South Asian, they seif identified as Indian, hence the 
substitution of the word lndian for the word South Asian. 



conservatively or in long skirts al1 the time or traditional clothes) and behaving in a non- 

North American manner (Le. sticking together with other minorities or not mingling with 

the dominant group) is primarily what held some people back. One of the women 

reported, 'If you don1 try to mix with the mainstream as much as you can without losing 

your value and if you stand out like a sore thumb then maybe you will be treated 

differently. You're asking to be treated differently'. These women did not acknowledge 

'race' or 'skin colouf or 'accent' as features that cannot be altered easily, and that have 

been proven to be the source of much discrimination. Most of the other women in this 

study appeared to understand racism and were able to identify it and discuss it when 

they thought it had taken place. There were several women who reported that they had 

never experienced any discrimination: '1 haven't really had problems with discrimination. 

People treated me nicelyn; 'I've had very few bad experiences'. These women rnay 

really have never experienced discrimination of any kind. 

This section has examined work environments and work experiences. Women in 

the two generations experienced work environrnents in similar ways. Many of the 

women reported that they enjoyed working, however, they stated that the most 

important reason that they worked was for financial gain. Several of the women 

reported favouritism in their work places which was based on several factors: race, 

culture. personality, ability, Who kissed up'. and who interacted socially with the boss. 

As well. although many of the women reported having good experiences at work, many 

also reported having experienced racist and sexist discrimination. Several of the 

reported cases of discrimination which appeared to be based on a combination of the 

women's race and gender, although racism was more often identified and discussed. 



The following section of this chapter focuses on Malayalee nurses in Canada, 

and examines their work related experiences. The work experiences of Malayalee 

nurses are more closely examined because eight of the 15 wornen in the older 

generation in this study are nurses. More importantly. although nurses are included in 

the above discussion, I wanted to understand if there were any differences in work 

experiences, power in the family and how womanhood was constructed. betvueen 

nurses and non-nurses, based on the different immigration pattern that nurses followed 

and the different shïfts in dass and status that they experienced after immigration. 

MALAYALEE NURSES IN CANADA 

I first became aware of a large number of Malayalee nurses in Toronto through 

my 1992 research with Malayalee students. I found that quite a few of their mothers 

were nurses and that they had many experiences in cammon. One of the first things I 

noticed was that Malayalee nurses had a different immigration pattern. In my 1992 

study 1 found that in 44% of the cases the mothers were the first to migrate, having their 

husbands follow at a later date. Only in 20% of cases did women follow their husbands, 

with the remaining families wming together. This finding was interesting within a 

patriarchal family structure. 

Similady, Mangalam in his 1985 exploratory study of Malayalee immigrants in 

Canada found that a significantly larger number of women came for employment and 

educational reasons than men. A large number of men claimed that they came to 

Canada in order to join their spouse. Mangalam also found that a significantly higher 

proportion of men followed their wives (39.1 %) than wornen followed their husbands 

(4.1%). He claimed that in this sense Kerala wornen were unusually enterprising. This 

notion of Kerala women being enterprising was examined and explained in my 1992 



research. In the (1 992) study, al1 1 1 of the women (mothers of the participants in that 

study) who had imrnigrated first were nurses by profession. I initially thought that many 

of the husbands of these nurses were not as educated nor did they hold professional 

jobs as their wives did. Upan cioser examination, in the present study there were 

several husbands who were educated, in fact held engineering degrees and masters 

degrees from India, however, many could not find professional jobs in Canada. Given 

the situation in Canada where foreign degrees and diplomas have k e n  and continue to 

be discredited and undervalued, this finding is not surprising. However, foreign nuning 

diplomas and work experiences have been accepted as being equivalent or comparable 

to Canadian nursing educatîon. This may have k e n  the case due to the shortage and 

need for nurses during that time period, as well, several of the nurses reported taking 

courses and writing an exam to meet the requirements to work as a nurse in Canada. 

Thus, when one spouse had the opportunity to corne to a new country and find a job, 

housing and other necessities, it is only logical that the more employable spouse be the 

first to immigrate. 

Thus many single wornen emigrated out of lndia on their own with nursing 

diplomas or to acquire a nuning education, then after securing jobs and 

accommodation, decided to get mamed and either rnarried someone in the new country 

or retumed to lndia to find a suitable match. In the present study, one nurse emigrated 

to Canada with her husband, while the other seven of the eight nurses in total emigrated 

out of lndia on their own. Five of these women who left on their own came directly to 

Canada to work as nurses; the remaining three went to Germany first to acquire a 

nuning education, and several years later immigrated to Canada. 



The fact that there are other studies as well as the present study where many 

Malayalee women are nurses, is not to suggest that there are large numbers of women 

in Kerala or India who are nurses. However, it is quite probable that a high percentage 

of the immigrant Malayalee women in Toronto are nurses. This probability was 

explained quite simply by one of the mothen in my 1992 study who was a nurse. She 

explained that a nurse in India only makes a fraction of what a nurse in Canada would 

make. In addition, at the time they were contemplating immigration there was a demand 

in Canada for nurses. This demand was said to be publicued in local papers as well as 

nursing joumals and at foreign embassies. It is quite possible that many of the women 

irnmigrated in search of better job opportunities, where they muld utilize their skills and 

obtain good salaries. If k i n g  a nurse in Canada is considerably more rewarding 

financially than it is to be a nurse in India, understandably the Malayalee nurses in lndia 

would choose to immigrate when given the opportunity. 

DE-MYSTIFIING THE STEREOTYPES 

It is important to note that many Malayalees have reported that in lndia nursing is 

often perceived as being a low-status, low-class position. Men seldom went into 

nursing; it was regarded primarily as a fernale occupation. There were many negative 

stereotypes that were attached to women who were nurses in Kerala. They were said to 

corne from poor and working-class families, they were said to have bad reputations and 

were thought to have 'bad characters'. The &ad reputation and bad character were said 

to anse because nurses interacted and mingled with men. One woman explained that 

nurses were offen thought to have affairs and relationships with doctors. One woman in 

the present study who is a nurse herself explained that she only went into nursing 

because it offered her an opportunity to get out of India. Her travel expense and tuition 



was paid for by the Gerrnan convent where she stayed which was connected to a 

nursing college and hospital. She explained: 

If I was in lndia I would never choose nursing. Because at that tirne there was a 

kind of low status attached to it, if you're taking nursing back home. Not eweryone 

goes for nursing back home, only the people that have Iow-incorne or low-class. 

Usually only those kinds of people would go into nursing at that time. That is the 

custom, if bey [the parents] don? have any money to send their children to school 

[university] and study or if they have sa many children that they can't afford it [an 

educationj then they send their children for nursing. And also, nursing wasn't a 

good profession back home at that time. People think that nursing is bad. When 

you go into nursing, you are thought to be going with boys. You mingle with boys 

and you get a bad name for the family. That's why lots of people from good 

families won't go into nursing. I think those things are changed now, it's no more 

like that 

There were many other women in the study, nurses and non-nurses alike, who echoed 

these ideas and stereotypes about women in nursing dun'ng that time period before 

immigration. They suggested that only families with many children, who could not afford 

to send their children to university and families in difficult financial situations would allow 

their daughters to pursue nursing as a career option in Kerala. Stereotypes generalize 

people and place them in categories where they have the same characteristics, often 

undesirable characteristics, in common. Stereotypes label people and limit possibilities 

and potentials. For women during that time period. who considered entenng the work 

force, more specifically nursing. it may have k e n  discouraging to find strong negative 

stereotypes attached to a possible work option. In a patnarchal society like the one in 

question where women are expected to stay home and their entering the work place is 



frowned upon, there are very few 'respectable' career options open to women. The 

negative stereotyping of nursing may be interpreted as a way of controlling women and 

limiting their choices and options. Thus labeling nuning as well as entenng the labour 

force in general as being undesirable for wornen, may be seen as a way of keeping 

these women at home. using gender appropriation as a reasoning for their domestic 

responsibilities. Women who do not follow the prescribed noms and expectations are 

Iabeled as being 'low-class' and thought to have a bad character or loose reptation. 

First of all, labeling women wha work and women who interact with men as having 'bad 

characters' or being 'loose' relies heavily on sexist constructions and ideals of women. 

Such labeling did not happen with men. Men were expected to enter the labour force 

and interact with women without having their virtue or fidelity questioned. 

Secondly, class-status appears to have been used in an attempt to coerce 

wamen into societal noms and expectations. For working-class women and women in 

the rniddle-classes who face financial hardships, working is a necessity. These wornen 

rnay not be able to afford an expensive university education. Devaluing education other 

than university and labeling working women as being 'lowclass' and having a bad 

character may simply be a classist response by the middle and upper-classes in a class 

and caste conscious society. In doing sol the middle and upper-classes attempt to 

justify and maintain their privileged status. 

WHY MALAYALEE WOMEN WENT INTO NURSING 

Regardless of the stigma that was attached to nuning during that time period, 

many Malayalee women still chose nuning. When the women were asked why they 

went into nursing they gave varied responses. One women reported that she simply 

wanted to work and nursing was one of the few options open to women at the time. She 



and several other women explained that they experienced a tremendous amount of 

independence both Cnancially and otherwise after they started working. Another woman 

said that she liked the idea of working; she did not want to be a housewife like her 

mother and her sisters. Ali of her brotherç worked. She explained that nursing was the 

only opportunity to work that presented itself. She also explained that working provided 

her with freedom and power that women were usually not given. When one woman was 

askeâ why she went into nursing she replied: 

Not only my own ambition. I never thought I'd becorne a nurse. Financiatly, I 

wanted to help my family. Nursing was an opportunity. I sent money home. Ali 

my spare money I sent home ... Actualiy I didn't have too much savings because 

al1 the money I had, I sent to India. I send it, send it, send i t  I was supporüng my 

family. Ail the girls I sent the dowry. I sent the dowry for ail my sisters. At that 

time it was a lot of money. My intention was to help my family. I did everything 

that I could. Now everyone is well off. 

Several other wornen reported that they initially had gone into nursing to help support 

their families back home and a few were still now sending money back ta parents and 

siblings. Three of the nurses explained that they helped their family back home by 

sponsoring family mernben to immigrate to Canada. Thus financial need, their own as 

well as their families', may very well have been a key reason why many of these women 

went into nursing. 

Unlike many of the other women in the older generation, most of the women who 

were nurses did not speak of drastic financial hardships once they started working in 

Canada, as nursing was relatively well paid. One nurse stated, "1 experienced no 

financial difficulty (after immigrating to Canada]. Rent was cheap. Grocery was $1 O a 

weelC. A couple of the nurses did speak about having to budget their money and spend 



carefully in the eady yean. Many of the women spoke of the enonnous financial 

expenses involved in the immigration proœss. They explained that going back and forth 

to the Canadian Embassy to apply, then to pay fees for the immigration interview and 

medicals were very expensive. Airfare was another big expense. One woman spoke 

about the immigration process: 

There is quite a bit of money involved in it. I couldn't even save that kind of 

money. My father gave me some money. I had some money with me ... When 1 

got the admissions ta Canada [Canadian immigration] I was wom'ed about how I 

would get the plane fare. My friend's friend told us if you get admission there's no 

problern, they can arrange the ticket I booked a ticket 'fly now pay later program' 

then I paid back. We had ta pay a down payment then we pay monthIy payments 

after we corne to Canada. I had a job letter too, guaranteeing that 1 will be 

employed as a nurse when I corne to Canada. 

Several of the nurses, five in total, including the woman who took advantage of the 'fiy 

now pay later program' paid their own airfare or their parents paid for them. A couple of 

the nurses reported that local churches offered a great opportunity to travel and study 

abroad in Gennany, at the church's expense. One of these women recalled: 

M e n  I first left India I was 18, to go to West Gennany. I didn't decide to go. I 

was in the Catholic schwl. We were close to the churches and the convent, so 

there was an opportunity, the Bishop sending young ladies to Gerrnany for 

nursing, So my name came up, they knew I was finished high schwl and I was 

glad to go. I decided to go into nursing so I can get out of India. At that time not 

rnany people get to leave India. There are very rare opportunities to go like that. 

This was a great opportunity at their expense, the church paid for this, I think they 

had a contract with a German convent. 



The opportunity to leave lndia was an important motivational factor for several of the 

women who chose nursing. For women who had worked as nurses in lndia prior to 

imrnigrating, low wages in lndia when çornpared to other parts of the world, was an 

important motivator to emigrate out of India. One woman explained, '1 decided to 

immigrate because I didn't make much money in Delhi. The money that I made was 

hardly anything to live on. Then I thought I should Cnd a better place to work and live. 

So I was inquiring about it [immigration]'. When the women were asked why they chose 

Canada to immigrate to, most of them talked about opportunity, employability and 

having heard good things about Canada from family and fnends. One woman explained 

why she chose to immigrate to Canada: 

1 have heard people going abroad and working. 1 had friends who went abroad 

and worked and came back on holidays. They encouragecl me to apply for 

immigration visa. They told me they need nurses in Canada and States, they 

were short of nurses abroad. Through the embassies I found out that there was a 

demand for nurses in foreign countries, I saw recniitrnent ads for nurses to go 

abroad. I found a few places like Saudi Arabia, USA, and Canada. I appiied al1 

these places ... I was called for an interview to immigrate to the States. I went for 

the Canadian Embassy interview [first] and there I got it, then I didn't bother going 

to the other one. I chose Canada because a farnily mernber told me if I get 

admission in Canada it's better to go to Canada because it's a Christian country 

not like Saudi Arabia. It is more peaceful. Even now I'd pick Canada, the heatth 

care system is much better in Canada than the USA. 

When the women who had initially immigrated to Germany were asked why they chose 

to immigrate to Canada, they explained that they came to Canada to leam English. In 

Genany they were only taught German and they wanted to leam English before they 



retumed to India. Many of the women in the older generation, including nurses, 

reported that they did not intend to live in Canada for more than a couple of yeas. They 

wanted to work here, leam English, make some money and had intended to go back to 

India. Al the women in this study rernained in Canada. When asked why they stayed in 

Canada, many of the women gave similar reasons. One woman replied: 'Slowly we 

settled in Canada. We got into Western mentality. I never thought to settle down in 

Canada ... but your family settles down here. The kids go to school. Your work is here. 

Slowly you settle down". Thus many of the women who emigrated, intended on 

retuming to lndia after a few years, but ended up settling down in Canada. 

IMMIGRATION STATUS VALUED AS A 'TICKET OUT OF INDIA 

There are several issues that this topic of emigration taises. First of all, the fact 

that the nuning profession was stigmatized as having low status and relatively low 

income in Kerala plays an important part in understanding how and why these women 

emigrated out of the country. Second, even though nursing is stigrnatized in Kerala, the 

fact that they were nurses allowed them to immigrate out of the country. Thus because 

of this 'ticket out', during that particular time penod when labour force needs in Canada 

and elsewhere changed, being a nurse in India was no longer a disadvantaged position; 

especially when nursing in other parts of the Euro-CanadiadAmencan world was seen 

as a prestigious occupation. These changes in Canadian labour market demands 

corresponded with changes in immigration laws in the late 60s and 70s. These changes 

meant that nurses in Kerala experienced an increase in status, as well as an increase in 

the value placed on their work An important question that anses is: What happens 

when the value of your work is raised in relation to social and economic structure in the 

new country (in this case Canada)? We know from this chapter as well as Chapter two 



that being a Malayalee nurse in Canada in many cases disnipts the patriarchal 

expectations of Yamily structure' and 'fernale dependency'. In most cases, the women 

shared the responsibility of supporting their families financially and othennrise. equally 

with their husbands. In most cases, women who were nurses have always worked full- 

tirne. The patnarchal expectation of women k i n g  housewives and dependent on their 

husbands in the case of Malayalee women, and nurses in particular is clearly 

unrealized. In terms of immigration, almost al1 of the nurses who immigrated to Canada 

did so independently. In fact. there were several cases where the women were first to 

immigrate to Canada and the men were dependent on the women to sponsor them later. 

Thus Malayalee nurses were not dependent on male sponsorship in the immigration 

process as other Malayalee and South Asian women were (see Chapter four). 

Another area that is influenced when the value of one's labour is raised in this 

context is the arranged rnamage system. (This topic of arranged mamages will be fully 

examined in Chapter seven). More important than the actual value of labour increasing 

in this case, is the mere fact of the penon's ability to emigrate out of India. One woman 

in the younger generation whose rnother is a nurse reported it this way: 

A lot of Malayalee women becarne nurses and a lot of men rnamed nurses in the 

arranged mamage situation, because they knew they could leave India. A lot of 

men have marri& women just based on the fact that they were nurses because 

they could leave lndia and emigrate to any country and get a good job and get a 

well paid job at that 

Although only four of the eight nurses in the present study retumed to lndia to get 

mamed, this notion of immigration status increasing one's worîh in the arranged 

mamage systern was brought up by several of the participants. Not only was it said to 

work in the case of Malayalee women returning to lndia to find a spouse, but also in the 



case of Malayalee men. Several of the women in the study explained that in many 

cases Malayalee men imrnigrated alone. found work and accommodation and then 

retumed to lndia a few yean later to find a spouse. Similar to the example given for 

nurses who returned to lndia to marry. these men were regarded highly by families who 

took part in the arranged rnaniage system because of their immigration status. The key 

issue was that their immigration status allowed them to many someone and sponsor 

that person ta immigrate to Canada as well. One woman in the older generation 

explained that sometimes having that piece of paper does not mean that the person can 

provide a better or even decent lifestyle in the new country: 

Men who came here [Canada] had the advantage of having that piece of paper 

with them. And naturally with the advantage of having a Canadian immigration, 

they can now go and get rnamed to whoever they want So they were able to 

corne home [to India] and get mamed to somebody frorn a way better off level 

than them ... these women were well educated and well cared for [back home] 

they get rnamed to whoever and corne here. So here you corne, you just have to 

adjust to whatever your husband is, now you are his wife ... All he had when I 

came was a bank loan ... Parents at that time not realizing ifs a tough life here let 

their girls go, not realizing the difficult life their daughters have to go through. 

Having that immigration paper upgrades his value. That gives him whatever he 

wants [in India). He may have nothing else except that piece of paper. 

Thus immigration status and the ability to act as a 'ticket out' of lndia was valued highly 

in the Malayalee social structure in Kerala during that time period. Participants claimed 

that men and women who immigrated out of lndia on their own were able to retum to 

lndia in search of suitable marriage prospects with partners of equal or often higher 

social class and status. Their immigration status allowed them to pick and choose 



among available marriage proposais. In theory, the potential mamage prospects would 

be more educated and possibly from a higher class and had a higher family status than 

their own. There are several cases in the present study that support this; both women 

who immigrated first and returned to lndia to marry someone from a higher class and 

higher family status and women from higher class and status families who were brought 

over by their husbands. 

NURSE'S EXPERIENCES 

All of the eight women who were nurses in the present study were in the older 

generation; seven worked full-time and one worked only part-time. Given their 

employability and the demand for nurses in Canada in the late 60s and early 70s, most 

of the women found work soon after they first amved in Canada. Two of the women 

explained that they had employment letters that guaranteed them work in Canada even 

before they received their immigration papers. These employment letters were said to 

speed up the immigration process because there would be no question as to whether or 

not that person would be able to support herseif in the new country. 

We must keep in mind that nursing is predominantly a female occupation and 

that the sexist appropriation of nursing being women's work is a strong factor behind 

why mostly women do this job. One woman reported that there are a few male nurses 

where she works. However, she explained that there are some patients, particularly 

older male patients, who prefer their nurses to be female and who make a fuss if their 

nurse is a male. Thus attitudes towards nuning, based on traditional stereotypes of 

gender roles, makes the sexist assumption that nursing is women's work. Women in 

this study did not mention male or female doctors or patients treating them differently 

because of their gender. 



When discussing employment experiences three of the eight women reported 

having had neutrai experiences at work or both good and bad experiences that weighed 

out equally. One woman stated that she had only positive experiences while working as 

a nurse. She said that was the case because she worked in a unionized hospital and 

things had to be done fairïy. She reported that coworkers and others in her work 

environment treated her well. Several of the nurses who worked in unionized 

environments clairned that unions kept things like promotions and job cornpetitions fair. 

Hawever, unions had no control over how CO-workers and patients treated the nurses. 

The four remaining nurses, despite many good experiences, spoke of having had many 

bad experiences while working in Canada, such as bad treatment from patients and 

doctors and unfair treatment from supervisors and nurse managers. 

However, most of the nurses, not just the ones who identified having many bad 

experiences, reported that there was unfair treatment and unfair opportunities as well as 

barriers that certain women experienced to advancement and promotion. There were 

several factors that the women stated played a significant role in their negative 

experiences, among thern were their perceived lack of English Ianguage skills and 

having an accent as well as favouritism and prejudice in the work place. However, the 

wornen felt that their race was at the root of many of these experiences. One woman 

related an experience that she had: 

One of the nurses I worked with she's a German lady. My head nurse was Irish 

at that time and she really liked the German lady. They neeûed a head nurse on 

the other floor, she recommended her [the German nurse]. She was registered 

even after me. For only a few years she was an registered nurse. She hôd no 

other qualifications, but they hired her for head nurse. There were more qualified 

people who applied for it, they didn't take them. She is close fnends with that 



head nurse, the head nurse is close ta the administration and she's white. The 

one who gave her that job is also white. Unfair practices are going on. I heard 

people were saying if you have blue eyes you will get that job. 

Several of the nurses reported that sometimes doctors, patients and even other nurses 

treated them differently or unfairly because of their race or skin colour. They said that 

sometimes they felt they were not treated the way white nurses were treated. One 

woman stated that sometimes patients would not acknowledge her as k i n g  their nurse 

if there was a white nursing assistant working with her, they would rather interact with 

the nursing assistant. One woman spoke about her experience: 

1 have had patients who make a big fuss because of my colour. A patient was 

assigned to me. That patient told another white nurse, can you be my nurse, 1 

dont want her. The other nurse asked why and she said I prefer you, I don't 

understand her. So the nurse instead of telling her 'She's worked here a long 

time, she's quite capable of doing this work and I don't think there's a problem 

with her English' she tried to be nice with the patient and said to me, 'Do you mind 

if 1 look after that patient because that patient wants me to look after her?' So I 

said to her 'You can have any number of my patients if you want to do it 1s there 

any reason? She said 'Oh, she asked me to be her nurse'. So I said, 'Well, you 

can have a couple more if you wan t'... If it was me I'd Say 'no that particular nurse 

is assigned to you and she's quite capable of canying out the duties. We cannot 

change nurses'. 

She also added that there was another similar situation where someone stood up for 

her. This time the patient had wanted the (white) nursing assistant or the doctor to 

remove her stitches, rather than the nurse who was supposed to do it. She reported: 

I called the doctor and explained to him what happened. So he came with me, 

and went to the room and he said 'Look here so-and-so, this is your nurse, she is 



capable of doing Uiis work, it will be much more easier on you when she does it' 

and she said 'Oh, then it's okay'. She made a big fuss because of my colour. 

One nurse also spoke of experiences where doctors would prefer getting information 

about patients from nurses who were white. She stated: 

Some doctors if they see a white person, you and a white person, sometimes 

they act as if you're not even standing there, they rather ask the white person- If 

a doctor cornes to inquire about something, if they see a white person and an 

Indian, not only me, lndian or Chinese for example, they'd rather like to talk to the 

white person. What can you do? You can't do very much. That's the way they 

prefer. It's everywhere. 

One woman also said that lndian doctors were sometimes ridiculed and disrespected in 

her work place. Another woman talked about unfair opportunities to attend professional 

conferences and educational sessions. She stated that there was favouritism at her 

work place where the favoured staff memben were given opportunities to attend and 

were provided with privileged information regarding the refunding of registration fees. 

Even though other staff memben complained, the same group of nurses, most of whom 

were said to be white, attended the educational sessions time and tirne again. 

One nurse discussed rude behaviour in her work place, however she stated that 

when she worked in India, things were just as bad as what she experienced in Canada. 

She said in India, North lndian hospital personnel treated South lndians in a rude and 

hostile manner. She explained, 'l think we have so rnuch racism in India. The North 

lndians donnt like South Indians. l felt that when I worked in Northem India. This is an 

ongoing problem. I sense racism there. I experienced tension. North lndians feel they 

are superior to us". She pointed out that the feelings and tensions are very similar in 

both lndian and Canadian experiences. 



Most of the women have worked as nurses in and around the Metropolitan 

Toronto area for the majority of the years that they have worked. As discussed eariier, 

five of the eight nurses had worked in lndia prior to immigrating and the remaining three 

had worked in Germany for 5-8 years prior to working in Canada. After immigrating to 

Canada two of the women had worked in Vancouver and Northem Ontario briefly before 

settling and working in the Toronto area. The women who had worked in Canada and 

Germany spoke of drastic wntrasts between their work experienœs in the two 

countries. The three women who had worked in Germany reported that there they felt 

more accepted, respected and appreciated, than in Canada. They explained that in 

Germany when they wore saris they felt cornfortable. because Germans were 

appreciative of their foreign dress. In Canada things were said to be different. The 

women expressed that they were not as wamly welcomed in Canada. In Canada, they 

felt devalued in cornparison to how they felt in Gennany. They remarked that they did 

not always feel cornfortable weanng sans in Canada because people would stare and 

make rude comments. Gemans in contrast were said to make them feel at home. One 

woman reported: 

German people were very nice. No problern at all. They really treated us well 

because they were short of nurses. We had a great time. They really were 

happy to have us ... We felt sony we leff Germany. Everybody that was around, 

everybody was loving, caring. We felt that was out second home. 

Another woman stated: 

As a nurse in Canada, I have had good experiences, I don't have that many 

complaintç. But.. compared to Germany, there patients even respect you more. 

Here patients sometimes not treat you very nice. The way they talk to you they 

treat you so bad. The way they treat a white nurse and a coloured nurse. They 



look down on you sometimes. Not everybody, but some of them. Maybe they 

didn't mean that way, but you feel. Sometimes when a [white] nursing assistant 

goes with you they look at her as their nurse, not you. 

For the women who worked in Gennany first and then in Canada, having a different 

reference point drew a stark contrast between the two experiences. 

One of the nurses interviewed stated that there was not too much racisrn in her 

work environment, where she felt valued and respeded. However, she then proceeded 

to describe a work situation that cleady demonstrated a hierarchy where head nurses 

and in-charge nurses were mostly white, while less senior positions were filled by 

women of colour. This woman was able to recognize personal experiences of racism, or 

rather the lack of these experiences, but could not identify structural or systemic racism 

as it occurred in her work environment until I pointed it out to her. Several other nurses 

identified similar hierarchies and spoke clearly of issues of structural and systemic 

racisrn that they felt were happening at their work places. 

One woman talked about her work environment where there were some women 

of colour who were in senior positions as head nurses. She also stated that one was a 

Malayalee woman who she felt was treated unfairly. She reported: 

There was one Indian, Matayalee, who was a supervisor before for some time in 

our hospital and then she became a head nurse. I heard about her, she had I o l  

of problerns when she was head nurse about her language. The nurses didn't 

respect her that much. They go for head nurse meetings and they used to 

criticize her and the way she talked and stuff. She quit and left to work 

somewhere else. There are few black head nurses there too, but mostly white 

women. 



Like the situation with the other Malayalee women in the labour force. many of 

the nurses spoke of discrimination and unfaimess in their work places in Canada. They 

sometimes felt powerless to change racist situations or racist people, however several 

women fought back in different ways and employed different strategies ta combat unfair 

treatment. I had a discussion with one of the nurses about people having accents. We 

talked about how English people have accents, and how Irish people have accents, but 

some how their accents are valued more highly in our society while South Asian accents 

are devalued. This particular woman was quite fiuent in English, and like most of the 

other women in the older generation she spoke with an lndian accent. She relayed an 

experience that she had had: 

Our pronunciation is a liffle different. One [white, English] supervisor asked me 

about something and I answered. She said, 'Oh! 

your Indian accent'. I said 'Listen! f'm not English 

Iisten to me when I talk!' She said, 'I'm sorry'. 

I can't understand your accent, 

, I'm not Irish, l'm Indian. Try to 

This woman, as well as a few others, stated that they stand up for their rights in unfair 

and discriminatory situations. Another nurse spoke about a grievance that she filed with 

the union regarding a work experience that was clearly not fair. She reported: 

1 was switched from day shift to shift work, working nights. I was more senior and 

more educated than the ones that got day shiR They were the head nurse's 

pets. I went to the union and filed a grievance. 1 fought for my rights. Some 

people said 'Oh you have a big mouth' but they value that I'm standing on my 

own feet, I don't take any of this nonsense. The head nurse respects me now 

more than before. I ahvays speak up at the meetings. For the others tw 1 speak 

UP. 



The same woman relayed another experience that took place a few years ago where 

she again had to fight for her rights. She said that the head nurse at the tirne did not 

want to give her the vacation time slot that she was entitled to, rather the head nurse 

wanted to give it to somebody else. She said, 'So then I argued with her, I said 1 have 

more seniority. So then I argue and I fight. I got my vacation time before I went to the 

union. She gave it to both of us actually". A few of the women who had to of€en fight for 

fair treatment stated that the process was often difficult and unpleasant, however, they 

felt they had no other options. 

Several of the women reported that when certain promotions and advancement 

opportunities presented themselves, they did not punue them. The women explained 

that the reason was that in order to move up or do management levels of nurshg, one 

needed to have a nursing degree rather than the diplomas that they currently held. Five 

of the nurses in the present study had taken courses and were continuing their nursing 

education in Canada. Two of these women were enrolled in nursing degree programs. 

It is probable that these women were continuing their education as a strategy to 

overcome some of the bamers that they faced in advancement in their work places. 

One woman stated that she was not taking courses to advance into upper management, 

rather she fett that al1 nursing jobs were currently at risk due to the Canadian economy 

and its impact on health care. She reported that she was taking courses in order to hold 

on ta the job that she presentiy held. 

Almost al1 of the women explained that nuning now is very different from how 

things used to be years ago. Seveal of the women reported that they used to enjoy 

their work much more before. Now they remarked that nurses had heavy work loads 

and were over-worked and felt there are a lot of pressures and stress related to their 



jobs. A couple of the women blamed budget cuts, financial restraints and related 

restructuring as the primary source of these conditions. 

COMPARING NURSES AND WOMEN WHO WERE NOT NURSES 

When companng the labour force experiences of nurses and those who were not 

nurses in the oider generation of women, it appears that they reported very similar 

experiences. Although the women who were nurses, reported a rise in their class status 

after immigrating to Canada and many of the other women reported a drastic lowering of 

class status, there did not appear ta be many differences connected to this change 

between the two groups of women. The few differences that were identified were 

directly connected to the shifts in class and the value of their work. For example, 

financial situations improved for nurses, many of whom had identified financial 

dficulties before immigrating, while many non-nurses spoke about financial hardships 

they endured after immigration, in wmparison to affluent life styles in India. As well, 

nurses did not speak of difficulties finding employment once they amved in Canada, 

while some of the non-nurses, particularly the ones who did not have professional 

designations, reported difficulty in finding work. Some of the nunes were also able to 

go back to lndia and have a mamage arranged to a man in a higher class and status 

(than they were in, prior to immigration), because of their immigration status k i n g  

viewed as a 'ticket outn of India. 

Nurses and non-nurses experienced immigration somewhat differently in that 

they had different immigration patterns. Most of the nunes in this study emigrated out 

of lndia on their own, while al1 of the other women either immigrated with their husbands 

or came after their husbands. Although women from both groups reported feeling 

uncertainty about what to exped in the new country, and excitement about going 



abroad, nurses made the decision to immigrate more autonomously than women who 

were not nurses. Non-nurses were either dependent on their husbands through 

sponsorship, or made the decision to immigrate with their husbands, or immigrated 

because their husbands wanted to. Nurses made the decision to immigrate by 

themselves, often after consulting with their parents, however, the primary decision to 

immigrate was their own. Thus nurses were more independent with respect to 

immigration than women who were not nurses. Besides these differences described 

above, there were very few other differences identified between nurses and non-nurses. 

There were many similarities between the two groups of women. Both nurses 

and women who were not nurses reported similar experiences in the work force. They 

both talked about positive experiences, as well as racist and sexist discrimination, and 

limitations on promotion and advancement opportunities. They both also discussed the 

difficulty they experienced with their English language skills. As well, most of the 

women who were not nurses held traditionally female jobs (clencal, sales, medicine). 

Nursing is also a traditionally female job. 

The experiences that nurses and non-nurses had in other areas of their lives 

apart from the labour force were also examined and cornpared (see Chapters six 

through eight). Many of the experiences that the two groups of women had in these 

areas (the gender division of unpaid labour, family structure and formation, the social 

construction of womanhood) were very similar, if not identical to each others' 

experiences. When comparing economic power and women's power in the family both 

women who were nurses and women who were not nurses (in the older generation) 

reported that their husbands were the head of the household. It did not seem to matter 

who was the pnmary breadwinner or who made more money, men were stiH reported (in 



theory) to be the hesd of the household. Thus the nurses' shift in class and their 

relatively well paid jobs did not appear to influence family structure or other aspects of 

their lives. In fad, the two groups of women had similar if not identical views and 

experiences with regard to the gender division of unpaid labour, hopes and aspirations 

for their childrens' education and career paths, family structure, decision making 

models, family formation, how they raised their diildren, beliefs about sexuality, as well 

as feelings about immigration and their new lives in Canada. 

Thus the question of how their change in class status influences nurses' Iives in 

other ways remain unanswered. It is punling how the nurses' class status is raised but 

it does not appear to change anything else in their lives. There must be something else, 

either in the family dynamic or in the Malayalee communrty that overrides this change in 

class, such as strong cultural values and expectations, or strong beliefs about family 

and family structure, or something else. More research is needed in this area, until 

then, this question remains temporarily as a puzzle. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCES 

This chapter has examined census statistics and campared income levels, 

labour force participation rates and education levels for South Asians versus the general 

population. The analysis of the data shows that South Asian women are better 

educated and have higher labour force participation rates, however, they still receive 

lower incorne than the general populaaon. These findings suggest that the Ontario 

labour market and by extrapolation the Canadian labour market are in fact divided along 

ethno-racial and gender Iines. 

This chapter also examined Malayalee women's income levels, education levels 

as well as their participation and experiences in the labour force. The women in this 



study were found to have a relatively high average incorne. This is not typical of South 

Asians according to the Statistics Canada data. However, this may be explained by the 

high number of medical and health cars professionals in the sample, as well as their 

class status and high educational levels. Further, Kerala is known for having the highest 

literacy rates and education levels in al1 of lndia as well as other South Asian countries. 

The women in this study al1 value education quite highly. When compared to the 

general population in Ontario, as well as other South Asians who on average have 

higher education levels than the general population, the Malayalee women in this study 

are wnsiderably better educated. 

There appears to be a signifiant difference in the way the two generations of 

Malayalee women in this study have experienced labour force participation, especially in 

ternis of entering the paid work force. Many of the women in the older generation, first 

of al1 did not enter the labour force until they emigrated out of India. Other women who 

did enter the work force prior to immigrating were diswuraged from doing so by their 

parents. Rules of status and class in the Malayalee wmmunity prior to the 70s dictated 

that it was not expected or respectable for a woman to enter the paid labour force, with 

the exception of the very few jobs that were open and acceptable for women. During 

that time women were encouraged to obtain higher education, however not to enhance 

their opportunities for employment, but rather for reasons of class and family status as 

well to make them more mamageable. On the other hand, men were expected and 

encouraged to take part in higher education as well as the labour force in order to 

someday support a family. 

In contrast, the women in the younger generation were strongly encouraged, as 

were their male counterparts, to pursue higher education for the purpose of enhancing 



their career and employment opportunities. These women were also encouraged to 

enter the labour force in order to someday support themselves and their own family. 

This difference between the two generations of women is best understood in view of the 

immigration process. After they had immigrated to Canada, the women in the older 

generation realized that in Canada, unlike India, it was necessary for women to enter 

the paid work force in order to eam a living and support themselves and their Mure 

families. From their experience they knew that education and getting a good job were 

important strategies of survival and success in Canada. Thus the difference in the way 

the two generations of Malayalee women in this study have experienced labour force 

participation, especially in ternis of entering the paid work force, can be explained by 

examining the immigration process as well as the expectations within the societies (and 

time periods) in which they lived regarding the reasons for education, the value and 

respectability of women entenng the paid labour force and the financial necessity of 

women working to support their families in the new country. 

The wornen in the younger generation also entered the work force considerably 

earlier than women in the older generation. The younger women started working at the 

average age of 16, part time, whiie they were in high school. The wornen in the older 

generation started working at the average age of 23. The differenœ in the age at which 

the two generations of women started working, as well as the reasons why they worked, 

may be seen as an indication of changes and shifts in Malayalee women's labour force 

participation. 

When work situations were examined, slightly over 113 of the sample reported 

having good experiences, while slightly fewer reported having bad experiences or 

neutral experiences. However, it becarne clear during the interviews that many of the 



women had either directly or indirectly experienced both overt as well as insidious foms 

of racism and sexism at their work places. Almost 2/3 of the women interviewed 

reported that discrimination and unfaimess existed in their work environments; they felt 

that promotion, advancement and new job opportunities were not handled fairly. 

'Favouritism' in the work place was also identified by many of the women in the study. 

Often, favouritism was said to be based on race, culture, personality, ability, tvho kissed 

up' and who interacted socially with the boss. Thus when decisions for advancement 

opportunities are not made based on merit, qualifications and ability alone, the 

procedure bewmes unfair and discriminatory. Aithough sexist discrimination and 

harassrnent were identified in the women's work experiences, racism was more ofien 

discussed and identied as being more problematic. Often ethnocentric, gendered 

racisrn was at the root of the discriminatory experiences. That is, discriminatory 

experiences that Malayalee women faced were often based on their being Indian 

females, as well as a perception that lndian culture was inferior or lacking when 

wmpared to rnainstream Canadian culture. 

This chapter has also examined the situation and experiences of Malayalee 

nurses in Toronto. Their immigration pattern, the negative value and stereotypes placed 

on nurses in Kerala have been examined. The analysis suggests that: 1 .) the negative 

stereotyping was possibly an attempt to control women and lirnit their choices and 

options through sexist appropriation of women's domesticity; and 2.) that these negative 

stereotypes were possibly classist responses towards nursing, working women in 

general and college and technical education; and 3.) the fact they were nurses gave 

them a 'ticket out' of lndia and caused the value of their work to be raised. 



This chapter also looked at the different reasons that Malayalee women gave for 

going into nuning, regardless of the stereotypes and low-status assigned to the 

profession. The women explained that nuning was one of the few well paid jobs open 

to women dunng that time period and they spoke about motivational factors that 

encouraged them to go inta nursing: nursing provided an opportunity to emigrate out of 

India; and most importantly, financial necessity and the need to financially support 

themselves and their families. 

Finally, this chapter also compared the labour force experiences of both nurses 

and non-nurses to determine if and how the nurses' rise in class infiuenced their Iives in 

other ways. The cornparison revealed that apart fmm differences related directly ta their 

class shifts, employability and relatively well paid job, bath groups of women had very 

sirnilar views, beliefs and experiences of most other aspects of their lives. It was also 

suggested that further research is required to understand the possible element in the 

Malayalee family or wmmunity that ovemdes the change in class. The question of how 

does the change in class status influence nurses in other ways, remains a puzzle for 

now. The following section will look at feminist analysis and its applicability to the 

experiences Malayalee women have had in the labour force in Canada. 

FEMINIST THEORY AND MALAYALEE WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES IN THE LABOUR 

FORCE 

Feminists have argued for decades that gender is an important factor in the 

study of labour markets. Studies have shown that gender is a key element in the 

formation of labour markets. Gender has been found to disadvantage women with 

respect to wage disparity, the construction and division of part-tirne and full-time work, 

the segregation, as well as the definition and value placed on Women's jobs' and 'men's 



jobs', as well as the opportunities for advancernent and promotion. Feminist analysis 

has done a tremendous job in exposing gender discrimination in the work place. 

However, racial discrimination and how a woman's race is bound up in ways that directly 

influence her experience of the labour market have not been examined dosely. 

Analysis of the labour market that have included race, dass and immigration as well as 

gender, have revealed that wage disparity, the segregation of women's and men's work 

and the ghettoization of certain types of wornen's work as well as the opportunities for 

advancernent and promotion are al1 intricately linked to not only gender, but race, class, 

and immigration experience. 

From the above discussion, wage disparity was identified as one aspect of the 

labour market that was significantly influenced by race as well as gender. When 

examining income levels using race and gender in the analysis some interesting findings 

emerge. From the Statistics Canada research, in 1991, on average women made less 

rnoney than men; women made 67% of what men made. Thus females in general 

experience gender discrimination in the labour force. However, when income levels 

were exarnined looking specifically at race, it was apparent that minority women 

experienced further discrimination based on race. In Ontario, South Asian women made 

10% less than what women made on average. In fact, the Statistics Canada data, using 

Ontario as an example indicates that most minority groups made significantly less 

rnoney than the general population. Although Malayalee women in this study had higher 

income levels than most minority groups, and their income levels were comparable to 

the general population, the Statistics Canada data suggests that the Ontario labour 

market, based on income levels, is divided along race as well as gender lines. The 



exclusion of race in the analysis of labour markets renders feminist theory inwmplete 

and unable to explain the experiences of al1 women. 

In an examination of Malayalee women in the Canadian labour force, it is 

relevant to examine their immigration experienœ as it was a key factor in understanding 

why they entered the work force and how they experienced the work force. Not only did 

immigration policies and laws directly influence who would be allowed into Canada, but it 

also influenced the types of jobs new immigrants would occupy and the relevance of 

previous employment experiences and educational attainment. Immigration changed 

many things for Malayalee women, particulariy women in the older generation. As 

discussed earlier, it rearranged social structures, it caused drastic class shifts, as well 

as economic instability. 

As was the case with employment, the theory of 'dependency' of women on men 

does not account for the immigration experience of Malayalee women in Canada. From 

previous studies on Malayalees (Mangalam, 1985; Karumanchery, 1992) it has been 

found that a significantly larger number of women came for employment and educational 

reasons than men. In the case of Malayalee nurses, they are clearly not dependent on 

their husbands Cnancially or through the immigration process. This topic of refuting 

dependency will be exarnined further in Chapter seven with regard to decision making in 

the family. Suffice to Say here that ferninist theories must include the perspectives of 

women from various backgrounds because their experiences are often different and 

sometimes contradictory to the experiences of mainstream women. 

The examination of the experiences of Malayalee women in the labour force has 

demonstrated that their race as well as their gender, class, and immigration experience 

are important factors that influence how they experience the labour market. When the 



Malayalee women in this study were asked about their work experiences they had both 

positive and negative responses. However, what was significant was that many of the 

women in both generations reported that they felt that white people had more 

opportunities and better chances for advancements and promotions than people of 

colour in their work places. Several of the women also talked about sexism, however, 

their race was also bound up in their experience of sexism. Several women, particularly 

women in the older generation, also reported real or perceived problems that others 

have had with their English language skills in the work place. It becarne clear 

throughout the interviews that the womens' race as well as their gender and immigration 

experience were al1 interconnected factors in their experiences of oppression in the work 

place. Thus discrimination and racism are factors that influence experiences in the 

labour force, and feminist theories must begin to cntically analyze work situations using 

an anti-racist perspective to understand the power structures that are in place in the 

labour market. 

From the examination of Malayalee women's experiences in the labour force, it 

becomes clear that their lives and experiences are far different from the stereotypical 

notions of South Asian women as being dependent, passive and docile (Brah and 

Minhas, 1985; Ghosh, 1981). Wthin this chapter on labour force participation, 

Mafayalee women have demonstrated being independent, courageous and active 

players in labour force participation. In India, many of the women in the older 

generation entered the paid work force, nurses as well as women who were not nurses, 

regardless of the strong familial and societal expectations and regulations that 

attempted to discourage women from entering the paid work force. Further, the women 

who worked as nurses entered the nuning labour force resisting the negative 



stereotypes and low status that was ascribed to nursing during that time period. As well, 

many of the nurses in this study, irnmigrated to Canada and Gemany on their own to 

pursue educational and employment opportunities. The fact that these young women 

left their families and homes to migrate to a distant and foreign country by thernselves, 

should be understood as a signifmnt a d  of independence. 

In Canada, al1 of the women in the older generation took part in the labour force 

and economically CO-supported their families. They are not financially dependent on 

men and in some cases are the primary wage eamers in their families. As well, women 

in the younger generation in the Malayalee wrnmunity are strongly encouraged, as are 

their male counterparts, to obtain a good education and pursue a well paid career, in 

order to support themselves and their families in the future. Many of the women in the 

younger generation, as weil as a few in the older generation, have taken jobs or are 

pursuing careers that would be considered non-traditional for women: business, law, 

science, cnminology and technology. 

Throughout this chapter it became clear that Malayalee women developed 

strategies that they used in their work situations to over corne discrimination or to 

advance their position in their work environrnents. Not only did the women in the older 

generation encourage their children to get good educations in order to get better jobs, 

several of these older women also went back to school themselves to upgrade their 

education or take courses that would help them advance in their curent jobs. Many of 

the women also spoke about fighting for their rights in their work plaœs and speaking 

out against racist discrimination; they wrote letters, spoke out and addressed issues in 

staff meetings, and challenged racist behaviour and attitudes. Thus the Malayalee 

women in this study have demonstrated that they are independent and active agents in 



their experience of labour force participation. This chapter has provided for the thesis a 

detailed examination of the first of the four categories of investigation, labour force 

participation as well as how feminist theories relate to Malayalee women's experiences 

in the labour force. 

The experiences that Malayalee wornen have had in the labour force are linked 

to their experienœs within their families and households. For example, the type of work 

women do, whether they are on their feet al1 day, whether they work full-time or part- 

time, and the hours they work, al1 influence the amount of time and energy they have for 

family activities, household chores, and childcare responsibilities. The following chapter 

examines Malayalee women's experiences with the gender division of unpaid labour in 

their families. 



CHAPTER 6: THE GENDER DIVISION OF UNPAID CABOUR 

HOUSRNORK 

The gender division of unpaid labour is closely linked to the patriarchal model of 

the farnily. The gender role expectatons in the patriarchal model of the family cames 

with it many assumptions which include the notion that the fatherhusband is seen as 

being responsible for the economic well being of the family and the wifelmother is seen 

as k i n g  responsible for the household and personal and emotional care of family 

memben. especially childwre (Eichler, 1985). The Kerala Malayalee family and 

cornmunity may be said to be patriarchal in nature (Mangalam. 1985). In this study, the 

women in the older generation reported that the majority of their mothen were 

housewives and their fathers were in al1 cases the breadwinners and providers for their 

families. The women reported that most of their fathers were in fact land owners who 

made a living through 'property incorne"; by this they meant that they owned land, 

cultivated the land (usually with the help of hired workers) and sold the produce, (usually 

coconuts, rubber, rice, spices or other vegetables) at the market. The mothers were 

financially dependent on their husbands. (Although these women probably had brought 

doweries with them when they were mamed, it was a one time only transaction. As 

well, one of the women explained that a woman's dowry often got converted into 

resources for the good of her new farnily). 

Several of the women in the older generation reported that for their parents the 

division of unpaid labour such as housework, cooking. laundry. childcare and yard and 

land work were based on gender. Many of these women talked about their perceptions 

of why this division of work was based on gender. They believed that the distinguishing 

factor for this division was the notion of what was considered 'inside wotW and 'outside 



woM. lnside work was perfomed in the house and was considered women's work: 

cooking, cleaning, laundry, dishes, making beds, taking care of children. Many of the 

women explained that inside work was thought to be less physically demanding than 

outside work, which was considered harder work. Outside work included property and 

land maintenance as well as wage labour. Women were expected to stay home and 

either take part in or oversee domestic responsibilities, while men were expected to 

financially provide for the family. From the interviews with the women in the older 

generation it appears that the women in their parents' generation believed that 

housework was women's work, and in practice wornen did and were expected to do 

100% of thiç work, with the help of paid servants. 

Given that the women in the older generation were raised in such an 

environment, it becomes clear why so many of these women took on the household 

responsibilities as their own, even when they worked full-time outside the home. With 

the exception of one or two husbands who were unemployed at the tirne of the 

interview, the majority of the husbands worked in the paid labour force full-tirne. Many 

of the participants reported that their husbands took on the responsibilities of home and 

car maintenance, including shoveling snow and mowing the lawn. As well, some of the 

husbands were also said to do the vacuuming, and taking out the garbage, as well as 

other inside jobs that were thought to be more physically demanding (in some families). 

Many of the women in the older generation explained the gender division of 

housework in their familias by using the 'inside worWoutside worK model. They felt that 

there were different types of work that males and fernales were better suited to doing. 

Even though they explained that some of their daughters had pointed out the sexist 

implications to that way of thinking, they nevertheless believed that fernales were 



responsible for cleaning dishes and pots. cleanng the table after meals, cooking, laundry 

and groceries while males were responsible for vacuuming, fixing things around the 

house, mowing the lam. and shoveling snow. A couple of women even suggested that 

the kitchen work was 'easief than the 'heavym or 'hard' work that males did which 

required more muscle. What they did not acknowledge was that the kitchen work was 

daily work, perhaps even done three times a day depending on meai schedules. The 

work that males were expected to do, vacuum, mow the lawn and shovel snow. were 

done weekly or bi-weekly or even seasonally. 

Several of the women in the older generation explained that they do the majority 

of the housework and are expected to do this work by other family rnemben, because 

they (the women themselves as well as their families) feel it is the wifelmother's 

responsibility . When asked about the gender based division of un paid labour, one 

woman in the older generation, Lexmi, stated: 

I never thought of that, because I corne from that kind of culture. That 

environment, you are expected to do the cooking, you are expected to do a lot of 

things. 1 never questioned that 

One woman in the younger generation, Marina, commented: 

My Mom did al1 the cooking because she inherentiy thought it was her 

responsibility. My Mom just did it because that was her role, that's al1 she knew. 

I mean in lndia that's what you do. 

Social class and one's economic situation in India, played a significant factor in 

that k i n g  in the rniddle or upper-class allowed one to employ servants to do house 

work. Unlike Canada, in lndia (dunng that tirne period when women in the older 

generation lived in India) having servants was quite common to the rniddle-class. Most 

middla-class families had servants who either lived in the household or came on a daily 



basis. Servants did most of the household jobs, inciuding food preparation, cleaning up 

after rneals, cleaning the house, going to the market, and laundry, as well as many 

aspects of childcare. Most of the women in the older generation reported that they had 

at least WO or more servants at their parents' homes in India. Some reported having 

many more servants, including workers who worked in the fields cultivating the land. 

Servants and other paid help were an integral part of the household's daily work 

structure. Thus middle and upper-class families could afford to hire help to do the 

housework and some of the childcare on a regular basis leaving the women free time to 

take part in leisure or status producing activities. 

The women in the older generation explained that after they immigrated to 

Canada there were many changes in relation to expectations and responsibility for 

housework. They claimed that they expen'enced a transformation of their labour. They 

found themselves suddenly responsible for al1 of the housework and childcare as there 

were no servants to help with domestic tasks. They also found that they had little or no 

free time; as well, their activities were based around their husband's work schedules and 

their childrens' school schedules. Many of the women said that these changes were 

particulariy difficult for them because they had few or no skills in cooking and other 

necessities in maintaining a home. Several of the women said that they had never 

cooked a meal, shopped for groceries or washed a dish or pot before they came to 

Canada, because they had servants to do that work. One woman, Janathi, even 

reported that she had never once bathed any of her children before they came to 

Canada, because she relied on servants to give her children baths. Janathi recalled: 

After immigrating I had to do everything on my own. Looking after my children. I 

had never given baths to my own children, you know I had servants to look after 



them- So, doing al1 the chores in the house. Cooking and all. It was impossible 

for me. I found it very difficult to cope with cooking, cleaning, washing, looking 

after the children and al1 these things. 

Many of the women gave responses that were similar to what one woman replied: 

When I was in India, I've never seen the kitchen, never cleaned or cooked. In 

Canada was the first time I had to do housework. 

Another woman, Marycutty, described her experience afkr immigrating: 

I was working. I starteci working [in the paid labour force] the next day. Had to do 

everything by yourself. I didn't know how to do the cooking (laughs) my husband 

had to show me (laughs). He lived here alone SQ he knew how to cook. 

Cleaning, cooking, shopping, al1 the things the servants did before, I had to do. It 

was very very dificult. The change was so big when I came here. 'Cause I got 

mamed and then I started working. 1 never worked in lndia and then I had to do 

al1 this housework, so it was really really hard. 

Most important in this transformation of their labour was the fact that after immigration, 

the gender division of labour changed for many of the women, because they entered the 

pajd work force and were still responsible for al1 of the housework. Women in the older 

generation in this study, unlike their mothers, worked outside the home, most of them 

holding full-time jobs. Although many of them had stated that they originally expected 

and wanted to be housewives before they immigrated to Canada, financial necessity 

forced them to enter the paid work force. The nurses who immigrated to Canada all 

reported that they came to Canada with expectations to work. Thus the women in the 

older generation in this study are not financially dependent on their husbands like their 

mothers were. Most of them worked full-time and eamed g o 4  money. However, most 

of the wornen in the older generation are still expected to do the majority of the 



housework regardless of whether they work in the paid labour force or not. There were 

five wornen in total who stated that their husbanddfathers shared the housework equally 

with them and they felt this was a fair division (two of them were in the same family). 

The remaining 25 women reported that the wiveslmothers in fact did on average about 

70% of al1 the housework for the family. Husbands and children made up the remaining 

30%, with husbands in many cases doing much of that rernaining work. Often children 

were excused from doing a lot of housework in order for them to be able to focus on 

studies. There were two women in the older generation who said they did 100% of the 

housework. 

During the interviews it became clear that many of the Malayalee women in the 

older generation acœpted housework as their responsibility. This acceptance was re- 

enforced and supported by the beliefs of husbands and many of the children who 

expected the rnotheriwie to do this job. When asked about who does housework a 

couple of the women explained, 'The boys think that's the rnother's job". The boys 

don? do anything. I spoil them. Ladies do back home like that. I don't mind it". When 

asked about division of housework, one woman in the younger generation, Rose. 

responded by saying that her mother does al1 of it. When she was asked haw these 

responsibilities were determined she replied sarcasticaily: 

Gender roles! Women do al1 of that Anything to do with the house or children, 

women do. Bath my mother and father believe that .. My mother feels real bad 

about raking the leaves because ifs men's work. She doesn't want people to see 

her raking leaves, ifs beneath her. My father should do that work, but he doesn't. 

She does believe in traditional roles. Males are (also) responsible for being 

breadwinners. 

When I pointed out that her mother also woiks, the wornan responded: 



No, it's considered part of the household w o k  That's her contribution to the 

household. Just like a lower-class woman would work in the fields as her 

contribution, or a middle-dass woman would manage the household. Being a 

professional wornan for Malayakes is an extension of managing the household. 

Thus for some women being employed outside the home as well as doing the domestic 

labour in their homes, are al1 considered part of their contribution to the maintenance 

and upkeep of the home and family. This is especialIy the case since many of the 

women have identified a dual incame family as being a necessity to live a cornfortable 

Iife in Canada. 

Some of the women were resentful of this responsibility, but stitl did the worù 

because it had to get done. One woman spoke about her experience: 

I thought as long as he did something else equal in value to my cooking it didn't 

really matter. My concern is when he has the time and he still expects me to do 

more ... or everything. [While 1 was at work] he cornplained about having to look 

after the kids and how cranky the kids were. Even though he wasn't doing 

anything, but because he couldn't watch a IV program because the boys were 

fighting, that's a big problern. 

Several of the women said that they felt it was their duty to take care of their homes 

and families. One woman, Ranicutty, stated: 

It was my duty. I enjoyed it; cooking, cleaning, looking after the household, feed 

my husband, sleep with him, take care of rny child. 

There were five women in the study (three in the older generation and two in the 

younger generation) who reported having paid help with the housework; they used a 

cleaning service or 'cleaning lady' on a bi-weekly basis. Two of the women who were in 

the older generation work only part-time and the other three work full-time. All of these 



women work in professional occupations. Most of the women in this study currently 

owned or had access to the modem convenienœs of dishwashers, washing machines 

and dryers. Many of the women reported that when they fimt immigrated to Canada 

they did not have access to these deviœs for many years, relying on doing al1 of this 

housework by hand, which was no doubt quite time consuming. When one woman who 

does not use paid cleaning services was asked about her current lifestyle, she replied: 

U pper middle-class. Slig htly above average cornpared to other Malayalees that 

are around. But because I got so used to spending money so scarcely, I still 

don't l can afford househelp now, but l won't get it because I think I can do it. I 

can manage it I'm not going to be lavish because I went through very very tight 

times. 

In wntrast to the majority of the women in the older generation in this study, the 

women in the younger generation did not buy into the belief that housework was 

women's work. Most of the women in the younger generation believed in theory and in 

practice that housework should be shared equally by both male and female family 

members. They held more egalitanan views of housework and whose responsibility it 

should be. Women in the younger generation spoke at length about the unfaimess of 

the situation with their rnothers doing most of this work, and the rest of the family not 

doing their fair share of it. One woman, Mary. stated: 

My Mom works very hard. On top of doing a full-time job she does the cooking 

and cleaning too. i don't think that's a fair thing and I don't think that's something 

I would ever do. I would expect a littie bit more equal division. 

In this study. when women in the younger generation who had male siblings 

were contrasted to the women who had no male siblings. it was revealed that these two 

groups of women had different experiences in their families with respect to the division 



of housework. In the younger generation, six of the women did not have brothen and 

the remaining nine did. Unlike the women who did not have brothers and thus did not 

have a cornpanson point, the nine women who had brothers each voiced an opinion that 

they felt their brothers did not do a fair share of the housework. They complained that 

their parents expected daughters to help with the deaning and upkeep of the household, 

but did not have the same expectations of sons. Many of these women stated that they 

complained on numerous occasions to their parents about the unfaimess of the gender 

division of housework, but nothing changed. Several of the brothers were said to be 

'fazy', and irresponsible when it came to housework, in that they would never regard or 

accept housework as k i n g  their responsibility. Some of the male siblings were said to 

pick up after themselves or do dishes, but many of them only did so when they were 

told. Several of the women in the younger generation expressed similar sentiments as 

the following. One woman, Cindy, stated: 

In relation to housework, my brothers do what you tell them to do. They never do 

things on their own. All of the males in my famify are like that, they won't do 

things unless they are told. Just like my fatber ... never cooked but he expected 

meals. 

Another woman in the younger generation, Anita, stated: 

My brother doesn't do anything. He's really lazy. He's never lifted a dish. Not 

that he hasn't been asked or sometimes attempted to be forced. Really he 

doesn't do anything. 

When Anita was asked how she felt about this division of housework she replied: 

It pisses me off in some big ways (laughs). Now we're getting into some 

sensitive areas here. I'm given aimost al1 the responsibility. I have to do the 



dishes, cook whenever my Mom needs help, doing the housework. He really 

doesn't do anything. 

Another young woman, Mary, reported: 

I'm supposedly my Mom's little helper. I have to help her in the kitchen. Help 

clean. My brother doesn't have a lot of responsibilities. That's one of our 

conflicts right there [she laughs]. He can sit down and watch TV while I have to 

do al1 these things. I think ifs a stereotype where the male gets to take it easy 

and the woman has to slave in the k ihen the whole day. I don? believe in that 

and I can't stand that and my parents know that! One tirne I had just finished 

wiping the [coffee] table and he put his feet up there, that bugged me! And rny 

Dad he'll clean, but he won't cook. He expects her [my Mom] to do everything. 

And I can't stand that I aiways get mad at him for that.. Well, you know when I 

get mamed, my guy has to share half the responsibility, that's the way ifs going 

to be! And I'm going to make sure of that! I'm going to correct that problem. 

Most of the women in the younger generation said that they recognued the unfaimess 

of the division of unpaid labour in their families. Not only were their mothers doing most 

of the housework as well as working full-time, but female children were expected to do 

more housework than male children. Many of the women in the younger generation 

stated that they had na intentions to continue the pattern of unfair division of labour, and 

that when they had families of their own housework would be equally shared. 

When discussing the unfair division of household labour between their male and 

female children, many of the women in the older generation reported that they were just 

following what they had leamed in India. One woman. Nunthani, stated, 'My daughter ... 

I expected her to do [house] work. She'd Say, 'why can't [my brother] do [house] work, 



he's king treated diïerently!' He [my son] was treated like a boy at home [in India]'. 

Another wornan, Menakshi, explained her situation: 

In my mentality ... back home, boys have different kind of job and girls have 

different kind of job. Washing the dishes, sweeping the fioor and cleaning the 

washroom, that kind of jobs are ladies' jobs back home. And boys' jobs are 

outside ... [in Canada] shoveling the snow, cutting the grass, that's boys' job. So 

when I'm here (in Canada], same mentaiity. My daughters didn't Iike that They 

said everybody has to do ail kinds of jobs. The girls were angry because they 

want equality in how work is divided. Their bmther had to do that work too, that's 

what they said. I still have the mentality from back home. They were saying the 

right thing for tbem. They want equality. I don't think tbat way. 

Thus the women in the older generation were repraducing what they had Iearned back 

in lndia with regards ta the division of household labour. 

Although most of the women in the younger generation claimed they felt that the 

division of domestic labour in their parent's generation and offen in their parent's homes 

was unfair, not al1 felt the sarne way. One wornan in the younger generation, Tina, 

reported that although not much was expected of her or her brother, because their 

mother did the majority of the housework, her brother did still less housework than she 

did. However, Tina also stated that she herself held sexist notions of housework 

responsibility: 

I think it's easier to be a fernale than a male because I think a lot more is 

expected of males. I expect males to know a lot more. I know it's bad. 1 know 

it's sexist But I am sexist. I think I am sexist because I think men should be a 

liffle smarter. 1 know that when I get rnamed I want to marry someone who is 

smarter, who knows a lot more than me, about the worid and how things work 



because I know I don't And l think I'm sexist because I think man's work is 

outside, the maintenance of the house and cutting the lawn and that kind of stuff. 

Wornen's work is cleaning and stuff like that. 

A framework developed by HeIler and Levy (1992)' which examined the language 

values and practices of francophone women on a continuum, is useful in this study's 

examination of the beliefs about the gender division of unpaid ~abour.~ Tina's difference 

in beliefs can best lx examined by using this notion of a continuum. With respect to the 

gender division of unpaid labour, one end of the continuum represents the lndian 

practices and beliefs associated with housework, including beliefs about inside and 

outside work and the distinction between what is women's work and what is men's work. 

The other end of the continuum represents more rnainstream Canadian influenced 

beliefs and practices, including ideals regarding shared housework (although there are 

sexist notions within a Canadian cantext as well). The women in the older generation 

would be generally located closer to the lndian influenced end, while the women in the 

younger generation would generally be located more towards the Canadian influenced 

end of the continuum. Unlike the other women in the younger generation, Tina has 

been more influenced by lndian ideals about women's work and men's work, from what 

she has leamed frorn her parents and the Malayalee community, and therefore would be 

located closer ta the lndian influenced end along the continuum. 

CHILDCARE 

Many of the women in the older generation stated that they felt childcare was 

their responsibility. Although there were many fathen who participated in childcare, for 

the most part, wornen were expected to care for children when they were Young, while 

%ee Chapter seven and chapter nine for the use of a continuum in relation to fsmily formation. 



the fatherhusband went out into the work force and eamed money. One woman, 

Shankana, reported: 

ActualIy what happened was, rny first child was h m  and then 1 worked for some 

time. Then immediately my second child was bom. After my second child was 

bom they said 'Oh, no no. You can't! Two babies, how can you go and work? 

Two babies, both in diapers, how can you go out and work? Your husband 

works.' 

When I asked her who had said that she replied, 'Everybody said, the assumption is 

like that, nobody (actually) said it". Shankana explained that although no one had 

actually spoken those words, that was the expectation of Malayalee women and women 

in general. Many of the women in the older generation accepted childcare 

responsibilities as their own without questioning it. Although staying at home with young 

children was preferred, many women in the older generation had no choice but to work 

for financial reasons. Many of the women in the older generation reparted using 

babysitters for two or three years. Several women stated that even though they wanted 

ta enter the paid work force, they could not because they were very uncornfortable with 

leaving their children with strangen. Two of the women, Janathi and Shankana, spoke 

about their experiences: 

Giving my children to a baby-sitter whom I don't know at al1 was really heart 

aching for me. So 1 decided not to work. 

24 hours staying at home, doing the housework, looking after the baby. I want to 

get out of the house. What 1 c m  do? For a long long time the kids were small 

and I didn't want to leave them alone. And then, at that time we heard al1 horror 

stones of baby-sitting. I didn't want to leave the kids with strangers. 



A couple of the women expressed feeling guilt for having left their young children with 

baby-sitters when they went to work Lexmi reported, '1 feel guilty about al1 those things 

I did. The lack of tirne I had. Never having the time to read a story to them because 

you're so overtired'. Two of the women in the older generation stated that they very 

much wanted to work while their children were young, but their husbands were against 

it. One woman even stated that her husband forced her to quit. She stated: 

He camplained about having to look after our boys and how cranky they were. 

Constant cornplaint that he can't manage the children. The kids would be 

fighting. me kids are kids. But he can't manage that. What should I do, leave 

work early? Because I have a certain responsibility there. So it was like 1 was 

split between my profession and my job at home. And he doesn't talk to me when 

I corne home because I didn't listen to him. So finally I was forced into a corner 

where I had to quit my job. I was kind of forced to do it. I just could not carry on 

with the long hours and my responsibilities at home. He pressured me to quit 

Another woman stated: 

My husband was very against doing that [working and raising children]. He said, 

'you can't do both; parenting, being a housewife and then go and work in the 

night'. He was against me working. I wanted to get out also. But he was 

reluctant He discouraged me. 

Many wornen reported that they worked part-time and evenings when their husbands 

were home to take care of the children. Shankana explained, Working part-tirne 

evenings worked out very well for us. All day I was with them, taking them out for 

walking and reading them for the books and I'd work evenings part-time'. 



Several women in the older generation said that they gave up jobs, and turned 

down career advancement opportunities, lost seniority and worked only part-time 

because of their childcare responsibilities. They explained: 

Shankana: 

Then I had the first baby. And that work is lots of cornmittee meetings here and 

there and nights and all, and al1 day. So I quit the job. I quit the job and stayed 

with the baby. 

Ranjani: 

I lost seniority after having kids. 

Janathi: 

After I got a job at [a big companyl, I went for accounting course at [a local 

university] but I quit because it took too much time from my family. It was very 

difficult for me to carne in the night and look after my kids. Because days I go to 

work and evenings, by the time I corne back, you know from schooI, the children 

are tired and there's nobody to look after them, so I quit 

Although none of the women in the older generation liked using the term 'sacrifice' in 

relation to childcare responsibilities, several of the women in the younger generation 

reported that they felt their mothers and other Malayalee women in their mother's 

generation had made personal and professional sacrifices. Emily stated: 

I think a lot of people think that if anybody is going to sacrifice when there's 

children brought into the relationship ifs going to be the mother. If it means 

cutting back at work or taking care of the lion's share of responsibility ifs going to 

be the mother ... I think culturally, especially in India, a lot of the women have 

sacrificed whatever potential they've had to stay home and take care of their kids. 

And quite intelligent dynamic individuals who could have done a lot more if they 

weren't made to stay home and take care of the kids. And I think a lot of people 



use that when they have children to make the female side of the reIationship stay 

at home with the kids. 

There are only two women in the younger generation who are married. 60th of 

these women work in professional full-time jobs. At the time of the interviews only one 

woman in the younger generation had a child and she had a nanny to take care of her 

child while she was at work. For most of the women in the younger generation, 

questions around childcare were irrelevant, unless it referred to their parents' situation 

when they themselves were children or the future which involved a lot of uncertainty and 

would be dependent on rnany different factors. M e n  the topic of childcare in the future 

did corne up, the women responded in a variety of ways from staying home with children 

or working part-time, to using baby-sitters and daycare, leaving children home with 

grandparents and in one case, possibly working fuli-time while her husband stayed 

home with the children. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCES 

This chapter examined the gender division of unpaid labour. From the interviews 

with the women in the older generation, it becarne clear that the Kerala Malayalee 

situation was patriarchal in nature. The Malayalee situation in Canada is in the procass 

of change, where wornen are adapting to the situations and circumstances they are 

presented with. Traditionally in Kerala, the division of paid and unpaid labour was based 

on gender, in that "inside" work was considered to be women's work and 'outside" work 

was considered to be men's work. Women in the older generation stated that their 

parents believed that housework was women's work and in practice women did and 

were expected to do al1 of this work, with the help of paid servants. 



Women in the older generation in this study, in Canada, did the majority of the 

housework even when they worked full-time outside the home. Many of these women 

accepted housework as their responsibility. This acceptance was supported and 

reinforced by their husbands and many of their children. Most of the husbands were 

also employed full-time outside the home. Many of the participants reported that their 

husbands took on sorne of the responsibilities of home and car maintenance. When I 

examined the gender division of unpaid household labour, it became clear that there 

was a discrepancy in the type of work, the frequency of the work, as well as the amount 

of time invested in doing the work that wornen and men were responsible for doing. 

Among the women in the older generation in this study, some believed in theory 

that housework should be shared by both male and female family members, while many 

others felt the gender division of unpaid labour was 'expected' and 'naturaln based on 

what they had leamed growing up. In practice however, these women did the majonty 

of the work. In wntrast, women in the younger generation did not buy into the belief 

that housework was women's work. Most of these women believed in theory that 

household work should be shared equally among family members, especially when both 

males and females were in the paid labour force on a full-time basis. They held more 

egalitarian views about housework. Several wornen in the younger generation claimed 

that when they have families of their own, they had no intentions to continue the pattern 

of unfair gender division of housework that they identified in their families. 

This chapter also examined childcare responsibilities. Many of the women in the 

older generation stated that they felt childcare was their responsibility. These women 

explained that they quit jobs, lost seniority, worked part-time and evenings in order to 

accommodate their childcare responsibilities. Several wornen also gave up educational 



and advancement oppominities because it took time away from their families. Several 

women who worked full-time used baby-sitters, however, sorne of these women 

expressed feeling guilt about leaving their diildren with strangen. Many of the 

husbands were supportive and took part in childcare, especially when their wives were 

working evenings; however, the women were the pnmary Gare givers. A couple of the 

husbands were unsupportive and forced their wives to make decisions that refîected 

their supposed childcare responsibilities. The majonty of the women in the younger 

generation did not have children of their own as yet. Several of these women stated 

that they felt their mothers and many Malayalee women in their mother's generation had 

given up a lot and had made 'sacrifices' in their personal and professional lives in order 

to accommodate childcare and parental responsibilities. The following section examines 

the applicability of feminist theories to Malayalee women's experienœs with the gender 

division of unpaid labour, including housework and childcare. 

FEMlNlST THEORY AND MALAYALEE WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES OF THE GENDER 

DIVISION OF UNPAID LABOUR 

The gender division of unpaid labour is the second category to be examined. 

When feminist theories perceive unpaid labour in the home as being only gendered, 

they suggest that housework and childcare are identical for al1 women, and therefore, it 

can be seen as a basis for a common identity of womanhood. By not acknowledging 

the various ways that the supposedly universal female experiences of housework and 

motherhood are infiuenced by other aspects of a woman's life, feminist theories risk 

essentializing gender (Glenn, 1992; Rapp, 1982). Malayalee women with families were 

in the paid labour force for economic reasons. Many of the women in the older 

generation originally had hopes of staying home and raising their familias; however. they 



had no options but to enter the paid work force in order to help financially support their 

families. Several of the women had jobs that were not necessarily fulfilling or enjoyable 

but rather simply paid the bills. Even a couple of the women who had professional jobs 

stated that they wished they wuld have stayed home with their children; however, 

because their income was the main incorne, they had little choice but to continue 

woiking. Several of the women stated that they felt 'guilt" having to leave their children 

in order to go to work. Several of the women also stated that motherhood was a Toy' 

and they enjoyed raising their children and wished they muld have spent more time with 

their family and less time at work. Most of the women in the older generation identified 

family togethemess and spending tirne with family members as being among the most 

important values they held. The women reported that the closeness they felt with their 

children in the parentlchild relationship, and the closeness within the family, was among 

the most gratifying rewards in that they felt affirmed and appreciated. Thus like black 

and working-class women, Malayalee wornen descn'bed motherhood as being the least 

of al1 the oppressions they experienced. Perhaps this is because black and working- 

class women, as well as Malayalee women, are forced to enter the paid work force for 

financial reasons, leaving their children at home or in other childcare situations, when 

they really would like to have an option to stay home and take care of their children. 

HOUSEWORK 

Most contemporary societies, induding North Amencan and Malayalee 

communities, have in common the ideology that housework and childcare are 

considered women's work and female responsibilities. Feminist theories analyze this 

notion and challenge 1 as k i n g  oppressive. However, when examining the experience 

of housework for women who are not white or middle-class, differences again emerge 



with regards to how housework was taken up. hooks (1 984) explained that black 

women have identified work within the family and home as being humaniring labour, 

which anirmed their identïty as women and human beings. The work they did in the 

family and home was wntrasted wÎth the work they did outside the home which was 

identified as being stressful, degrading and dehumanizing. 

There was a significant difference in the way the women in the two generations 

viewed housework. During the interviews it becarne apparent that many of the women 

in the older generation, although they worked full-time as well, like their husbands. the 

women accepted housework as k i n g  primarily their responsibility. Although men were 

responsible for some aspects of housework as discussed above in this chapter, the 

household work they did consumed less time and was done less frequently. One of the 

women in the older generation stated that she hated housework and wished she was a 

man so she did not have to do housework. Several of the women explained that their 

views about the responsibility of housework and childcare being women's work, were 

based on what they had learned from their parents and Malayalee society, whiIe they 

were growing up in India. Thus, amoog the older Malayalee wornen housework was for 

the most part accepted as being women's work. These ideas that the wornen (and men) 

in the older generation hold about the 'naturalnessn of women's responsibility for 

housework need to be examined within the context of biological deterrninism. Feminists 

have rejected the notion of women k i n g  better suited for housework and childcare due 

to their sex or gender and have rightly argued that gender roles are socially constmcted 

and not biologically determined. 

With the women in the younger generation it was a different story. Many of 

these women. unlike the women in their mothers' generation, rejected housework as 



k i n g  women's sole responsibility. Several of aie women in the younger generation, 

especially women who had brothen, reported that while they lived at home with their 

parents, they experienced a lot of anger and frustration about the unfair distribution of 

housework in their familias. The women argued that in their families, parents often had 

different expectations for male and female children, in that the bulk of the housework fell 

on daughters. This suggests that within Malayalee families, female children were k i n g  

groomed to take on the responsibility of reproducing household labour in the future. 

However, this attempt at grooming daughters to accept household responsibilities was 

met with opposition and struggle in many cases. The Malayalee women in the younger 

generation did not passively accept the unfair expectations placed on them with respect 

to the division of labour in their households. Rather they fought for equality and 

faimess. The women in the younger generation held more egalitarian views about the 

distribution of housework. Several of these women stated that they do not and would 

not tolerate such unfaimess in the future in their own families. Like feminist critiques, 

Malayalee women in the younger generation have challenged the idea that housework 

was women's responsibility. The power stnictures and privilege with regard to who does 

what work within the home, what it's based on, where they leamed these ideas from, 

and who benefits frorn such ideas should be more closely examined within the 

Malayalee family context. 

Experiences of motherhood and domesticity are clearly linked to aspects of race, 

class and gender as demonstrated by the experiences of the women in this study. The 

women in the older generation, experienced drastic changes in their relationships with 

housework and childcare after immigration, due to shifts in their class rnembenhip. As 

well, like black women and working-class women, Malayalee women entered the paid 



labour force, because of financial necessity, making their relationship to household and 

childcare responsibilities, different from that of white and middle-class women. Further, 

the different expariences that the women in the different generations reported in this 

study, suggests that housework and childcare must be understood within the contexts of 

social and historieal processes. This chapter has provided for the thesis an examination 

of the gender division of unpaid labour which is the second category of investigation in 

this study, as well as an examination of how feminist theory applies to Malayalee 

women's experiences of housework and childcare. Due to the intenecting nature of 

race, class and gender, women's experiences of household labour and childcare rnust 

be seen as being connected to marital and family relationships as well as culture and 

history. The following chapter examines the structure and dynamics of the Malayalee 

family, focusing on relationships within the family, family formation and power within the 

family. 



CHAPTER 7: FAMILY STRUCTURE 

Malayalee families in Canada are in the proœss of change. Much of this change 

has to do with the meeting of lndian family values and expectations, with the values and 

expedations present in family life in Canada. This chapter examines Malayalee family 

structure in Canada (as experienced by bath generations of women) and compares it to 

the situation in lndia (as experienced by the women in the older generation). This 

chapter also looks at family formation, family values, decision making models and power 

within the family, conflids, how families deal wiai racism as well as cultural retention and 

adaptation. These issues are being examined because they have been identified by the 

women in the study as issues that have infiuenced their Iives and have shaped their 

families. 

In order to understand the constitution of family, the women in this study were 

asked who lived in their households during different periods in their lives. Women in the 

older generation reported that although many of them lived with their immediate or 

nuclear families in India, five of the women spoke about extended family situations. In 

these extended families, their household consisted of their parents, unmarried sisters 

and brothen, as well as mamed brothen and their families. Sisters usually got mamed 

and moved away. Sometimes grandparents and aunts or uncles also lived in the 

household. Women in the older generation reported that the nuclear and extended 

family situations were the nom in India. However, many (six) of the women in the older 

generation who were nurses, had moved far away from their families and lived on their 

own and with roommates while pursuing their careers. Thus in many cases when 

women living in lndia entered the labour force, family structure undenvent change. 



After the women in the older generation irnrnigrated to Canada and had 

established their own nuclear families, rnany of them reported that during their eafiy 

yean in Canada, although they lived with their immediate families, there were periods 

when their family structure was extended to indude siblings and their families and 

sometimes parents. Women in both generations (19 of the 30 women) reported that 

during the first five or six years in Canada, many of their families supported extended 

family members who had recently immigrated to Canada themselves, primafily the 

brothers and sisters (sometimes as well as their families) of those who imrnigrated as 

adults. The women in the older generation reported that several of their parents had 

corne to Canada, not as immigrants but rather for extended visits. The extended family 

rnembers stayed with them for many months and often years at a tirne; two to three 

years on average, with three women reporting four, five and six years. Women in the 

older generation reported that currently they lived in nuclear type family situations. All of 

these women are married, with the exception of one woman who is divorced. All of 

these women have children. with the exception of one woman. Children are usually 

expected ta reside with parents until mamage. However, many older children, both 

males and females, have moved out to attend university and live separate from their 

parents. Moving out of one's parents' house for educational reasons was one of the 

only acceptable reasons for unmamed children to move away from home. Emily, one of 

the women in the younger generation, stated: 

What is expected is that other than going away for university, I believe, no I know, 

that I'd be expected to l ie at home. Everybody in the Malayalee community, 

Malayalee children andlor youth are still expected to live at home until they get 

mamed, and that's tradition. 



Emily stated that, although this was the case, she fet that there was a lot of growth and 

independence that wuld be gained by moving out to live on one's own. Besides moving 

out for educational reasons, it appears that mamage was the other acceptable reason 

for rnoving out of the family home. A couple of the women in the older generation 

reported k i n g  in the 'empty nest' stage in their Iives; that is, their children have gotten 

manied and Iive with their own families. Mamage, motherhood and having a family are 

important expectations placed on Malayalee women in both generations. 

Women in the younger generation reported that currently most of them (ten) live 

in nuclear family situations, either with their parents or with spouses. Two of these 

women are mamed; one of them rnoved away from her parents' home to attend 

university for several years. Four women reported currently living with roommates in 

Toronto while attending university; one of these women lives in an extended family 

situation with her sister and her sister's family. One woman had completed university 

and has moved out with her brother and his ftiend. Two other women, although they 

currently live at home, moved away (out of the province) to live on their own for several 

years to attend university or work. Thus eight of the 15 women in the younger 

generation are in or have been in the past in non-traditional, non-nuclear family living 

arrangements. This finding suggests that the Malayalee farnily in Canada is in the 

process of change with regards ta family structure. However, it should be noted that 

many of the women spoke about Mure expectations that their families and the 

Malayalee cornmun~ have of thern, to some day many and have a (nuclear) family of 

their own. Several of the women also reported that they thernselves would like some 

day to be manied and raising a family. They explained that they felt that was the next 

appropriate step in their lives after finishing their education and having entered the 



labour force. However, there are several women who are reaching this stage in their 

lives and for whatever reason are not following the expected path, or at least not nght 

away. 

DECISION MAKING 

When the women in this study were asked if there was a head of the household, 

thirteen of the 15 women in the older generation reported that they considered their 

husbands to be the head of their household. One woman who was a divorced single 

parent reported that she was the head of the household. Another woman stated that 

she and her husband were both the heads of the household. Thus al1 the rnarried 

women in the older generation except one claimed that their husbands were the heads 

of the household. 

With the women in the younger generation, seven of the 15 women reported that 

their fathers were the head of the household (one of these fathers was a divorced single 

parent). One woman reported that ber mother was the head of the household, and five 

reported that both parents shared that role equally. The two women in the younger 

generation who were rnarried both stated that there was no head of the household and 

that they shared that role equally with their spouses. 

However, it is interesting to note that when the women were asked 'how are 

decisions reached in your family', most of them (26) responded that both parents or 

spouses discussed things and mutually decided on the outcorne. Two of the women 

came from divorced backgrounds where there was only one parent, and there were only 

two cases where fathers were said to rnake decisions on their own. Regardless of how 

the women answered the question on 'head of the household', many of the women gave 

examples that demonstrated that women in the Malayalee community had a fair share of 



power and influence in their families. One woman in the younger generation, Cindy, 

stated. 'My mother is a very powerful woman. She has control over her household'. 

Surojini, a woman in the older generation, stated: 

All my broaiers worked. All my sisters were housewives. That's why I wanted to 

work to get out. I knew if I stayed there they'd arrange a mamage and I'd be a 

housewife. I didn't want to be a housewife ... My oldest sister didn't have much 

power in the house. I think probably when you work, when you take money 

home, you have more power, I feIt I had a lot more power because I was 

working. With my husband, I respect him and he respects me. Just equal. I feei 

I have power in the house. We decide things together. 

Surojini explained that working in the paid labour force allowed her power in the family. 

By this explanation. the majority of the women in the older generation should have a 

degree of power because they work full-time and contribute to financially supporting the 

family. Also some of the women had power and influence in the family in different ways. 

Some of the women handled the money and finances for their families. Others had 

power and control over their children. A woman in the older generation, Menakshi. 

reported: 

With my children 1 had power. If they want to go out somewhere, if I don't want 

them to go, I won't let them and they wouldn't go ... When I was living with my 

parents I didn't have any power. If I have to go somewhere I have to ask them 

and got the permission from them. I didn't have any money or incorne so always 1 

had to depend on them. That's why they had the power. With my children I had 

power. 

It was interesting to me that although many of the women in the older generation 

described situations where they had influence and power in their families, they still 



stated that their husbands were the head of the household. This finding can be 

explained. ARer obtaining permission from one of the participants, I asked her husband 

who he thought was the head of their household. He replied 'double headef. Wth the 

participant's permission I revealed to her husband that she had identified him as the 

head of the household, and he responded: 

That is or was the traditional Kerala way. In most cases, husbands make the 

decisions. Women have no voice there. That was the old times, but now there is 

no more head of the household. Younger generations don? consider husbands 

as the head. Decisions are mutual. Things are done mutually. In my farnily we 

talk about things and make decisions mutually. I don't make important decisions 

on my own, they are made mutually after discussion with my wife. 

The wornen claimed that their husbands were the head of the household, because that 

is what they had leamed about family structure in Kerala where men were the head of 

the household. However in reality, within Malayalee families in Canada, women do hold 

relative positions of power and have control and influence in their families. It appears 

that in theory the women in the older generation believed that the fathefiusband was 

the head of the household, however, in practice, it was reported that both parents or 

spouses discussed things and reached mutually agreed upon decisions. In the younger 

generation. as was the case with the gender division of housework, the women 

expressed more egalitarian views and beliefs than the women in the older generation. 

Children in the Malayalee community, however, have very little power in the 

family. They are expected to be respectful and obedient to their parents and elden. 

Frorn the interviews it became clear that children usually did not make independent 

decisions well into adulthood. These decisions were reached through family discussion 

or after consulting with parents. and often the parents' opinions had the most weight. 



The women in the older generation explained that in India. children never made 

independent decisions. parents made decirions for them (see Menakshi's quote above). 

Fourteen of the fïfteen women in the younger generation reported that while they were 

growing up they always consulted their parents when making decisions and decisions 

were never made independently until they were much older or considered adults. This 

issue of making independent decisions when one is older or considered an adult, posed 

some diffiwlties as women in the two generations had different ideas of when someone 

became an adult. The women in the older generation stated that they felt children would 

be considered adults by about age 20. However. the majority of the women in the 

younger generation felt that their parents would never consider them adults, or at least 

not until they were mamed. Many of the women stated (often sarcastically) that 

mamage was the qualifying step into adulthood in the eyes of their parents. Thus. for 

children. independent decision making did not happen comfortably. 

FAMlLY ENVIRONMENT 

Another area where wornen in the two generations did not agree had to do with 

openness of the family environment. The women were asked whether parents and 

children could talk openly about important personal issues such as dating. going out at 

night, boyfriends/girifriends, sex and drugs. A couple of women in the older generation 

said 'no', however, the majority of the women in the older generation reported 'yes', they 

felt parents and children could talk openly about many issues, with the exception of sex. 

Sex was not cornfortable to talk about. if it was talked about at all. In contrast, although 

a couple of the women in the younger generation said 'yes', the majority of the women 

in the younger generation reported 'no'. they did not feel parents and children muld talk 

openly about most issues. Thus there was an obvious discrepancy between the women 



in the two generations as to how open the lines of communication were within their 

families. 

Sirnilariy, when the women were asked about their farnily environment and 

whether children could talk to parents about personal issues (like dating, going out at 

night, sex and drugs) the majonty of responses from the women in the older generation 

were positive. They used words like 'open, happy, free, safe and content'. Women in 

the younger generation also used positive words like 'open, good and close knit'. 

However, some women also expressed negative comrnents such as 'wntrolling; good 

but oppressive; close knit but not open; not open; sometimes safe and sometimes 

comfortable; and extremely restrictive'. When responses for mothers and daughten in 

the same family were cornpared, it was clear that there were different perceptions in the 

two generations even wlhin the same family. Thus the women in the two generations 

have different perceptions and experiences of their family environments, which is 

probably refiective in some ways of parentkhild roles as well as generational 

differences. Women in the older generation generally had positive descriptions of an 

'open' family environment, while women in the younger generation feit their farnily 

environrnents were good but often also oppressive, restrictive and not open. 

The majority of the women in this study spoke about confiicts that arose in their 

families between parents and children. AI1 of the women in the younger generation and 

eleven of the women in the older generation reported having conflicts. The conflicts in 

al1 cases had its roots in the younger generation wanting more freedom than what their 

parents were prepared to allow. The main issues of the conflicts were about going out, 

staying out late, where the children were going, who they were going with, school work 



k i n g  a priority and, when children were younger, about talking on the telephone too 

much or too late. One of the younger women, Mary, talked about her experience: 

It's like an unspoken nile. If you want to go out: Who are you going out with? 

When are you going? When are you coming back? What are you doing? My 

brother gets none of that 1 understand my parents have to be protective, but 

sometirnes I think they're overprotective. 1 sornetimes think I'm living in a bubble. 

I haven't gone out and done a lot of things I wanted to do. Just going out with my 

friends, clubbing, staying out late ... And I atways have this issue with thern. l'II 

say 'you don't trust me' then it becornes a family discussion and I end up losing. 

Many of the confiicts had to do in one way or another with the parents not wanting their 

children dating or going out with rnembers of the opposite sex or going out at night. The 

women in the younger generation spoke at great length about not having as much 

freedom as they wanted. Rose stated: 

Making friends was very difficult since you can't go out. Cultural restrictions. I 

rnean I couldn't leave the house. Everyone else would go out.. even now. they 

[my parents] look astounded if I want to leave after da&. Ifs just wrong. My 

mother is continually sutpriseci that 1 want to corne home or leave the house affer 

dark. Can 1 go out? Yeah ... but not as often as I'd like and I have ta put up a big 

fight to do it 

Several also spoke about excessive parental wntrol. Many of the wornen stated that 

after they got their first job, or after they started university, they experienced 

independence or freedom for the first time. One woman, Emily, commented: 

After I got my first job, I didn't have to go to rny parents for money. 1 felt restricted 

because they'd curtail anything that I wanted to do that required money if they 

didn't like what 1 was doing. 

Another woman in the younger generation, Amy, explained: 



Working gave me independence. If 1 have rnoney I can basically do what I want 

She [my mother] doesn't like the fact that she doesn't have that cantrol over me 

anymore. After I started working, everything became so much different because 

before I had to go to them and ask t a n  I do ttiis?' and they'd say no and 1 had no 

other alternative. Now, if I want to do something, since I have money I cm. l 

don't really have to tell them about it and just do it anyway. Bef'ore my parents 

were totally Iirniting me, and what I could do. And 1 couldn't really experience life 

the way it should have been experienced. Now after I started working, I just 

experience so much more and I realize that there's a whole world out there still to 

experience. 

Amy also stated that transportation was a lirniting factor. She stated that up until grade 

thirteen she would always 'get a drive back and forth" by her parents to where ever she 

was going, and in that sense was quite dependent on them. She explained that when 

she started attending university, she started taking the bus and it allowed her more 

freedom than she had before. Several of the women in the younger generation spoke 

about similar limitations of transportation, because the only way to get around was to 

rely on their parents to drive them, especially at night. Often when many of the women 

were younger, if they were not driven somewhere they could not go out. 

The women in the study stated that confiicts began and wntinued throughout the 

teenage years and often into their 20s. A couple of the single women stated that the 

conflicts about going out and dating are still continuing even though they are in their late 

20s. Many of the women in the younger generation said that Yrust' was a big issue, and 

that restrictions were placed on them because their parents did not trust them. When 

Emily asked her parents why they did not trust her they told her, 'It's not because we 



don't trust you, we don't trust your friends!' Many of the women in the younger 

generation stated that they received similar responses. Emily reported: 

The conflicts were in ternis of parental control. Them still feeling mat 1 was a 

child. Because I lived at home with them, they couldn't see it any other way. 

They felt that while I was under their roof I had to follow their rules. It was them 

king afraid of me going out into the world ... and being hanned, Afraid of me 

going out into the world and getting killed or attacked. They're afraid, God forbid, 

1 might have sex! That would fteak my rnother out. Or bad influence by 

supposed friends that they didn't know, intellectually influencing me to do things I 

didn't want to do, (then adds sarcastically) because I have no control of myself. 

Amy also stated: 

They (parents) don't think I'm capable of independent thought They think I'm 

easily influenced. And I just do everything my friends do. And when I do think for 

myself, like this is what I'm going to do and this is how l'm going to do it, they 

think ifs more of a disobedient kind of thing and I'm just stubborn. 

It became clear throughout the interviews that dependence and independence within the 

context of family were important issues, especially for women in the younger generation. 

Important decisions were not made without parental input and, in many cases, childrens' 

transportation, socializing, and finances were tightly controlled by parents. This topic of 

dependenœ will be discussed further in the next chapter. 

Many of the women in bath generations spoke about double standards that 

existed for male and female children. Many of the women in the older generation 

supported the double standard and often had reasons to expfain it. Most of the women 

in the younger generation reported that they felt the double standard was unfair. Some 

of the women in the older generation, stated that these double standards were 



connected to issues of 'safety' and 'reputation' for females. Many of the women in the 

younger generation who had male siblings stated that their brothers were given much 

more fraedorn in their families, regadless of age. and this issue was wntentious in their 

families. Mary spoke about her situation: 

My brother, he can go out and do things. I fs me that there are limitations on. 

There is aiways a limitation put on me because I'm the girl. To act propedy. My 

parents aren't as protective of him as they are with me because he's a guy. He 

can take care of himself. 

Several of the women in the younger generation stated that although they 

wanted freedom to do the things they wanted to do, they also wanted their parents' 

approval and had a very difficult tirne trying to achieve both. The women in the younger 

generation reported that the non-fit between what the parents wete prepared to give and 

what their children wanted in terms of freedom resulted in the majority of struggles and 

conflicts between the two generations. Many of the women in the younger generation 

stated that they were forced to lie to their parents in order to obtain or maintain freedom. 

This topic of lying will also be examined more closely in the following chapter. 

Several of the women in this study, six in total, reported abuse in one forrn or 

another within the family. As in most cultures and societies, speaking about abuse in 

the Malayalee wmmunity is often considered taboo. Only one woman in the older 

generation reported having experienced abuse in the family, in the form of alcoholisrn 

and physical violence. Another woman stated that when her husband got angry he 

threw things, but not necessarily at anyone, and she did not consider it abuse. In the 

younger generation five women stated that they had experienced various forms of 

physical. emotion, psychological and sexual abuse within the immediate or extended 



farnily. In these cases the people involved were siblings, parents, and uncles. The 

physical abuse included punching, hitting and grabbing. One woman reported having a 

black eye. Another woman reported bruises and welts when she was much younger. 

One woman reported childhood sexual abuse fmm an older Malayalee male. The 

emotional and psychological abuse which most of the fwe women described included 

intimidation, fear, put downs, the threat of violence as well as withholding affection and 

the 'silent treatment' or not speaking to their child for extended periods of time. 

Although severai of the women in the younger generation described similar and often 

identicai experiences, only five of the women identiied it or talked about it as being 

'abuse'. One wornan reported violence in the family: 'My Dad hit my Mother. My Dad 

was very volatile when we were growing up. He drank a bit too much. He had a very 

very bad temper. The threat of violence was always present". 

One woman in an extreme circumstance reported k i n g  'beaten' by one of her 

parents at age 20. She stated that in her family emotional and psychological abuse was 

more common and physical abuse was rare. She stated: 

Rarely physical abuse ... they can push you ... depends on what counts as 

physical abuse. Push mostiy, and threats to throw you out of the house.-. more 

intimidation than classified as physical abuse. Save that for the women who get 

their teeth knocked out 

She continued about the psychological abuse: 

Oh Father mostly. No, Mom too. Mom's reai good. Some of those techniques I 

only fully understood after reading the brainwashing chapters in rny psych text 

book. You buy into it You can't help but, that's the beauty of the whole 

technique. It was constant, if they want something out of you or don't Iike what 

you're doing ... you know in cults when they say one of the techniques is to keep a 



person constantiy on the edge by constantly beliffling things that they do. Try to 

cantrol the amount of contact that you have with outside people. Schedule long 

intense talks ... and threats during the talk 'Oh, l'Il throw you out' so you have to 

remain ale* 

Another woman described her situation: 

I think there's a lot of psychological abuse in rny family. niere is a lot of making 

you feel very bad about yourself. If you don't conforni to what my mother says 

completely and utterly then she'll say something about your character or about 

the way you look or the way you act and she'll say it in a derogatory way. If 1 

want to go out with my friends she'll say I'm such a bad person and I'm so ugly 

and things like that I've taken a lot of courses on psychology and ahut  raising 

children and all that, and they do everything opposite. In tems of punishment, 

they use a lot of punishment, a lot of verbal abuse. 'You're very bad! You're 

ugly'. My mother won't talk to you for a long time or she'll really verbally abuse 

you. 

Other women in bath generations stated that although they did not experience abuse 

themselves, they knew about and had heard about incidents of violence, sexual abuse, 

alcoholism and emotional abuse in other Malayalee families they were close to. Thus 

the taboo subjects that most communities in general do not want to acknowledge, also 

exist in the Malayalee community. Exarnining the reported abuse in more detail would 

place the privacy and confidentiality of the participants at nsk. The following section 

examines how Malayalee families expenenced and deait with racisrn, another topic that 

some find difficult to talk about. 



CULTURAL RESISTANCE TO RACISM IN THE FAMILY 

From the interviews it became clear that different families dealt with racism in 

different ways. Many of the women in both generations suggested thaï the most blatant 

and overt occurrences of racism took place years ago, in the 70s and early 80s. Many 

of the women in this study reported that back then they or other family memben 

experienced harassrnent in the fom of name calling, bad treatment and getting into 

fights more frequently. Recently the types of racisrn the women have reported that their 

families have had to deaI with involves subtler forrns of racism that are wvert, such as 

bad treatment in schools, blocks to advancement and finding jobs that suit qualifications 

in the work place, and racist stereotypes, attitudes and beliefs in the society in general. 

There were six women out of the 30 who stated that they did not experience 

racism and for that reason they did not discuss racism in their families. It is quite 

possible that these wornen and their families have not experienced racism. However, it 

is also possible that a few of them have experienced it, and either did not recognize it as 

racism or denied that racism exists or influences their lives altogether. This became 

evident during an interview with a woman in the younger generation named Tina. She 

reported that her family did not discuss issues of racism. She claimed that she had not 

experienced many such incidents anyway. She stated: 

There's just one incident It could do with racism or it could ... I don't know what it 

was. I hate to pin it back on my race. I just hate to, because ifs such a big ... ifs 

such an awful charge, you know? I don't like to think of it that way. I remember I 

was with my mom, we were going to the store and there was a group of kids and 

they carne into the store and I don't know why, but they spat on her. 

When 1 asked her, M y  do you think they did that?' She replied: 



No, it doesn't mean it's racism. I don7 know. No. Not necessarily, because we 

could alço tum it into a sexist issue because we were No ladies, twa girls. 

I asked her who the kids were. She replied, "Just a group of teenage boys'. I asked if 

they were white. She replied, Yes they were white. Oh, see I hate to Say that it's 

racism. It's just a serious charge. Like, I hate to cal1 it racism'. lt is possible that the 

incident was not motivated by racism as Tina claimed, however it is also possible that it 

was, and she was simply unwilling or uncomfortable to label it as racism. Thus denying 

or not recognizing racism, as welt as other aspects of trust and comfort levels during the 

interview process, may have posed pmblems. Nonetheless, the rnajority of the women 

appeared cornfortable talking about racism. 

There were three women who stated that although they or family members had 

experienced racism, they did not talk about it in the family; they dealt with it individually 

or sometimes did not deal with it at ail. There were seventeen women who reported that 

they and other family rnernbers had expenenced racism and had discussed it openly in 

the family. One woman in the younger generation, Tammi, explained, "We discuss it in 

our family. We talk about it a lot. Racism affects and hum the whole family. We see a 

lot of it. We are aware of racism". In farnilies where parents and children and siblings 

were able to discuss racism among themselves in the context of the family, they 

acknowledged the racism in society and exarnined different ways of dealing with it. This 

provided family members with support and a sense of unity. From the interviews it 

becarne clear that different families had different strategies for dealing with the many 

manifestations of ncism. Emily talked about her experience: 

I actually experienced racism in school. Kids adually called me Paki. The way 

I'd deal with it was to get my parents involved. One day this boy carne up to me 

and said 'go back to where you carne from'. I went home and told my Dad that 



someone was calling me names, 'Paki' and he's telling me to 'Go back to where I 

carne from' and I was telling Dad. '1 came from here, I was bom in Canada, and 

he's calling me a Paki, does that mean I'm Pakistani? I'm not Pakistani'. His 

solution was to deal with it head on. He went to the boy's home and taiked to his 

parents. 1 never had a problem again with him. 

Other parents discussed the terni 'Paki' with their children and pointed out the 

derogatory nature of the terni. They also discussed the fact that they were not from 

Pakistan and that the people who called them that were ignorant. Several of the women 

in the younger generation stated that they felt their parents' careers had been impeded 

by racism. A few women in the older generation also felt that their husbands careers 

had been negatively influenced by racism. A woman in the younger generation. Rose, 

spoke about her father's experience: 

My father is a bitter man. He was passed over several tirnes, or offered a job that 

was lower than what he deserveci. He was overqualified for what he was doing. 

Overqualified for the positions he was offered. Finally he let Ever since he's 

been extremely bitter about the options that he has had access to. He knows it's 

racism. My father has hit the glass ceiling so rnany tirnes he's got a flat head. 

The bittemess is just eating away at him. 

Several women and their families felt that although racism was bad there was 

very little that one could do to stop racism. One woman in the older generation stated, 

What can we do? We have to live with it". Still others took active roles in cornbating 

racism. A woman in the younger generation stated that during high school both her and 

her brother experienced a lot of racism and consequently started doing anti-racist work. 

and with the help of a counselor, started an anti-racist committee at their school. 



Ranjani, a woman in the older generation, spoke about what she did when her son was 

k i n g  picked on at school: 

One day some kid ûied to beat my son up. He was very scared and upset about 

it He came home and he didn't tell me. At night he had a high fever because he 

was so upset My daughter told me what happened. So I went to the principal 

and 1 said 'look, my son is ... you'd better cal1 the parents otherwise l'II do 

sornething myself. I taok so much pain and brought him up, not to have 

sornebody else beat him up. 1 don't beat my kid, why should somebody else beat 

my ùid?' Then the principal said 'this is not the first cornplaint, he is in the corner 

tbere', the guy was sitting there because there were other cornplaints about him. 

His parents were called and he was going to talk to them to discipline him. 

Ranjani went on to talk about how she had originally taught her children not to get into 

fights: 

As kids 1 taught them the wrong thing. I used ta teach them don't start fights with 

anybody. If somebody start a fight with you corne and tell me l'II sort things out I 

should have taught them if somebody fight with you, fight back. I should have 

taught them that. I didn't teach them that. 

Ranjani spoke about how she supported her children when they carne home after 

having experienced racist incidents: 

He felt bad, in school especially. I think at that time there, it was not tw rnany 

coloured kids. My son used to say sometimes, 'Why are my younger sister and 

Dad's colout better and mine isn't really? How corne their colour is so good?' I 

felt bad. I said, 'You have my colour, she has dad's colouf. I understood. He 

used to feel bad. He did. Somebody called him sornething, he didn't tell me. I 

told him 'Don't worry. You and I are the same. We al1 cannot be the sarne. We 

are diffetent people. It's nothing to worry about' 



Another woman in the older generation, Shoshamma, also spoke about how she 

handled it when her children spoke with contempt about their skin colour. 

My daughter always tells me that kids always ask her why she was so da& She 

says, '1 am da& I look black. I wish I was white. Mom ... why am I so dark?' 

She wisties she was lighter skinned. I Say to her, 'People are different colours. 

Cow is in different colours, but the milk is the same. People are different colours, 

but as long as you are a goad persan, if you do things according to your 

conscience, and according to Gd's  will, everything will be lwked after. And as 

long as you have peace of mind, and you do right things, doesn't matter the 

colour. The colour is the least thing to wony about' 

In the families that discussed racism, the women suggested that parents and siblings 

and the family in general were a source of support and strength in the stwggles against 

racism. One woman in the younger generation, Mary, talked about her experience: 

They'd make fun of you. They'd d l  you Paki. When you're young ifs pretty 

tough. Through my family that really understood who I was, it wasn't bad at all. I 

would go home crying, that was for sure. My parents usually told me, you know, 

'Don't listen to other people. You do what you have to do in life. Don't let anyone 

stop you' and things of that sort My brother was a big influence too. He'd be the 

protective brother, 'Hey, don? make fun of my sister'. 

Another woman in the younger generation, Tammi, spoke about how she felt and what 

she did when she perceived her mother's lndian clothes were being made fun of. She 

reported: 

Sometimes when I go out with my Mom, because my Mom wears lndian oulfÎts 

and I prefer her wearing lndian ouffits when we go out anywhere, people will 

sometimes look at her. They'll look at her and you know they're laughing at her 

but they won't point at her and laugh. And I get very offended. I'm just like, 'What 



are you looking at? This is a free society. Why do you have a problem with the 

way she's dressed?' And l'II want to start something. My Mom will be like, 'Just 

leave them alone'. 

It became clear during the interviews that family memben supported each other and 

stuck up for each other in the face of racism. While family members faced racist attacks 

and harassrnent from the dominant community, the family maintained that lndian culture 

and traditions were valuabie and were to be respected, and that k ing  Indian was 

something to be proud of. This may be seen as cultural resistance to racism. Within 

Malayalee families there was a defiance and rejection of racist stereotypes and 

evaluations of Indian culture. Quite offen it was the parents who took this stance of 

king proud of lndian culture by continuing to Wear lndian clothes, mntinuing to cook 

lndian food, speak in their lndian language and uphold other lndian traditions. From 

their parentsJ example, many Malayalee children leamed ta value and respect aspects 

of the lndian culture and not to be diswuraged or intimidated by racism and 

ethnocentricity. Ernily stated: 

lndian culture was part of their (parents) identity. lndian dothes were part of who 

they were, part of lndian tradition and way of Iife. So when they immigrated to 

Canada there was a sense of pride for her (my mother) to Wear a sari, it was part 

of who she was. It was me who was Qing to get them to erase what was part of 

their heritage. I was growing up in a society that couldn't appreciate the 

differences in our culture. My parents were aiways proud of their culture. Just by 

seeing that my parents were continuing to attend lndian funcüons, wearing 

traditional clothing, regardless of what we [the kids] say, and what Canadian 

culture expected, my parents continued to hold ont0 lndian culture and traditions 

and be proud of it. 



It became clear during the inteMews that there was effort made within the 

families to maintain the family unit. and reproduce the lndian family, particulariy when 

children were younger. There were rnany activities that were identified as family 

activities, such as eating evening meals together. attending church together and 

spending free time together as a family. Several of the women in both generations 

stated that 'family togethemess' and 'loving' and 'helping' each other in the family were 

among the most important family values. Other frequently stated family values included 

respect for parents and elders, obeying parents, honesty and loyalty. Many of the 

women in the study said that when children were younger, they usually accompanied 

parents ta Malayalee functions and dinner parties during the weekends on a regular 

basis. Many of the women in the younger generation stated that they enjoyed this 

interaction and it instilled in them a sense of pride and appreciation for lndian culture: 

food, traditional dress, language as well as other aspects of culture such as traditional 

lndian values about family and respect for elders in the Malayalee cornmunity. 

It is interesting to note that during their teens many women in the younger 

generation said that they used to sometirnes be ashamed or embarrassed of k i n g  

lndian and used to deny their culture during interactions in high school in order to fit in. 

Several women in the younger generation also stated that during that tirne they were 

also embarrassed of their parents' accents and the traditional lndian clothing that their 

parents sometimes wore when they wore it in public. These women talked about the 

intemalized racism that they experienced. They reported that on many levels they 

accepted and were marked by racist and ethnocentric beliefs about lndian culture that 

were prominent during that time in mainstream Canadian society. A woman in the 

younger generation, Jen, spoke about her experience: 



When I was growing up, I didn't want to identify with anything that would 

distinguish me as k ing  different So if Mom wore something that was Indian, I 

think I was embamssed. My mother wore something that alf the other childrens' 

mothers didn't Wear. And sol I wanted to fit in. So I feit uncornfortable witti her 

wearing a sari to any function that wasn't within a Malayalee environment 

Razack (1995) argues that this type of denial of race and culture could be seen as 

strategies of 'passing" or 'racelessness" as a response or wping mechanism to the 

racism in the dominant society. The women in this study suggested that their 

'differences' of culture and race were negatively evaluated by the dominant group, and 

lndian culture was presented as king strange and 'other'. However, it should be noted 

that many of the same women reported that currently, they rejed racist assumptions 

and evaluations of Indian culture, and are very proud of being lndian and Wear lndian 

clothing themselves because they appreciate it. Jen stated: 

As I've gotten older I've corne to appreciate lndian clothing and how unique it is 

and I think that cornes with growing older and getting in touch with those Indian 

aspects of myself and accepting the lndian part of me as being good. When I 

was younger, I didn't like that part of me because it made me seem different. 

Another young woman, Cindy, also stated: 

Yes, I Wear traditional clothes myself for special occasions, now. I Wear either a 

sari or a sihivar. A lot of my inhibitions [have ken ]  completeiy transfomed, about 

being me, you know, culture stuff. 

Several of the women in the younger generation spoke of a 'rebirth' or rediscovery of 

Indian culture. Wornen in the older generation. unlike the younger women, stated that 

they were always proud of their lndian culture and heritage. Women in the older 



generation did not stniggle like some of the younger women did with issues of identity 

and deniaf of culture. 

RETENTION AND ADAPTATION OF CULTURE 

The women in this study were asked about how much lndian culture they 

retained and about how much of the mainstream Canadian culture they adapted to. 

This notion of retaining lndian culture and adapting to mainstream Canadian culture 

must be understood as taking place within the context of Canadian racism. Social 

differences must be seen as being racialized and implicated in power relations in that 

the dominant group up holds their culture and identifies minonty cultures as being 

inferior. 

Women in both generations agreed that those who immigrated to Canada as 

adults, who are the parents in these families, retained more Indian culture than their 

children who imrnigrated very young or were bom in Canada. Women in both 

generations also agreed that the parents in Malayalee families adapted to rnainstream 

Canadian culture much less than their children did, 

Many of the women in both generations reported that one of the most important 

elements of lndian culture that was retained was a 'high value placed on family life', 

having a 'close knit family' and stressing the 'importance of family life". The family unit, 

as well as in many cases the extended family, were said to be highly respected and 

regarded. Doing things as a family and 9ogethemessU were reported as being 

important, especialty when children were younger and spent much of their free time at 

home. Religion was another important element of lndian culture that was maintained. 

Faith was said to be an important part of rnany of the women's and their families lives in 

both generations. Respect for parents, older siblings and elden in general was another 



important aspect of lndian culture that was retained within the families. Following moral 

values found in the lndian culture was also said to be an aspect of lndian culture that 

was retained by some of the wornen. A few of the women also stated that arranging 

mamages was another elernent of lndian culture that had b e n  maintained. Finally, 

food choices, wearing traditional clothing for special events and using the Malayalam 

language were other elements of lndian culture that were said to be maintained. 

In ternis of adapting to mainstream Canadian culture, the women in both 

generations reported that by far the rnost important element that has influenced their 

Iives from Canadian culture was the idea of dating. The women stated that the way of 

arranging mamages in the Indian culture was being influenced by the mainstrearn 

Canadian concept of dating. This did not necessanly mean that all of these women and 

their families abandoned the idea of arranged mamages and appraved, accepted or 

took part in dating. It did mean that the lndian way of arranging mamages had met with 

and was been influenced by the mainstrearn Canadian notion of dating and having 

relationships with members of the opposite sex before mamage. 

The women reported that another important element of mainstream Canadian 

culture that influenced their families was the idea of 'going outn, 'socializing' and 'doing 

things with friends". This involved children having freedom, rnaking some decisions on 

their own and taking part in extracumcular activities such as going to movies, going to 

clubs and other places at night and spending time with friends of both sexes. A few of 

the women also suggested that mainstream Canadian cuiture was more 'open rnindedn 

than lndian culture. Finally, some of the women also stated that clothing choices were 

very much infiuenced by mainstream Canadian culture. Many of the women in the older 

generation reported that they still Wear their lndian clothing, primarily sans, for 



Malayalee functions and when they visit Malayalee fnands. During the interviews all the 

women were dressed in typically mainstream Canadian or North Amencan clothes. 

Most of the younger women reported that they wore lndian clothing, saris and 

sometimes sihwar kamises, only on special occasions, roughly once a year if that. There 

were also several women who stated that they never Wear lndian clothing. AI1 of the 

women in the younger generation clearly stated that if they wore lndian clothes in 

Canada, it was a recent phenornenon because there was a long period during their 

youth and adolescents that they disliked lndian clothing and would never Wear them. 

One of these woman identified this as what she termed the 'renaissance' of lndian 

culture in the younger generation. 

Thus the women in this study identified the most important elements of the 

Indian culture that were retained and the most important elements of mainstream 

Canadian culture that were adapted. It would appear that their culture as South Asian- 

Canadians or Indian-Canadians includes elements of both lndian and Canadian 

cultures, and is presentIy in the process of change. South-Asian Canadians are in the 

process of retaining and adapting different aspects of both cultures in order to forge a 

new culture that is most appropriate for the circumstances they find themselves in and 

the lifestyles they are living. The retention and adaptation of culture are important 

aspects of understanding family formation within the Malayalee community in Canada. 

The following section examines this topic. 

FAMILY FORMATION 

In an examination of family structure it is important to look at how family 

formation took place for the women in the present study. A legal marriage between a 

man and a woman was and still is the only acceptable way in the Malayalee culture to 



forrn a family. Traditionally in Kerala ananged mamages were the non.  In the 

traditional arranged mamage, parents would search out and arrange a suitable match 

for their children. Amrding to the women in the older generation in this study, usually 

the parents of the 'girl' would find a suitable match for their daughter and approach the 

parents of the 'boy'. In Canada there are no strict niles about who approaches whom 

first. The women explained that many of the forrnalities of the traditional arranged 

maniage, such as who approaches whom first, as well as the giving of the dowry, have 

been dropped because they do not work (as smoothly and sometimes not at all) in 

Canadian society as they would in India. These formalities have b e n  dropped because 

of their inapplicability within the Canadian social setting, especially the notion of the 

dowry. Thus, in Canada, with the new version of the arranged mamage, there is no 

dowry involved. Traditionally there was a dowry that was expected to be paid by the 

parents of the bride. Most of the women in the older generation confirrned that their 

parents paid a dowry. (Although in South Asian wuntries the dowry system has been 

banned by the govemment(s) for decades, there is still an underground network that 

forces parents to pay a dowry in order to many their daughters). Several of the women 

in the older generation reported that back when they were manied, children usually 

accepted their parents' choices more readily than nowadays, even though they 

supposedly could have said no if they wanted to. 

In a discussion of family formation it is important to note that same sex 

relationships are not generally aclaiowledged or accepted within the Malayalee 

community, especially among the older generation. A l  of the women in this study 

reported that they were heterosexual. Most of the women in the younger generation 

were more cornfortable talking about and more accepting of same sex relationships in 



general. Many of the women in the older generation were Iess cornfortable and less 

accepting. Many of these women had liffle or no exposure to gays and lesbians. Most 

of the women in both generations reported that they did not know any Malayalees in the 

Toronto area who were gay or lesbian, however, I am aware of several Malayalees who 

are. A couple of the women in both generations reported that in Kerala, especially in 

College or University d o n s  and in big cities, there was talk about considerable 

homosexual activity among men as well as women. In any case, when it came to the 

Malayalee community in Toronto, hornosexuality was clearly considered taboo and 

heterosexuality was an unspoken yet strong expectation placed on Malayalees. 

Malayalees in general grew up believing that when they were of age they would get 

mamed ta a member of the opposite sex and have children and raise a farnily. There 

were very few options, ather than getting mamed and having children, that were 

considered acceptable. 

Most other options were not wnsidered acceptable within the Malayalee 

cammunity, for example having serial monogamous relationships, or to never get 

mamed, or have children out of wedlock, or live wmmon law with a member of the 

opposite sex, or to be involved in a gay or lesbian relationship. With regard to family 

formation it was clear that there were very few options open to Malayalees. It was also 

clear from what the women in the younger generation reported about their own lives as 

well as the Iives of other Maiayalees they knew, that these noms and expectations were 

in the process of change. These changes can largely be attributed to the meeting of 

lndian and mainstrearn Canadian cultures as a result of the immigration process. 

In the present study of the fifteen women in the older generation, ten had 

arranged marriages. The remaining five women had 'love marnagesn as it is called in 



India when one selects one's own spouse and one's parents do not take part in 

arranging a union. Several of these women stated that even though they chose their 

own partners, they got their parents' consent and blessings. The five women who had 

"love marriages' al1 had left their parental homes to pursue careen, four of these five 

women were numes, and many of them had emigrated out of lndia before manying. 

Women in both generations spoke at length about how the traditional notion of 

the ananged mamage has changed significantly over the past decade. The modem 

form of the arranged mamage is said to be one where parents searched out and then 

introduœd their child to a person that they have already checked out and approved of. 

The critena that parents usually use to select potential partners include: belonging to 

the Malayalee community, having the same religion, being educated, as well as having a 

good family background with similar social class and status. Many of the women also 

stated that Yairness of skin culour' and 'high eaming potential' were also two important 

characteristics that were sought out. 

When parents stated that they wanted their children to marry someone in the 

Malayalee cornmunity, the Malayalee community could include the immediate 

cornmunity in the Toronto area, as well as Malayalee communities through out Canada 

and the United States, and in some cases the Malayalee wmmunity in Kerala. Through 

networks of fn'ends and family within these areas, the parents would make inquiries 

about single and available young men and women as potential matches for their 

children. The women explained that the modem version of arranging marriages 

involved more choice for both parties involved. Several of the women stated that 

arranged mamages today were more like 'introductions' to potential partnen that your 

parents selected. All of the women reported that arranged mamages had undergone 



change and were still in the process of change. As was the case with farnily structure 

and decision making, family formation and the ananging of mamages have undergone 

significant changes due to the immigration process and the fusion of lndian and 

mainstream Canadian cultures. 

There are only two women in the younger generation who are mamed, and one 

other who is engaged; al1 three of these women have selected their own partners. The 

majority of the women in the younger generation stated that they wanted to find their 

own partners without their parents' help. For the most part, they felt that dating and 

getting to know the other penon was the best way to select a life mate. However, only 

six of the remaining 13 women were actively dating. It is important to note that the idea 

of dating is only now slowly bewming more acceptable in the Malayalee community, as 

children have begun to get older, and remain unmam'ed. Women in the younger 

generation reported that as they were growing up, they were not allowed to date or go 

out with their school friends for extracumcular activities. In the Malayalee community 

dating was thought of as being a 'North Amencan' way of life. 

One of the women in the younger generation who had found het mate through 

the dating process stated that she had had a very diffÏcult time because her parents had 

wanted to arrange a mamage for her. She talked about her experience: 

My mamage was not an arranged marriage. The questions were ... and why 

wasn't an amnged mamage good enough for me? What's wrong with me that I 

could not have an ananged maniage? And al1 those other girls had no problem 

having an arranged mamage. And then I wanted a list of al1 these girls because l 

didn't know al1 these girls. 

She said that her parents tried to find a boy for her to many through the arranged 

mamage system: 



In the beginning l was really open to it [an ananged mamage]. I wouldn't say I 

met quite a few, I met l e s  than a handful. In a sense I really wanted it to happen. 

I was hoping I would meet this persan and I would go 'Oh my God! This is the 

guy!' And I wanted it to be in my mind the way it was supposed ta be. That I 

wanted to marry somebody who is Malayalee and the sarne religion and you 

know. I was willing to try it I was Qing very hard to please everyone, mostly rny 

parents. 

She stated that she very much wanted her parents' approval. In fact, several of the 

women in the younger generation stated that they wanted their parents' approval with 

regard to important issues, especially whom they would marry and how they would find 

him. This undoubtedly became difficult when women in the younger generation wanted 

to find their own future spouse through the dating process and their parents wanted 

them to meet and many sorneone through the modem arranged mamage system. This 

dilemrna was the source of many confi icts between parents and children in the 

Malayalee community. Most often. more so when children were younger, the parents 

laid down rules, spoken and unspoken, that suggested that dating was not allowed or 

acceptable in Malayalee families. In many cases, parents attempted to ensure that their 

children could not rneet someone on their own by Iimiting with whom, when and where 

they wuld go. In these farnilies dating was not acceptable nor was it discussed. One 

woman in the younger generation said that she originally wanted her parents' approval 

to date. However, she said that after hearing 'no' so many times, and after meeting with 

her parents' disapproval over and over again, she decided to do what she wanted to do 

without asking for or wonying about her parents' approval. 

Many of the women in the study in both generations talked about the Malayalee 

community and the influence it had over their decisions and actions. Many of the 



women in the younger generation said that they were not only concerneci about what 

their parents would think, but also what the Malayalee community would think. fhese 

women voiced concems that their behaviour and actions would not be deerned "proper" 

by the Malayalee community, given that dating and socialking with the opposite sex was 

not initially accepted as being 'propef. Like many Malayalee women, Jesse and her 

mother were womed about what other Malayalees would think. She spoke about her 

situation: 

My Mom was like, 'Oh my God, he's not Malayalee! What is everyone else going 

to think about it?' Which is usually what people are usualiy concemed about, 

which is very sad. I'm sure I was concerned about that rnyself: What's everyone 

else going to think about this? Everyone else meaning our Malayalee community, 

my relatives. 

Thus although many women sought approval from their parents, there was often also a 

wnsciousness about what the Malayalee comrnunity would think and approve of. 

There were three women in the younger generation who stated that they wanted 

their parents to find them suitable men to marry. Two of these wornen stated that they 

have gone out with men on dates but still seriously wnsidered someday having a 

modem arranged rnamage, because that is what their parents wanted them to do. One 

women in the younger generation, Anita. who did not want an arranged mamage stated: 

I didn't ever want an ananged mamage. I ahrvays felt this way. I've always ken 

happy that we had that to fall back on. I could never see rnyself doing it But I 

always knew it was a back up if 1 had to do it because I always wanted to be 

rnamed. Kind of like a safety net if I reaily needed it 

Mary, a woman in the younger generation who stated that she wanted an arranged 

mamage because that was what her parents expected, spoke about how she felt: 



I want to find someone- Okay, but I also want my parents to approve. If they 

don't approve, I'm not doing it at ail. I think I need their blessing more than 

anything. If I find someone that interests me, then that's the way I want to do it If 

not, the back up is coming, Mom and Dad. 

Thus many of the women in the younger generation looked at the arranged marriage 

system as a 'safety net' or 'back up' plan, if in case they were unable to find someone 

on their own. 

A few of the women in the younger generation reported that they had been 

introduced to different Malayalee men, however, the introductions or arrangements had 

not worked out. One woman, Tammi, described what her sisters experienced and how 

she perceived it: 

Right now they (parents) want my sisters to get mam'ed. They want them to 

many lndian people, Malayalees, they want them to get mamed now. My parents 

do want to introduce boys to them but my sisters keep saying no. But once in a 

white they'll bring someone ... my sisters give in. I find ifs very awkward. It's just 

like a whole interview process. Ifs two strangers trying to have a conversation 

with each other. Ifs not going anywhere. 

Although there are no cases in this study of wornen in the younger generation who have 

had mamages to Malayalee men, arranged for thern, there are such cases in the larger 

Toronto Malayalee population. Several of the wornen talked about the successfully 

arranged mamages or 'introductions' between young Malayalees that they knew of. 

In rnany families, although initially dating was not allowed and arranging a 

marriage was preferable, many parents have had to make changes and accept 

'Canadian' ways of doing things. Many of the wornen in the older generation stated that 

they onginally wanted their children to marry someone who was Malayalee. However, 



difficulties arose when the parents exhausted their resaurces and the introductions they 

had made to their children were unsuccessful. These parents were eventually more 

open to their children dating and finding their own partners. In these cases, for the 

parents it appears that dating is the 'back up' plan when ananging a mamage does not 

work out. One woman in the older generation, Menakshi, explained: 

M e n  l first came to Canada, I wanted my children to have arranged marriages. 

Now I know it is very hard to find the right person. It's very hard to do it that way. 

My daughter, whoever I've brought home for her to meet, she doesn't like any of 

thern. Back home, most of the girls never say no to whoever their parents find. 

They will accept it But here, they say no. If they don't like it they'll say 'No 1 don't 

want that boy'. When we choose some boys, they don't like thern. Now, in lndia 

they have boyfriends and girlftiends. Before, none of that business. In Canada 

there is also a change in the Malayalee community. Now they are dating. They 

are accepting the Canadian way. The arranged mariage is not working now 

because the girls won't accept just any boys. 

Many of the women in the older generation in the study had similar experiences with 

initially wanting their children to have arranged mam'ages and then finding out that 

arranging rnarriages was not as easy as they originally anticipated. One woman, 

Shankana, talked about the experience in her farnily: 

We always wanted the children to rnarry in the Malayalee community, the same 

faith and the same cultural background. We felt that very strongly More. But 

now since I'rn experiencing difficuities in introducing the children to suitable boys 

or girls, I'm encountering diffÏculties. In the beginning going out with a boy alone 

was a no no. Now they are going out and getting to know one another, dating is 

acceptable. A change has corne to us. The values in ourselves are changing. 



Another woman in the older generation stated that in some cases ananging a mariage 

for your child works out and in other cases it does not. She spoke about her situation: 

My oldest child had an ananged mamage and their rnamage is good. They are 

very happy together ... For my other child when we chose someane they didn't like 

them. I know some people [in the younger generation in Canada] who have had 

an arranged mariage. Some of them have not worked out They've separated or 

divorced after several months. I know of few people who were bom and brought 

up here, and went back to lndia to get an arranged rnamage, some of them are 

okay and some of them have divorced already. I also know of some arranged 

mamages that have worked out fine. 

Several of the women also said that finding potential spouses from Kerala for 

women in the younger generation would be undesirable because the cultural ciifferences 

between someone raised in Canada and someone raised in Kerala would be significant. 

Their children would want their future spouse to corne from a culture they are 

accustomed to. One woman, Sunitera, stated that she had heard about sevaral 

situations where a mamage was arranged between someone's daughter in Canada and 

a boy from Kerala or a mamage that their child was against and the mariages did not 

last. She said she did not want to be responsible for forcing her own children to marry 

someone they did not want to marry. For that reason Sunitera stated that she wanted 

her children to know what they wanted and what they were looking for in a mate, and to 

meet people and date and make their own choices. 

Several of the women in the younger generation talked about being in a difficult 

situation where they did not have 'skills' to date because they have al1 along expected to 

have a mamage arranged for them. Further, until recently dating was something that 

was not accepted in their families at all. and many of the women in the younger 



generation were raised with this mind set. One woman in the younger generation, 

Rose, stated '1 couldn't go out ... It limits the ways in which you manage with other 

people. I just never had the social upbringing that anyone else would have. Lack of 

social skills Ieads to not going out, it's kind of a cydical thing'. Another young woman, 

Ernily, reported: 

Up to this point they expected me to accept any proposais that have k e n  thrown 

my way. My m m  wanted me get rnarried the traditional way. Basically, almost 

unconsciously, they assumed that once I reached a mamageable age which is 

around 23, which was a long time ago, that I'd get mamed, have an arranged 

mariage. We didn't really speak about it My high school was an al1 girls schml. 

In university I was just focused on, and they wanted me to focus on, school, so 

that's what I did. 1 didn't date in high school. I didn't date in university. I didn't 

feel it would lead anywhere or go anywhere, 1 didn't want to waste my time or the 

guy's time. Now, I'd love to date but I haven't met anybody yet I've cut myself 

off. I didn't know how before. Now that I'm looking for sornebody, I don't know 

where to look. So there's no way of meeting anybody. I don't think I have the 

skills for dating. Ifs not something you can leam in a book. That awkwardness of 

what to say. Being cornfortable with myself. So when people are saying, 'Do you 

want to go ou O... sometirnes there's that sense of being self-conscious. When 

we sit down I'm not going to have anything to Say. When I'm feeling 

uncornfortable and nervous, my real self never shows through. 

Since dating was traditionally not an acceptable way of finding a potential mate, rnany 

women in the younger generation have not gone out with men socially and have not 

dated very much if at ail, and have not been able to develop skills for those types of 

social situations. They explained that there are now changing expectations as children 

are getting older. Previously many parents expected that when their children got 



mamed. there should be endogamy with respect to race. culture. language, religion. and 

social ciass. Although many parents still held onto some aspects of endogamy, wornen 

in both generations stated that many parents have been changing these expectations 

and were accepting the idea that their childrens' happiness was the most important 

thing . 

One woman in the younger generation, Jesse, reported that many Malayalees in 

the younger generation date. but they just don't tell other Malayalees that they do. She 

stated: 

See there's a lack of openness and there's that stigrna about dating. And at that 

stage no one I knew had a boyfriend or was dating. But it was only because no 

one tafked about it, because everyone was lying. 

The stigma attached to dating was a powerful one. especially for women in the 

Malayalee wmmunity. For a long time dating was sornehow equated with having sex, 

and premarital sex, especially for women in the Malayalee community, was intolerable. 

Tamrni stated: 

fhey (Malayalees] don't look at dating too nicely because they consider dating as 

having sex. So al1 the young adults out age do it [date] behind their parents' 

backs. They don't let them know because they know their parents won't agree 

with it. They think that automatically that they're gonna have sex or if they're 

dating somebody who's Matayalee theyYlI say, 'Oh, let us get involved because 

this could be mamage for you'. 

Many of the women in the younger generation in this study stated that in the Malayalee 

community dating was often expected to lead to marn'age. Jen stated that when she 

had a male friend with whon she spent time, fint the Malayalee community made 



assumptions that they were actually dating and then that it was going to lead to 

marriage. S he explained: 

The fact that we were male and female and we were friends, I don't think it's 

comprehensible to people [Malayaleesj that you can be a male and a female and 

be ftiends and be pureiy platonic which is what we were. The gossip was that we 

were dating and obviously these two were going to get mam'ed ... For the 

Malayalee community I don't think there is such a thing as dating. I think ifs just 

you're seeing this person and you're going to get married to that person and 

that's the end of the story. 

Thus in the Malayalee community especially among the older generation, for a long tirne 

there was a stigma attached to dating, and dating was often associated with illicit 

sexuality. Dating was also often expected to lead to mamage. For these reasons, in 

the past, many young Malayalees who were dating did not talk about it, or admit to it in 

the Company of other Malayalees. The stigma attached to dating is beginning to fade. 

The younger generation have always been more open to the idea of dating and it has 

been the topic of discussion and debate at many youth conferences and functions, 

because it has been a key issue in the lives of young Malayalees in Canada. It is very 

important to acknowledge that dating and the acceptance of dating in the Malayalee 

community are in its eariy stages. 

From the interviews it became clear from women in both generations that there 

were different views about ideal family formation. Heller and Levy's (1992) notion of a 

continuum is useful in this study's examination of family formation. The women in this 

study can be grouped along a continuum based on family formation practices, as well as 

on values and attitudes toward those practices. To examine family formation, I looked 

specifically at three areas: 1 .) M a t  women said about dating and arranged mamages. 



Their ideological positions in relation to those pradices, as well as what they believed 

was right or proper for themselves, their children (if they are in the older generation), or 

others in the Malayalee community; 2.) What were their actual practices, what they did 

or what they allowed their children to do and; 3.) What they would like to do if they had 

a choice. In examining these three areas it was revealed that many women in this 

study, particulariy women in the younger generation, were living with contradictions in 

their lives. 

At one end of the continuum would be any woman who took part in, or wanted 

their children to take part in, the traditional arranged marriage system and believed that 

it was right and proper for themselves or their children. This would mean that they do 

not date, and they do not allow their children to date, because they hold onto lndian 

ideals about family formation and structure. On the other end of the continuum would 

be women who believed ideologically that dating was the best way to meet potential 

mamage partnen and in practice took part in the dating process, or allowed their 

children to date. These women have accepted the North American notion of dating after 

having grown up in Canada or having raised their children here. 

Many of the women in the older generation in this study would be located closer 

to the end of the continuum that had traditional Indian ideals about family formation. 

Many of these women reported that their own rnarriages were arranged in the traditional 

way; however they did not necessanly want traditional arranged mamages for their 

children. Several of the women in the older generation spoke about the new modem 

version of the arranged marriage as the ideal of family formation for young Malayalees 

who have been brought up in Canada. Several others reported that their positions 

about family formation for their children have undergone tremendous change; from 



initially wanting a traditional arranged mamage, to wanting a new modem venion of 

arnnging mariages, and when both of those were unsuccessful, resorting to the dating 

system. Others reported wanting to arrange mamages for their children, but their 

children refused to participate in the process. StiII othen felt that their children had 

been raised in Canada and therefore should be allowed to follow mainstream Canadian 

dating practices. Thus the women in the older generation, although many more would 

be grouped in the middle of the continuum and towards the more lndian influenced end, 

held a range of beliefs and practices that were found al1 along the continuum. 

The women in the younger generation would be located towards the end of the 

continuum that had mainstream Canadian ideals of dating as k i n g  the best way to 

meet potential partners. In this group, at the very end of the continuum, would be the 

women in the younger generation who date, and have k e n  dating with their parents' 

knowledge and consent. There are other women who date with their parents' 

knowledge and consent, however conceal their social activities from other Malayalees. 

There are many other women who have been dating without their parents' knowledge or 

consent, and in fact daim that they are forced to lie to their parents. There are also 

several wornen who would Iike to date but do not date due to their lack of skills in the 

dating process, because up until now their parents have not allowed them to date, and 

have only recently changed the rules. There are also women who would very much like 

to date, but do not because their parents will not allow it. These latter three examples 

are the women who are living the most contradictory lives. There are also women who 

want to take part in the new modem version of the arranged mamage. As well, there 

are wornen who date and daim they would potentially use the new venion of arranging 

mamages as a backup plan. Thus the younger generation of women would be grouped 



towards the end of the continuum where dating is seen as the ideal of family formation 

and they, like the women in the older generation. have a range of beliefs and practices 

that are located af along the continuum. 

With the women who are living in contradiction, them is a lack of fit between their 

ideological positions, their actual practices, and what they would like to do if they had a 

chcice. Although there are women in the older generation in this position, many more of 

the women living contradictory lives are in the younger generation. The contradictions 

these women live with on a daiIy basis are the contradictions of living caught between 

two cultures, that is, the culture of their family which embraces Indian values and beliefs, 

and the rnainstream Canadian culture of the surrounding society. Much of this struggle 

stems from what they (women in the younger generation) want and do, what their 

parents and the Malayalee cornmunity want and exped from them, as well as what is 

expected of them by mainstream Canadian society. Many of these women reported 

having private Iives which include boyfn'ends and going out at night, and public lives 

where parents andfor the Malayalee wmmunity are not aware of their private life 

activities. 

The women in this study have talked about the different ways they have of 

coping with the demands placed on them by their families and the Malayalee 

community, as well as the demands of mainstream Canadian society. Some of the 

women in the older generation have held ont0 traditional lndian ways at the risk of 

intergenerational conflicts, at the sarne tirne, they gain the benefit of continued support 

from the Malayalee community. Others in both generations have adopted more 

mainstream Canadian values at the risk of losing support from the Malayalee 

community, and gaining acceptance in mainstrearn Canadian society. Some of the 



women in the younger generation do both; they hang ont0 lndian ways in public, but 

have a private life that is hidden from their family and the Malayalee community. In 

doing this they are at risk of living contradictory lives, and having to lie and keep secrets, 

however, they gain freedom and options that would otherwise be denied ta them. Some 

of these women date, but Say arranged rnarriage is the back up plan, and in some 

respects this is another strategy for resolving the contradidons in their lives. Some 

women in the younger generation also hold ont0 lndian traditions, out of respect for and 

obedience to their parents, at the risk of not realizing their own desires, and gaining their 

parents' approval. 

The contradictions are particularly severe for the women in the younger 

generation because their parents' age, authonty and culture assumes that their (the 

parents') values, beliefs and desires are of primary importance, and the childrens' 

values, beliefs and desires are of secondary importance. As well. as parents and 

adults, many important decisions in life have already been made due to the stage of life 

they are in. The women in the younger generation are and have k e n  making these 

decisions. which include decisions about education, career choices. relationships, 

finances and partnership choices, over the past five-ten years because of the stage of 

life they are in. 

Any examination of Malayalee family formation in Canada must take several 

issues into account. Women in different generations experience family situations 

differently, and have different views about ideal family formation. The women in this 

study held a range of beliefs and practices al1 along the continuum, based on their family 

formation pradices and ideological positions. Although women in the older generation 

were grouped closer to the Indianlarranged mamage end of the continuum, while 



women in the younger generation were located toward the mainstream Canadianldating 

end, there was a considerable amount of overlap of experiences and values between 

the women in the two generations. As well, many of the women reported expenencing 

shifts and change in location on the continuum, and some women are in the process of 

changing locations. Whichever the case, it is important to acknowledge that the 

Malayalee cornmunity in Canada, is in the proœss of change. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCES 

This chapter has examined Malayalee family structure and suggests that the 

Malayalee family and community are in the process of change. Much of this change has 

been identified as having resulted from the meeting of lndian values and expectations 

within the family, with the values and expectations found in family life in Canada. 

The women in this study were asked about decision making in the family and 

who, if anyone, was the head of the household. In theory, the women in the older 

generation believed that the fatherthusband was the head of the household, however, in 

practice, the women talked about relative positions of power in that both parents or 

spouses discussed things and reached rnutually agreed upon decisions. In the younger 

generation, the women expressed more egalitarian views and beliefs than the women in 

the older generation. Children in the Malayalee family, on the other hand, had very little 

power. The women in the younger generation reported that decisions were reached 

through family discussion, and after cansulting with parents. ûften the parents' opinions 

had the most weight. Many women in the older generation reported that in lndia 

children never made inde pendent decisions, parents made decisions for them. 

Dependence and independence within the context of the family were important issues 

especially for women in the younger generation. This was identified as k i n g  a point of 



struggle for many of the younger women as they grew up and attempted to assert their 

independence, as independence is emphasized in mainstnam Canadian society. 

There was an obvious discrepancy between the women in the two generations 

as to how open the lines of communication were within the family. The women in the 

older generation felt it was open and children could talk to parents comfortably. Women 

in the younger generation felt that it was not comfortable to talk to parents and parents 

were sometimes unapproachable, particularly about issues of boyfriends, dating, going 

out and sex. Both generations of women identified wnflicts in the family, particularly 

regarding the younger women wanting more freedorn than what the parents were 

prepared to allow. Both generations also spoke about double standards for male and 

female children in Malayalee families, with respect to those issues. 

The Malayalee family was also identified as a site for the resistance of racism. It 

became clear that many families discussed racism and supported each other in the face 

of racist discrimination. In the families, the parents made efforts to maintain and 

strengthen the family unit and reproduced many aspects of lndian culture and traditions. 

The women in the younger generation reported that they leamed to appreciate their 

heritage, through their parents' pride in and respect for Indian culture and traditions, 

which proved to be a source of cultural resistance against racism. 

Farnily formation was another aspect of the Malayalee family in Canada that is 

undergoing change. The women in both generations reported that the traditional lndian 

ideals of arranging mariages as a means of family formation, has been heavily 

influenced by mainstream Canadian ideals of dating. Again, this is a result of the 

immigration process; due to the meeting of lndian beliefs and practices with the ones 

prevalent in Canada. A new version of arranging mamages has developed in Canada 



among Malayalees, which has taken elements fmm both old and new cultures. Dating 

is also k i n g  accepted in some Malayalee families as a method of mate seledion 

because dating is the nom in dominant Canadian cufture, and because arranging 

mamages in Canada have proven to be diffiwlt. 

This chapter suggests that there are many aspects of traditional lndian culture 

that are k i n g  modified to fit into the Canadian environment in which these women live. 

It is also clear that the women in the two generations have different experiences within 

their families, and different views about ideal family formation. The women in this study 

have k e n  grouped along a continuum based on their family formation practices and 

ideological positions. Women in the older generation were grouped doser to the 

Indiadarranged marriage end of the continuum, while women in the younger generation 

were located toward the mainstream Canadiaddating end. As well, there was 

considerable overlap of experiences and values between the women in the two 

generations. Many of the women also reported experiencing shifts and change in 

location on the continuum. 

This chapter also examined the contradictions that many of the women in this 

study, particularly women in the younger generation, experience. These contradictions 

have been identified as being the result of being caught between two cultures: the 

culture of their family and Malayalee cornmunity that embrace lndian values and the 

culture of mainstream Canadian society, which is a result of the immigration process. 

The following section examines aspects of the Malayalee family and examines the 

applicability of ferninist theories ta the Malayalee family situation. 



FEMINIST THEORY AND MAiAYALEE FAMILY STRUCTURE AND FORMATION 

Feminists have analyzed the family as an institution as well as the roles that 

family members play, and have examined how the family has undergone important 

changes over the years in relation to major economic shiRs. Family foms are 

understood as social constructions rather than biological noms. As well, the 

significance of class and of male dominance in shaping interpersonal relations in the 

family have b e n  identified in ferninist analysis. Much of contemporary ferninist analysis 

identifies the family as a central site of women's oppression. Many feminists argue that 

the root of the problem is found in the material structure of the household and the 

ideology of the family. Central to this argument is women's role in household labour and 

their childbearing and childcare responsibilities, their supposed financial dependence on 

men and the construction of their identity based on issues of domesticity and 

motherhood. 

Within feminism, acknowledging class and male dominance as being significant 

in shaping oppressive interpersonal relations in the family is a good starting point. 

However, with South Asian women and other women of colour, their race as well as 

their gender and class influence their experience of family. It is tme that South Asian 

families tend to be oppressive with female family rnembers, where restrictions and 

limitations are placed on their freedom, however, these same families also provide 

support, strength and protection for their women in the face of racism and discrimination 

from the outside world. WNiin Malayalee culture, not only is there a strong emphasis on 

the family unit and an importance placed on supporting and loving one another, but 

families were raised to be proud of their culture and traditions, which helped to form 



resistance against racist put downs and derogatory statements about South Asian 

culture. 

However, the reality of the family as a source of support, providing resistance 

against racism and other extemal oppressions, should not disregard or distort the 

oppressive elements that women experience within the family. Many South Asian 

women experience tremendous gender oppression within their families. This oppression 

needs to be examined using an analysis that takes into account the intenectionality of 

the race, class, gender, and culture of the women involved. As well, the power structure 

and power dynamics within the family would need to be examined and addressed. A 

South Asian feminist analysis of gender oppression within the family would include an 

examination o f  how patriarchal gender relations are created and maintained within 

South Asian contexts; and how the notion of arranged mamages and other cultural 

practices are used to legitirnize or justify this oppression. 

MALE BREADWINNER/FEMALE DEPENDENT CONTESTED 

Feminist analysis takes the malehreadwinner and femaleldependent as being a 

central assumption to its analysis of wornen's oppression within the home. When 

applying this analysis to the experiences of Malayalee women, feminist theories do not 

fit. These beliefs about the 'malehreadwinner and femaleldependent' also can be found 

in traditional patriarchal lndian and Malayalee culture where the male is expected to 

support his family and female dependency is fostered. Many of the women, particulariy 

women in the older generation reported that the husbandlfather should be the primary 

breadwinner and considered the 'head of the household'. In reality however, Canadian- 

Malayalees do not follow this pattern. Almost al1 of the women in this study who were 

married worked full-time and many worked in professional occupations. In a couple of 



cases these women were the pnmary breadwinners. None of the Malayalee women in 

this study who were mamed were dependent on their husbands, financially or otherwise. 

rather they reported mutual interdependence rather than one person being the 'head of 

the household". The gap between what the women in the older generation Say about 

who is the "head of the household" and what they actually experience, can be 

understood by examining how the immigration process influenced their perceptions and 

experiences. Thus Malayalee family structure and women's dependency within that 

structure. must be analyzed taking into consideration the influence and consequences of 

the immigration process. 

Malayalee women in the younger generation did not believe that women needed 

to be dependent on men. This is still to be seen in practice as most of the women in the 

younger generation are presently not mamed. The two wamen who are mamed, both 

worked full-time and suggested that they and their husbands were mutually dependent 

on each ather as opposed to one person being dependent. Likely, Malayalee women in 

the younger generation have leamed what they believe about family structure, based on 

what is prominent in mainstrearn Canadian society, as well as in relation ta what their 

parents have experienced within their families. 

FAMILY FORMATION AND STRUCTURE 

When examining family formation there are similarities and differences between 

the mainstream North American experience of family formation and the South Asian 

experience of family formation. As well there are differences between the two 

generations of South Asian women in Canada. One main thing that both North 

Amencan and South Asian families have in common is that the family is in the process 

of change with regards to structure and membenhip. North Amencan family stnicture 



has experienced trernendous change associated with shifts in the economy as well as 

shifts in labour force participation. Wdh South Asian families, not only has immigration 

changed the structure, but there are many aspects of traditional South Asian culure that 

are k ing  modified to fit into the Canadian environment, as well South Asian culture is 

evolving. Another similarity between the two cultures is that the nuclear farnily unit is 

considered the 'nom' and is the most common type of family. 

Mate selection and family formation between the cultures is different in several 

specific ways. In mainstream North American and Canadian cultures, one socializes 

with potential partnenlrnates, spends tirne with them, gets to know them, dates, and 

takes part in serial monogamous relationships. Here family formation includes various 

possibilities: living with the other person common law, having children without being 

mamed, reconstituted families, gay and lesbian unions, as well as the most common. a 

sanctioned mafflage between a man and a woman. Within Malayalee wntexts other 

types of family formations are not considered acceptable; a legal mamage between a 

man and a woman is still the only acceptable way to fom a family. However. this may 

change in the future as there are younger Malayalees who are making non-traditional 

choices. 

Malayalee women in both generations in Canada reported that the traditional 

notion of the arranged mamage had undergone significant change over the past 

decade. Traditionally arranged mamages offered wornen very few options and the 

couple involved did not spend a lot of time together before they were married. There 

was also a dowry involved. In the modem Canadian-Malayalee context of arranged 

rnaf'riages, the wornen reported that dowries are uncornmon. The new modem version 

of the amnged marriage allows women to make choices, have preferences and be part 



of the final decisions. The couple are able to spend üme with each other and get to 

know each other. Several of the women in the study referred to the modem version of 

arranged rnaniages as 'introductionsn to eligible and educated men from good family 

backgrounds. However, another trend that has emerged among Malayalees in Canada, 

as described by the women in this study, is that rnany parents have exhausted their 

search for suitable rnamage partners for their children and some have begun to allow 

and in fad  encourage their children to meet and date people of their own choosing. The 

parents in general would prefer their children meet and marry other Malayalees, 

however, because that is not realistic, they are now becoming more open as to whom 

their children consider for future mates. This is a move away from the strict niles of 

endogamy that have been foilowed by the Malayalee community for many years in 

Canada. The three women in the younger generation who are mamed or engaged have 

ail found their partners on their own and through the dating process, none of whom are 

Malayalee. 

Many white feminists have argued that arranged mamages are oppressive 

based on what white feminists believe are good and bad practices in Euro- 

Canadian/American communities as well as in our countries of origin. Amos and 

Pannar (1 984) write: 

... we demand the right to choose and stniggle around the issue of family 

oppression ourselves, within our cornmunities without state intervention, and 

without white feminists rnaking judgments as to the oppressive nature of arranged 

mamages. Many white feminists have argued that as feminists they find it very 

difficult to accept arranged marnages which they see as reactionary . Our 

argument is that it is not up to them to accept or reject amnged mamages but up 

to us to challenge, accept, or refonn, depending on our various perspectives, on 



Our own ternis and in Our own culturally specific ways (Amos and Parmar, 

1984: 15). 

White femhists have analyzed and measured South Asian women's expetiences using 

their own experiences as the nom, labeling South Asian wornen's experiences as being 

in some way lacking, oppressive and pathological. In rejecting this type of ethnocentric 

analysis, I would like to locate South Asian family formation within the histon'cal and 

cultural contexts of South Asian people. In an examination of South Asian culture, 

patriarchal constructs and racism in the dominant society, need to be exarnined and 

exposed, while other aspects of South Asian culture are valued and maintained. 

An analysis of the South AsianiMalayalee concept of the arranged marriage 

would have to start with an understanding of the changes that have taken place. A 

distinction would need to be made between the old traditional version of the arranged 

mamage and the new modem version of arranging marnages as described above, 

which allows women to make more choices, have preferences and be part of the final 

decision. There are many aspects of the traditional version of arranging mamages that I 

would argue are objectionable, because they do not allow women to be active 

participants in making informed decisions about their Iives, namely: the lack of choices 

and options for women; forcing women to marry; the dowry system that structures 

women ta be seen as property and burden; child marriages where girls, and boys for 

that matter, are mamed at young ages. If these undesirable attributes are eradicated, 

as they appear to be in the modem version of arranged marriages, and there are 'true' 

options and Yrue' choices for the wornen involved, I would have no problems with that 

new rnethod of arranging marriages, primarily because it allows women to actively 

participate in decisions about their lives. 



However, a problem arises when the potential for an arranged mamage in the 

future translates into restrictions for fernales regarding friendships and interactions with 

males, and limitations placed on freedom, however justified, that are different from male 

wunterparts. For women, these restrictions and limitations are generally based on 

concems about a woman's virtue and maintaining her virginity in order to take part in the 

arranged marriage system, because being a virgin is a prerequisite. Thus the merits of 

the new modem arranged mamage system (narnely, women are allowed to make 

choices, have preferences and be part of the final decision) pale in light of what a 

woman must give up in order to take part in the new modem version of the arranged 

marriage. 

When examining arranged mamages, the element of choiœ is a component that 

is rnost important. The element of choice cornes into question when South Asian 

women have been socialized into believing and accepting traditional South Asian ways, 

without question and without exposure to or examination of other ways of doing things 

or even in spite of exposure to other (Canadian) ways of doing things. In this context 

South Asian women really do not have choice. However, South Asian women are not 

the only ones duped into upholding the patriarchal structure. North American wornen 

are similarly socialized into believing and accepting the patriarchal dictates of North 

American society. A good example of this would be the compulsory nature of 

heterosexual mamage, in that it is seen to be normal and compulsory to be in a couple 

situation. 

When women are thus indoctrinated into the existing social order, that they 

perpetuate consciously and unconsciously the very evils that oppress them, the element 

of 'choice' must be questioned because within this social order, one does not really have 



choice at all. 'True' choice cornes from knowing al1 the options and having the freedom 

to choose the option that best suits one's needs and environment. 

The arranged marnage system also has several positive aspects, particularly 

within the context of traditional lndian culture. First and foremost, within a culture where 

dating is not cornmon pnctice, young people are not expected to socialize with the 

opposite sex, and very few opportunities exist to socialize, it would be very difficult to 

meet potential mates on one's own. Thus parents had the responsibility to seek out 

suitable matches for their children, keeping in mind the specific criteria with which to 

choose the most suitable person and the cultural ideals of endogamy. Another positive 

aspect of arranged marnages is that when parents are looking for a suitable 

arrangement, they look for more than just physical attraction. They look at the person's 

religion, language, class, educatkn, and status as well as the person's goals in life, 

whether the parents and families will get along, and if after the union they could 

financially support a family. The women in this study explained that the parents also 

looked into the family history for any indication of violence, alcohalism, disease, or 

mental illness. In North American contexts, especially when meeting people while 

socialuing, it is quite wmmon that young people are attracted to each other by 

appearances and physical attraction, although they do get to know more about each 

other through the dating process, before making long-terni commitments. When 

parents choose a partner through the arranged mamage system, they are looking for 

other more important aspects and criteria besides looks. 

StiII there are sirnilanties between the modem version of arranged mamages and 

mamages that are not artanged. Mamages in any culture involve economic, social, 

emotional and class implications. Mamages in any culture involve chance and luck. 



Also mamages in any culture usually involve getting the parents' approval and blessings 

and making sure that the new spouse gets along with one's parents. Both types of 

mamages involve mate selection based on economics, class and status, whether one's 

parents arrange it or whether one arranges it themselves. The arranged mamage is 

part of a more overtiy orchestrateci system while mamages that are not arranged have 

more to do with luck and are part of a less guided system (F. Shroff, personal 

communication, October 1996). In comparing the twa types of rnam'ages it appears that 

they are not dichotomous, rather they are part of a continuum. 

Thus feminist theory, in order to be inclusive of MaIayalee women, would need to 

examine the differences as well as the similarities in family structure and family 

formation. That would include an analysis that examines South Asian constructs such 

as arranged mamages within South Asian social and historical contexts. Feminist 

theory would also need to account for the contradictions many South Asian women Iive 

on a daily basis. These contradictions would have ta be understood as the result of 

living caught between two cultures; the culture of the family and South Asian community 

which embrace South Asian values and beliefs, and the culture of the dominant 

Canadian society in which they live. Further, these contradictions of living between two 

cultures woufd need to be understood within the wntext of the immigration process. 

South Asian women's strategies and ways of caping with these contradictions and their 

duality of culture would need to be examined, keeping in mind the risks and benefits 

associated with these strategies and coping mechanisrns. 

Having examined the experiences of Malayalee women within their family 

situations, it has become apparent that their lives do not resemble the stereotype of 

submissive, dependent and one dimensional women who have been constructed as 



passively accepting what is handed to them. The Malayalee women in this study proved 

to be strong, multi faceted women who are adive players in their family situations. For 

example, the rnajority of mamed women in this study are not submissive or subordinate 

in their marital relationships, in reality they have relative positions of power and make 

important decisions with their husbands. As well, Malayalee women are not dependent 

on their husbands ewnomically. 

Aithough women in the younger generation reported experiencing signifcant 

gender oppression within their families, they did not passively accept this oppression. 

The strict rules about dating, going out with friends and limitations placed on freedoms 

have been identified in this study, however, many of the women also spoke about 

fighting with their parents for more freedom and the ability to make independent 

decisions. Thus the women in the younger generation questioned oppressive situations 

in their family and homelife and fought against them to obtain freedom. 

Many of the women in this study do not passively accept racist ideology and 

ethnocentric notions about lndian culture and traditions being inferior to mainstream 

Canadian culture and traditions. As their children were growing up in Canada, the 

wornen (and men) in the older generation actively maintained many aspects of their 

lndian culture and taught their children to respect and value lndian culture. All of the 

women in the older generation reported that they Wear lndian clothes regularly, they 

cook lndian food (many on a daily basis), and speak Malayalam in their homes. These 

may be seen as strategies that are used within Malayalee families that actively resist 

racism. Thus the women in this study, and the Malayalee community in general, 

rejected stereotypes and the devaluing of lndian culture that they and their families 

experienœd from the dominant society. 



This chapter has provided for the thesis a thorough examination of the third 

categary of investigation, family structure. It has also examined the application of 

mainstream feminist theories to Malayalee family situations. The following chapter 

examines the social construction of Malayalee womanhood and points out how the 

construction of womanhood is Iinked to the other areas of investigation in this study. 



CHAPTER 8: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOMANHOOD 

Just as the previous three chapters examined how Malayalee women 

experienced the labour force, the gender division of unpaid labour and family structure. 

this chapter examines the social construction of Malayalee women living in Canada. 

The links and overiaps between these four areas point to the fact that these areas are 

interconnected and influence each other in many ways. For example, how a woman 

experiences the labour force: the type of work she does, the number of hours she 

works, whether she works part-time or full-time, and whether she stands on her feet al1 

day or sits at a desk, influences the amount of time and energy she has for family 

interaction and housework when she gets home. As well, the way a women 

experiences marital and family relationships and how power dynamics work in the 

family, impact on how she experiences the distribution of housework within the family, 

childcare responsibilities and how she experiences taking part in the paid labour force. 

Similady, the social construction of womanhood, how a woman identifies herself, 

expectations placed on her by family and community, discrimination she may face in 

society, al1 influence how she experiences work, family and self. 

This chapter starts with an examination of stereotypes associated with being a 

South Asian woman and how the stereotypes work, as well as how South Asian women 

are constnicted in mainstream Canadian society. This chapter also examines how the 

Malayalee community constructs Malayalee women's experiences and identities, as well 

as the reality of Malayalee women's lives and how they constnict their own identities. 

The structure of the Malayalee community will also be exarnined and how it relates to 

the construction of Malayalee women's experiences. Gossip and reputation, and how it 

works within the Malayalee community will also be addressed. Finally, this chapter also 



examines Malayalee women's sexuality and the notions of beauty and worth within the 

context of womanhood. 

STEREOTYPES AND REALITIES 

The experience of k i n g  a South Asian woman is a social construction which is 

contingent on historical proœsses which are ongoing, within specific social, ewnomic 

and political contexts. As a social construction, the meaning of being a South Asian 

woman has changed ovet time and has had a history. The different historical and 

cultural backgrounds that South Asian women have, get canstructed into stereotypes 

and images that quite often prove to be negative and controlling. 

As discussed earlier, South Asians have a long history of colonuation and 

migration. In many parts of the Euro-CanadianiAmencan worid, images of lndia and 

other South Asian countries are infomed by colonialism and Gandhian ide& of non- 

violence and passive resistance. As well, South Asian identity in Canada was initially 

wnstructed through the influence of Canadian immigration policies which were loaded 

with discriminatory implications to the race, class, gender and sexuality of South Asian 

immigrants. Stemming from their particular history are stereotypes and images about 

South Asian women that suggest they are passive, submissive, subservient, dependent, 

accomrnodating. asexual exotic beings (Brah and Minhas, 1985; Ghosh, 1981). These 

stereotypes and images serve to control and oppress South Asian women by presenting 

a distorted image of South Asian women that masks the reality of a multiplicity of 

experiences. Although most of the women in the present study proved these 

stereotypes to be wrong, there were some women who spoke about or demonstrated 

the powerful hold these stereotypes had on them and the influence the stereotypes had 

on their Iives. In a conversation prior to the interview, one woman in the older 



generation, Janathi cornmenteci that she felt 'lndian women should be submissive". She 

had been taught that a desirable characteristic for women was that they were 

submissive rather than being arrogant, assertive or defiant. During the interview 

Janathi, talked about lndian people k i n g  soft spoken by nature: 

If you are soft spoken.. . I am a very soft spoken person, so t will never go and 

complain. If you talk back and put aiem in the proper place you will go 

somewhere. You have to fight for your rights. lndian people they are very soft 

spoken by nature. So unless you talk back you don't get anywhere. I cannot 

fight with anyone or be rude. That kind of thing I cannot tolerate- 

Similarly Ranjani, stated, 'Whatever we Say, who is going to listen? 'She's only an 

Indian', that kind of attitude. Our nature is not to complain, we don't complain. We don't 

write letters". 

However, the perceptions these women had about lndian people, and lndian 

women in particular, not complaining and being non-assertive did not fit with the reality 

of their own experiences. Both these women described situations they were placed in 

that forced them to complain and fight for what they felt was fair. Janathi talked about 

several letters that she had a lawyer write in order to Save her job and receive fair 

treatment. Ranjani spoke about several situations when she went into her son's school 

and talked with the principal and wmplained about discriminatory treatment her son had 

received. Several of the Malayalee women in this study proved that lndian people are 

not necessarily soft spoken and in fact some are quite outspoken. Suja said that people 

at her work place expected her to be quiet and accommodating, probably because she 

was Indian. She reported, '1 fought for my rÏghts. Some people said, 'Oh, you have a 

big mouth' but they value that ... I don't take any of this nonsense ... I always speak up at 

meetings. For others too I speak up'. 



Many of the wornen in the younger generation also spoke about haw stereotypes 

about South Asian women affected them. One woman reported having had a very bad 

experience when she and her white boyhiend went to a dinic to get vaccines before 

they left on a trip to India. She stated: 

There was an incident with a [white] doctor where I felt the doctor was being 

clearly racist towards me and it just really upset me. Because he was in a 

position of power, he was a doctor. He was someone I kind of trusted. He was 

just k ing weird. I went with my boyfriend Steve to get shots for lndia and he was 

treating Steve like this god. And he was king weird wiai the pronunciation of my 

Iast name. He was treating us realiy difirently. And that's why l knew he was 

racist Steve had to speak for me, he (the doctor) wouldn't take my answers. 

Steve would be doing ail the talking and I felt like this weak, submissive, stupid 

person that didn't have a voice. It hugely upset me because it was an issue of 

power. 

Like most young Malayalee women, this woman would generally not describe henet as 

being weak, submissive or stupid. However, in this situation she explained how the 

other person made her feel Iike she fit into the stereotype of a South Asian woman. 

Another stereotype associated with being South Asian or being an immigrant 

was dishonesty. Several of the women in both generations spoke at length about being 

accused of shoplifting while they were out shopping. A young woman, Tammi, spoke 

about experiences that she has had when sales staff have assumed that certain items 

are too expensive for her to afford. She reported: 

They look at you and automaticaliy start following you around the store, seeing 

whether or not you're going to pick up anything and then they'll say 'Oh, that's too 

expensive for yod and l'II be like 'I'm just looking'. 



One of the older women, Janathi, also reported that she has k e n  suspeded of 

shoplifting on several occasions. She talked about how store security guards would 

follow her around in department stores al1 the time. She explained that she only 

understood what was going on, after she got a cashier job in a department store and 

was told that the security guards follow people around when they suspect people are 

stealing. She stated, 'Al1 those tirnes ... they were thinking that I was hiding something in 

my sari ... to steal'. Being followed around in stores and k i n g  suspected of shoplifting is 

something that several Malayalee women have reported. Thus, belonging to a lower- 

class and dishonesty, may be other stereotypes associated with k i n g  a South Asian 

woman. 

The reality of South Asian women's lives appears to be quite different from the 

stereotypes about South Asian women. The Malayalee women in the present study 

demonstrated that they do not passively accept everything that is handed to them. 

Many Malayalee women fight for faimess and equality in the workplace. Many have 

taken jobs that are not traditionally accepted jobs for Malayalee women. Most of the 

women work full-time and financially contribute to the support of their families. Although 

there are a few women who have minimal power in their marital situations, most 

Malayalee women have shared power and influence in their familier. Women in the 

younger generation, more specifically, have k e n  struggling with obtaining freedom and 

independence in their homes and within their lives since their teens and they have been 

struggling with making choiœs and their own decisions about relationships, education 

and career paths. None of the above examples validate being submissive, passive, 

dependent, stupid or subservient. In fact. many of the wornen in this study have 

demonstrated k i n g  independent, assertive and active playen in their families, the 



Malayalee community and in society in general. One woman in the younger generation, 

Rachel, stated: 

I see the females in our (Malayalee) comrnunity as the movers and shakers more 

than I do the males in ouf community. The fernales seem to be forging ahead. It 

looks Iike the females more than the males who stand up and make the 

Malayalee cornmunity take notice. 

From the above discussion it becornes clear that typical stereotypes about South Asian 

women are not based on reality, but rather based on sexist, racist and classist 

constructions of who South Asian women are or should be. 

MALAYALEE U(PECTATI0NS FOR MALAYALEE FEMALES 

Being ''propet" and behaving in a proper manner were two things that many of 

the women in bath generations made reference to. In the Malayalee community there 

appears to be a set of behaviours, attitudes and ways of being that have been deemed 

as being acceptable and desirable for people in the Malayalee community. In the same 

way there are behaviours and attitudes that are not acceptable or desirable. Primarily 

the scrutiny of these behavioun and attitudes are geared towards people in the younger 

generation. Women in the older generation are not the target of such scrutiny because 

of the stage of Iife they are in; they do not have to worry about being seen on a date or 

having their virtue or reputation tamished, because they are generally mamed 

monogamous women with families. At Malayalee youth conferences I have taken part 

in, there has been debate and discussion about what constitutes a 'good Malayalee girl' 

and a 'good Malayalee boy'. Consequently, in this study the women were asked a 

similar question: 'In the Malayalee community what would the characteristics be for a 

"good lndian girl" and a 'bad lndian girl" and what would the characteristics be for a 



'good Indian boy' and 'bad lndian boy'? Under this category of Pood Indian girl' the 

responses of the women in both generations included and can be grouped as follows: 

having a good education, k i n g  studious, getong good grades in school and being 

smart; does not date, is a virgin, is not involved sexually or otherwise with men; being 

obedient, listening to her parents, k i n g  well behaved and having a good character; and 

follows traditions, has an arranged marriage, goes to church, has modesty and is 

responsible. A "bad Indian girlm was said to be: someone who did not finish her 

education, someone who goes out late at night, someone who dates, has boyfnends, is 

not a virgin, not obedient and does not listen ta parents, takes part in drinking, dnigs 

and smoking. Amy stated, "A giri can do one thing wrong and she is considered 

horrible". A 'good Indian boy' was descnbed as: having a good education, being 

smart; having a good character and being well behaved; having a good job, being a 

good provider and taking care of his family. A '%ad lndian boy" was someone who was: 

not well educated, not responsible, and took part in drinking, dnigs and sex. However, a 

woman in the older generation, Vineetha stated, 'They (boys) can smoke and drink in a 

limited way". There appeared to be some differences in ternis of expectations and what 

was considered acceptable between males and females. 

Getting good grades in school and having a good education and k i n g  smart 

were considered the rnost important aspects of k i n g  a good Malayalee for both males 

and females. However, the remaining characteristics for males and females were 

different. The remaining characteristics for good females had a heavy emphasis on not 

being involved with rnernbers of the opposite sex (sexually or otherwise), maintaining 

one's virtue, being obedient to parents and following traditions. The rernaining 

characteristics for good Malayalee males involved k i n g  responsible for supporting and 



providing for his family. Patnarchal ideals of manhood and womanhood were cleariy 

present in the descriptions of what constituted a good Malayalee. Although being 

sexually active was not acceptable behaviour for Malayalee males either, it was 

ernphasired, by the women in this study, as k i n g  significantly more important for 

females. In ternis of acceptable behaviours and expectations, there were clear 

indications of a double standard between males and females in the Malayalee 

community. Specifically, females were expected to guard their virtue and follow 

traditions, while males were expected to focus on being able to support and provide for 

his family. These difFerential expectations seerned to be heavily influenced by 

patriarchal, sexist notions of being male and female. 

Several of the women stated that it was sometimes dificult k i n g  a Malayalee 

woman. They explained that there are many expectations to live up to and many eyes 

watching to see l you rneet those expectations. The expectations placed on women in 

the older generation are different than the expectations placed on the women in the 

younger generation. For the women in the older generation, being mamed and staying 

rnamed are strong expectations. The women reported that divorce and separation are 

not looked on kindly and often if there is a split up, it is thought of as k i n g  "shameful" or 

'scandalous'; often the woman is blamed and thought to have "something wrong with 

hef.  A couple of the women spoke about themseives or their parents or close family 

members being very isolated from the Malayalee community after a divorce or break up. 

A few of the women stated that even if there was a bad mamage in the Malayalee 

community, the couple would be expected to stay together "for the sake of the childrenn. 

Having children, ensuring they are well educated and raising one's family are 

also expectations placed on women. Several of the women reported that women who 



do not have children are thought to be 'selfish' or have 'something wrong with themm. 

Another expectation that is placed on women in the older generation as well as on their 

spouses, is to ensure that their children get mamed, preferably to Malayalees. Although 

there were many women in the older generation who feft that their children should 

eventually make their own selection in terrns of partnership choices, there were others 

who felt it was the parents' responsibility. One woman reported that she felt a lot of 

stress and disappointment in her inability ta find marriage partners for her children, 

especially her daughters, who were in their mid 20s to early 30s. She explained that the 

Malayalee wmmunity expected her to find suitable boys, and individuals sometimes 

questioned her as to why they were not yet rnarried. She stated, 'You know about the 

children's marriage, I think I am a big failure. That is the truth. I think I am a failure not 

k i n g  able to get my kids mamed'. Several of the women in the older generation 

expressed sirnilar concerns about not being able to find suitable matches for their 

children. 

Malayalee women in Canada were also expected ta worù and help financially 

support their families. Traditionally this was not the case. The discussions from 

previous chapters have provided explanations for this. It is clear that there are difFerent 

expectations of 'proper' behaviour and requirements placed on women in the older 

generation versus women in the younger generation. As well there are different 

behaviours and requirements that are deemed 'proper' for males and females in the 

younger generation, namely. females have more emphasis placed on abstaining from 

sex, fotlowing traditions and k i n g  obedient, while males are expecîed to be able to 

support a family. Also some of these expectations and requirements are in the process 

of change within the Malayalee wmmunity and within the women themselves. The 



following section addresses some of the changes in the women in the younger 

generation. 

A NEW IMAGE OF MALAYALEE WOMEN: NEITHER GOOD GIRLS NOR BAD GIRLS 

Wth the women in the younger generation there were differences within the 

group in tems of how much lndian culture they retained and how much mainstream 

Canadian culture they adapted to. Although al1 of the women in the younger generation 

had adopted more Canadian culture than the women in the older generation, there were 

still differences between the women in the younger generation in tems of how they 

viewed different aspects of lndian and mainstram Canadian culture, such as arranged 

mamages, dating, going out with friends, staying out late, and sexuality. There were 

some women who clearly held on to more lndian beliefs than others, and there were 

some wornen who adopted mainstream Canadian culture and ways of doing things more 

so than others. 

After examining qualities and characteristics that fit into the 'good' and 'bad' 

Malayalee girf categories as rendered in the interviews, it became clear that there were 

many women who had characteristics from bath categories. For example, al1 of the 

women in the younger generation were attending or had attended university and al1 

reported that they were respectful of their parents. 80th of these were characteristics of 

'good Malayalee gids'. Although rnost of the women agreed on the traits that were 

indicative of a 'good Malayalee girl'. many of the women reported beliefs and behavioun 

that did not fit into the 'good' category, but rather into the 'bad Malayalee giri' grouping. 

For example. 11 out of the 15 women in the younger generation reported having dated 

or having had boyfriends. Several of the women stated that they go out late at night, go 

to clubs and parties and dnnk alcohol, and four of the unmamed women reported k i n g  



sexually active. It is important to acknowledge that rnany of these women did not 

express guilt or shame regarding their actions; rather they were proud of who they were 

and of the choices they had made. These women were strong individuals who resisted 

being categorized as k i ng  'bad Malayalee girls', as they did not feel their behaviour 

was necessarily bad. It became clear throughout the intewiews with the women in the 

younger generation, that several of them no longer acœpted many of the characteristics 

that were found in the 'good' and 'bad' categories. Certainly within a Canadian context, 

their behaviour would be considered quite normal and appropriate for young Canadian 

women. 

There were some women in the younger generation who did buy into the notion 

of k i n g  a 'good Malayalee girl' and strived to fulfill the characteristics. They were quite 

studious and did exceptionally well in school, did not (often were not allowed ta) spend 

free time with friends or go out at night, did not have or want boyfn'ends, and always 

Iistened to their parents. A few of these women reported wanting and seeking approval 

from their parents and the Malayalee community by doing what was expected to be the 

'propet thing. For some of the young women who held on to more lndian beliefs and 

values than othen, there appeared to be a double positionality. That is to Say, while 

they wanted to subvert some of these values, they appeared to hold on to them to 

satisfy parent expectations. Mary's comments about 'going to the prom" illustrates the 

frustrations of trying to please parents and doing things that she wanted to do. Mary 

stated, '1 want my parents' approval. If they don't approve, I'rn not doing it at all'. Mary 

talked about an incident: 

I was so dead set on going for my prom, b u s e  I've never gone out in my whole 

high school life. Never gone out to a part-. Never done this. Never done that 



This is one thing I've got to do. I've got ta start breaking my Mom and Dad in. 

WelI, this was the biggest thing. For two months I was crying every single night 

My Dad was like, 'No you are not going to go. I don't know who you're going 

with', and it was a big argument I felt like it was really pathetic because it's your 

prom, my goodness, everybody goes to their prom. I was so upset He didn't talk 

to me, If we were sitting down to eat dinner he wouldn't even look at me. It was 

just, 'My daughter wants to go outl Oh, how sinful!' You Iviow? When he 

wouldn't look at me I felt bad, I felt rnaybe I shouldn't go. I really doubted myself- 

I thought why should I disappoint my Dad, it's just a stupid prorn, and I shouldn't 

go because if it upsets him that much. 

There were several women like Mary who reported that they were tormented by what 

they actually wanted to do and what their parents would allow them to do. Several of 

them stated that they tried to do things and behave in a manner that would make their 

parents happy. A couple of these women stated that when they were younger they 

abided by their parents' niles, but when they look back on those days they felt they 

should have stood up for what they wanted. When Mary was asked how she felt now 

about not being able to go to her prom she replied, ' t should have gone!". 

LYlNG AS A STRATEGY 

There were many women in the study who wanted their parents' approval, but 

did not want to sacrifice what they wanted in order to get that approval. Quite a few of 

the women explained that they originally wanted their parents' approval with regards to 

going out. However, they explained that after repeated attempts of 'asking permissionn 

and years of seeking approval, which resulted in their parents being 'judgmental' and 

'disapproving', the women conduded that their parents would never grant permission or 

approval. Many of the wornen stated that they had tried discussing 'going out' with their 



parents, asked for permission and sometimes even 'beggeg and 'cried' to be allowed 

to go out and do things with friends. The women explained that these strategies were 

for the most part unsuccessful as many of their parents did not give approval and 

continued to deny freedoms. The women reported that it was at this point when they 

began doing things they wanted to do without asking for their parents' permission, and 

without their parents' knowledge or consent. It was at this point that many of the women 

in the younger generation started lying to their parents. When asked about lying. Amy 

stated: 

Yes. I feel forced into it actualiy. If I were to tell them what t was doing, they 

would think even less of me than they already do and I don't want them to have 

this opinion of me. I also don't want to hurt them. I alsa don't want to be 

forbidden to do something and then just be stuck at home whereas al1 my friends 

are going out and having a good time. So I ahivays felt the need to lie to them 

because 1 wasn't going to accept this sitting at home, abiding by their wishes and 

k ing  miserable. Recently, if I want to do something, I don? ask for permission 

anymore because it gets me nowhere. I just tell them what I'rn doing and just do 

it I lie to them mosüy about where I'rn going or what I'rn doing and who I'rn with. 

I've becorne very good at lying. 

Many of the women reported that they felt they had very few options except to lie in 

order to have freedom. They stated th& they felt forced to lie because their parents 

were unable or unwilling to listen and understand what their children wanted to do and 

why. Jesse spoke about her situation: 

There's a lot of lying ... who 1 was going out with mostiy. It wasn't the group of 

friends I ahvays talked about, it was probably just one guy. 1 lied because I was 

afraid they were going to say 'No you can't do it' and I didn't want to hear 'No you 



can't'. It was better that they didn't know, than l'd have to know 'no you 

canlt'(sic), and I was still doing it, deceiving them somehow. This way was my 

way of getting around it, without actualiy deceiving them. I just wasn't really 

telling them the whole story. The lying gave me freedom and if I were to tell the 

tnith that freedom would have been taken away. 

Lying could be seen as a strategy employed by the wornen in the younger 

generation in order to obtain and maintain freedoms. The women explained that in 

many cases this strategy was the only means of having freedorn, at the same time 

avoiding a big fight or argument with their parents. Several of the women explained that 

it was easier on their parents to not know what their daughter was doing, than for them 

to know and oppose it, and still have their daughter continue the behaviour. The women 

in the younger generation also explained that it was easier on them to not have to deal 

with their parents' disappointment or anger. They explained that they lied to their 

parents by 'not telling them the whob story". 'withholding informationn, 'lying by 

omissionn, 'stretching the tnrth', and by making up lies to hide the tmth altogether. A 

couple of the women stated that they did not feel 1 was 'really lying" and it didn't really 

hurt any one. Several of the women pointed out that they did not want to hurt their 

parents. They explained that they still felt that they treated their parents with respect, 

even though they often had to lie to their parents in order to maintain freedom. 

Most of the woman in the younger generation, with the exception of three 

women, reported having lied to their parents on many occasions about where they were 

going or whom they were going with. Many of the women reported that they lied to their 

parents on an ongoing basis in order to keep peaœ and maintain freedoms. However, 

a few of the women in their late 20s and early 30s have reported that as they have 



gotten older, and since dating and going out socially are slowly being accepted in the 

Malayalee cornmunity, there has been less of a need to lie to their parents. 

There were three women who reported never having lied to their parents. One 

of these woman stated that she would not do anything without her parents' approval or 

consent, even though she fought regularly with her parents about her la& of freedom. 

Two other women reported that they have open relationships with their parents, who 

give them ample freedom; for them there is really no need to lie, especially because 

neither of them go out a lot nor do they do a lot of dating. All of the other women in the 

younger generation reported lying. Even women who did not live at home during 

periods when they were away at university, stated that they had to lie to their parents 

from time to time in order to rnaintain their freedom. 

The women reported that the lies were generally about going out, where they 

were going, who they were going with, when they were going and what they were going 

to do there. Since many parents did not approve of dating, parties, clubs, drinking, 

going out late and spending tirne with rnernbers of the opposite sex, lying was very 

common. Some of them stated that lying made them feel guilty, '1 felt very guilty. I 

would feel sick with guilt. I felt it was very very sad that I would have to lie. But there 

was no way around P. Other women explained that they did not feel tembly bad about 

having to lie because they had very few options and it had becorne wmmonplaœ. Tina, 

a woman who lives away from home while she is finishing university, talked about lying: 

I lie al1 the tirne. I do it regularly [laughs]. t've lied to them so many times. I've 

been caught And there's a reason why I do k.. because one night I just went to a 

movie, it was on Tuesday night, it was cheap night and my dad called me while I 

was gone. My roommate would usually cover for me, if they called she'd Say, 'Oh, 

she's in the library', but my roomrnate accidentally said that I went to the movies 



and he just freaked on her on the phone. He said 'why is she going to the movies 

during a week night, she should be studying'. And so I called him back.. And 1 was 

thinking this is just an innocent thing, we just went out to the movies, no big deal. 

So 1 just thought forget it I'm not telling him. I don? tell him anything. If I tell him 

he'd freak, I don't bother telling them anything about my life. We're not very close. 

They don't know who I am, 

Many of the wornen in the younger generation stated that they wished that they could 

have more open relationships with their parents. They did not like having to lie. Several 

of the women in the younger generation described their parents as k i n g  'strict" and 

'over protective", however they also explained that they understood why they were this 

way. They explained that Malayalee parents were so against their chiklren 'going outn 

and 'dating" because the parents had never done any of that in lndia as they were 

growing up. Many of the wornen suggested that their parents had a difficult time 

accepting mainstream Canadian values in ternis of socializing, going out and staying out 

late and spending time with members of the opposite sex. The women also reported 

that many Malayalees in the younger generation had k e n  forced to lie in order to have 

freedom because their parents were inflexible about those issues. Amy stated: 

I knaw oher Malayalee kids lie, I see it al1 the time. I fs  the same thing, they can't 

let their parents know what they're doing or their parents are going to have a fit 

and they're going to get in big trouble. 1 wish it didn't have to be this way because 

I see other families, mostly white people and their mother is their best friend and 

they can be totally open with them, and I wish I had that kind of relationship with 

my parents. I wish they knew me better than they do. They don't know me at all. 

Thus the women in the younger generation talked about lying to their parents as 

k i n g  a necessity. They argued that lying was a protective defensive measure that 



allowed them to obtain and maintain levels of freedorn that they otherwiçe would not 

have. A couple of the women in the younger generation stated that when their parents 

found out about a specific lie or a behaviour that was not approved of, their reaction was 

very negative and sometimes abusive. Several of the women in the older generation 

stated that they knew that their children lied to them sometimes because there have 

been occasions when they have been caught Many of them felt that their children were 

always honest with them and never had cause to not tell them the truth. Parathi 

reported: 

Yes, my daughter has lied. I think she told me she's going someplace and she 

went a different place. These things I found out only. Always I think they're 

telling me the truth. They lie because maybe they're scared of me, they don't 

know how I'm going to react or l'Il get mad at them. Maybe certain things they 

don't want me to know. 

Menakshi talked about her experience: 

Actually, 1 didn't know they were lying to me at the time. I thought my daughter 

was a very good girl. She's coming home at the right time, she's not going with 

any boys or anything. Now I reake they were lying to me, not before. Now, I 

know ail girls are going like this ... my daughters went too. 

When Menakshi was asked how she felt about her daughters having lied, she replied: 

Now I think ... if I wasn't that strict, they wouldn't lie to me. Then, they'd tell the 

tmth. 1 was strict about going out and going in the night and going with boys, I 

didn't think [back then] I was so strict 

The women in the younger generation who reported doing the least amount of lying and 

had the least amount of tension between parents and children came from families in 

which children had more freedom in terms of what they were allowed to do. These 



women did not have to resort to lying bacause there was a level of freedom that they 

were already given. Thus there were some parents and familias that were strictsr than 

others. For the most part, the degree of stridness had to do with how the parents were 

raised and what they leamed in lndia about parenting and acceptable behaviour for 

children. It also had to do with the degree of adherence to Indian values and practices 

(such as decision making models, respect and obedience of parents, and the arranging 

of marriages and its implications) and level of acculturation and acceptance of dominant 

Canadian values and practices. 

The women who had brothen reported that although some of their brothers also 

had to lie to their parents for the same reasons, many of them did not and often did not 

have to, because males had greater freedom to begin with. Jesse stated, 'My brother 

was given more freedom. When it came to dating and things like that he was able to 

Say that he was going out with this girl or with that girl. My brother had more freedoms. 

he was a boy". 

Many of the women wished they had more open relationships with their parents 

and that their parents could be more flexible and more accepting of Canadian ways so 

that there would be no need to lie. Allowing greater levels of freedom for their children 

and being more accepting of mainstream Canadian ways provided the family with open 

lines of communication and non-judgmental discussion about what the children wanted 

to do and why. However, too much freedom especially in connection with dating and 

having boyfriends, sometirnes led to difficulties for young women if and when they 

wanted to get manied thmugh the arranged mamage system. A young Malayalee 

women who dated was said to sometimes have a 'bad reputation' which played a factor 

in whether or not she could have a good marriage arranged for her. Throughout this 



section it has becorne clear that a women's reputation plays an extremely important part 

in many aspects of her life. The next section examines how gossip and reputation 

works in the Malayalee community and l s  conneaion to lying, dating and the arranged 

mamage system. 

GOSSIP AND REPUTATION 

Ail of the wornen reported that there is gossip in the Malayalee community. One 

woman in the older generation stated, 'Usually I don't like gossiping. But to a certain 

point we also do it ... to my close friends ... we talk. You can take it as gossip, sometimes 

we do talk". Women in both generations reported that fear of gossip and fear of 

tamishing one's reputation didated what a person can and cannot do in the Malayalee 

community. This was especially the case with women because they had so many rules 

to abide by. Many of the women reported that often they were worried about their 

actions and behaviour being acceptable in the eyes of the Malayalee community. They 

said that they did or did not do many things based on this acceptability. Many of the 

women in the younger generation stated that they were very cautious about what other 

Mafayalees knew mncerning their personal life, especially when it came to going out 

late, having boyfriends and dating and k i n g  seen by other Malayalees, because they 

were afraid of gossip in the Malayalee community that would eventually hurt their 

parents. Jen stated, "Actually I'm not womed about myself, I'm womed for my parents, 

that rny parents aren't bothered by it. Because I don? want them to be the object of 

gossip'. Women in the older generation reported that they did wony, or had womed at 

one time, about their children and potential gossip which could influence the parents' 

reputation as well. 



Several women in the younger generation stated that Malayalees in the older 

generation, including their own parents, often lied to other Malayalees when their own 

children had boyfriends, stayed out late or were acüvely dating. Parents who did allow 

their children more freedom were also said ta advise their children to 'practice 

discretion" when out with a member of the opposite sex. Several of the women in the 

younger generation reported that they had ta be very careful that other Malayalees did 

not see them when they were out in public with a boy. The women stated that this was 

the case because, in the Malayalee community, dating was equated with being sexually 

active. If someone had a boyfriend or girifriend, it was assumed that they were having 

sex. Marina, who had a boyfriend, reported: 

l'm cautious and concerned that someone is going to see us when I go out with 

him. We won? walk hand in hand down the street. And if we are, I'm aiways 

looking over my shoulder. I'm cautious because I don't want Malayalees to know 

my business. If they know that I'rn seeing sorneone, that's more than I want to 

tell them. If they see us, they1lI talk about me. They'll say that I have a boyfriend, 

that I'rn sleeping with hirn, that I'rn not a virgin. And that I'rn not going to have an 

arranged marriage. 

Marina reported that just being seen alone with a man was sometimes enough to lead to 

gossip and ruin a woman's reputaticn because people would jump to conclusions, 'So if 

somebody saw me down the street with a guy and they thought I'm not a virgin ...". 

Other women as well explained that if Malayalees thought you had a boyfnend, they 

would jump to the conclusion that you are also having sex with that person. Thus 

because prernarital sex was considered taboo in lndian contexts, especially for women, 

by association, dating was also onginally considered taboo. 



The women in the younger generation reported that in mainstream Canadian 

contexts, dating is seen as a means of meeting and mingling with memben of the 

opposite sex, getting to know the other penon, understanding what you are looking for 

in a relationship and having a good time. Often in the Malayalee community dating is 

expected to lead directly to mamage. It is frowned upon to have more than one 

boyfriend or to have a series of boyfriends. Tammi explained: 

Say for example if someone saw me going out, they'd probably Say We saw 

Tammi downtown with this boy who is not even Indian!' So they would gossip 

about me... So ail the young adults our age do it [date] behind their [parents'] 

backs. They don? let them know. Because they know their parents won't agree 

with i t  They think that autornaticaliy that they're going to have sex or if they're 

dating somebody who is Malayalee they'll say 'Oh, let us get involved because 

this could be mamage for you'. 

Thus, because dating was equated with being sexually active and premarital sex was 

considered taboo, as well, because dating was often expected to lead to mamage, 

many young Malayalees, especially women, kept their socialuing activities, Iike dating, a 

secret. Many of them did not discuss dating with their parents or with other Malayalees. 

The parents who did know that their children were dating, usually did not discuss it with 

other Malayalees either and also cautioned their children to not discuss it with other 

Malayalees. However, now that dating is slowly being accepted by the Malayalee 

community, things are becorning more open. 

These assumptions and conclusions about dating being equated with sexual 

activity, have a grave impact on a woman's reputation if she has dated, and eventually 

on her ability to take part in the arranged maniage system. This is primarily the case 

because within the arranged mamage system women are required to be virginal and 



inexperienced sexually when they many. The assumption about being sexually active if 

you have a gidfriend is also there for males, however, in the arranged mamage system, 

1 is not as crucial an expectation that the man is a virgin. A few of the women believed 

that with a man you cannot tell if ha is a virgin or not, but with a woman her virginity is 

proven when her hymen is broken and she bleeds afler the first time she has 

intercourse. Also many of the women reported that virginity, and guarding one's 

virginity, was seen as k i n g  more important for women than for men, in both lndian and 

mainstrearn Canadian cultures. They also reported that for women within lndian culture, 

maintaining virtue and virginity was far more important than for women in the dominant 

Canadian culture. The women described mainstream Canadian culture as allowing 

much more sexual expression and freedom than Indian culture, especially for women. 

This topic wilt be explored further in the following section. 

Some of the women in the older generation also said they were afraid of what 

might get out in the Malayalee community in terrns of their own actions or behaviour, 

and how it would affect their children. Lexmi stated, 'Every move I make I always have 

to think what is the community going to think about the children and about me. What if I 

do this, what is the carnmunity going to think about the children". Women who were not 

happy in their mamed lives had few options open to them, as divorce was not 

cunsidered an acceptable course of action in the Malayalee community. Menakshi 

spoke proudly about the Iow divorce rates in lndia and among lndian people compared 

to mainstream Canadians. However, dufing Our discussion of the topic it became clear 

that among lndian people there are fewer options for women and women are expected 

to stay mamed for 4he sake of the children" even if they are not happy. In Canada, on 

the other hand, women have more choices and one's own happiness is just as important 



as one's children's happiness. Menakshi also explained that divorce rates were lower 

earlier in Kerala because women were dependent on men financially and 

psychologically, however. a lot of that has changed as Indian women today, especially in 

Canada, are no longer that dependent on men. 

When there is a divorce, women in patticular in the Malayalee community, as 

well as in mainstream Canadian society, are often blamed when a rnarriage breaks up. 

Women in both generations in this study explained that when there is a divorce in the 

Malayalee community there is often gossip that 'there must be something wrong with 

the woman" or that she was a 'bad wife or bad woman", and somehow the divorce was 

'her fauW. They explained that divorced men on the other hand are more often looked 

at with sympathetic eyes. It is also thought that it is easier for a man in the Malayalee 

community to remarry after a divorce than it is for a woman. However, a woman in the 

younger generation, who lived with her father after her parents got divorced, stated that 

she watched her father become more and more isolated as other Malayalees stopped 

associating with him. She spoke about her experience, "When I was small we used to 

go to parties ail the time. People would invite us over for dinner and they would come to 

our house for dinner ail the time. Now, afler the divorce, the same friends don't cal1 any 

more. He's very isolatedu. EmiIy said that when her rnother's sister got divorced it was 

considered a most shameful and disgraceful event. She stated : 

It was major sharne. My mother was very opposed to the divorce. My m m  was 

realb ashamed of the fact that her sister had to get a divorce. You know, she'd 

say, 'Couldn't you have worked it out? That's never done. You just deal with the 

situation. You don? realize the implications of a divorce!' 



The women explained that marital problems and things like divorce and separation were 

kept as a secret from the Malayalee community for fear of gossip and other 

ramifications. The woman in the younger geneation who lived with her divorced father, 

said that af€er her parents' divorce, there was a lot of gossip about her family: 

It rnakes me angry when I think about the stuff that people are saying about us, 

Our family, and they don't know if ifs true. I know that there is gossip around us 

because it does corne back to me through my friends. They tell me what their 

mothers are talking about. They're saying that, 'Oh your mother is not living at 

home ... so these are bad children' ... then there is also the pity thing. 

She talked about how her parents' divorce also affected her ability to take part in the 

arranged rnamage system within the Malayalee community: 

I think my father wants to arrange me (arrange a rnamage for me) but he has 

actually said a few times that ifs going to be very difficult for me because of the 

divorced background and rny farnily history ... and because of my mother not 

being at home. 1 also think it would be dificult for my dad to find someone for me 

because when you get arranged they look at your family background. They 

aiways say i fs not a mamage between h o  people, ifs a mamage between two 

families. 

Thus gossip and one's reputation and even one's family's reputation had far reaching 

consequences for Malayalees and play an important part in the lives of Malayalee 

women. 

The cancerns and fears that the women in this study expressed regarding gossip 

in the Malayalee comrnunity are founded on actuality, as gossip and a bad reputation 

had dire consequences. Fear of gossip and getting a bad reputation appear to have a 

controlling and limiting effect on women's lives and the choices they make, that is, they 



are ever conscious of the didates of the Malayalee cornmunity and the consequences of 

not following what the Malayalee cornrnunity deemed as appropriate behaviour. Just 

like fear of gossip and upholding one's reputation rnanaged control over wornen's 

activities and the expression of their sexuality, comparisons and competition with regard 

to reputation and achievements within the Malayalee community also played a factor in 

women's actions and behaviour. 

COMPARISONS AND COMPETITION 

Many of the women stated that there were ideal family situations that were 

revered as being the perfect mode1 of the Malayalee family, and everyone else in the 

Malayalee wmmunity tried to attain the same perfection. The women reported that 

there were a lot of comparisons and cornpetition between familier within the Malayalee 

community. Comparisons about who had a bigger house, who had a nicer car, who 

took more vacations, whose children got better marks and got scholarships, whose 

children are doctors or lawyers, whose children are 'proper' Malayalee children who 

have arranged mamages and whose children were dating. Many of the women in this 

study spoke about how the cornparisons between individu& and Malayalee families 

were somehow linked to reputation and status and social standing in the wmmunity. 

Cindy talked about how profoundly the Malayalee community influenced her and her 

family: 

The Malayalee community influenced us heavily. We had Saturday night dinners. 

We had church functions. We had talent nights and onnum (a hawest festival). 

We had various functions where we would look forward to attend. My parents' 

fiends' kids and us would hang out, even if we didn't want to. There's just a lot of 

cornpetition and comparisons. That's how 1 knew it influenced my life because I 

was being compared. I knew who I had to cornpete with. I knew how good they 



were. And I thought about it al1 the tirne. lt was present al1 the tirne, that feeling 

of inadequacy when compared to other Malayalee kids and families. 

Several of the women in the younger generation spoke about being wmpared to other 

Malayalee fernales who supposedly followed al1 the noms and fulfilled ail the 

expectations of the Malayalee community: '1 was asked what's wrong wiüi me ... al1 

these other girls had no problem having an arranged mamage'; 'My father keeps 

comparing me to the preacher's daughter"; '1 remember her talking about how she got 

al1 A's. So you'd be like, (quietly) oh she gets al1 A's. Then she would always ask me 

what I got on my report card"; '... they would compare, 'she's da&, the other one is 

fair'". Another woman reported that there was one female in her particular Malayalee 

circle, Miranda, to whom everyone was compared, and everyone thought she was 

perfect and the paragon of virtue. However, the woman in the study reported that she 

knew Miranda was not what everyone thought she was because 'Miranda had 

boyfriends and she wasn't wearing this chastity belt ... I had a problem with it only 

because we are being compared to a lie. It was an unrealistic demand that my parents 

were making on me. We are being compared to a lie as to what a 'good girl' was and 

who we should ben. There appeared to be some resentment from some of the women 

because they did not appreciate the constant cornparisons to other Malayalees who 

supposedly fulfilled al1 the expectations that the Malayalee wmmunity held as their 

ideal. Sometimes the expectations were unrealistic and unachievable for many people, 

which led to frustration and detachment from the Malayalee community. Rius the 

cornparisons and cornpetition within the Malayalee community proved to be dificult for 

many who could not live up to or did not want to live up to the ideals. The following 

section examines Malayalee womenJs sexuality, how it is viewed and constnicted by the 



women themselves and how it is influenced by gossip, reputation and expectations 

placed on women. 

S EXUALITY 

The women in the study were asked about sexuality, how it was viewed for 

women and men in the Malayalee cornmunity as well as in the dominant Canadian 

society. what they were told about sexuality and by whom, and how they felt about and 

viewed sexuality themselves. Most of the women in the older generation reported that 

their parents or other family members told them nothing about sex or sexual relations. It 

was considered a very private matter and sexuality was considered 'a secretw or Yaboo" 

and kept 'hush hush". Many of the women stated that they leamed about sex from their 

friends at school; one woman reported that she leamed from films. A couple of women 

stated that they knew nothing until they were married: '1 didn't even know what a kiss 

was. I leamed everything from my husband"; 'Women are not aven supposed to know 

about sex". Several women reported that although sex was not discussed in the family, 

they did learn that sex was something that happened only after marriage, between a 

husband and wife. 

Al1 of the women in the older generation agreed that in the lndian community, 

being sexually active before mamage was not considered acceptable behaviour for 

women. They did not agree, however, on what was considered acceptable or 

unacceptable behaviour for men in the same circumstances. A few women stated that 

they thought prernarital sex was equally not acceptable for men. Many other women felt 

that similar expectations were also there for males but they were not as strict for males 

as they were for fernales. Menakshi reported that she felt that in the Indian community, 

'before marriage, sex was 100% bad for giris and only 80% bad for boysn. Others felt 



that men could do anything in the way of premarital sex and get away with it, even 

though it was not preferred. Overall, premarital sex in general was frowned upon in the 

lndian community. One woman, Lexmi, explained, "... you muld do anything else, but 

still no sex! ... This is wnsidered to be the most cardinal sin on earthn. 

Unlike the women in the older generation, four of the women in the younger 

generation reported that they were told about sex and sexual relations by their parents, 

usually their mothers. Many still were not told anything by their parents, however, in a 

couple of families where there were two or three sisters. they sometimes talked about 

sex among themselves. A couple of women also reported leaming about sex and sex 

education for the first time from school health classes, and sometimes from friends at 

school. Similar to the women in the older generation, many of the women in the 

younger generation reported leaming that k i n g  sexually active was something that is 

supposed to be reserved until after mamage. 

When asked about how important virginity was, the women in the older 

generation stated that in the lndian community virginity was said to be very significant, 

especially for women. Susheila explained that if a woman was not a virgin, 'friction can 

happen after the rnamage" between her and her husband because she had been with 

somebody else. Another woman in the older generation. Vineetha, stated, 'In India, 

nobody wants a second hand woman. Here in Canada, you want an experienced 

woman". The women in the younger generation also cunfirmed what the women in the 

older generation had reported about women k i n g  staunchly expected to abstain from 

sex before mamage, and men having more flexibility and freedom. The women in the 

younger generation reported that the expectation in the lndian cornmunity was for 

women to rernain virgins and maintain their virginity until they got mamed. Thus there 



was a strong influence on the women in the younger generation, with regard to 

sexuality, from the lndian culture via their parents and the Malayalee cammunity. 

However, the women in the younger generation were also influenced by the dominant 

Canadian culture and its dictates. 

The women in bath generations reported that they believed that within 

mainstream Canadian society, sexuality was viewed some what differently. Premarital 

sex was not cansidered as "taboon as it was in lndian culture, and virginity was not of 

the utmost importance. The women in the younger generation reported that mainstream 

Canadian culture allowed more sexual freedorn and expression than indian culture. 

They stated that in dominant Canadian culture there were certain circumstances where 

premarital sex was acceptable, for example when two people were in a cornmitted 

relationship. Sex was thought of as being more casual in mainstream Canadian culture. 

In the lndian culture there were no such circumstances when premarital sex was 

acceptable and "casual sex was not acceptablen. Marina, reported: 

In lndian culture, sexuality? There is no sexuality for fernales from my 

understanding. For males it is something that everyone agrees is there, they are 

allowed to be sexual. Like, they have a sexual nature. I don't think women are 

seen as having a sexual nature, they are seen as k ing  asexual. lndian women 

were thought to be mothers and nurturers, they're not sexual beings. In 

Canadian culture sexuality for fernales ... it exists and it can be expressed. 

Many of the women in the younger generation explained that they believed that in the 

mainstream Canadian culture, being a virgin was not as important as it was in the lndian 

culture. Marina stated: 

Virginity is important for lndian women. I think it is as important for men t w  but if 

they lose their virginity it is not a tragedy. But for women it becornes a tragedy. I 



think a lot of guys in our generation. in ourgeneration that are lndian Malayalees, 

want to many a virgin woman. In this culture, Canadian culture, it is unheard of to 

be a virgin for either a male or a female in their 20s. Sexuality is expressed in 

Canadian culture. 

For Malayalee women, as in many other South Asian cultures, the only 

acceptable expression of sexuality was within the confines of rnaniage and rnotherhood. 

Being sexually active before mamage was considered highly unacceptable. If the only 

acceptable expression of sexuality is within the confines of mamage, Malayalee women 

face an eitherlor choice: become a wife and a sexual being, or remain unrnarried and 

celibate. Malayalee male sexuality, on the other hand, as in other South Asian cultures, 

is seen as k i n g  legitimate. Rose stated: 

Sexuality is very important for wornen. Thafs why you're seen as k i n g  useless 

if you're not mamed. Sexuality is integral to your personhoad. If you don't find an 

outfet for it in a socially acceptable way, rnamage is the only socially acceptable 

way, you're seen as wasted no matter what your educational attainment 

The women suggested throughout the interviews that lndian women's sexuality 

had been constructed in the Malayalee wmmunity by the culturally sanctioned 

stereotypes of passivity, modesty and submissiveness. One woman in the older 

generation stated that women were expected to be 'submissive to their husbands". 

Unlike women. men were said to be active playen who had desires and needs. Lexmi 

reported: 

Sex is something you have to experience when your father or mother gives you 

that person ... Women are not even supposed to know about it I guess ifs 

considered a man's domain where he has got desires and he will do what he has 



to do to satisfy his desires. We are just mere objects to satisfy them ... Also the 

male is supposed to be dominant 

It is not very smart for a woman to take the fit& step. The man always thinks he's 

supposed to take the first step. Now, I'd say 50% of men have grown to 

understand that women have desires too. 

The women in the study were asked how they personally felt about sexuality and 

what sex was about: for example procreation, duty, pleasure and love were the four 

options presented to thern; they could have picked one. al1 four or any combination of 

the four given words or corne up with their own to describe what sex was about to them. 

The women in the different generations had somewhat different answers. Most of the 

women in both generations picked 'love'. However, of the women in the older 

generation, three also picked 'procreation', three picked 'duty' and three picked 

'pleasure'. There were several women in the older generation who talked about women 

having desires as well as men. One woman stated that sex was 'about fun' and 

enjoying oneself. The women in the younger generation, on the other hand, picked 

'pleasure' as many times as they picked 'love'. Only one of the woman in the younger 

generation stated that she felt that sex was about procreation and several of the women, 

five, stated that they believed sex to have nothing to do with duty, in fact, one woman 

stated that it was "duty that constrains you". 

Thus it would appear that the women in the younger generation were more 

infiuenced by mainstream Canadian culture in ternis of their beliefs about sexuality than 

women in the older generation. Many of the women in the younger generation used 

words Iike 'repressiven and 'restrictiven ta describe women's sexuality in the lndian 

culture. And they stated that they felt mainstream Canadian culture was more open and 

free and more cornfortable with women's sexuality. However it is important to note that 



this adaptation to dominant Canadian beliefs about sexuality was in many cases more in 

theory than in practice. Of the fifteen women in the younger generation, only four 

reported having been sexually active (before mamage). Many of the other women, nine 

in total, suggested that they had never been sexually active and reported that they were 

virgins. Several of these women (five) were very adamant about maintaining their 

virginity until they were mamed. A couple of the five women stated that they were not 

necessarily waiting until they were mamed to have sex, they had just not k e n  involved 

with anyone yet that they wanted to have sex with. Also six of these nine women 

reported having actively dated before. The majorîty of the women in the younger 

generation, although they held beliefs about sexuality that were not traditionally lndian 

and were more mainstream Canadian in theory, in practice they had thus far maintained 

the edicts of Indian culture. So the women in this study held various beliefs about 

sexuality for women; some said it was alright for a woman ta be sexually active (before 

mamage), others said that women were supposed to be sexual but only within a marital 

relationship, others said that women are not supposed to be sexual at all. 

Throughout the interviews it became clear that there were double standards for 

males and fernales in the Malayalee community where sexuality was concemed. There 

were different expedations and a diflerent set of behaviours that were considered 

acceptable for males and fernales differently. The women in the older generation 

reported having different sets of rules for their daughters than what they had for their 

sons. in that their sons had more freedom. The women in the younger genention 

reported that some of their parents were 'overprotective" with them and not with their 

brothers. Several of the women in bath generations explained that this was the case. 

because seemingly women had the most to lose. because if a couple engaged in sexual 



activity, it was the woman that got pregnant and the man had the option of walking 

away. They explained that then the woman's life "would be niined". Also a few of the 

wornen in both generations talked about safety issues whereby they argued that women 

more than men were the ones who were attacked, raped and abducted. A couple of the 

women stated that it was the safety issues that made parents more strict and protective 

with daughters. Many others stated that the safety issue was one reason, however, 

they felt that the main reason parents were overprotedive and restrictive was to 

maintain and protect their daughter's virtue and reputation and ensure their ability to 

someday take part in the arranged mamage system. 

The women in the younger generation also reported a dichotomy that existed in 

the Malayalee community, whereby women were considered either 'virginsn or 'sluts* 

with no rniddle ground; whether a wornan had sex with one person or with ten, she was 

considered a "slut". Conversely, a man who had sex with multiple partners was 

considered to be a 'stud". A couple of the women reported that women who had sex 

before mamage were mnsidered to be "dirty", "used* or 'spoiled". There were no 

equivalent labels for men who had sex before maniage. Several of the women in the 

younger generation spoke about this unfair double standard. Some of these ideologies 

were also identified in rnainstream Canadian society as well as Malayalee or lndian 

culture. 

From the interviews it became evident that lndian culture dictates that women 

should above al1 maintain their virginity until they are rnamed. In examining why this is, 

one finds connections to several different aspects of lndian culture that directly influence 

women's lives. First of all. if a woman's virginity is not maintained or is in question, her 

prospects of having a mamage amnged for her becorne dim. The wornen explained 



that within most traditional families, and the men themselves, are looking for a woman 

who is 'pure' and *virtuous'. Secondly, if the woman is known to have had boyfriends or 

have k e n  involved with men, there is gossip about her and there are assumptions 

made about her having been sexually active bacause (as discussed in above sedion) in 

the Malayalee comrnunity dating is often equated with sex. A couple of the women in 

this study reported cases whereby women in the younger generation had mamages 

arranged for them, however, months aftewards the mamages broke up because 'the 

husband had found out that she was not a virgin'. Thus, if there has been gossip about 

a woman, and her reputation has k e n  'spoiled" or if she has been involved with men 

sexually, she can no longer take part, successfully, in the artanged mamage system. 

Several of the women reported that in many different circurnstances they have found 

themselves asking the questions: What is everybody in the Malayalee community going 

to think? What will people say? What am I going to tell people? In this regard the 

Malayalee community has knowingly or unknowingly set up a system that controls 

wornen's activities and sexuality by limiting their options and monitoring their actions and 

behaviour. 

The Malayalee community influences Malayalee women's lives on many levels. 

The following section examines how notions of beauty and values placed on skin colour 

are constructed within the Malayalee comrnunity, as well as within mainstream 

Canadian community, and the influence these constructions have on the women's lives. 

SKlN COLOUR, BEAUTY AND VALUE 

Many of the women in both generations spoke about skin colour k i n g  a big 

issue in the Malayalee and lndian cultures. The women explained that there was a high 

value placed on fair or light skin and a lower or negative value placed on darker skin 



tones. Similar comments were also made about mainstream Canadian society's 

preference for white skin as opposed to black or brown or other non-white skin. Many of 

the women reported that the Malayalee community was very preoccupied with who had 

dark skin and who had fair skin. 

Skin colour was said to be connected to mamageability; women with fairer skin 

were said to have more worth in the arranged mamage system in both generations. A 

couple of the wornen reported that there was a saying among lndian people, about 

women, that clairned, 'If you have dark skin and no money, then who will many you?". 

Aithough skin colour was said to be important for both men and women, it was said to 

be more important for wornen, and played a bigger factor when arranging mariages for 

women. One woman in the younger generation with dark skin, Tammi, reported: 

Even in our Malayalee community there is racism (shadism). There's that 'Oh 

you're not Iight enough to be a good Indian person. Because you are dark you 

might not find sorneone to marry you, you should settle for whatever you get'. 

There's aiways this problern in Our Malayalee community. People always look at 

you and Say 'you're too dark'. Skin colour is the important factor. 

One woman in the older generation, Janathi, spoke about her expen'ences with having 

dark skin and the arranged maniage system: 

From my childhood I thought white skin was more beautiful. My mother was very 

fair, I was always jealous of her. My dad was very dark. In India when the 

mam'age proposais come, the first question they ask is whether she is Iight 

skinned or dark skinned. At that time 1 really felt it because 1 am dark skinned. 

And dark skin is discriminated against in lndia as well as in Canada. My husband 

never talked about my dark skin, otherwise he wouldn't have married me. He 

never minded. But his mother and his grandparents they made so many 



rernarks, 'da* skin, dark skin'. When my brother-in-law got rnamed they started 

comparing, 'Oh she's dark, the other one is fair and beautiful'. I felt really 

disappointed, heartbroken. I cried so many times. I wished 1 had lighter skin. 

With the dowry, in my case they demanded rnoney. They said 'she is dark.. 

because you have dark skin, you should give more dowry'. 

The women in the older generation explained that when a mamage was k i n g  arranged, 

if the woman had dark skin, the groom's parents would ask for a bigger dowry. When a 

woman's parents were wealthy and were offering a high priced dowry, dark skin was 

said to be overlooked. Tarnmi explained that this notion of devaluing dark skin, 

especially when it carne to getting mamed, had been passed down to people in the 

younger generation. She explained that lndian males in the younger generation also 

held sirnilar prejudices about dark skin. She stated: 

When I used to talk to some Indian guys they'd be like, We want to date a girl 

who has got lighter skin'. It would rnake me angry. I'd be just like, 'Well excuse 

me, we're the same person, we might have the same personality just because we 

don't have the sarne skin colour doesn't mean anything'. And they'd Say, W e  

don? want Our kids ta look Indian. We don't want our kids to tum out da&. We 

want them to be lighter'. So if we're dark, they don't want that 

Many of the women in both generations reported that as they were growing up 

they remembered their parents waming them, 'stay out of the Sun or you will get dark". 

Thus this notion in the IndianlMalayalee community of trying to stay or be as fair as 

possible was something that infiuenced women daily because they were made to be 

wnscious of their skin mlour on a daily basis. Many of the women in the study, 

especially in the younger generation explained that they were also made to feel 



conscious of their skin colour among mainstream Canadian friends. Amy talked about 

her situation: 

In school I was the only lndian person. Everyone else had boyfnends. I always 

knew that none of these guys would go for me because of the fact that 1 was 

Indian. There were a few boys I Iiked, even if I talked to them, I knew they 

wouldn't like me like that. I wanted to be white. To be completely accepted and 

have their lifestyles, for exarnple k i n g  part of the cheerleading squad. If I was 

white, I wuld do these things. When I thought of the future, I hought of al1 the 

things that white people were allowed to do ... And it's also there in the Indian 

culture. With Indians, shade of skin is so important to them. Ifs always been 

said to me that lighter skin is better. My mom used to ahuays say to me, 'don't go 

out in the Sun you'lt get dark'. I still don't like that much about my looks. 

Thus many of the women suggested that having dark skin was a disadvantage in both 

mainstream Canadian and lndian societies. People leamed early on in their lives that 

light skin was considered 'better' and more preferred than dark skin. 

Many of the women with dark skin were the ones who reported the worst or most 

pronounced experiences of racism. They were the ones who reported being spat on 

and harassed in Canada more often than other Malayalee women with Iighter skin. 

However, a couple of the women in the younger generation reported that they had 

experienced the worst discrimination, regarding their dark skin colour, from people in the 

Malayalee community. Jasmine stated: 

I've received more prejudice from the Malayalee community than anywhere else. 

Malayalees don't think I have anything to offer. My skin colour is a problem. 

They say, 'If she's not a doctor, she's not this, she's not that and she's not fair 



skinned, who is going to want to rnarry her and how much money are you going 

to give as a dowry?'. 

The women in this study reported that in both South Asian and mainstream 

Canadian cultures, beauty was defined by Iight or white skin. A couple of the women 

stated that the ideal of what was wnsidered a beautiful wornan among mainstream 

Canadians was white skin, blonde hair and blue eyes. AI1 of the wornen reported that 

among Malayalees and lndians a big part of the ideal of beauty was k i n g  fair or light 

skinned. Rachel stated: 

I think our stereoty pe of who's beautiful is still someone who is white and tall and 

blonde. And whoever is Indian might not be viewed as being beautiful. I think 

North Indians are viewed as being very beautiful among lndians because they are 

very light skinned and very Anglo-looking. 

Several of the women in the younger generation stated that they hated their 

appearance when they were growing up because they did not measure up to either the 

Indian or mainstream Canadian ideal. One woman in the older generation, Parâthi, 

described what her daughter experienced, 'At school al1 my daughter's friends were 

white. One day she came to me and said, 'Mummy, why I don7 have blonde hair? 1 

want to be white. I don? like my face. I dont like my hair. Why I have a brown face? 

Why am I like this?". Cindy stated, '1 was allowed into a group of girfs who had 

everything. Everyone else was white and wealthy. No boys Iiked me because I was 

brown. I thought of myself as being the ugliest one in the group. I tried to fit in". There 

were several women who talked about 'self hatred' and hating their skin colour at one 

time. Some of women also talked about others, who did not want to 'look Indian' or be 

identified as being Indian. Several of the women in the younger generation with darker 

skin stated that they had earlier on 'hated' their dark skin and were very self-conscious 



of it; it made them feel 'inferiof. However, many of the same women also reported that 

they have becorne more aware of 'shadisrn' and they now 'love' their skin colour and do 

not wish to be lighter as many of them had indicated earlier. Tammi reported: 

When I was younger my skin colour did affect me. At age 18,19,20, A couple of 

years younger than now, I'd be really ashamed of it. I'd aiways stay away from 

the Sun thinking I didn't want to get darker. I wished I had Iighter skin. And as I 

got older I loved rny skin colour. People are out there tanning to get my colour. 

Amy spoke about her experience this way: 

I have so many Indian friends for whom shade of the skin is so important to them. 

You have to be as white looking as possible. Everyone is so concemeci about it 

Once 1 was telling an lndian friend about another lndian friend and how she 

always seems to attract al1 the guys, and her first comment was 'Oh, ifs because 

she's lighf and I didn't even ever consider that Shade of skin colour seems so 

important. With light skinned lndians and North Indians who are very light 

skinned and everything ... I've never come out and said it but my rnentality is 'Oh, 

they wouldn't go for me' ifs the same as it was in high school. It makes me feel a 

bit, well a lot, inferior to them. I don't think ifs just a label that they are putting on 

me, I think i'm doing this to myself as well. I have to develop a way to get past 

Mis. 1 have been recently becoming more aware of the fact that ifs not al1 in the 

colour of the skin ... In my own life I try not to value people based on that 

Thus, several of the wornen stated that they had leamed since childhood that lighter 

skin had more value than darker skin and that they had accepted these values. 

Although there were some women in both generations who did not question or challenge 

these values, many othen did. Several of the women stated that they recognized that 

this value system was wrong and they were in the process of trying to change that 

mentality and unleam those lessons. Lexmi stated: 



Everybody wants to be sornebody else. There is a definition of beauty that is 

going more towards the (white) Caucasian race. And we are doing it. We are 

encouraging it to happen. If we are concemeci about it, we should stop in our 

own thinking first Which I haven't stopped. 

Thus, several of the women talked about the first step that would be necessary in order 

to eradicate the unfair value system that places fair or white skin on the top and darker 

skin on the bottom. South Asian people need to re-evaluate and examine their own 

ideals and beliefs about skin colour and notions of beauty and then challenge the idea 

that white or fair skin is better. South Asians. and people of colour in general, must 

reject the negative values and definitions placed on dark skin and start redefming and 

living within Our own definitions of what constitutes beauty. I would go further to suggest 

that people of colour need ta examine where these betiefs originated and who these 

value systerns benefit and who they are detrimental to. 

In an examination of the social construction of Malayalee womanhood, it is 

important to look at stereotypes and realities of womanhood, expectations of proper 

behaviour, and notions of sexuality, beauty and value. It is also important to examine 

not only how they are taken up in both the Malayalee community and mainstrearn 

Canadian society, but how they establish identity for thernselves. The following section 

examines Malayalee women's identities and how they have created and recreated 

identity for themselves in Canada. This section engages in the questions of nationality, 

culture and the dual culture that many second generation Malayalees experience living 

in Canada. 



INDIAN? CANADIAN? RE-INVENTING IDENTITIES 

When the women in this study were asked what nationality they wnsidered 

themselves to be, there were many different answers. Some answered 'Canadian', 

others answered 'Indian', one answered 'South Asian', and still others answered 

'Canadian originally from India'. While I recognize the participants in this study to be 

South Asian, during the interviews it became clear that they self identified as Indian, 

hence the substitution of the word Indian for the word South Asian when refemng to the 

women in this study. 

Women in the older generation more often stated that they were lndian rather 

than Canadian. Many more women in the younger generation stated that they were 

Canadian or 'Canadian first". There were two women in the older generation who 

stated that they were Canadian and five women in the younger generation who stated 

that they were Indian. Several of the younger women who identified as 'Canadian' 

stated that people often respond with, "What nationality are you reaii'' or 'Obviously 

you are not Canadian", and they end up having to explain that they or their parents are 

originally from India. Some of the women stated that they might answer the question 

differently depending on who was asking. If a white Canadian were asking, they might 

answer 'lndian'. If some one was inquiring about citizenship or residency, they would 

answer 'Canadian'. Or if another South Asian person was asking the question. they 

may answer more specifically 'Malayalee from Kerala'. However, the rnajority of the 

women in this study in both generations stated emphatically that Canada was their 

'homen. For the women who were bom in Canada andlor brought up here, Canada is 

the only home they know. Emily stated, 'My sense of home is here. I'm Canadian, I 

don't know if I'd fit into India. I'm trying to fit in here!" 



Several of the women in the older generation stated that they would not fit in any 

longer if they retumed to India. Although many of them had fond memodes of lndia and 

had family still residing in India, most of the women in the older generation also stated 

that Canada was their home. Janathi reported, "1 am here in Canada al1 these years. 

Now if I go back to lndia with al1 my view points and ideas I am going to be an alien to 

that country also. I dont fit in here (Canadian society). I dont fit in there*. When I 

asked Janathi where she felt she did fit in, she replied, '7 fit in in my own house, with my 

husband and children. In my Malayalee wrnmunity (in Canada), among my small group 

of friends, 1 am comfortable'. Many other women in the older generation reported that 

they felt most cornfortable and accepted in Canadian Malayalee circles. Ail of the 

women in the older generation reported that their closest friends were other Malayalees, 

specifically Malayalee women. A few of the wornen reported that they also had friends 

wha were not Malayalee, mainly friends fmm work, however, their closest friendships 

were within Malayalee circles. A few of the women in the younger generation reported 

that rnost of their close friends were other young Malayalees, Iike themselves, who did 

not fit perfectly into the rnainstream Canadian or Malayalee models. They explained 

that they felt most comfortable with other Malayalees or Indians who had the same 

backgrounds and expenenced similar things growing up. Many of the other women in 

the younger generation stated that they had ftiends of al1 backgrounds and nationalities, 

including mainstream Canadians. Quite a few reported that their closest fnends were 

from diverse cultural and racial backgrounds. 

Several of the wornen in the older generation acknowledged that there were 

significant differences between Malayalees in Kerala and Malayalees in Canada, the 

main difference k i n g  that although they retained many aspects of Malayalee culture. 



they were still infiuenced by rnainstrearn Canadian culture to a certain extent. The 

wornen in the older generation did not struggle with issues of identity and belonging. 

Aithough they did adapt to some mainstream Canadian ways, for the most part they 

maintained their Indianness, they wore their lndian dothes, they ate their lndian foods, 

they retained their Malayalam language and culture. Most of the women in the older 

generation had beliefs, ideals and values that were deeply rooted in traditional lndian 

culture. 

Wornen in the younger generation, unlike their older counterparts, quite offen did 

struggle with issues of identity and belonging. Although they had been raised in 

Canada, immersed in mainstrearn Canadian culture, they were also strongly influenced 

by lndian culture in their homes. They explained that they tried to "fit in' in mainstrearn 

Canadian society, and they tried to be accepted at home and within the Malayalee 

community. Many of the women in the younger generation stated that they did not feel 

they fit in completely in the Malayalee cornmunity in Canada, nor were they accepted 

fully into mainstream Canadian society. Even though they had extended family in India, 

the Malayalee cornrnuntty there was not a consideration for most of the women in the 

younger generation, because, except for vacations to India, they had very little contact 

with that community. The women in the younger generation expiained that in 

mainstrearn Canadian circles, they were some times excluded or did not fit in because 

they were different racially and culturally. They also stated that in the Malayalee 

community they were not fully accepted either, because they were often considered too 

mainstream Canadian. Tarnrni reported: 

In the Canadian Malayalee comrnunity they consider me too westemized. Not 

following traditional ways. I don't know Malayalam. I'm not a traditional person 



who cooks and deans, I'd expect the guy to do his share of the work Not k i n g  

as domestic, speaking our opinions. And I'rn not realiy accepted by white 

Canadians as k ing  Canadian because of my skin colour and where I'rn h m .  

Friendships with other Malayalee friends make me feel like we belong. 

Amy also spoke about her experience: 

In high school 1 was the only lndian person there. I saw myself as very different 

Every one had boyfriends. I knew that none of these guys would go for me 

because I was Indian. I was tom between two worlds, 1 don't let myself get too 

involvecl in the Malayalee scene because I know it's going to end up hurting me ... 

I'rn aiways on guard about what I do and getting a reputation. I hate having to 

watch all my actions. The Canadian culture, I don't feel accepted by them. So 

ifs like I have no place to go. I'rn just lost I feel much more cornfortable with my 

lndian friends. I'd have a group of Malayalee friends that I'd hang with and I'd 

have such a good time. 

Several of the women in the younger generation explained that they did not feel 

accepted in either mainstream Canadian or Malayalee circles. 

My 1992 research on Malayalee students in Toronto revealed similar findings: 

Malayalee adolescents reported feeling like they did not belong in either camps, neither 

within their family nor among their school friends. There were two mnflicting pressures 

that they reported facing. The first of these pressures is to "honour thy father and thy 

mother", respect traditions, maintain the culture and philosophy of the cultural group. 

Directly in opposition with this notion is peer pressure, to do what your friends do, Say 

and believe whatever is endorsed by the cunent 'in crowd' and go with the flow. 

lndividuals usually struggle through the wnflicts to find their own solutions eventually. 

Many of the participants spoke of similar cultural conflids. 'My parents donT understand 



what it is like to be a teenager in Canada. It is more of a cultural gap than a generation 

gapw; 'My parents don't understand why I want to go out with friends and go to parties, 

they Say I go out too muchw; 'My parents, they are too overprotective, they don't want 

me to becorne too Canadian". It would be safe then to suggest that one of the main 

problems that immigrants' children face is the notion of living in two worlds: the home 

environment where they are seen as k i n g  too mainstream Canadian and the Canadian 

environment [in this case schools] where they are seen as k i n g  foreignen. Where 

then, would these lndian adolescents fit in? Where would they ultimately find a sense of 

belonging and acceptance? They are not fully accepted by their Canadian peers at 

school because they are different from them, and they are chastised at home for 

becoming too much like their Canadian peers who dont fully accept them to begin with. 

These lndian adolescents seern to be neither here nor there (Kanimanchery, 1992:74- 

75). 

Many of the young women in the present study reported that they had struggled 

through these confiicts and in fact had found their own solutions. Primarily this rneant a 

process involving a synthesis of the two cultures. This pmcess did not preserve the old 

culture nor did it assimilate to the second culture, rather it involved a synthesis of the 

two cultures. This synthesis produced a third culture which was a combination of ideas, 

value systems, morals and behavioral noms, which have been taken and adapted from 

the original two cultures, to best fit and assure survival in the new environment or 

situation. This new culture would have elements from the original two cultures. 

Through this process, the women in the younger generaüon have k e n  re-inventing and 

recreating identity for themselves. They have maintained chosen aspects of their 

lndian culture and traditions. and have also adapted to many of the noms and 



characteristics of the mainstream Canadian way of Iife. In the same way they have 

rejected certain elernents of lndian culture (as seen in the above discussion around 

'neither good girls nor bad girls') and have also rejected specific elernents of the 

dominant Canadian culture (see discussion in Chapter two on how South Asian 

women's sexuality has been constnided by South Asians in opposition to what is 

cansidered 'Canadian" values). 

It became clear throughout the interviews that the influence of the value system 

of their parents' generation remains significant, however, there was evidence of 

emerging individualisrn and independent thought, the type usually associated with Euro- 

CanadiaMAmencan industrial societies. Throughout the interviews, 1 was obvious that 

there were significant difierences between women in the older generation and women in 

the younger generation in ternis of beliefs and values. A few of the women in the 

younger generation were exactly what their parents molded them to bel however, many 

of the others were part of a new group of Malayalees who were the product of the 

synthesis of the two cultures. Mary stated, '1 think a new generation of Malayalees are 

just wming about. It's almost like a tug of war between the lndian comrnunity and the 

Canadian. Who is winning? It depends on the individual. A lot of kids are going to the 

non-traditional ways of this generation". Jasmine talked about her experience: 

I've rnanaged to combine the best of both [cultures] so I'rn having a great time. 

I'rn only giving up what I want ta give up of one thing, either lndian or Canadian, 

and I've tried to take the best of both. I'rn more independent I'rn more able ta do 

the things I want to do. Whereas I don't have that stigma behind me to Say 'well, 

you're lndian therefore you can't do it'. 

The above examples demonstrate the synthesis and combination of lndian and 

rnainstream Canadian cultures in the women's lives. The above discussion also reveals 



that women in the older generation have fewer stniggles with identity and which culture 

they find greater affinity with. Aithough they have adapted to some mainstream 

Canadian ways and have made some adjustments, for the most part they maintained 

their Indianness. The women in the younger generation, in contrast, reported that they 

did struggle with identity and culture. Many conflicts arose for them from their dual 

membership in both lndian and mainstream Canadian societies, because they belong to 

both groups. Their farnily lives embraced lndian traditions and culture, while their school 

and work lives and friendship networks embraced the mainstream Canadian way of life. 

Throughout the interviews it became evident that the women in the younger generation 

were not encapsulated in their parents' culture nor were they in the process of becuming 

completely Canadianized. Rather, they had maintained chosen aspects of their lndian 

heritage, such as respect for parents and elders, the emphasis placed on education, 

and maintaining chosen aspects of cultural traditions (for example taking part in 

festivals, maintaining Ianguage and religion). They had also adapted to many of the 

noms, beliefs and characteristics of the rnainstream Canadian way of life; such as 

dating, emphasis on independence and the participation in chosen dominant Canadian 

cultural activities (such as music, sports and fashion). The women in the younger 

generation made choices that best fit and assured survival in their new environment. In 

this manner they had re-invented IndianMalayalee-Canadian identity for themselves. 

REDISCOVERY OF BElNG SOUTH ASIAN: RENAISSANCE OF INDIAN CULTURE 

Dun'ng the interviews, it was clear h m  the women in the older generation that 

they never lost their sense of identity. They aiways knew and were proud of their 

Indianness. This was evident in their daily lives, in the choices they made and the 

lifestyles they lived. They proudly wore their saris to traditional lndian functions and 



dinner parties with other Malayalees. Many of them served Kerala food on a daily basis. 

They ail maintained their Malayalam language skilis, often speaking Maiayalam in their 

homes. Many of them attended Malayalarn church on Sundays and maintained a close 

circle of Malayalee friends that they interaded with regularly. Women in the older 

generation, more often than women in the younger generation, answered 'Indian' when 

asked about their nationality. 

Wth the women in the younger generation, it was a different story. Unlike their 

older counterparts, many of them reported having b e n  'embarrasseda and sornetimes 

'ashamed' of their lndian culture and heritage when they were younger. Many of them 

reported that they never used to like or Wear lndian clothes. Several of the women 

reported having been embanassed (during the late 70s and 80s) when they were with 

their parents when they were weanng traditional lndian clothes in public or when their 

parents would speak Malayalam in public. Much of this embarrassrnent and distancing 

themselves and not identifying with lndian culture had its roots in the rnainstream 

Canadian clirnate of racism dunng that time. Since then, the nature of racism in Canada 

has changed, or rather has been forced ta change due to the increased minority 

population. More importantly, the women in the younger generation reported a change 

within thernselves. in that they began rediscovenng lndian culture and ernbracing it and 

re-clairning it as part of their identity. Ernily recalled her experience: 

M e n  I was growing up, I didn't want to identify with anything that would 

distinguish me as king difkrent So if Mom wore something that was lndian, I 

think I was embarrassed. As I've gotten older I've corne to appreciate lndian 

clothing and how unique it is and I think that cornes with growing older and getting 

in touch with those Indian aspects of myself and accepting the lndian part of me 



as k i n g  good. When 1 was younger, I didn't like that part of me because it made 

me seern different, 

Marina reported a sirnilar experience: 

I love weanng Indian clothes, but I cm remember a time when 1 was very 

embarrassed to walk out with my silwar on! And I don't know when the transition 

came. I don't know why I was embarrassed ... because it was different.. I can't 

even tell you why. I just remember there was one time I remernber running into 

the car making sure no one saw me, and there was another time I would be 

parading around my street in it. 

Cindy reported never having been embarrassed of her parents' lndian clothes. 

However, she had distanced herself from her lndianness when she was younger, and 

recalled when she experienced a transformation: 

My rnom wore different clothes occasionally, It was totally cool with me. She 

never brought me any embarrassrnent 1 was aiways very embarrassed of her 

hair. She had this weird bun thing. Yes, I Wear traditional clothes myself for 

special occasions now. I Wear either a sari or a siiwar. Going to India ... the trip 

completely transformed a lot of rny inhibitions about being me, you know culture 

stuff, k i n g  Indian. 

There were a few wornen in the younger generation who stated that they were always 

proud of their lndian culture and heritage, however, rnost of the wornen reported having 

distanced themselves from it and having rediscovered lndian culture as they got older. 

One of the wornen reported that she had never wom lndian clothes growing up, but now 

wore it twice a week to work. There were a few women who stated that they also 

struggled with 'Indianness' as they were growing up, and now embrace their Indianness, 

however, they do not have occasion to Wear lndian clothes except for maybe once a 



year. All of the wornen in the younger generation reported that they usually Wear 

mainstream Canadian or North Amencan dothes on a daily basis, and if they do Wear 

lndian clothes it is usually for special occasions or functions. 

All of the women in the older generation and most of the women in the younger 

generation reported eating Indian food in their homes on an alrnost daily basis. There 

were rnany wornen who reported that they also had a lot of CanadiadNorth American 

influence as well in their kitchens, but lndian food was eaten more often. For most of 

the women in the younger generation who reported eating lndian food on a daily basis, 

particularly when they Iived at home, this was the case because their mothers cooked 

lndian food and that was what was available. 

All of the women in the older generation spoke Malayalam fluently. There were a 

couple of women in the younger generation who could also speak Malayalarn fiuently, 

however, most of thern could not. Many others did understand when their parents would 

speak to them in Malayalam, however, most of thern responded in English and wuld not 

speak very fluently in Malayalam themselves. Several of the women in the younger 

generation reported that they did not understand Malayalam at all. 

Apart from clothing styles, food choices and Malayalam language retention, there 

were many other aspects of lndian culture that were rnaintained. For example certain 

aspects of traditional lndian culture, Iimited social involvement between members of the 

opposite sex before rnamage, as well as the arranged mamage system in its old or new 

venions. Some of these traditions in many cases, especially for fernales, translated into 

no boys, no dating and above al1 no sex. Rose talked about having gained knowledge 

of lndian culture as she got older, '1 was amazed to discover that there was more to 

lndian culture than curry and not having sex. That came as a huge surprise to me". 



Other aspects of lndian culture that were maintained al1 along induded respect for 

elders, especially parents, and a high value plaœd on family. 

Thus al1 of the women in the older generation maintained their lndian culture and 

were proud of their lrrdianness al1 along, while many of the women in the younger 

generation spoke of a re-discovery or 'renaissancew of lndian culture and pride in their 

Indianness. As they got older (in their later teens) the women in the younger generation 

reported that they started appreciating lndian dothes, lndian ways of doing things and 

lndian culture in general. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCES 

This chapter examined how South Asian wornen's histories and cultural 

backgrounds have b e n  constnicted into stereotypes, which are based on sexist and 

racist notions of who South Asian women are. As well, it demonstrated that the 

actualities of Malayalee women's Iives are very different from what the stereotypes 

might suggest. 

The expectations and behaviours that were considered acceptable for young 

Malayalee women have also k e n  examined in this chapter. Cornparisons between 

males and females in terms of what characteristics defined 'propet' behaviour of 'good 

Malayalee girls' and 'good Malayalee boys' versus 'bad Malayalee girls' and 'bad 

Malayalee boys', revealed that there were several differences in the items in each 

category. Both males and females had in comrnon an emphasis on obtaining a good 

education. Besides that, good female traits emphasized chastity, not being involved 

with members of the opposite sex, and k i n g  obedient to parents and following 

traditions, while good male characterktics focused on k i n g  able to support and provide 



for his family. Patriarchal ideals of manhood and womanhood were present in the 

descriptions of what constituted a good Malayalee male or female. 

For women in the older generation there are different expectations and a 

different set of behaviours that are considered acceptable. The emphasis for older 

mamed women was for them to be mamed, stay married and raise and educate their 

children. Divorce was generally wnsidered shameful and scandalous, however, there 

were double standards in temis of how women who were divorced were viewed more 

negatively, and men who were divorced were viewed less negatively. Women in the 

older generation were also expected to find mamage partners for their children, 

particulariy daug Mers. 

This chapter also addressed lying as a strategy that many young Malayalee 

women (and some men) use in order to obtain and maintain freedoms, as well as to 

avoid disappointment and disapproval from their parents. Lying occurred more often 

when family environments were restrictive, oppressive and not open. Also the role that 

gossip, reputation and cornparisons play within the Malayalee community, and their part 

in cantrolling and lirniting the lives of Malayalee wornen has also been addressed. The 

concems and fears about gossip and reputation have been shown to be founded on 

actuality, because they have dire consequences for young women who want to 

someday take part in the arranged mariage system. 

This chapter has also examined the social construction of South Asiadlndian 

women's sexuality and notions of beauty which have been influenced by racist and 

sexist ideals. The process of change the Malayalee wmmunity is currently experiencing, 

and the reality of the emerging 'new image' of young Malayalee women has also been 

addressed within the context of the immigration process and its influence on the 



women's lives and identities. These women in the younger generation. have been 

rejecüng labels and double standards that are oppressive in their lives and creating new 

identities and definitions of self. 

The analysis of the social constnicti*on of Malayalee womanhood is important in 

this study because how a woman identifies herseif, expectations placed on her by her 

family and community, discrimination and stereotypes she faces in society. al1 influence 

how she experiences work, farnily, self and life in general. Throughout this chapter, 

Malayalee women's race, gender, class and sexuality have been influential in the kinds 

of experiences they have reported, frorn the racist and sexist stereotypes of South Asian 

women to the raeist, sexist and classist notions of sexuality and beauty. As well, the 

social construction of Malayalee womanhood has changed over the years, and has been 

influenced by both lndian and mainstream Canadian cultures, and must be understood 

within evolving social and historical processes. The following section attempts to 

understand Malayalee women's experiences and the social construction of their 

womanhood within the context of feminist theories. 

FEMlNlST THEORY AND MALAYALEE WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES OF THE SOCIAL 

CONSTRUCTION OF WOMANHOOD 

Womanhood is constructed differently for different women based on variations of 

race, class, sexuality, as well as history and social contexts. Notions of womanhood are 

wntinually shifting and changing with social conditions. As discussed in Chapter two, 

social construction of South Asian womanhood must also be understood as k i n g  

inextricably linked to racial. gender and class hierarehies and the instftutionalization of 

these hierarehies. Feminist theories which have been produced by women of colour, 

have constructed different conceptions of womanhood that disrupt and challenge Euro- 



Canadian/American ideals and traditions of womanhood (Haraway, 1992). The meaning 

and construction of Malayalee womanhood has changed over the years and has k e n  

influenœd by both lndian and rnainstream Canadian cultures. The women in boU1 

generations are in the proœss of negotiating culture for themselves; they talked about a 

synthesis and combination of lndian and mainstream Canadian cultures. The women in 

the older generation had fewer struggles with identity and which culture they found 

greater affin@ with, as they have maintained more Indian culture while the women in the 

younger generation have maintained less of their lndian culture. The preceding section 

of this chapter has shown that age and generational differences including levels of 

acculturation are important aspects in the social construction of Malayalee womanhood. 

There are not only differences between the way women in different racial and cultural 

backgrounds experience sexuality, but there are also differences within the same racial 

and cultural groups when different generations are exarnined. Feminist theories that 

strive to include al1 women's experiences would need to address these differences of 

age and generation. Further, the stereotypical construction of South Asian women, and 

in this case Malayalee women, as k i n g  asexual would need to be examined as the 

women in this study identify themselves as cornplex and sexual beings. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter and the preceding three chapters, the 

stereotypical constructions of South Asian or Malayalee women being passive, 

accepting, dependent and unidimensional have been proven false by the women in the 

present study. Rather, they have k e n  shown ta be assertive, independent and strong 

wornen. For example many Malayalee women fight for fair treatment in employment 

situations, as well they financially cosupported their families and shared power and 

decision making in the family. Many of thern also highly value lndian culture and 



traditions and reject racist evaluations of lndian culture. As well, many of the women in 

the younger generation did not accept oppressive situations within their families and the 

Malayalee wrnmunity without question. Many of these women fougM against 

oppressive situations and found ways to obtain freedom and choices. Further, many of 

the Malayalee women in the older generation courageously emigrated out of India by 

themselves, they were not dependent on sponsorship by men. These examples 

demonstrate that Malayalee wornen are strong, assertive and independent individuals 

who are active participants in their lives and are multidimensional. 

MARRIAGE AND MOTHERHOOD 

When examining the social construction of womanhood and addressing 

similarities and diifferences between women from various racial, cultural and class 

backgrounds, some similarities become obvious. In many different societies women's 

biology and ability to bear children get wrongfully equated with the notion that women 

are better suited for parenting and have superior parenting skills than men. This notion 

generally renders wornen primarily responsible for childcare and child reanng. Another 

similarity between many different cultures and societies is the compulsory nature of 

heterosexuality. Many societies dictate that its members fom heterosexual unions, 

rnarry and create nuclear families. Many cultures induding South Asian and North 

Amencan cultures follow what Rich (1 986) calls 'institutionalized heterosexuality' and 

'institutionalized motherhood". Rich explains: 

The institution of rnotherhtiood is not identical with bearing and caring far children, 

any more than the institution of heterosexuality is identical with intimacy and 

sexual love. Both create the prescriptions and the conditions in which choices 

are made or blacked; they are not 'reality" but they have shaped the 

circumstances of our lives. Patriarchy could not survive without rnotherhood and 



heterclsexuality in their institutional foms; therefore they have to be treated as 

axiorns, as 'nature" itseff, not open to question ... (Rich, 4986:4243). 

When examining society's expectations of matemity and the expenence of fernale 

sexuality, it becomes clear that bath have been structured to serve male interests. 

However universal the ability to bear children is for women, the experienœ of 

motherhood is enwuntered differently by women from different racial, class and cultural 

backgrounds. 

The expectations within the Malayalee community, in relation to getting rnarried 

and raising a family, suggested that rnotherhood and especially heterosexuality were 

also institutionalized within the Malayalee community. Most of the women reported 

strong expectations (and in some cases pressure) within their families and the 

Malayalee community with respect to getting rnamed, having children and raising a 

family. Although the pressures existed, the women seemed to have very positive beliefs 

and feelings associated with these issues. The women in the younger generation (the 

rnajority of whom were not rnamed) spoke about marriage and rnotherhood as being 

things they were losking forward ta. The women in the older generation reported that 

motherhood was a 'joyn and that they enjoyed raising their children. However, several 

of the women also expressed anxiety about finding sorneone to many, for either 

thernselves or their children. The women in the younger generation reported stress, in 

that they wanted to be mamed, their parents and the Malayalee community expected 

them to be mamed, but they had not been able to find a suitable partner. Some women 

in the older generation also reported stress in relation to not being able to find partners 

for their children. This was primarily the case because there were pressures and 

expectations from the Malayalee comrnunity that suggested that it was part of their role 



and duty as parents to find their children partners. Thus institutionalized heterosexuality 

and motherhood have influenced the Iives of Malayalee women. 

BEAUTY 

An examination of beauty and the value systems associated with it proved to be 

important in an analysis of social meaning and the hegemonic evaluation of difference. 

It identiied skin colour as k ing  an important issue among South Asian people as well 

as among mainstream Canadians. 

When discussing notions of beauty, the women reported that in both Malayalee 

and mainstream Canadian cultures beauty was defined by light or white skin. The 

women reported that the ideal of beauty for women among mainstream Canadians 

included having white skin, blonde hair and blue eyes. Among Malayalees, the wornen 

reported that fairness of skin was the most important characteristic of beauty the fairer 

the skin the better. Similady, within a black cantext, Collins (1 990) discusses this issue 

of beauty and skin wlour; she argues that black women have been defined by external 

(non-black) standards of beauty. The women in the present study also acknowledged 

that there were several aspects of beauty that were common in both mainstream 

Canadian and South Asian cultures for wornen; being thin, having Caucasian facial 

features, having a small waist and 'perfect" breasts. Many of the wornen in this study in 

both generations stated that they wished they could change certain aspects of their 

appearance, to be lighter skinned or taller or weigh less or have a better figure. Very 

few, if any, of the women were completely happy with their physical appearance. There 

is a similarity here betvueen these Malayalee women and North Amencan woman as well 

as other women around the world who are influenced by patriarchal culture's ideals of 

beauty and perfection as well as the aging process; women more often then men have 



eating disorders, colour their hair, have cosmetic surgery to reduce noses. enlarge 

breasts, and reduce weight through liposuction. 

Several of the women in both generations who had da& skin reported that when 

they were younger they 'hatedn their appearance and their dark skin because they did 

not measure up to either mainstream Canadian or lndian ideals of beauty. Anhough a 

few did not report a change, many of the same women reported that as they grew older 

they had experienced a shift in their thinking; the women in the older generation stated 

that they 'did not mind' their dark skin as much as they did before, and women in the 

younger generation stated that they began to 'love [their] bmwn skin". The older 

women's shift seerned to have more to do with accepting themselves and the fad of 

their dark skin calour, as well as their husband's acceptance when they were marrÏed. 

The women in the younger generation described a political shift, in that instead of 

accepting existing values, they began questioning and challenging the reasons why 

negative values were placed on dark skin colout. This shift was also evident among a 

few women with light skin in the younger generation. One woman in the older 

generation stated, 'Everybody wants to be somebody else. There is a definition of 

beauty that is going more towards the [white] Caucasian race. And we are doing it. We 

are enwuraging it to happen. if we are wncerned about it, we should stop in Our own 

thinking first". I agree with this notion in that I feel changing negative values placed on 

dark skin colour, has to begin within ourselves as brown skinned people. We have to 

change our own thinking about skin colour, that is, decolonize our minds and break the 

pattern that suggests we are inferior, worth less than and are deficient because of 

darker skin colour. Sirnilar to the idea that mainstream North Amencan notions of 

sexuality are 'normal' and superior to other constructions of sexuality, the negative 



evaluation placed on dark skin is based on the ideology of white skin colour being 

superior. We have to re-evaluate and re-examine Our own ideals and beliefs about 

beauty, we have to change the present mentality and unleam the lessons that play a big 

part in our oppression. Thus a feminist theory that speaks to the experiences of women 

of colour would need to include an analysis of the valuing and positioning of skin calour 

as it advantages some and disadvantages others. 

This chapter has explored the fourth and final category of investigation in this 

study, the social construction of womanhood and it has examined Malayalee women's 

experiences of womanhood in relation to feminist theories. The following chapter 

examines two case studies which closely look at the lives of two women; one in the 

older generation and one in the younger generation. It specifically examines the 

intersections of the race, class, gender, sexuality, age and history of these women and 

how the interplay of these elements produce unique experiences for the two different 

women. 



CHAPTER 9: THE INTERSECTIONS OF RACE, CLASS, GENDER, AGE, 

S€XUALITY, AND IMMIGRATION HISTORY: TWO CASE STUDIES 

This chapter examines the intersections of race, class, gender, age, sexuality 

and histoy It illuminates the interactional relationship between race, class and gender, 

as well as historical, social and structural processes and demonstrates how this is 

played out in the lives of Malayalee women. The social location of Malayalee women 

within Canadian society cannot be understood unless race, class and gender are seen 

as intersecting and connected systems of oppression. 

Two case studies will be examined, one woman from each end of the family 

formation continuum discussed in chapter seven; one end of the continuum represents 

the lndian practices and beliefs associated with family formation, in this case arranged 

marnages, and the other end represents the more mainstream Canadian influenced 

practices and beliefs of dating. This type of continuum can be useful in understanding 

other areas of the womens' lives besides family formation. The continuum may be 

applied to the womens' understanding of and experience with the social construction of 

womanhood, the gender division of unpaid labour (see Chapter six), as well as their 

experience with and reasons for education and entering the labour force. The 

applicability of this continuum in other areas of the women's lives is based on the 

gerieralization that women in the older generation have been more influenced by lndian 

practices and beliefs and the women in the younger generation have been more 

influenced by mainstream Canadian practices and beliefs. 

A case study approach is taken here because it allows a more close examination 

of two wornen's lives. This type of approach also allows for ciear cornpansons between 

a woman in the older generation and a woman in the younger generation. As well, it 



illustrates how each woman experiences labour force participation, the gender division 

of unpaid labour, family structure and the social construction of womanhood in their 

different lives. The two case studies examine more closely the lives of Menakshi, a 

woman in the older generation, and Rachel, a woman in the younger generation. 

Menakshi would be located near the middle of the continuum, although she started out 

at the lndian influenced end, and has shifted over the years to where she would be 

located now. Rachel would be located closer to the mainstrearn Canadian influenced, 

dating end of the continuum. These two cases have k e n  selected because they 

illustrate common dimensions of experiences of women in the older and younger 

generations. Their stones show what it is like to live under the influence of the 

immigration process. The case studies will attempt to portray the ways in which various 

circumstances and the interconnections of a woman's race, class, gender, culture and 

sexuality corne together in the Iives of two woman. As well these women's experiences 

must be understood within the cantext of social and historical processes which have 

been influenced by racist, sexist and classist ideology. 

MENAKSHI 

Menakshi is 58 years old. She was bom and raised in Kerala in a rural 

community. She grew up in her parental home with her parents and five siblings. Her 

mother was a housewife and her father owned and cultivated land on a large scale. 

Their family made a good living from the income of their property. Menakshi went to 

Malayalam-medium public schools where she leamed English as one subject, and later 

enrolled in a degree program at a univenity. Two yean into her university education, 

her parents arranged a marriage for her and she was unable to finish her education. 



She explained why she went to university and how she felt about not k i n g  able to 

finish: 

I went to the university because everybody from a n'ch farnily goes to university. 

When I was 20 years old, I don? want to stay home and get bored until I get 

rnamed. So I continue school, So when a good alliance cornes I don't mind 

stopping school and getting mam'ed ... That's the way back home. Whether you 

finish it [university] or not, whenever you get a good alliance [mamage proposal] 

you'll get manied. Especially women Iike me, we are not planning to go to work, 

so we don? have to study until we get a degree and everything. Whenever we 

get a chance we get mamed and stay home. 

Like many women in her generation as discussed in chapter five, Menakshi went to 

university, not to rnake herself more ernployable in the Mure as she had no plan to 

enter the paid work force, but because that was what was expeded of a woman in her 

class position in that society. Thus her class, gender and the local cultural expectations 

for women of her class, together dictated that she enroll in university for reasons of 

social status. She. like many other women in her generation and culture, planned on 

getting mamed and bewrning a housewife (see Chapter ke) .  Entering the paid labour 

force was not expected of her nor would it have been considered acceptable (unless it 

was teaching or medicine) due to her gender and class and the dictates of that society. 

Being educated simply made her more attractive in the arranged mamage systern. 

She was married at age 21 and moved to live with her husband Kishor and his 

extended family in their large home in the city. Menakshi descnbed her own family and 

her husband's family as having upperclass status in India. With this class/status 

privilege, their families were able to keep many servants to do much of the daily work. 

Her husband worked at keeping the accounts for their large family business and she 



was a housewife and had a iot of leisure tirne to spend as she chose. Menakshi 

recalled: 

At my house we had many servants; one lady that only cooks, one lady washing 

clothes, one lady for cleaning and sweeping, one guy look afkr the cows, one 

guy goes to the market and five to ten people looking after the [rice] paddy fields. 

At my husband's house they had even more servants. My husband's lifestyle 

was different from mine. My place is in the country. men, rny brothers and 

sisters and I would read, play cards, play badminton, and we would go gathen'ng 

fniits and nuts fmm our estate, My husband is in the city. We'd go to movies 

more often and restaurants to eat out. Before immigrating my lifestyle was very 

posh. 

Menakshi reported that their Iives in lndia were good for many years. However, her 

husband's family business began ta deteriorate. After several years, money became 

tight and Menakshi and her husband together made the decision to immigrate. She 

recalled: 

He explained to me that we won? be able to live comfortably like before. We 

immigrated to find a better lifestyle and because it's better for my kids, better 

education for my children. We were losing our income and everything. We were 

getthg tight for money and then we knew we are not getting ... uh, our children a 

good education. So that's why we decided to go outside lndia to give them a 

good education and a better lifestyle. We can get a job and we can make our 

own money and we can survive. 

She said that they had heard both Canada and Gerrnany were good places to live and 

find work, so they had applied for immigration to both those places. Kishor had a 

relative living in Gerrnany. As well, Kishofs uncle lived in Canada, and he suggested 



they immigrate to Canada. The Canadian immigration papers came through within one 

year, while the German immigration papers never came. 

At age 33, Menakshi immigrated to Canada with her three young children in tow, 

in order to join her husband who had immigrated a year eariier. Her husband went to 

Canada first to find a job. accommodation, and make some money before sending for 

his wife and children. For the first two months Kishor Iived with his unde and his family 

who helped him find work and get settled in his own flat. Kishor had a university degree 

frorn India; however, his lndian education and work experience were devalued and he 

had to start at an entry level clencal job. His English education and his proficiency in the 

language were useful in helping him find work and get around. At the time of her 

immigration, Menakshi had only minimal English language skills. Since then, she has 

leamed English (both written and spoken) and can comrnunicate well (although she 

does have dificulty with grammar). 

One of the main themes running through Menakshi's interview was the drastic 

changes she experienced after immigration: changes with regard to social status and 

class; economic stability and the financial need for her to enter the paid work force after 

immigration; being responsible for al1 the domestic labour and childcare when she had 

never done such work before; losing family networks and support systems and having to 

raise children with her traditional Indian values and beliefs while they were immersed in 

mainstream Canadian ways and culture; losing social structures and social 

constructions of womanhood that she was familiar with. as well as dealing with racism 

and discrimination from mainstream society. 

After immigration, Menakshi descrÏbed the hardships she endured: 



8efore immigration my Iifestyle was very posh. When we came to Canada we 

were very poor. We don't have enough rnoney to buy expensive food or clothes 

or anything. My husband was making only $75 a week, ço I have to manage with 

that much mney. We have ta pay rent $120 per manth, and buy grocenes and 

al1 the clothes for my kids, different types of clothes, spflng, summer, winter and 

autumn, and shoes, everything we have b buy from that much money. It was 

tight for money. And we didn't have a car, we had to walk to the store for 

shopping and everything, in the cold, in the winter time ... I still remernber the first 

winter, I didn't have enough money to buy book I had a small pair of sandals to 

go outside ... to buy milk And my poor toes were frozen. My hand was bleeding 

because I don't have any gloves. The first winter I didn't know 1 have to buy 

gloves or book or anything. 8ack home it was never cold and we had a car and 

a driver to take us around ... In lndia we had only the top quality stuc top quality 

food and top quality clothes. Everything was top quality. M e n  1 came to 

Canada I was very poor. So aiways I was lwking for the cheaper food and the 

cheaper clothes. I had to, there was no choie. We didn't buy any expensive 

food. Ahays looking for cheap vegetabtes and cheap fruit I never boug ht steak. 

Thus, Menakshi recalled the dificult times they experienced during their earlier years in 

Canada. She stated, *The first few years were tough. The first two years were the 

hardesta. Their recent immigrant status, which included blatant experiences of racism, 

combined with their lowered workingtlass means and Menakshi's new-found 

responsibilities of her gender regarding housework and childeare, produced a striking 

contrast to the life she was accustom to in India. 

GENDER DIVISION OF UNPAID LABOUR 

For the first three years in Canada, Menakshi stayed home with her three 

children. She stated that she stayed home with the children not only because her 



husband had a full-time job, but because as the wife and mother she was expected to 

stay home and raise their children. According to how she was raised, housework and 

childcare were considered women's responsibility and women's wok, and men did not 

do this type of work back in India. Aiso their sudden mernbership in the working class 

and lack of funds did not allow any type of extemal childcare; she could not enter the 

work force because she had young children. She stated: 

For the first three years [after irnmigrating] i was not working at alf. There was no 

rnoney to give to the baby-sitter so I was looking after the kids and he went to 

work In the night I went to xhool and leamed some English and office skills. 

For three years, two or three nights a week, when he came back from work he 

was looking after the baby and I was going to school. 

As was the case for many of the women in her class and generation who immigrated to 

Canada, (see Chapter seven), Menakshi explained that in Canada she was suddenly 

responsible for many jobs that she had never done before because of her privileged 

class position in India: 

When I was in India, I've never seen the kitchen, never cleaned or cooked. In 

Canada was the first time I had to do housework. I started doing al1 kinds of work 

I've never done More. t did not even wash a plate before. [Here] Cleaning the 

dishes. Al1 the clothes l have to wash at first with my hands and a washboard, 

then later a coin wash laundromat Sweeping the floor and mopping the fioor and 

plus going for the grocery shopping. Shopping I've never done in my life. I've 

never gone to the store, only sari store to buy saris. Grocery shopping I've never 

done. Back home the servants do that We just order them go and get that and 

go and get this. 



Her husband had a full-time job and he was unable to help with rnost of the tasks as he 

was away al1 day at work. Still she explained that he tried to do bis part: 

[Here] I was in the house. Cleaning, cooking and shopping. So I was so upset 

and I was crying. And my husband told me 'Okay, don't wony. I don't have any 

servants here' and he told me 'but don't worry, l'Il help you'. Before they [the 

men] never go to the kitchen back home. So after that he was helping me with 

every tirne. I was looking after kids and my husband did other things. He did al1 

the cleaning. i cleaned the kitchen. I caaked and he cut the vegetables. I did al1 

the wash and he did al1 the ironing. 

Menakshi explained that in lndia housework and childcare were considered women's 

work and men never took part in such labour. Similady in Canada, housework and 

childcare were traditionally considered women's work. This division in bath cases is 

based on gender, culture and class. In Canada, this division is also influei-iced by race, 

in that, a woman's experience of her race in the labour market and society in general, 

influences how she experiences housework and childcare; the type of job that she holds, 

the energy and time she has when she comes home, and as in Menakshi's case, the 

racism that she experiences from the mainstream Canadian community, for example 

when she is out shopping (see below). Menakshi also stated that later on when her 

children were older, her daughters wmplained about the unfair division of household 

work between them and their brother. She recalled: 

Back home that's what we're used to. Men do outside work. Ladies do inside 

wo rk... in my mentality boys have different kind of job and girls have different kind 

of job. So when I'm here [in Canada], same mentality. Girls have to wash the 

dishes, sweep the floor and cleaning the washrwm, and boys have ta shovel the 

snow and cut the grass. My daughters didn't like that. The girls were angry 



because they want equality in how work is divided. They say everybody has to 

do al1 kinds of jobs. Boys have to do that work too, that's what they said. They 

were saying the right thing for them. They want equality. I don't think that way. I 

still have the rnentality h m  back home. 

Although her daughtew pointed out the unfaimess of the division of household work 

based on gender, Menakshi felt the division was normal and natural based on what she 

believed and how she was raised back in India. Many of the other women in the present 

study expressed similar experiences, with the older generation of women repeating 

Menakshi's beliefs, and the younger generation of wornen repeating her daughters' 

beliefs. 

Part of the gender division of unpaid labour involves shopping for groceries and 

other necessities on a dailyfweekiy basis. Several of the women in this study stated that 

they experienced racism when they went out to the grocery store. Menakshi recalled 

that during her early years in Canada, and still sornetimes today, she experiences racial 

discrimination when she goes shopping. She reported: 

I went to the store to buy some grocery and I had a bag with me. So when I 

finished my shopping and went to the counter to the cash register, one white 

Canadian lady, she was looking and asking for my bag and checking inside if I 

steal anything or not. It was embarrassing. I didn't have anything in my bag ... 

except my [other] shoes. I didn't know what she was looking for. Later on I 

realized that she was thinking 1 was stealing something. 

I asked her why she thought the woman had suspected her of stealing, she replied: 

She thought 1 must have stolen sornething because 1 am lndian [and] poor. An 

immigrant I don't have rnoney to buy a lot of. .. probably because 1 didn't buy that 



much grocery ... or because I bought only cheapest food. I look poor, so she 

thought 1 stole something. 

She wntinued: 

In department stores when I'm lining up to pay for something, some people will 

push me back and go in front of me. It's happened many times, (back then) I 

didn't know what to Say. She knows I won't fight for that.. because of my 

language ... and I'm Indian, many lndian ladies won't fight. I couldn't speak 

English properly. Now when it happens I say, 'Excuse me, I1m here first'. 

Thus, from Menakshi's explanation, the rude and discriminatory treatment that she 

received had to do with a combination of her race, gender, class and her immigrant 

status. Being an lndian woman and a new immigrant, lacking English language skills, 

and looking poor (in appearance and by means), as well as stereotypes about what 

Indian women and immigrants are like, all played a part in these experiences that she 

reported. 

Menakshi also spoke about cooking smells and how in Canada, Indian cooking 

smells became an issue. She explained that in lndia the cooking was done in large, 

open, ventilated kitchens. In Canada, especially during the early years, the caoking was 

done in small, poorly ventilated spaces in small fiats and apartments and the smell of 

spices often stayed on the family members' clothes and hair. She stated: 

Since my kids have grown up, they won7 let me cook before they go somewhere. 

They Say 'Mummy, please don7 cook I have to go outside', so l'Il wait for hem to 

go out, then l'II cook.. because of the srnell, ouf cooking we use so many spices, 

conander, methi, mustard, and chili and everything together you get a kind of. .. 

smell. The smell is getting in our hair and clothes and when my kids go out I 

dont want people to say, 'Oh that girl is srnelly, that girl from lndia is smelly'. In 



Canadian society, everybody was talking like that, 'lndians are smelly' so I want 

to avoid that.. and now I realize some lndian spices are smelly and I won? use 

them, even I can't stand the smell now and I realize why other people couldn't 

take it. 

Menakshi identified the roots of the racism that her and other family members 

experienced, and devised strategies that attempted to avoid such incidents in the future. 

She stated that she doesn't experience the kind of discrimination she used to 

experience before. She explained,'Now, I can speak English well, and now I'm wearing 

clothes exactly like everyone else, now I leam everything about fighting for my rights. 

Now, I won? let anybody do anything to me. l'II argue with them, l'II fight with themn. 

LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION 

Although Menakshi (like other Malayalee women in similar circumstances) was 

raised to believe that wornen should stay at home and not take part in the paid labour 

force, she started working after she immigrated ta Canada as a strategy to overwme 

poverty and financial hardships. After her youngest child entered the school system, at 

age 36, Menakshi entered the work force for the first time. At first she worked part-time 

in order to CO-ordinate with her childrens' school schedules, and then she worked full- 

time. She stated, '1 was struggling to work in those early jobs ... looking after the 

children and going to work. It was evening work, I went to work three evenings a week". 

Menakshi reported that in those earlier days finding and keeping a job was a struggle 

because of the ncism and sexism in the woric force and because of her diniculty with 

English. She recalled: 

I got a job in a government office. Most of the people working there were white 

women. There was a white Canadian lady ... she was my senior clerk. She was 

so prejudiced. She gave me a really hard time. Everybody is coming late she 



won't say anything. It was winter. l had to take the bus and go there. Even if 

sornebody cornes after me she won? say anything to them. If I am corne (sic) five 

minutes late she always bugs me and says 'Al lndians are Iike ais, always late!' 

I came home two days in a row crying and my husband said 'don't go bacic' so I 

didn't.. I got a job at a bank, it was a midnight job. There were three girls working 

there, Two ... white girls in a separate room and I was in a separate room. So 

that manager, a white guy, was aiways coming to my room and hanging over my 

shoulder and he was aiways touching me. It was night and l'd be working alone 

and he'd stand so close behind my chair and put his amis around like he was 

hugging me and pretend Iike he's showing me my work I didn't know what to Say 

to make him stop. So I stopped that job because of his harassing me. I quit after 

two days. 

Thus her experiences in the work force were significantly infiuenced by her race, 

perceptions people had about lndian culture, as well as her gender. Not only in the kind 

of treatrnent she received and the sexual and racist harassment she experienced but 

also in the types of jobs she was hired to do. 

Then aller I got a job in a factory. I worked six months there. The whole day I 

was standing there and putting wires in lamps. All my fingers were bleeding, I 

was crying. The whole day I had to stand eight hours. I didn't like that job but I 

had to wo rk... right. The other women never talked to me, they were Portuguese 

and Italians ... they speak their language. I was standing alone. Even having 

lunch I had to stand there and eat my sandwich. I don't have any place to sit. I 

get sad thinking about that (getüng emotional). I was upset. I was stniggling 

working in those earlier jobs ... In-between I was leaming bookkeeping. M e n  I 

finished that I got a temporary job in an office, a bookkeeping job. I worked there 



for six months. After that 1 got a job at [another big office]. I started out 

bookkeeping and then it became derical work. I've been there for 20 yearç. 

Although Menakshi reported that there were no serious discriminatory incidents that she 

directly experienced at her work place over the course of the twenty Yeats, she did 

iden t i  systemic racism and spoke about it. She described the work environment: 

Fie percent of the people are rude and prejudiced, most of the others are 

immigrants. My job is considered a good job-.. and a good job for immigrants. In 

my deparbnent now there are eight women and two men. Are Viings done fairly? 

Oepends upon the managers. Some white managers are prejudice. They won't 

give any promotions for the immigrants. I know sorne managers are like that I 

didn't go for promotions because of my language problern. I can't speak English 

properly and I can't answer them properly ... sometimes I'm scared to talk to 

everybody because of my English ... I don't have any confidence. Some 

managers and supervisors are fair to everybody then he will give a promotion 

based on rnerit Some of hem are prejudiced, then they are looking at only white 

people. White Canadians. Depends upon the supervisor. 

The clencal job that Menakshi did appears to have been slotted as being a good job for 

immigrants and women, from the majority of immigrants and women that worked there. 

She felt it was a good job for her. She stated that many of the supervison were people 

of colour, however, 'Most of the big big bosses are only white men. Go higher and 

higher levels, always whites. That's the way it's set up'. Although she did not use the 

word 'systemic" when she talked about racism or sexism in her workplace, she 

described systemic racism and sexism, in that she talked about the hierarchy that 

existed at her work place, which was based on race and gender. Also Menakshi 

explained that she did not pursue any promotion or advancement opportunities because 



of her difficulty with English. Thus, in her workplace there appeared to be limitations 

placed on how an employee could progress based on their gender, race and level of 

English language skills. However, Menakshi stated, '1 enjoyed working there. 1 like my 

friends and 1 can make money. I have a job, that is the rnost important thing'. 

FAMILY STRUCTURE AND FORMATION 

Menakshi and her husband grew up in lndia and have b e n  greatly influenced by 

traditional ways of doing things. Their children for the most part grew up in Canada and 

have adapted to the mainstream Canadian way of life. Their family structure and 

environment seems to be influenced by both rnainstream Canadian and Indian cultures. 

This is a direct influence of the immigration proœss. Menakshi explained that this 

duality sornetimes caused canflicts between parents and the children, especially when it 

came to childrens' decision making, freedom (especially for daughters), and family 

formation. She explained: 

In lndian culture there is an emphasis on your parents making decisions for you 

and in Canadian culture kids rnake their own decisions. Back home parents 

make decisions about school and education ... and who you should rnarry. Kids 

make their own decisions here. Here kids are more independent.. M i l e  rny 

children were growing up they did not make decisions on their own ... parents 

made decisions for children. That's why I interfered in things like going out at 

night and going out with boyffiends. 

In the discussion of decision making in the family (see Chapter eight), it became clear 

that age and perceptions of adulthood played a role in when children were considered 

old enough to make their own decisions. Menakshi reported that she 'interfered" in her 

children's lives even when they were old enough to go out at night alone. She recalled, 



When they were Young, 16 and 17, 1 still considered them small kids ... they are 

not mature enough. They don't know right from wrong. We don't let them talk on 

the phone about boyfriends and girlfriends. Children are wnsidered aduits after 

21. 

Menakshi stated that she raised her children the way she was raised, ta understand that 

the most important values in their family were respecting parents and elden and 

obeying parents. Thus age, certain aspects of lndian culture, as well as the process of 

immigration seem to be important intercbnnected factors that influence decision making 

and the conflicts that arose between the two generations. When the decision making 

concerned the issue of daughters dating or going out late, then gender also became 

intertwined with the other aspects of the decision making process. 

Menakshi reported that there were canflicts between herself and her children, 

primarily her daughters. The confiicts seemed to stem from Menakshi trying ta maintain 

control over her children and their activities as they grew up and wanted to spend more 

time with friends and away from home. She said that in lndia children, especially 

daughters, usually stayed at home with their families, and did not go out with friends or 

boyfriends and certainly not at night. Menakshi's strategy, which was shared by many 

of the women in the older generation, was to maintain these traditional lndian ways 

within her family in Canada. She said that girls that did go out with boys in Canada got 

a bad reputation which adversely affected their ability to take part in the arranged 

mamage system later on in Iife. She explained: 

In the Malayalee comrnunity there is gossip. One lady calls another lady and 

says, 'her daughter went with another boy'. Ifs a big deal! So we want to avoid 

that . That's why we don? want girls to go out late and have sex with boys ... and 



when they're doing sex or sornething they will get pregnant We are not that strict 

with boys ... they don't get pregnant 

For these reasons Menakshi stated that in Canada in her family there were 'different 

iules for boys and different niles for girls'. She stated that her daughters were denied 

freedom and were not allowed to go out with friends at night and were not allowed to 

have boyfriends. The rules for her son were less strict. Even though he was also not 

allowed to have girifriends, his freedom with respect to when and where and with whom 

he went out, was less strictly monitored. She stated that there were many years of 

struggle as her daughters fought for freedom and independence. Many of the other 

women in this study spoke about similar experiences. Many of the women in the older 

generation as well as sorne women in the younger generation used a combination of 

reasons to explain the lack of freedom and oppression that young Malayalee women 

experienced in their families. All of these explanations were based on the social and 

cultural wnstructions of Malayalee womanhood. Arnong the reasons given, ability to 

take part in the arranged rnamage system, maintaining virginity and virtue, issues of 

safety, fear of racism if they were involved with non-lndians, gossip in the Malayalee 

community as well as unwanted pregnancies were most often stated. Thus the double 

standards between men and women are upheld and the conflicts between the two 

generations continue. 

Another theme that was identified in this study is that Malayalee families in 

Canada are in the process of change. In the discussion of family formation in Chapter 

eight it becarne clear that Malayalee families are k i n g  forced to accept certain 

elements of mainstrearn Canadian culture as well as retaining the lndian traditions they 

are used to. This is very rnuch true in the development of the arranged marriage 



system. These changes are a direct influence of the immigration process. In the old 

and new versions of arranging mamages (as well as within the North Amencan context 

of finding one's omi partner) there are still farnily and societal expectations based on 

racial, cultural. linguistic, religious and dass endogamy as well as expectations of 

heterosexuality. Many of the women in the present study spoke about these 

expectations. When Menakshi was asked about her expectations of partnership choices 

for her children, she explained that initially she wanted to arrange mamages for them. 

She wanted her daughters to 'Marry a man, wealthy, handsome, tall, frve years older, 

Indian, Catholic, Malayalee". However, she cornmented that today her expectations 

have changed. In Menakshi's case she has practicaily abandoned the notion of 

arranging rnarriages for her children. She explained her situation: 

When I first came to Canada I wanted my children to have arranged marriages. 

Dating is not allowed in our culture. I didn't want my children dating and having 

boyfriends and girlfriends. Now I know it is ver '  hard to do it mat way [arranging 

marriages]. My daughter, whoever I've brought home for her to meet, she doesn't 

Iike any of them. Back home most of the girls never say no to whoever their 

parents find. They will accept. But here they say no. If they don't like it they'll 

say 'No I don't like that boy' ... Change in the Malayalee community. Now they 

have boyfnends and girlfriends. Now they are dating. Everybody is willing to 

date. They are accepting the Canadian way. The amnged rnamage is not 

working now. 

Although not al1 women in the Malayalee community share Menakshi's or her daughter's 

views, family formation in the Malayalee community in Canada is in the process of 

change. 



THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOMANHOOD 

Chapter eight discussed the ways in which Malayaleelsouth Asian womanhood 

is constructed. It examined how stereotypes about South Asian women as well as 

stereotypes of 'good' and 'baâ" females function to control women's behaviour, and 

dictate what is appropriate behaviour and what is not. Chapter eight also discussed how 

gossip and reputation are linked to power and the controlling of women's lives and 

women's sexuality. Menakshi is a typical woman in the older generation in this study. 

She grew up believing that women should be virtuous and 'propef. She believed 

strongly that sex was something that a woman should experience only after mamage, 

and she claimed that premarital sex often led to disastrous results for women when it 

came to a future mariage. She did not have any relationships with men before her 

arranged mamage to Kishor. Menakshi discussed an experience in high school when 

someone threatened to spread gossip about. She recalled: 

Three years in high school were tortured. They would tease me about this boy 

that they thought liked me. I was so temfied. l was so afraid of going to the 

school. Bala, a boy in school who Iiked me, drew a picture of a house with a 

woman and man in front and put his name and my name on it and put in my book 

when 1 went out I showed the teacher and he hit the boy ... but ever since they 

called me Bala. And people would make up the gossip and Say 'Menakshi and 

Bala went there togetber at night', 'Menakshi slept with Bala'. I was so womed 

about gossip and reputation. So some of the boys would tease me like this to 

give me bad narne and reputation. And people would assume that there must be 

something, even a little something that must be happened (sic) for the talk to get 

started in the first place. So I'm so scared because the talk is a shameful thing. 

One day I was sitüng at home and a school mate, a woman, came to me. They 



ail know my family have a lot of money. She said she was sent by a local 

magazine to tell that if I didn't pay her $500 rupees, they would put my name and 

a sharneful story about me in their paper. I was supposed to get the money from 

my father's money chest I was temifiedl Terrifiedl I thought I was blind. My 

father asked me what was wrong because he saw I am upset l told him what the 

woman said. I've never told my father anythings (sic) like this before. I would 

keep it to myself as a big secret because 1 was afraid that everybody would 

believe it. My father got really angry at that woman. And he chase her for half a 

mile down the road screaming and yelling at her with a stick in his hand. 

This attempt at controlling Menakshi's behaviour should be examined. First of al1 the 

fact that this incident took place in a rural setting in lndia more than 40 years ago needs 

to be acknowledged. Perhaps today in the same geographical area an incident similar 

in nature may be inconsequential or work in a different way or not occur at all. Second, 

the culture of the people involved, where there is an importance placed on women's 

virtue and virginity, is significant in understanding these particular attempts at 

manipulation. Further, the fact that the emphasis for maintaining virginity and virtue are 

placed on women and not men is important in understanding the gender dynamics of 

this atternpt at cantrol. As well, Menakshi's own beliefs about virtue and appropriate 

behaviour for women and her perceptions of the wnsequences of a tamished reputation 

are also important in understanding her reaction of being "temfiedn of the gossip and the 

attempt at manipulation. Third, the individuals who orchestrated the manipulation used 

their understanding of South Asian women's sexuality and femininity in an attempt for 

power and control. They would not try this particular strategy nor would it work (in the 

same way) for other groups of women or men for that matter. Lastly, Menakshi's class 

membenhip is also significant. She stated, "They al1 know my family have a lot of 



money. She said ... if I didn't pay her $500 nipees, they would put my name and a 

shameful stotory about me in their paper'. Menakshi's upperclass status and the fact 

that her parents were wealthy and she had access to money are also signifiant factors 

in understanding this situation. This example is a clear demonstration of how Menakshi 

experienced this incident through the interconnectedness of her gender, class, sexuality, 

as well as certain aspects of lndian culture within a specific time in history. 

Menakshi's case study illustrated the interconnectedness of race, class, gender, 

age, sexuality and immigration history. It has also illustrated how labour force 

participation, the gender division of labour, family structure and the social construction of 

womanhood are experienced by a woman in the older generation, as well, it 

demonstrates how the four areas are wnnected and influence each other. Menakshi 

did not enter the paid labour force until her children were older and even then, her 

participation in the work force and school attendance was based around her children's 

school schedule and her husband's work schedule. Thus farnily and childcare 

responsibilities irnpacted on when she couId work and whether it was full-time or part- 

time. The support she received from her husband when she stniggied with housework, 

childcare and going to school, as well as when she experienced racist and sexist 

discrimination in the workplace, infiuenced how Menakshi experienced paid work and 

housework and family. As well, Menakshi's beliefs about womanhood, and what she 

had leamed in lndia influenced how she felt about entering the labour force, the division 

of household labour and family structure. 

From Menakshi's case study we leam what it is like to live under the influence of 

the immigration process. Almost every aspect of her life in Canada has k e n  impacted 

by some aspect of immigration: not planning to work in lndia versus having to work in 



Canada; the racism she experienœd, what she leamed in lndia about inside work and 

outside work and how it influenced the division of labour in her household; the structure 

of her family and her lndian ideals of decision making and family formation versus her 

children's ideals of independence and dating; and her beliefs and expectations 

regarding proper behaviour for Malayalee women. 

RACHEL 

Rachel is 26 yean old. She was bom and raised in the suburbs of Toronto. Her 

parents immigrated to Canada one year before she was bom. She has tw younger 

brothers. Rachel reported having a happy childhood. Although her parents did not have 

a lot of money when she was younger, they were financially stable and provided a stable 

family life. Her father worked in a professional occupation and her mother had a clerical 

job. They both worked full-time. 

Rachel stated that as she was growing up, her parents stressed education as 

being of prirnary importance. Rachel went to an al1 girls Catholic high school and 

attended an Ontario university where she studied commerce and obtained her CA. She 

currently works as an accountant for a large accounting fim. 

Thraughout her school years, she stated that she was a very good student, but 

there was always pressure to study more and get even better marks in schooi. She 

described her school experience as being pleasant. There were, however, some things 

about school that she described as being difficult. She reported: 

Growing up in the fOs, there weren't as many immigrants in Canada yet. So you 

felt diMerent from the other kids ... my background was different Your background 

was [South] Asian rather than the normal European background. So you ate 

different food ... your parents wore different clothes ... and you had stricter parents 

than everyone else did. 



Rachel talked about camparing her culture and traditions to the 'normalw European 

culture and traditions that other Canadian kids had. She said that her background, how 

she viewed herseif, as well as how others viewed her, was said to be 'different' f om the 

nonn. As discussed eariier 'difference' is often constnicted within Euro- 

Canadian/American mntexts as somehow being inferior. Rachel talked about racist 

incidents that she had experienced in school. When she was younger, she had been 

called Paki and had b e n  harassed because of her different race and culture. She even 

reported having been beaten up once by older kids when she was in public school. 

Rachel also talked about how teachers treated her dÎfferently and had different 

expectations of her because of her race and culture: 

1 was a fairiy good student. It may have helped that I was Indian, because people 

who are [South] Asian were viewed as smarter automatically ... you'd just see that 

[South] Asian kids tended to do better so maybe there was aiways an expectation 

that you'd do better because you worked harder in your school work, That 

stereotype is someîhing that exists ... the stereotype of [South] Asian people being 

better students. Teachers, when they see an Asian person they expect sorneone 

who is harder working and who is quiet.. and so it's always surprising for people 

if. .. rnaybe you're not as quiet as they're expedng and not as studious. 

Rachel stated that she experienced university very positively. She also said that the 

university she attended was very Anglo and there were not many South Asian people 

who attended there. She felt that her North Arnericanness hefped her fit in and made 

her feel included in that univerrity environment. 

Rachel experienced the Canadian school system as a middle-class South Asian 

female. That is, her experiences of schooling in Canada have been constructed by her 

race, gender, class and culture. Her rniddle-ciass mernbership is important in this 



construction because she was able to afford a university education. Also she attended 

a Catholic high school thus her religion is also a factor. Further, living in the suburbs of 

Toronto, she would have attended middleclass schools and had middle-dass school 

mates and would have been immersed in middle-class school culture. 

The racist harassrnent she experienced in school when she was younger, as well 

as her teachen' expectations of her performance, because she was South Asian, are 

both intn'cately linked to her race as well as stereotypes about lndian culture. When she 

was older, her North Americanness influenced how she experienced university, in that 

her North Arnerican culture worked as an advantage. Further, from research in the 

Canadian education system, we know that a student's race, class and gender are 

significant factors that influence their experience within the education system. As well, 

we know the role the education system plays in producing and reproducing racial, 

gender, and class based inequalities in society (Dei, 1996). Thus her experience of the 

Canadian school system was based on the interwnnection of many factors; race, 

gender, class, and religion. 

GENDER DIVISION OF UNPAID LABOUR 

Rachel stated that in her family as she was growing up she and her brothers 

were not expected to do housework on a regular basis, although they did do some of it. 

When she was asked who did more housework between her and her brothers, she 

claimed that they spent equal time: 

That's a sore point with my parents that I don't help around the house and I 

should be more domestic then I am. They're troubled that [my middle brother] 

does more, but in my view I get less credit for the things that I do do. Like I tend 

to clean dishes and clean the kitchen more than he will but I don't get credit far 

that. When my Mom is cooking l'II be there helping her while my brothers are 



watching W. Partly l don't get credit because women are expected to do more 

than men. 

When she was asked if there was a difference in the kind of wark that her and her 

brothers were expected to do, she replied: "1 wouldn't say that there's an expectation ... 

but I would never be asked to mow the lawn, although 1 wuld do it ... I've never seen 

either [of my brothers] clean the bathroom ... I've done it because it gets dirty". Although 

Rachel started out by saying that there were no expectations of types of household work 

by gender, in her descriptions it was clear that there were. Rachel experienced the 

division of unpaid labour in her family based on gender, culture and age. She stated 

that she would help with the caoking, and clean the kitchen and the bathroom, while her 

brothers would not generally do that type of work. When they did do housework, she 

reported they mowed the lawn. This type of division of housework has been discussed 

in Chapter six as k i n g  typical in Malayalee families. in that mowing the lawn would be 

perceived as k i n g  male responsibility while cooking, deaning and laundry would be 

perceived as being female responsibilities. Further, Rachel stated that her mother did 

the majonty of the housework in the family, even though her mother as well as her father 

worked full-time. As the oider woman in the household, Rachel's mother assumed the 

role of mother/wife and took on the responsibility of housework. Thus, Rachel's younger 

age and role as child, excused her from doing more of the housework. It is important to 

recognize that the division of unpaid labour is connected to marital and farnily 

relationships, as well as gender and culture. 

Rachel rewgnùed the unfair division of household labour in her family and 

stated that she wanted a more fair division when she had a family of her own. If and 

when Rachel gets married, her experience with the division of unpaid labour will change 



as her marital and family relationships change. Thus, not only is class and gender 

interconneded in Rachel's experienœ of the division of unpaid labour, but so is her age 

and culture, and these relationships change as her circumstances change. 

LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION 

Rachel got her first job at age 16 as a cashier in a grocery store. She worked 

part-time while she was in school, and full-time during the summers at a children's camp 

for several yean. She also had various other part-time jobs throughout her high school 

and university education; these were mostly clencal and sales jobs. She stated that she 

first started workîng because she wanted to have spending money. She also said that 

after she started working her parents began putting pressure on her to save money. 

She explained, '1 half resented it and I half understood ... when my parents first 

immigrated they had no rnoney. So they were concemed about money". What she was 

taught by her parents about saving money was directly influenced by their experience 

and struggle with money as new immigrants. 

After finishing her education, she started working full-time in a large prestigious 

accounting firm, where she has worked for four years. When talking about her work 

experiences, she described thern as being positive. She also described her current 

workplace as being a rich Anglo environment. Rachel reported that among the 130 

professionals that worù there, only five are minorities. She stated that the cleaning staff, 

on the other hand, are mostly minorities. She also stated, 'The secretaries are 

predominantly females and the head honchos are al1 white males. I see men as having 

an edge there because the old boys network exists and a's strong'. Rachel recognized 

the structural racism that was present in her workplace. although she reported not 



having had any direct racist experiences henelf. She explained that she feels more 

accepted there because she is very North Amencan: 

I think that.. and l know this, if f were very different, if I represented a Malayalee 

or lndian culture to people, I would not fit in with my fim and I don't think it would 

be very easy to work in a big accounting fi m... stereotypical thing, if you looked to 

them as if representing a different culture. I don't even know if it would be the 

way you dressed, but maybe the way you acted. If you were seen as someone.. . 

not very aware of popular cufture ... always wearing long skirts ... there was an 

Indian girl at school with long hair ahways braided ... I think it works to the 

disadvantage of a lot of minorities. 

Rachel identified the disadvantage of being identified as 'different' from North American 

ideology and culture in her work place. She spoke about the pnvilege she attained due 

ta her North American attitudes, behaviour and style of dress. She talked about an 

incident that happened at her work place: 

I feel more sexism at work and part of it may have been a racist influence. [At 

work] ifs understaod that everyone should clean their own coffee cups off their 

own desks. It was late in the evening and a senior partner [a white male] said to 

me, 'Oh Rachel, when you Ieave would you mind taking my coffee cups to the 

kitchen? And I looked at him and I didn't say anything. And the conversation 

went on. And at the end, I was edging out the dwr  and I wanteâ to run out 

More  he rernembered. And a senior female partner walked in as I was about ?O 

leave and he said 'Oh Rachel ... ' and pointed to the coffee cups. And the senior 

female partner asked me if those cups were mine. And I said, 'no they're his' and 

1 shook rny head towards him and he goes, 'Oh, Rachel knows she's doing me a 

big favouf. So I had to take the coffee cups and put them in the kitchen but I was 

very mad. I think it was overtly sexist I'm not sure if there was like a vein of 



racisrn underiying that incident I think it was mosüy sexist, but I think that he 

might, because I'm a minority, view me as someane of the lower-class or 

whatever. And so that type of behaviour he could get away with. 

In this example, Rachel's work experiences had to do with a fusion of her gender as 

well as her race and class. Her race and gender were tied in with the overt sexist and 

racist experience that she had, as well, they were factors in the systemic racism and 

sexism that were part of the stnicture of the organitation she worked in, where women 

and minorities were excluded frorn the most senior and prestigious positions. She 

stated that in her work place her 'North Arnericaness' benefited her while someone 

else's different culture would disadvantage thern. Her 'North Americaness' may in this 

case be seen as something that gave her pnvilege in this mainstream cornpany. Thus 

her North American culture also influences how she experiences her work place. 

Finally, her class membership is also an element that is intertwined in her experience of 

her work place. It is her middie-class pnvilege that has aliowed her to attain a university 

degree and work as a professional in a large prestigious company in the fint place. 

FAMlLY STRUCTURE 

Rachel talked about some of the difficulties that she experienced while she was 

growing up as well as the contradictions that she lives on a daily basis. A main therne 

that was identified throughout her interview, involved the confiicts that she experienced 

with her parents as a result of the differences in her parents' values and beliefs and her 

own values and beliefs. Many of the contradictions in her life were a result of being 

caught betwean two cultures. Many of the contradictions stemmed frorn her parents' 

immigration experience, and the meeting of their lndian values, morals, expectations 

and culture with her own Canadian values and ideals. When her parents immigrated to 



Canada, they brought with them what they had leamed in lndia about family structure, 

family formation, the gender based division of unpaid labour, decision making models 

and traditional notions of womanhood and manhood. Rachel, on the other hand, 

although infiuenœd by her family expectations, was more influenced in many ways by 

mainstream Canadian expectations, views and culture. She talked about her 

experience with decision making in the family: 

My parents were sûicter ... I don't think we were given freedom to make a lot of 

decisions that Our [Canadian] friends were making. I didn't make decisions on my 

own. I consulted my parents. 

Rachel's parents were raised in a society where parents made important decisions for 

their children. Rachel and her brothen grew up in Canada where the model of 

children's decision making emphasized independence. 

Rachel reported that the biggest cunflicts between herself and her parents 

concemed going out with friends, going out at night and especially going out with boys. 

She reported, 'ln high school it was diffÏcult to go out ... my parents were strict. There 

were unspoken niles ... boys were a big taboo, dating was not allowed". Rachel said 

that much of her parent's strictness had to do with their ideas about how a proper 

Malayalee girl behaves, based on what they had leamed in India. As well, they 

originally wanting to someday arrange a suitable mamage for her and so dating and 

having boyfriends was not allowed. She wanted to find her own partner through the 

dating process, but her parents made it very difficult by limiting when and where she 

could go and with whom. She stated that for many years she sought her parents' 

approval and tried to live by the strict niles they laid down. As she got older and into her 

20s. there was still tension around issues of dating and going out. Her friends would 



want to go places that her parents disapproved of, like night clubs. She claimed, ''1 

wasn't allowed to go to night clubs. If you Say the word night club to my parents they 

equate that with sex club or stnp joint. I do go to night clubs. I see it as normal 

behaviouf. Rachel stated that she had to start lying in order to obtain freedom because 

her parents were piacing unfair restrictions on her. She said that this was not easy for 

her because one of the most important values that she had been taught was to respect 

parents and elders. She said she was forced to lie to her parents about where she was 

going and whom she was going with. She reported: 

When I date I don't tell them. We donit date openly. I've never brought 

boyfiends home, if I did they'd react negaüvely. If he was non4 ndian, very 

negative. One of my brothers brought a few girls home ... they'd say we're 

disappointed ... it would be a big issue. They'd want to create a comfortable 

environment [in our farnily], but ftom their reactions in the past, ifs not 

comfortable. The taboo around dating and boys.-. I don't know that it has 

changed. But there is a lot of distance between me and my parents right now ... in 

ternis of what they know and what they have to know. 

Thus one of the main contradictions she lived on a daily basis was keeping her pnvate 

life, boyfriends and socializing, a secret from her parents and the Malayalee community, 

because she knew they would disapprove. In the eyes of her parents and the 

Malayalee cornmunity, she did not have boyfriends or date. Thus lying was a coping 

strategy she used to deal with living between two cultures. Rachel tried to hold ont0 

certain traditional aspects of family formation in the Malayalee cornmunity by keeping 

her socializing activities private, while at the same time taking part in dominant 

Canadian culture and dating. The nsk of this strategy was that she was living a 

contradiction, having to lie, and wuld lose the support of her family and the Malayalee 



community if discovered. The benefit of this strategy was that she gained freedorns and 

options that would otherwise be denied her. 

The way Rachel experienced her family situation was directiy influenced by her 

parents' immigration statw. Her parents' lndian culture, mainstream Canadian culture 

as well as her own emerging culture, of a mix of the former two cultures, played a role in 

how she experienced family situations. Her gender, as well as her race are also 

interconnected in her experiences of family. For example, she spoke about what was 

deemed proper behaviour in her family for lndian women. As well. from the previous 

section, there were expectations placed on her to take part in certain household work in 

her family, based on her gender. Her family's rniddle-class status is also interconnected 

in Rachel's experience of family, within the context of the home they live in, and the 

middle-class neig hbourhood. 

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOMANHOOD 

Rachel's experience and understanding of womanhood must be underçtood 

within the context of her experiences in her family, the Maiayalee community and 

mainstream Canadian society. Her beliefs and views about womanhood have been 

constructed and influenced by what she leamed from her parents and the influence of 

the Malayalee community, what she leamed from friends and peers in Canadian society, 

and how she experienced being a South Asian woman in Canada. This includes what 

she leamed about proper behaviour for girls and women, what she leamed about 

sexuality, what she leamed about women's education and entering the work force, as 

well as how housework was divided in the family and the different rules and 

expectations between male and female children in her family. 



Rachel spoke at Iength about the different way her parents treated her and her 

bmthers with respect to freedom, and the different rules they had for male and female 

children based on concems of safety and reputation: 

My brothers got their freedom and choices at an earlier age. I was dependent on 

my parents for rides, they'd pick me up ... My brothers wouldn't have to be picked 

up, because their friends had access to cars. They could stay out longer. I had 

to cal1 home, they did too, but they'd be more mad if I forgot to cal1 than if the 

boys forgot to call. There's still a distinction between males and females ... partly 

concems about safety ... women are more at risk in Our society, their safety is 

more in peril. And partly concems about a woman's reputation. Getting a bad 

name as someone who goes out a lot. Being loose ... someone who is seen as 

being flirty, slutty (laughs). 

Rachel experiences her womanhood through the interaction of her gender and 

dimensions of lndian culture. The expectations of proper behaviour for Malayalee 

women, and female children in the family are most important in Rachel's experience of 

womanhood, bath by what she believes and what her family and the Malayalee 

community dictates. Also the issue of women's safety in Canadian society influences 

how she experiences womanhood and may be canscious of her own safety, as well as 

her parents placing limitations on her based on their fear of possible danger because 

she is fernale. 

The way South Asian or Malayalee womens' sexuality is constructed also 

influences Rachel's experience of womanhood. She stated that she learned from her 

parents that sex was something that should be experienced only after mamage and 

virginity was said to be very important for women. Similar ideals were held in the 

Malayalee community, while sexuality was viewed in general more casually in 



rnainstrearn Canadian culture. Within Malayalee circles and in Rachel's family, 

wncerns about reputation and being viewed as being "slutty" or 'loose' were used to 

j u s t i  control over women's actions and freedom. Thus gender, culture and sexuality 

were bound up in Rachel's experienœ of womanhood. 

Rachel's race and her expen'ence of k i n g  an lndian woman is also inseparable 

and interconnected with her experience and construction of womanhood. Rachel talked 

about how she did not fit the North Arnen'can standard of beauty and that minority 

wornen are not seen as k i n g  attractive when compared to North Amencan ideals. 

Thus, another aspect that influences how she constructs womanhood is the Euro- 

Canadian/American hegemonic notion of the 'nom' of womanhood, sexuality and 

beauty in rnainstream Canadian society. She stated: 

I think our stereotype of who's beautiful is still someone who is white and taIl and 

blonde. And whoever is Indian might not be viewed as being beautiful.. . I thin k 

only recentiy have minority women k e n  seen as k i n g  pretty. 1 think North 

Indians are viewed as k i n g  very beautifil among lndians because they are very 

light skinned and very Anglo-lwking. If I'rn walking along the sbeet and I have a 

friend who is tall and very blonde haireci, she gets al1 the looks, ifs almost like I'm 

invisible. I'm shorter. I'rn darker and that kind of thing. I think we've al1 

experienced it 

Thus race as well as skin colour and other ideals of beauty are bound up in how Rachel 

experiences k i n g  a woman. Rachel also spoke about the systernic racism and sexism 

in her work place and how she felt she may have k e n  disadvantaged by her race and 

gender, and advantaged by her North Amencan culture and middle-dass status. Thus, 

how she experiences her work environment as a middle-dass lndian woman is also 

significant in her experience of womanhood. Rachel's case study has illustnted how 



her race, class, gender, culture, age, sexuality and history are interwnnected and 

influence her life, producing a specific lived experience for her. It also illustrated how 

labour force participation, the gender division of unpaid labour, family structure and the 

social construction of womanhood are experienced by a woman in the younger 

generation, and how the four areas are wnnected and influence each other. Rachel's 

case study also demonstrated how her parents' immigration experience impacted on her 

Me. 

DISCUSSION 

Although many aspects of the case studies are specific to the two women that 

are focused on, their experiences represent the two rnost distinct sets of experiences 

between Malayalee women in the two generations. It is interesting to note that although 

the Malayalee women in both generations have in common their race, class, gender and 

cultural background, they are different from each other and have many different lived 

experiences. A question that arises is, how and why are the women so different? The 

main reason for their differences can be found in the degree of influence lndian culture 

has had on each generation of women. As discussed throughout this thesis, many of 

the differences stem from immigration and the meeting of Indian culture, beliefs and 

values with the culture, beliefs and values prevalent in Canada. Women in the older 

generation are more influenced by lndian culture and ways of doing things. Women in 

the younger generation, although they are infiuenced by lndian culture as well, through 

their parents and within their families, they are also often more influenced by 

mainstream Canadian noms and ways of doing things. 

The differences between the two generations of women arise when the women's 

emerging culture (a mix of Indian and Canadian cultures in different proportions), their 



history, their age and the generation they belong to, influence their beliefs and practices 

with respect to things like the division of housework, ideals of family formation and 

sexuality, notions of recreation and socialization activities, and the reasons for education 

and entering the paid labour force. As well, the women in the two generations grew up 

in different time periods and were immersed in different cultures. They also learned 

different lessons from their life experiences. For example, the women in the older 

generation were taught that housework and inside work was women's work. Women in 

the younger generation leamed more egalitanan ideals about the division of housework. 

Women in the older generation were taught that dating and premarital relationships with 

men, sexual or otherwise, were shameful and unacceptable. Many of the women in the 

younger generation believed that dating and having premarital relationships with men 

were nomal and acceptable behaviour. Women in the older generation leamed that 

children were dependent on parents and parents made important decisions for their 

children. Women in the younger generation leamed to value independence, individuality 

and wanted to make more decisions for themselves. 

In the case studies, Menakshi and Rachel have adopted different strategies in 

order to cope with life as lndian women living in Canada. These strategies have 

emerged out of each of their specific experiences and circumstances, as ways of 

dealing with the situations they find themselves in. Menakshi's strategies include 

dressing like mainstream Canadians, leaming English, taking a skills training course, 

and speaking up and fighting for her rights. These strategies have k e n  adopted in 

order to advance her position in Canadian society and to be more accepted in 

mainstream Canadian society. Another one of Menakshi's strategies is maintaining 

traditions within her family, which indudes raising her children to respect lndian values 



and traditions, eating lndian food and maintaining lndian custorns. This strategy 

maintains lndian traditions and a sense of unity within the family. This strategy also 

fosters pride in lndian culture and heritage and rejects the dominant culture's racist 

assumptions and evaluations of lndian culture. Another strategy that Menakshi follows 

is to eat lndian food, but not to cook t before going out, so that food smells do not stay 

on her or her family's clothes and hair. As well, she has adopted the strategy of 

changing her way of thinking to accept certain aspects of mainstream Canadian family 

formation when arranging marriages for her children did not work out. These last two 

strategies have been adopted to keep peace between her and her children, and 

between her family and others in mainstream Canadian society. 

Rachel's strategies include embracing North Arnericanness, that is, dressing and 

behaving like other mainstream Canadians her age, and taking part in other aspects of 

Canadian culture. This strategy was adopted in order to be more accepted and to fit in 

better in school and work environments. Another one of Rachel's strategies is to voice 

her opinion and argue with her parents when she senses unfair treatrnent between male 

and female children in her family with respect to expectations and limitations. This 

strategy is used in hopes of gaining faimess and gender equality in the family. Rachel 

also employs the strategy of withholding information from and lying to her parents and 

others in the Malayalee community, about boyfnends and socializing, as well as other 

aspects of her private life. This strategy is adopted in order to obtain and maintain 

freedorns within her family and to maintain her good reputation in the Malayalee 

community. 

The two case studies have illustrated the ways in which a wornan's race, class, 

gender and cultural background are interconnected and produce different experiences 



and opportunities for different women. The case studies also show how race, dass, and 

gender intersed with a woman's generational affiliation, age, history, emerging culture 

(a mix of Canadian and lndian cultures in varying proportions) as well as structures and 

processes that exist in mainstream Canadian society. The case studies also show how 

each category of experience develops in the context of others, for example, Menakshi's 

race must be seen within the context of her immigrant status, her generational affiliation 

as well as in relation to the racism in mainstream Canadian society. Further, the case 

studies have pointed out the intenelated nature of oppressions, as the women are 

agents acting within several hegemonic systems at once. The case studies have also 

helped us understand the women's lives. the differences between the two generations of 

women and their responses and strategies in certain circumstances and the reasoning 

behind those responses and strategies. 



CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION 

This thesis has argued that South Asian women have different lived experiences 

than white rnainstream women in Canada, as well as than other women of different 

racial and cultural backgrounds. This is primarily because of the specific intersections of 

South Asian women's (as well as other women's) race, class, gender, culture and 

history. This thesis has further argued that South Asian women's experiences have 

been left out by mainstream feminist theories. At the onset of this thesis I explained that 

I had chosen this field of study because of the absence of South Asian women in 

ferninist literature. With this research I hope to fiIl in the gaps, using Malayalee women 

as one group that is representative of a South Asian sub-group. 1 would like the present 

study to make a contribution to feminist research and social science, especially within 

anti-racist research, as well as the curent scholarship on the intersectionality of race, 

gender, class, history, sexuality and culture, and make clear their contribution and 

necessity in feminist studies. 

From this research on Malayalee women, it becomes clear that feminist theory 

would need to take into account more then just gender relations as k i n g  central to 

understanding women's oppression. Presenting South Asian women's experience of 

multiple systerns of oppression (simultaneously), challenges feminism by demonstrating 

the interconnectedness of race, class and gender in the oppressions that South Asian 

women experience. This study supports the mounting research that suggests that in 

order to provide a more complete and inclusive perspective of women's varied 

experiences of oppression. it is necessary for ferninist scholanhip to take into 

consideration the race, class. sexuality and history as well as gender of al1 women (Baca 

Zinn, 1991 ; Collins. 1990; Calliste, 1992; Glenn. 1992). Moreover. the categories of 



race, class, gender and sexuality only make sense l you understand how they are used 

to organize social positions within histoncally evolving societies and economies and 

political processes. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THIS THESIS 

The implications of this thesis for feminist scholanhip includes a broadening of 

feminist theones that become more applicable to the lives and experiences of al1 

women, inchding many women who have been Ieft out previously. lncorporating the 

muttiracial and multicultural experiences of women of colour into ferninist scholarship 

and reconstnicting models and theories that acknowledge and explain al1 women's 

experiences are important first steps in working toward a more cornplete perspective. 

Many women of colour have reported feeling ambivalent toward feminism and 

some have rejected it al1 together. Primarily these sentiments stem from an assessrnent 

of feminism as being a white ideology and practice; not k i n g  able to address issues 

that are relevant to people of colour; having anti male sentiments and; as being 

incompatible with and detracting from struggles against racism (Tang Nain, 1991). In 

some contexts opposing sexism and opposing racism have k e n  presented as k i n g  an 

eitherlor choice. lncluding race, class and gender in a feminist analysis of oppression, 

would eliminate the eitherior aspect of talking about oppressive systems. Instead, the 

focus would be on the intenectionality of race, class and gender and how they work 

together to produce different oppressive situations for different women. This type of 

inclusive analysis would encourage more women (and men for that matter), who have 

previously k e n  excluded, to identify with feminism when their experiences and relevant 

circumstances are addressed and accounted for by ferninist theory. 



The pedagogical implications of this thesis would indude an analysis of how 

power relations influence educational systems and the production of knowledge. Since 

hegemonic ideologies and the dominant groups noms and values define 'difference' as 

not neutrally different but 'different' and 'infenof, we must analyze the role white, male, 

middleclass privilege has in producing and reproducing knowledge. Thus theories, 

philosophies, knowledge and cumculum that have been produced by the dominant 

group must be called into question as they likely serve the interests of the dominant 

group and keep others in subordinate positions. One of the goals of the educational 

process should be to critically examine knowledge production and subvert the status 

quo in order ta foster social change and include the theories, ideas and knowledge of 

previously marginalized people, like the Malayalee community in this study (see 

Banne ji, 1991 ; Carty, 1991). 

COMMON THEMES AND PA7TERNS 

In this study there are several themes and trends that have k e n  identified. 

Throughout the study it became dear that immigration has played an extremely 

important part in the lives of al1 of the Malayalee women in this study. The direct 

influence of immigration, particulariy for women in the older generation, and the 

consequences that followed have impacted al1 of the women in many aspects of their 

lives. It became clear within the four categories of investigation that the consequences 

of the immigration process were far reaching. Specific consequences of the immigration 

process, stemmed from the meeting of lndian beliefs, values and practices with the ones 

prevalent in Canada. The immigration process infiuenced labour force participation in 

that it re-valued educational credentials, and created different opportunities and reasons 

for education and ernployment for women. It changed social structures and class 



membership and shifted responsibility for housework and childcare. Immigration altered 

family structure and ideas about family formation, e.g. ananged mamages versus 

dating. It created cultural conflicts and the dual culture that younger South Asian 

women exparience. As well, it changed notions of who is the head of the household and 

how decisions were reached in the family. The immigration process impacted how 

South Asian womanhood was constructed, as well as beliefs and values about sexuality 

and what was considered proper and acceptable behaviour for women. The following 

section examines some of these aspects more closeiy. 

Not only did immigration laws directly influence who would be allowed into 

Canada, but it also infiuenced the types of jobs new immigrants would occupy and the 

relevanœ of previous employment experienœ and educational attainment. Immigration 

also altered Malayalee women's attitude toward paid work and education. In an 

examination of Malayalee women's experiences in the Canadian labour force, 

examining their immigration experience is a key factor in understanding why they 

entered the work force and how they expenenced the work force. Women in the two 

generations had different experiences and reasons for labour force participation. Many 

of the women in the older generation did not enter the paid labour force until they 

emigrated out of India. Women who did enter the work force prior to immigrating were 

diswuraged from doing so by their parents and several of these women stated that they 

entered the work force out of boredom, just to pass the time. Pnor to the 70s, niles of 

status and class in the Malayalee cornmunity in Kerala, dictated th& it was not expected 

or respectable for women to enter the paid labour force, with the exception of the very 

few jobs that were open and acceptable for women notably in teaching and health care. 

During that time period women were encouraged to obtain higher education, however, 



not to enhance their opportunities for employment, but rather for reasons of class and 

family status (for example, to make them more mamageable). Men, on the other hand, 

were expected and encouraged to pursue higher education and take part in the paid 

labour force in order to be able to support their family in the Mure. 

In contrast to the women in the older generation, women in the younger 

generation who were raised in Canada, were strongly encouraged. like their male 

counterparts, ta obtain higher education for the purpose of enhancing their employment 

opportunities. These women were also encouraged ta enter the labour force in order to 

someday support themselves and their own familias. The difference in the way the two 

generations of women have experienced labour force participation, especially in tenns of 

entering the paid work force, can be explained by examining the immigration process 

and the expectations within the societies and the time penods in which they lived. After 

they immigrated to Canada, the women in the older generation realized that in Canada, 

unlike India, it was necessary for women to enter the paid work force in order to eam a 

living and support themselves and their families. From their Iife experiences they knew 

that a good education and finding a good job were important strategies of survival and 

success in Canada. Therefore, they raised their daughters as well as their sons, 

encouraging them both to strive for higher education, in the hopes that it would lead to 

well paid jobs and success in the future. 

The women in this study reported that for many of them, immigration drastically 

altered economic situations and class. For example, women who were in the upper and 

middle-classes in India, experienced the most dramatic shifts, downward in class, after 

immigration. Many reported going from affluent lifestyles in lndia to poverty and 

hardships after they immigrated. On the other hand, many of the women who were in 



the lower middle and workingzlasses, al1 of whom were nurses, reported a riss in class 

status. Many of these women spoke about economic hardships and instability they 

experienced in India before immigration, and the lack of financial struggle they 

experienced after immigration. This shift in their class and status was due to the 

differential value placed on their labour in Canada where nursing is relatively 

prestigious, venus in India, where nursing is seen as a low-dass, iow status occupation. 

However, in India, the value of nursing was raised when the fact they were nurses gave 

them a 'ticket out' of India. The nurses in this study reported that, regardless of the low- 

status and low-class stereotyping of nuning in Kerala, they were drawn into nuning by 

a combination of economic need, and restricted opportunities for education and 

employrnent. Further, from the analysis, the nurses' rise in class and financial position 

after immigration, does not appear to have influenced other factors apart from 

differences related directly to their class shifts, employability and relatively well paid job. 

It appean that both nurses and non-nurses have very similar views, beliefs and 

experiences of most other aspects of their lives. It is suggested that further research is 

required to understand the possible element in the Malayalee family or community that 

ovemdes the change in class. 

Immigration also influenced social and family structure, in that aspects of 

housework and childcare were altered for women in the middle and upper-classes. 

Women in the older generation reported that in lndia they had servants to do much of 

this work, as well as extended family networks to share in this responsibility. After 

immigration they became solely responsible for the household work and childcare. 

There were differences as well with respect to how women in the two generations 

experienced housewok Women in the older generation accepted housework as being 



primarily their responsibility using 'inside work' 'outside work' models they had leamed in 

tndia: inside work was considered wornen's work and included caoking, cleaning, 

laundry and childcare; and outside work was considered men's work and primarily 

consisted of home and pmperty maintenance as well as participation in the paid labour 

force. Many of the women in the younger generation, on the other hand, rejected 

housework as being women's sole responsibility. Based on what they had leamed in 

mainstream Canadian society, women in the younger generation held more egalitarian 

views about housework. Several of the women in the younger generation reported 

clashes with their parents about the unfair division of housework, based on the parents' 

beliefs about outside work and inside work, especially when male siblings were 

responsible for far less housework than female siblings. Many of the women in the 

younger generation stated that they fought for equal treatment in their families where 

division of housework was concemed. 

A theme that was clearly identified in this study was that the Malayalee family in 

Canada is in the process of change. Much of this change is again a consequence of 

immigration and the meeting of lndian values, noms and practices with the values, 

noms and practices prevalent in Canada. Specifically, the women in the older 

generation who are parents follow more lndian ways of doing things, while women in the 

younger generation generally follow mainstream Canadian beliefs and values, even 

though they have retained some elements of lndian culture. This meeting of two 

cultures in the same farnily and household often proves to be conflictual. These 'cultural 

conflicts' must be understood within the context of mainstream Canadian racism and the 

marginalkation of minority cultures. Many of the women in both generations reported 

'cultural mnflicts' and related stress between Malayalee parents and their children. 



Much of the confiicts between the women in the younger generation and their 

parents stem from the differences in ideals of family formation and its implications to the 

lives of the women in the younger generation. Many of these conflicts are directly linked 

to parents' (initial) ideals of arranging marnages for their children, while most of the 

women in the younger generations reported wanting to find their own partners through 

the dating process. This conflict is wmplicated fumer by the implications of dating in 

the Malayalee comrnunity and within the arranged mamage system, in that dating was 

(initially) equated with promiscuity, and a woman's reputation must be untamished in 

order to take part in an arranged rnarriage. For this reason many parents had strict 

niles about when and with whom their daughters could go out with, and in many 

families, dating was not allowed. These rules and the limitations placed on the women 

in the ywnger generation were the cause of most of the inter-generational conflicts. 

Originally, taking part in the dating system disallowed the person's taking part 

easily in the arranged rnarriage system. However, currently Malayalee women in the 

younger generation reported that they have varied approaches to family fomation and 

mate selection. lncluded in these various approaches are dating, with and without their 

parents' knowledge or consent, dating and using the arranged rnarriage system as a 

back up plan, having dated previously and meeting men that their parents introduce 

them to, and taking part in the new modem version of the arranged mamage system. 

The women in this study and the Malayalee community in general, are in the process of 

working out a plan that works best for them individually and colledively. Thus, around 

issues of family fomation, the Malayalee family and the Malayalee community in 

general are undergoing change. 



Notions of Malayalee family structure and decision making in the family have 

also undergone change as a result of the immigration process. The women in this study 

were asked about decision making in the family and who, if anyone, was the head of the 

household. In theory, the women in the older generation believed that the 

fatherhusband was the head of the household, however, in practice, both parents or 

spouses discussed things and reached mutually agreed upon decisions. For the most 

part, within Malayalee families in Canada, women do hold relative power and have 

control and influence in their families. However, the women claimed that their husbands 

were the head of the household, because that is what they leamed about family 

structure in Kerala. In the younger generation, the wornen expressed more egalitarian 

views and beliefs than the women in the older generation about decision making 

between spouses and who was the head of the household. 

Children in the Malayalee family, on the other hand, had very little power. The 

women in the younger generation reported that decisions were reached through farnily 

discussion, and after consulting with parents. Often the parents' opinions and beliefs 

had the most weight. Children's decision making in the Malayalee family in Canada has 

been influenced by the immigration process. The women reported that in lndian culture, 

parents were highly respected and obeyed, and typically made important decisions for 

children regarding education, career, as well as mate selection. In Canada, on the other 

hand, these types of decisions are made by the children and not the parents. Conflicts 

arose when women in the younger generation attempted to assert their independence, 

as independence is emphasized in mainstream Canadian society, and their parents tned 

to exercise their authority. The issues of dependence and decision making were 



identified as a point of struggle between the women in the younger generation and their 

parents. 

The immigration process also impacted on how Malayalee womanhood was 

constnicted. Aspects of what it means to be an lndian woman, and appropriate 

behaviour for an lndian woman and values about sexuality, from both lndian and 

mainstream Canadian cultures, infiuenced the construction of womanhood for the 

Malayalee women in this study. There were some women who cleariy held on to more 

lndian beliefs and ideals about womanhood than others (typically these were the women 

in the older generation), and there were some women who adapted rnainstream 

Canadian ideals and notions of womanhood and appropriate behaviour for women. The 

way Malayalee women constnicted their own notions of womanhood, as well as how 

they were constnicted by others and the expectations and stereotypes placed on 

Malayalee women by extemal sources, proved to be significant influences that impacted 

on their lives. m u s  the social construction of their womanhood infiuenced how the 

wornen experienced the labour force, life in Canada in general, and how they 

experienced family and community life; it also impaded on choices and opportunlies in 

their lives. 

A pattern that emerged in this study was that women in both generations 

reported experiences of racisrn, sexism and ethnocentrism. The women said that the 

more overt and blatant examples of racism were expenenced in the 70s and 80s. 

However, the wornen in both generations reported that today, they still experience racial 

discrimination and systemic racism and sexism, in their work places, in mainstream 

Canadian society and in their lives in general. Although their experiences of 

discrimination were similar to that of the women in the younger generaüon, the women 



in the older generation described experiences in which their accents, English language 

skills, age and adherence to lndian culture, were bound up with their race, class and 

gender to produce a very specific experience of discrimination. Women in the younger 

generation did not have accents, spoke English that was indistinguishable from 

mainstream Canadians and had taken much of mainstream Canadian culture on as their 

own. Thus, the women in the two generations experienced racism and sexism in 

Canada differently from each other because of their difference in age, history, culture, 

language skills and accent. 

A theme that cleariy ernerged in this study was that Malayalee women were 

complex subjects whose Iives did not resemble the stereotypes of dependent, 

submissive women, passively accepting what was handed to them. The Malayalee 

women in this study proved to be independent, multi faceted women who were active 

players in their lives. For example, al1 of the married women in this study worked and 

cosupported their families financially. Several of the women in the older generation also 

immigrated to Canada on their own to pursue employment and educational 

opportunities. Many of them also fought for rights and fair treatment in the face of 

discrimination in their work places. As well, the majority of mamed women in this study 

were not submissive or subordinate in their marital relationships, in reality they shared 

power and made important decisions mutually with their husbands. Within the family, 

many wornen in the younger generation did not accept unfair divisions of housework or 

restrictions placed on their freedom without question. In many cases, the women fought 

oppressive situations. Further, many of the women rejected racist stereotypes and 

evaluations of lndian culture from mainstrearn society. 



A trend that has been identifiecl within the comparison of experiences between 

South Asian women, black women and mainstream women, as well as other women of 

colour in feminist scholanhip, is that k i n g  non-white and external to the mainstream, in 

other words 'being other' produces a commonality between these non-mainstream 

women. Although South Adan women have different histories and cultural 

backgrounds, they have in common with Black women and other women of colour, the 

fact that feminist theory omits much of their experiences. There is an obvious trend in 

early feminist theorizing, where white middle-class women have been trying ta access 

positions. privileges and nghts that white niling-class men have monopolized. ï h ~ s  

mainstream women have focused on gender oppression and ways of obtaining gender 

equality. By not taking into account the interconnectedness of race, class and history as 

well as gender, feminist scholanhip excludes many women who are not mainstream 

from its analysis. This omission needs to be imrnediately rectified in order to make 

feminism a body of theory that examines the oppressions al1 women experlene. At the 

same time, women from diverse backgrounds whose experiences have k e n  left out of 

feminist theorizing, must start examining and writing about their different expedences. 

They need to articulate their needs and develop a body of feminist thought that is 

relevant to their lives and accaunts for their experiences. 

SELF DEFINITION 

Audre Lorde notes that '... it is axiomatic that if we do not define ourselves for 

ourselves, we will be defined by others-for their use and to our detnmentn (Lorde, 

198445). In keeping with this thinking, women from diverse backgrounds need to 

define a feminism which incorporates their experiences and includes selfdefinitions of 

who they are. Many wornen of colour have already begun this process by critiquing 



ferninist theorizing and by constnicting a body of thought that examines the lived 

experiences of al1 women, including women of colour. Collins (1990) asserts that the 

ability and opportunity to define self, and being a selfdefined person rather than some 

one else's definition of 'othet is empowering. 

The problem is in the definition of 'woman'. hooks (1984) argues that white 

middle-class wornen have used their privileged positions of race and class to maintain 

the existing inequalities and hierarchy within society. They have also used their 

privileged circumstances to prioritire the sexist oppression they experience, while 

ignoring the many other oppressions that other women experience differently, based on 

their race, class and sexuality as well as their gender (hooks, 1984). The solution is that 

white, middle-class women have to stop defining womanhood for al1 women (Spelman, 

1988; Russo, 1991). 

Applying an anti-racist framework to feminist theorizing would critically examine 

the normalcy of whiteness as the main mmponent in the construction of non-white 

women as 'other' and how 'difference' is explored in racialized dismurses (Dei, 1996). 

As welt, an anti-racist frarnework would situate the experiences of women within the 

context of the racist, sexist and classist ideology of hegemonic structures and processes 

in society. 

Women from diverse backgrounds must engage in a definition of womanhood 

that represents their experiences and is relevant to their lives. f erninist scholarship can 

no longer use white middle-class women to represent the nom of womanhood. Butler 

argues that if feminism were to assume that the t e n  'woman' '...designates an 

undesignatable field of differenœs, one that cannot be totalized or surnmarized by a 



descriptive identity category, then the very terni becornes a site of permanent openness 

and resignifiability" (Butler, 1992:16). 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF FEMINISM? 

At this point there are several questions that arise: What is the future of 

feminism? Can the emerging feminist theories by women of colour and other women of 

diverse backgrounds be worked into a feminism that accounts for all women's 

experiences, or do the vast differences between women and their emerging theories 

cause further factionalkation? Given the vast differences in women's experiences, does 

it make sense to have a feminist movement? 

The history of feminism has been rnarked by divisions and intemal contradictions 

which are reflective of the difierences between women. But must Our differences divide 

us? I hope not. Emerging theories by women of colour and women of divene 

backgrounds suggest that there are common areas of concem and interest between 

women, despite our differences. A unified feminism that examines al1 aspects of a 

person's life, their race, class, gender, sexuality and the intersections of these 

categories, as well as how these categories are embedded in social, political and 

historical processes, may provide a forum for women to begin re-addressing issues that 

are connected to the oppressions we individually and wllectively experience. 

However, a unified ferninism does not mean that 'one theory' can explain 

everything, because one theory cannot cover al1 the specificities of Iife. There are 

historical specificities and our world is continually changing. As well the interactional 

nature of these categories can produce situations where race, cJass, gender, sexuality, 

history, nationality, religion and age are interconnected with each other to produce a 

multitude of possibilities. Dei (1 996a) uses what he calls an anti-racist discursive 



framework which acknowledges the aduality of racism as well as other foms of social 

oppression, whicti include but are not limited to dass, gender and sexual orientation. 

He asserts that a major theoretical framework can help us understand certain aspects of 

Iife and make meanings out of the social world. Its implication for feminisrn is that 

feminism requires a framework with which we can begin discussions that integrate race, 

class, gender and history, and examines the reality and existence of multiple 

oppressions that women face. Women's experiences are diverse and dynamic, and 

feminist theory therefore must back down from all-enwmpassing descriptions, and 

instead work on a political position which leaves room for diverse understandings of 

what liberation is, as well as diverse paths to that liberation. 

1 believe there can be a united feminism. However, major restructuring will be 

necessary to incorporate anti-racist principles into feminist theory and praxis. Power 

structures and hierarchy within society, as well as within the feminist movement would 

need to be acknowledged and addressed in order to work toward social change. 

Women of diverse backgrounds, or in this case South Asian women, would need to 

develop a feminism that is selfdefined and equipped to articulate the experiences, 

concems and analysis with which we enter the Canadian women's movement as full and 

equal participants. 
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e 1: D-n of M&hyahes in Canada 

The majority of Malayalees in Canada reside in Ontario. 

Total Number of Malayaiees in Canada = 4 165 

Source: Statistics Canada 199 1 



e 2: Sou- vs. Averae O n ~ c o ~  0 

South Asian and Female average incomes are significantiy below that of the average 
Ontanan. 

Average Mak South M i n  Mak Average Femak South Asian Female 
100% 86% 67% 60% 

Source: Employment Equity - Visible Minority Profile basai on 199 1 census 



e 3: Labour Force Actnqtv O 0 O F e d e  P p  9 

Labour force participation rates for Visible Minority Women including South Asian 
Women are higher than average. 

Total Viibk 
Poulath Minorities 

Source: Employment Equity - Visible Minority Profile based on 1991 census 



uca- 
4 

University education rates for South Asiaos in Ontario are higher than average. 

*% of population in Ontario 15 years and over with university degrees 
Source: Em ployment Equity - Visible Minority Profile based on 1 99 1 census 



Participants were informed that this intewiew was to understand their life history with 
specific focus on their experience of race, gender, class, culture and sexuality. 

The interviews were conducted in english, however the participants were infonned that if 
they wanted to, they muld convey ideas and information in Malayalam because 1 am 
able to understand and speak the language. 

Throughout the interviews, participants were told that they should feel free to intermpt 
and ask questions if they didn't understand what I meant or what information I was 
asking for. 

I also emphasized the CONFlDENTlALlTY of the interviews and made it clear that al1 
information exchanged during the interviews would be held in the strictest of confidance. 
It was emphasued that participants would be given annonimity and that their real names 
would be replaced by pseudonyms in the final document. Participants were also 
inforrned that they may ask me the same questions if they wanted ta. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Date of birth? 

Place of birth? 

Partnership status/Marital status? (If married, at what age did you get mamed? Was 
your mamage arranged?) 

Close relatives residing in Canada? Close relatives residing in India? Other places? 

Date of immigration? How many years have you Iived in Canada? 

Siblings andfor children? 

Your approximate incarne level? (See bottom of interview schedule). 

Class affiliation - self description of class membership (working, middle, upper, other) 

Present occupation? 

Many of the questions will be asked for three time periods of the women's lives. 1. 
Before immigrating or early years in Canada if barn in Canada. 2- Immediately after 
immigrating. 3. Presently. 



How did your parents eam a living? What was their livelihood? 

What type of dwelling did you live in? m e n  you were young venus now) 

Tell me a bit about your childhood. 

What type of area or region did you grow up in? Changes? (city, fann, suburbs, rural, 
etc.) 

Describe the community that you grew up in? (small, dose knit, large, rnany neighbors, 
etc.) Was there a Malayalee comrnunity that influenœd you as you grew up? 

What did you andior your family do for entertainment when you were children? As you 
were growing up? And now? 

Did you (or your parents) have sewants before immigrating andlor after immigrating? 
How rnany? What work did they do? 

Did your family experience any financial problems when you were a child? Explain. 

Who lived in your household? 

What was your lifestyle like before immigrating? lmmediately after immigrating? Now? 
OR What was your lifestyle like when you were a child? Now? 

What kinds of clothes did you wear? How did you feel about your style of dress? 
After immigrating, what clothes did you weaR How did you feel about your style of 
dress? OR Do you ever Wear traditional lndian clothes? 

What types of food did you eat (when you were growing up)? (After immigrating)? 
Now? 

What Ianguage was spoken at home? (After irnmigrating)? (As a child)? Now? OR 
Can you understand Malayalam? Can you speak Malayalam? 

At what age and in which country did you leam to speak English? 

What was the climate like in India? What was the climate like in Canada? How did this 
change affect you? 

Why did you (or your parents) immigrate? What were the reasons? Whose decision 
was it to immigrate? 

What did you know about Canada? What did you expect? What did you find? 

Did you interact with other Canadians? Why or why not? 



UR FORCE PARTICIPATION 

Employment history. List and describe al1 the paid jobs that you have held in your life. 

What was the highest educational level that you attended? What was the highest 
educational level that you cornpleted? In which country? Was your education in lndia 
valued here (if applicable)? 

If you attended school in Canada, how would you describe that experience? What did 
you like about it? What did you dislike about it? Did you feel accepted by your fellow 
students and teachcrs? Were there any conflicts? 

Who werelare your closest friends? What werelare their nationalities? What were 
some similarities and differences betwaen you and other Canadian friends? 

At what age did you start your first job? Why did you decide to work? What changed for 
you, if anything, after you started working and eaming money? 

Who else worked in the family? Why? Why not? What was the money you eamed used 
for? 

How did you get to work? 

How did you feel about working? How do you feel about not working? How did parents 
and other family members or your spouse feel about your working or not working? 

What was the work environment like? What did you like? What did you dislike? 

What kinds of work didldo you do? Werelare these jobs considered goodlbadlokay 
jobs? Werelare they considered good jobs for women? Why? Who else worked there 
(other women, other South Asians)? Werelare they considered good jobs for 
immigrants? 

In tenns of employment, advancernent and promotion at your work place(s) were things 
done fairly? 

Was there equality in opportunity? Was it a ment and accomplishment based systern or 
were there other factors that played a role? Explain. 

What was your class rnembership and lifestyle during the three time periods OR when 
you were a child versus now (working, middle. upper, other)? 

About Nursing: 

How is Nursing perceived or viewed in India? Why? Is it paid well in India? 

How is Nuning perceived or viewed in Canada? Why? Is it paid well in Canada? 

For Nurses: 



Why did you decide to go into Nursing? 

While working as a nurse in Canada, have job cornpetitions andor opportunities for 
advancernent been fair and accessable? Were jobs, shifts, and hours distnbuted fairly? 
What has your experience been as a Nurse in Canada? 

In your family who didldoes the: cooking; cleaning; laundry and shopping (for groceries 
and other things)? 

Who waîlis responsible for child care? Who was/is responsible for child rean'ng? 
Diado you use a baby sitter or day care? 

Who waslis responsible for: gardening; home maintenance; car maintenance; paying 
bills; financial management? 

How werelare these responsibilities detemined? 

What were/are males responsible for? What were/are females responsible for? Why? 

How did/do your feel about this division? Explain. What other factors playlplayed a role 
in this division (if any)? Explain. 

What waslis the mode of transportation to do groceries and to go shopping? How 
washs laundry and cleaning done (didldo you have a washing machine or a dish 
washer)? 

Wthin your family how much time didldo you (or your mother) spend on house worù? 
How much time did/does your spouse (or your father or male siblings) spend on house 
work? Child a re?  Explain. 

Who lived in your household dunng the different time periods? m i l e  growing up. After 
marriage if applicable. After immigration if applicable. Presently). 

Washs there a head of the household? 

How werelare decisions reached in your family? Diddo children while growing up make 
decisions on theif own? 

Werelare there any niles (spoken or unspoken)? What washs considered 
acceptable/unacceptable behaviour for children? Were these the same for males and 
females? 

What type of environment washs your farnily life? Can or could children talk to parents 
about important personal issues (dating; boyfriends or girifriends; sex; drugs; going out 
at night etc.)? 



Wads your farnily different from the families of your other Canadian friends? How, 
explain. 

What werelare the most important values in your family? 

At what age werelare children considered adults? 

How werdare children disciplined? 

Were there any conflicts growing up? What werdare the issues that were most offen 
the cause of conflicts? 

Have there been any experiences of violence or abuse by any family rnembers from 
intemal or extemal sources? Explain. 

If married, has your partnership choice k e n  a good match? OR Was your rnarriage an 
ananged mamage? If you have had an ananged mamage would you pick the same 
spouse today if you had a choice? Explain. 

If not mamed, how arehiIl partnership choices be made? Do you want to have an 
arranged mamage? Have you always felt this way?. 

Think of your day to day experiences that you have had (eg. school, work, grocery 
shopping, neighbours, buying a car, taking the bus, driving, going out for dinner, going 
for a walk, in a department store etc.) how (if at ail) has your race infiuenced your 
experiences? 

How has racism influenced your family? (Namecalling, prejudice, discrimination, 
violence). 

If a family member experienced racism, how waslis it dealt with? If children 
experience/expenenced racism, how isfwas it dealt with? Is it talked about or 
discussed? 

How much retention is there of your lndian culture in your family? (%) What are the 
most important elements of lndian culture that your family has been influenced by? 

How rnuch adaptation to Canadian culture is there in your family? (%) What are the 
most important elements of Canadian culture that your family has b e n  influenced by? 

NHOOQ 

What were you told about sexual relations by family rnembers, friends and society? 

How waslis sexuality viewed for fernales? how waslis sexuality viewed for males? (In 
both lndian and Canadian cultures.) Is virginity important for females? Why? Is virginity 
important for males (in both lndian and Canadian cultures) Why? 

As an lndian woman how do you feel about virginity? As an lndian woman how do you 
feel about sexuality? (1s sex about procreation? duty? pleasure? love etc?) 



How are lesbian or gay unions viewed or perceived? How do you feel about these 
unions? 

What nationality are you Or what nationality do you consider yourself to be? 

In the Malayalee community what are the characteristics for a good Indian girl? What 
are the characteristics for a bad lndian girl? Are there similar characteristics for males? 

How are Malayalee women perceived if they break the noms of tradition ie: women 
who do not get mamed or rnany at an older age; women who get divorced or separated; 
women who have premarital sex; women who activeiy date. How are men who break 
these same noms perceived? 

Do you feel accepted in the lndian Malayalee community? 
Do you feel accepted in mainstream Canadian community? 

How, what, when and from whorn did you leam about menstruation? How did you feel 
about it? 

How do you feel about being female? Islwas there a preference in your family or culture 
for either male or female children? 

How do you feel about your physical characteristics i.e. height, weight, body shape, 
breast size, skin colour, and hair colour? Have you always felt this way? 

How does your skin mlour influence your life? Are there different values placed on 
certain types of skin colour? How does this preferenœ or value for certain skin colours 
work in the lndian or Malayalee community? Have you had any experiences in relation 
to skin cotour? 

How do you feel about motherhood? What werelare expectations of lndian females 
about motherhood? Have these changed over time? How do you feel about these 
expectations? Do the words sacrifice or duty have any significance? 

What has been your experience of k i n g  an lndian woman living in Canada? How has 
your gender or race influenced this experience? 

Have concems about gossip and reputation in the Malayalee community ever influenced 
your Iife (even when you were younger, pemaps in your teens)? 

What areihave been expectations of partnenhip choices with regard to gender, age, 
race, culture, (what else?) What would the response be l you (or your daughter) were 
involved with or mamed a man who was not Malayalee or Indian; ie someone who is 
white or black? 

Have you ever felt devalued because of your race or culture by someone from another 
race or culture? 

What is the arranged mamage system as you understand (or experience) it? Has it 
changed over the years? Exptain. 



How does the dowery system work /or if having gone through an arranged maniage 
how did it work in your case? 

How werelare relations with your inlaws? 

How was/is dating viewed in the Malayalee cornmunity? Explain. How do you feei 
about dating? Do you date? 

Is there any thing else you would like to add? Any concems or experiences that you 
have? Issues that you think are important that we did not talk about? 

This infornantion is also stridly CONFIDENTIAL. It is used only to establish class 
membership. 

Your approximate incorne level. 
In thousand dollars. 
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